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ABSTRACT

A joint research effort by the Utah Water Research Laboratory and the Nevada Center for
Water Resources Research applied two multiobjective planning models to the Virgin River
Basin in order to test the efficiency and practicality of applying such tools in water resources
planning. The Surrogate Worth Trade-off (SWT) method couples mathematical optimization to
quantify trade·.offs among noncommensurable objectives with interviews to compare public
preferences with respect to these trade offs. PROPDEMM uses information on interest group
objectives, values, willingness to pay, influence, level of information, etc. to compare the
political feasibility of alternative courses of action. Both models were applied to assess the
difficulties in doing so and the usefulness of the results. The trade offs identified by the SWT
method showed agricultural water use to be so dominant in the basin that slight adjustments in
irrigation efficiency could supply all foreseeable needs for additional water for other uses, such
trade offs to be too inconsequential to identify and compare public preferences, and other trade
offs to be impossible because of the position taken by ecologists that any environmental change
would destroy a rare species of minnow. Prior to analyzing a situation by the SWT method, the
planner should make sure that the trade offs will be of a magnitude meaningful to the public and
that the model selected will be sufficiently refined in analyzing small units in time and space to
identify locally significant trade offs. PROPDEMM showed the politically most controversial
trade off to be between construction of energy generating fa,~ilities and life support for the
minnow, a controversy that would probably be decided in favor (. f the environmentalist because
of their power and non-openness to change. Improvements to the model to do a better job of
interfacing environmental with social data were recommended. Social modeling in such low
population areas was found to be restricted by laws against disclosure of private information
because of the very small numbers of individuals living in many evaluation units.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
by

Lance R. Rovig aM Daniel H. Hoggan

approach to overcoming these obstacles is to attempt
to implement alternative multiple-objective planning
strategies in analyzing the water management
alternatives for a relatively small and uncomplicated
river basin. Problems could thereby be identified, and
methods for overcoming them could be developed. The
research project reported herein was a joint effort of
the Utah Water Research Laboratory and the Nevada
Center for Water Resources Research to formulate,
apply, and evaluate alternative multiple-objective
water planning methodologies in a selected river
basin.

BACKGROUND

The changes in national goals which surfaced
during the 1960s have had striking effects on water
resources planning in the United States and have
substantially changed development and management
practices. The decade brought a shift from dominant
emphasis on promoting economic growth through
maximizing net economic benefit to simultaneous
pursuit of multiple objectives encompassing the
economic, environmental, and social aspects of the
quality of life. The Environmental Policy Act of 1969
formalized requirements for statements identifying
and describing environmental and social impacts, and
various groups dedicated to making sure that. severe
adverse impacts did not occur, became politically
powerful.

The Virgin River Basin, the only river basin
common to these states, was selected for this purpose.
The Virgin River Basin is a relatively small
hydrographic system for which a substantial amount
of data is available. Political and social institutions
within the basin and. surrounding economic regions are
few enough to permit relatively easy modeling of
decision-making processes and studies of institutional
arrangements. The Virgin River Basin is similar to
several other basins in the West; i.e., with small
farming and tourism-oriented communities in semiarid or arid-zone environments. Like the Virgin River
Basin, some of the other basins and communities are
also part of a larger economic region and are oriented
toward one (sometimes two) large urban centers.
Therefore, it was felt that the results of the proposed
project would have applicability in other basins, e.g.,
the Truckee-Carson and the Humboldt Basins in
Nevada; the Bear River Basin in Utah and Idaho; the
Green River (Uinta) drainage in Wyoming, Colorado,
and Utah; the Wind River Basin in Wyoming; and the
Gila River Basin in Arizona.

In response to the political necessity of developing an operational planning methodology for implementing the required multiple-objective planning and
responding to these various interest groups. The U.S.
Water Resources Council initiated studies and
hearings in 1968 to devise multiple-objective water
planning standards which would provide for more
balanced consideration of environmental and qualityof-life goals with the goal of economic development.
The outcome was a set of "Principles, Standards, and
Procedures for Water and Related Land Resources
Planning" adopted by the federal government in 1973
(Water Resources Council, 1973). The "principles and
standards" called for water planning to meet two
major coequal objectives-national economic development and environmental quality-with additional
consideration to be given to regional development and
social well being. Alternative courses of action were to
be formulated within various planning scenarios.
Their effects with respect to each objective were to be
identified, and these effects were to become the basis
of trade off analysis among the alternatives for
guiding the decision-makers.

METHODOLOGIES EXAMINED

Two multiple-objective planning strategies were
analyzed: PROPDEMM and Surrogate Worth Tradeoff. PROPDEMM is a simulation model designed to
identify the objectives and courses of action suggested
by different interest groups; the interest groups
affecting or affected by various plans of action; the
values or likes and dislikes of the respective interest
groups; the degree of significance or salience attached
to the values held by each group; the cost
consciousness of each group as regards respective
courses of action; the power each group possesses to

The theoretical and political advantages of
recognizing the reality of these additional huma.n
goals, however, became operationally mired as the
agencies charged with water resources planning
responsibilities were unable to successfully implement
these new requirements. The major result has been
more delays rather than better plans. A logical
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block a plan of action; the degree of influence.
friendship. or hostility that exists between any two
groups; the political rigidity or dogmatism of each
group; the openness to and potential for change of
each group; the level of information or knowledge each
group possesses as regards the impact of a course of
action on their respective values; and the vulnerability
or potential of each group to punishment or r.eward
actions. The PROPDEMM simulation uses the above
information to establish the political feasibility and a
political strategy that will effectively promote each
course of action. The procedure is first to determine
the value impacts associated with each course of action
for a given state of social-ecological factors; second. to
determine the course of action which maximizes a
given set of values; third. to determine the political
feasibility of a given course of action; and finally. to
identify a political strategy to promote a particular
course of action by increasing its political feasibility.
The ultimate objective is to enable the decision-maker
to determine that policy which can be implemented to
maximize public satisfaction or value received
subject to a given set of political. economic. social and
physical objectives and constraints.
The Surrogate Worth Trade-off method couples
mathematical optimization with interviews to establish and evaluate trade offs among noncommensurable
objectives. An optimization routine such as linear or
nonlinear programming is selected to quantify
physical trade offs among objectives. the level at
which each objective is achieved. and the associated
value of the dual variable or shadow price that applies
to incremental changes among objectives. Decisionmakers or other individuals representing public
opinion are then asked through interview questions
that ate used to establish levels of trades to which the
represented public is indifferent. Two models previously developed at the Utah Water Research
Laboratory were used to quantify the physical trade
offs.
First. a linear programming economic allocation
model for water (Keith et al.. 1973) was modified to
maximize net revenues to agriculture and municipal
and industrial water users. given the economic
structure of the basin. Next. water quality was
analyzed from an interface between the allocation
model and a Hydro-Quality Simulation model. The
sim,ulation model was adapted for earlier hydro
salinity models described in the "Colorado River
Regional Assessment. Study. Part II" (UWRL. 1975).
A sediment subroutine was added. The total model.
designated BSAMS. was used to evaluate changes in
water quality projected to result from activity levels
generated by the allocation model.

difficulties in doing so and the adequacy of the results.
The secondary objectives achieved in the process
in"'J1~~d:

1.
A literature review of multiple-objective
water planning methodologies.
2.
The application and evaluation of the
Surrogate Worth Trade-off (SWT) optimization technique (Haimes. Hall. and Freedman. 1975). This
required:
a.
The development and application of a
Hydro-Quality simulation model (Narasimhan and
Eriksen. 1976). and
b.
The application of an allocation
optimization model (Keith. 1973).
3.
The application and evaluation of a programmed policy decision-making simulation modelPROPDEMM (Mulder. 1974). which required attitudinal and institutional surveys and studies in the Virgin
River Basin in support of both PROPDEMM and
SWT.

PROCEDURES
Published information. questionnaires. surveys.
interviews. and census data were obtained. organized.
and read into the PROPDEMM simulation. the
Hydro-Quality simulation. and the Allocation Optimization models. In addition. the PROPDEMM simulation model used the results of a Delphi survey to
generate value impacts. The Hydro-Quality and
Allocation model outputs provided data inputs for the
SWT preference analysis. Supply and demand
functions for agricultural. municipal. and industrial
water use were incorporated in the Allocation model.
Information on volume of flow. salt content. and
sediment load on a monthly basis was used in the
Hydro-Quality (programmed simulation) model. The
Allocation model computed results for an annual
period and a late season period (July 1 to September
30).

The research staff had intended to combine the
SWT optimization approach and the PROPDEMM
simulation approach into an integrated planning
methodology for evaluating commensurate and noncommensurate objectives in order to recommend a
plan for the basin. This was not done because the
Allocation and Hydro-Quality models were not able to
detect any statistically significant conflicts among
planning objectives and consequently there were no
meaningful trade offs to analyze. The research staff
had also originally intended to interview local
decision-makers. members of pressure groups. and
individuals having considerable influence on local
decisions. as well as state and federal employees in
order to establish satisfying trade off levels. Since no
significant trade offs were generated. the interviews
would have been unproductive and this last step was
omitted.

STUDY OBJECTIVES
The primary ·research objective was to examine
the efficacy and practicality of using such planning
models as PROPDEMM and Surrogate Worth
Trade-off for multiple-objective river basin planning.
The basic methodology was to perform this test by
applying these two models to the Virgin River Basin in
Utah. Nevada. and Arizona and evaluating the

RESULTS
The results of the project are summarized as
follows:
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Delphi
Survey

Literature Review, Census Data,
Questionaires, Surveys, Interviews
(Data Inputs)

Description of the Virgin River Basin
Reg ion

,r
PROPDEMM
Application

"
Hydro- Quality
and
Allocation Model
Applications

I

I

l'

Results: Tradeoffs
and Politico I
Feasibility

t
SWT Preference
Analysis

,
I
I

Results: Tradeoffs and
Economic Efficiency and ~
Feasi bility

1.
Due to such data limitations as the
nonavailibility of total-dissolved-solids and sediment
measurements at the controlling gaging stations as
well as the limited information on reservoir storage
and operation during the study period, it was difficult
to forecast probable changes in the groundwater
quality for the various water management alternatives for evaluating trade offs in the SWT preference
analysis.

tion and decreased salinity. For the low-flow year of
1971, salinity increased with increased acreage.
However, for the average-flow year of 1972, salinity
increased for a low level of agricultural activity and
decreased for acreages approaching the actual
irrigated land (19,000 acres) in the basin.

Allocation Model ReBUlts (Annual)
1.
On an annual basis water is available in
sufficient supply to satisfy all other uses, whether
treated as requirements or demand functions.
Sufficient water is available to provide for a doubling
of recreation use in Zion National Park, the maximum
growth of population based on OBERS projections,
and the development of a 1,000 megawatt steam-fired
generation plant. Consequently, no significant trade
offs were generated.

2.
The model did not predict any significant
changes in the quality or quantity of the river flow for
the management alternatives. For example, inclusion
of the proposed Warner Valley Reservoir did not
significantly alter the stream system's water quality.
No definite conclusion could be drawn on
3.
the trade offs between increased agricultural produc-
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2.
Salinity and sediment production increased
only slightly with an increase of agricultural production and municipal and industrial (M and I) demand:

significant trade offs. In the Virgin River Basin, for
example, significant trade offs may exist in local areas
(n· ~11?"i~g particularly severe drought periods.

3.
The development of large storage facilities
for agricultural water supply is economically infeasible
and would require outside subsidization to be viable.

5.
The analysis of the Virgin River Basin
encountered a case where no trade off was possible
because of the position taken by ecologists that any
action at all would destroy a rare species of minnow.
Such a position makes trade off impossible but needs
to be critically examined for validity as discussed with
respect to the PROPDEMM model in the later
chapters of this report.

4.
The finding of adequate water supply is
based on normal or average conditions. Annual
shortages are possible during severe droughts.
Alloeadon Model Renita (Late Season)

PROPDEMM Model Results

1.
The late season model indicated a normal
shortage of water for consumptive use in irrigation of
approximately 8,000 to 10,000 acre feet at the end of
each season.

1.
The PROPDEMM formulas and the statements were not explicitly tested because of the time
and effort that would be required. Some initial
measure of the validity of the formulas was obtained
through an analysis that showed the data outputs of
the model to be generally consistent with available
information to the Virgin River Basin.

2.
No significant trade offs were generated
between agricultural and M and I uses, however, since
only small amounts (7 percent) of additional land could
be irrigated by reducing M and I demands by large
amounts (50 to 75 percent). A less than 1 percent
reduction in agricultural production would be sufficient to provide enough water for recreation and M
and I demands projected to the year 2000.

2.
Politically, the most controversial trade off
was between construction of the Allen-Warner
Energy System supported by local commercial and
agricultural interest groups, and the maintenance of
the present Virgin River flow pattern as a life support
for the Virgin River Woundfin (plegopterous argentis
simus) supported by an environmental interest group
not resident to the basin. The probable decision
against construction was explained by the relative
non-openness to change and power of the environmental group to affect the proposed energy development
facility.

3.
Provision of late-season water would
increase agricultural acreage without significant
water quality degradation.
SWT Model Results
1.
Agricultural water use was found to be so
dominant in the basin that minimal adjustments in
agricultural water use achieved by slight adjustments
in application efficiency could readily supply all
foreseeable needs for water for other uses. Since such
trade ofts as reducing irrigation on small acreages of
marginal land in order to provide for urban growth
with twice as much municipal water are not
meaningful to the public, interviews to establish
citizen preferences were not undertaken.

3.
The model needs to be improved to better
handle the interface between environmental and social
factors. Needed improvements include the mathematical linking of environmental data to the nonsystemic political feasibility of a course of action, the
revision of the punishment-reward potential index to
reflect two vector inputs rather than one, and the
modification of the index of cost to be more sensitive
to small variations in cost consciousness.

2.
The physical and economic trade offs
associated with reallocation of water among alternative uses in the Virgin River Basin as identified by the
models used in this study were not sufficiently
important to test the SWT methodology.

4.
Fifteen courses of action are seldom
considered by river basin planners. The fifteen
courses of action necessary for the use of PROPDEMM exceeded the courses of action actually
considered in the Virgin River Basin Study. The model
is not presently sensitive enough to analyze minute
variations. A more realistic approach would be to
select only five courses of action and modify the
environmental states. '

Prior to applying expensive optimization
3.
lJlodels as a first step in SWT method analysis, the
study area should be carefully examined to ensure
that meaningful alternatives for allocations of available water among uses exist.

5.
Modeling to simulate social patterns within
hydrologic boundaries in low population density areas
is net possible since federal nondisclosure privacy laws
prevent publication of the necessary data for very
small numbers of individuals.

4.
Prior to selecting a model for defining trade
offs for an SWT analysis, one should make sure that
the model selected is sufficiently refined in analyzing
small units in time and place to really identify the
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CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW
by

Trevor C. Hughes and Lance R. Rovig

This description of multiobjective decisionmaking refers, of course, only to the formal
mathematical approach to the concept. People make
multiobjective decisions every time they purchase an
item such as an automobile, and political decisionmakers have been faced with difficult multiobjective
problems throughout history. An interesting personal
approach to the complexities of this sort of problem
was described by Benjamin Franklin in the following
letter to Joseph Priestley as quoted in a paper by
Kenneth MacCrimmon (in Cochrane and Zeleny,
1973):

mSTORIC PERSPECTIVE

Most of the research on multiobjective decisionmaking has occurred since 1965. During the last
ten years, work on this subject has expanded very
rapidly in engineering (particularly water resources
research), economics, business administration, sociology, and mathematics. This recent information
explosion is undoubtedly the result of widespread
social and political concern with the environmental
impact from both private and public growth-related
investment decisions.

London, Sept. 19, 1772

The formal mathematical basis for determining
noninferior solutions of vector optimization (multiobjective) problems was given 24 years ago by Kuhn
and Tucker in the same paper in which they presented
their classic conditions for optimality for the general
single objective problem (Kuhn and Tucker, 1951).

Dear Sir,
In the affair of so much importance to you,
wherein you ask my advice, I cannot, for want of
sufficient premises, advise you what to determine,
but if you please, I will tell you how. When those
difficult cases occur, they are difficult, chiefly
because while we have them under consideration,
all the reasons pro and con are not present to the
mind at the same time; but sometimes one set
present themselves, and at other times another,
the first being out of sight. Hence the various
purposes or inclinations that alternately prevail,
and the uncertainty that perplexes us. To get over
this, my way is to divide half a sheet of paper by a
line into two columns; writing over the one Pro,
and over the other Con. Then, during three or four
days consideration, I put down under the different
heads short hints of the different motives, that at
different times occur to me, for or against the
measure. When I have thus got them all together
in one view, I endeavor to estimate their
respective weights; and where I find two, one on
each side, that seem equal, I strike them both out.
If I find a reason pro equal to some two reasons
con, I strike out the three. If I judge some two
reasons con, equal to some three reasons Pro, I
strike out the five; and thus proceeding I find at
length where the balance lies; and if, after a day or
two of further consideration, nothing new that is of
importance occurs on either side, I come to a
determination accordingly. And, though the
weight of reasons cannot be taken with the
precision of algebraic quantities, yet when each is
thus considered, separately and comparatively,
and the whole lies before me, I think I can judge
better, and am less liable to make a rash step, and
in fact I have found great advantage from this kind
of equation, in what may be called moral or
prudential algebra.

The development of interest in this area is
described as follows:

... vector optimization theory remained relatively undeveloped from 1951 until the 1960's
when multiobjective public investment problems
became more common and 'trade off became a
favorite word of managers, planners, and decision
makers in both the private and the public sector.
In the last 10 years a great deal of effort has
been devoted to the development of solution
techniques for vector optimization problems. The
origins of this effort have been varied: techniques
have been developed by systems analysts and
decision theorists for private and public sector
problems, by control theorists for engineering
(guidance and design) problems, and by water
resource economists and systems analysts for
water resource (public sector) planning problems.
All of the contributors to the recent development
of vector optimization theory shared one or two
common goals: the formulation of methods which
are theoretically operational and which attempt to
avoid tbe large computational effort associated
with multiobjective problems.
The existing techniques have been developed
very rapidly: at least 20 different methods for
solving vector optimization problems have been
formulated in the last 10 years, and most of those
in the last five. (Cohon and Marks, 1975).
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Wishing sincerely that you may determine for
the best, I am ever, my dear friend, yours most
affectionately.
B.Frankiin

Examples are: Cohon and Marks (1973); Croley (1974);
Haimes and Hall (1974); Miller and Byers (1973) and
M~:t~~"ht, Kisiel, Duckstein (1973).

Franklin was probably not the first to mentally
determine trade offs between objectives but perhaps
was the first to articulate the concept so well.
The literature review that follows will emphasize
mathematical programming (optimization) techniques
but other important work (such as simulation
techniques) will be described and related to the
optimization approaches. Despite the very recent
nature of most work on multiobjective programming
(MOP), at least four publications now available survey
and compare existing techniques. Each of these
authors discusses the developing methodology in
terms of his own different list of categories or
comparison criteria. All four surveys, therefore,
contribute something new and will be discussed
separately. References included in the bibliography
are limited to those cited and a few water resource
applications of particular interest. Zeleny (1976)
provides a more complete bibliography with 550
entries.
Croley, 1974: Sequential Operations of Water
Re80UfteS Systems Using Adaptive Multi·
objeetive Trade Offs.
This short report (35 p.) is addressed prima~y to
the problem of determining optimum operatIOn of
water resource systems rather than planning for
capital investment. In the process of developing the
proposed technique, howe~er, C~o~ey gIve~ an
interesting discussion of varIOUS eXlStmg techniques
which are appropriate for typical MOP problems and
their associated weaknesses or limitations. Croley's
five technique-categories are:

The disadvantages of the first four categories are
described as:
Prior to the optimization, some techniques
assign objectives, values, utilities, a utility scale,
and relative importance of (competing) objectives,
which may not be competent; constraint objectives
fix the relative importance of those objectives with
respect to the other objectives unless a parametric
consideration is made; the utility scale of dollars is
not relevant for many objectives; and the same
utility scale for all objectives is not relevant for
widely diverse (noncommensurate) objectives.
(Croley, 1974).

Croley characterizes the category-5 techniques as
overcoming most of the disadvantages of the first four
groups. The category-5 techniques will be described in
a later section. Croley describes Surrogate Worth as a
n-dimensional extension of the "two objective"
concept and states that:
There are several advantages, associated
with objective trade off techniques. The design
fulfillment for each objective is measured with the
most relevant utility for each objective. The
SUbjective determination of a common utility scale
is avoided. The subjective determination of
relative importance of objectives is not made a
priori; thus the relative importance may be
established after relative effects of objectives are
established (trade offs). The trade offs involved in
determining the relative importance of noncommensurate objectives can be identified quantitatively. The decision maker has alternatives
identified in the best practicable manner: objective
trade offs; this is the most relevant expression as
well as being more concise than consideration of all
decisions.

Croley also states, however, that all five
techniques have a general disadvantage in that
objectives and their relative importance as well as
other parameters in the problem structure change
over time. Modifying the problem structure at each
stage of operation with existing techniques is
computationally prohibitive. An adoptive sequential
approach is proposed which would extend existing
uni-objective tools for sequential operation decisions
by coupling them with trade off techniques. Generalized equations for accomplishing this are developed for
the "two objective" case. The author suggests that the
n-dimensional case is also feasible but he presents no
example applications of either from which one could
determine the computational load.

1.
Techniques which measure several objective fulfillments with the same utility scale. Examples
are given in references: Erickson, Fan, Lee, Meyer,
(1969); Harboe, Mobasheri, Yeh (1970); Loucks,
(1968); Major (1969); Mobasheri, Harboe (1970); and
Raiffa (1968).

2.
Techniques which use relative weightings
in the objective function to reflect objective priorities
(a subset of 1.). Examples are: Geoffrion (1968);
Grayman, Eagleson (1973); Haimes (19!3); Majo~
(1969); McGrew, Haimes (1974); and ReId, Vemun
(1971).
3.
Techniques which reduce objectives to
constraints in the optimization. Examples are: Askew,
Yeh, Hall (1971); Joeres, Liebman, Revelle (1971);
Loucks (1970); Revelle, Joeres, Kirby (1969).

Cohon and Marks, 1975: A Review and
Evaluation of Multiobjeetive
Programming Teehniques

4.
Techniques which optimize system performance in a "hierarchial" approach. Examples are:
Haimes (1973) and Haimes and Nainis (1973).

This recent paper constitutes an excellent
state-of-the-art pUblication because of its quantitative
approach to comparing techniques. It even uses an
MOP technique to select the optimal approach among
the 12 which it compares. Several techniques are

5.
Trade off techniques such as the Two
Objective Method and the Surrogate Worth Method.
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identified which may be useful MOP tools in private
sector or public investment problems other than water
resources, but those which are better adapted to
water resource public works decisions are emphasized.

Goal programming. Goal programming (Charnes
et aI., 1969 and Lee and J aaskelaiven, 1971) is based
on minimizing weighted deviations from a priori
targets for each objective. It is described by Cohon
and Marks in the following manner.

The techniques discussed are categorized as:
Generating techniques (weighting method, constraint
method, derivation of a functional relationship for the
noninferior set, and adaptive search); techniques
which rely on prior articulation of preferences (goal
programming, assessing utility functions, estimation
of optimal weights, Electre method, and Surrogate
Worth Trade-off method); and techniques which rely
on progressive articulation of preferences (step
method, iterative weighting method, sequential
multiobjective problem solving (Semops)). The criteria (objectives) by which the authors evaluate the
techniques are: (1) The technique must be computationally feasible and relatively efficient, (2) It must
foster the explicit quantification of the trade offs
among objectives, and (3) It must provide sufficient
information that an informed decision can be made.

Goal programming, although it is of great
potential use in the private sector, is limited in its
utility for the solution of public investment
problems. It is computationally efficient, but the
value judgments that it elicits, while they are
certainly explicit, are the wrong ones, and they
are requested from decision makers without prior
knowledge of the alternatives.

Utility functions have been used extensively by
economists in consumer demand theory. Aumann
(1964) first applied this concept to MOP problems.
Other contributions have been presented by Keeney
(1969): Raiffa (1969); Briskin (1966): and Geoffrion
(1967). This approach is evaluated by the authors as
follows:
The optimal weight method and the use of
utility functions are both computationally efficient.
Both approaches also insure the explicit consideration of trade offs. The major difficulty with these
approaches is the insufficiency of information
which is supplied to decision makers. The use of
utility functions or optimal weights requires
decision makers to articulate value judgments in
an information void. They will have no knowledge
of the feasible trade offs between objectives (the
non inferior set) or the implications of their
decision for project design. Freeman (1969) has
pointed out the inferring optimal weights from
past decisions is inappropriate because those
decisions were made in the absence of knowledge
of the noninferior set. This argument may be
extended to the present problem: explicit quantification of trade offs does not insure the optimality
of decisions when the information upon which
decisions are made is insufficient.

GeneratiDg teehniques. Cohon and Marks describe this class of techniques as that which calculates
the set of noninferior solutions (both the decision
variables and the objective vector values). Noninferior
solutions are defined as the set of solutions for which
no objective can be improved without degra~ing at
least one other objective. This is the only subset which
need be included in the search for the optimal or best
compromise solution. Generating techniques provide
all of the information that can be extracted from an
MOP model, and this is done without preference
information from decision-makers. The authors discuss two approaches to this method, weighting and
constraint, and characterize them as duals of each
other. Generating techniques correspond generally to
Croley's category-5 (two objective) methods. Cohon
and Marks give the following references as examples
of generating methods which are feasible for large
public investment problems: Maas et a1. (1962);
Marglin (1967); Major (1969); Marglin et al. (1972);
Miller and Byers (1973); and Cohon and Marks (1973).

The Electre method (Roy, 1971) consists of
building an outranking relationship for the noninferior
set. The authors summarize the disadvantages of this
approach as follows:
The Electre method is not applicable to water
resources problems, since it is not computationally
attractive and because trade offs are obscured by
the analysis. The Electre method is more suitable
for problems with discrete alternatives. Water
resource problems, on the other hand, are usually
characterized by an inflnite number of possible
alternatives due to the continuous nature of sizing
problems in water resources.

The authors claim that an important advantage of
the weighting and constraint methods for problems
with up to three objectives is that all noninferior
solutions and trade offs can be displayed graphically
thereby providing intuitively attractive information
for decision-makers. The principal disadvantage is
computational efficiency when more than three
objectives are used.

Another criticism is that the nature of the
value judgments does not seem to be appropriate
in a public decision-making setting. It would be
difficult enough to get a large group of decision
makers to produce a relatively simple item such as
a weight. Complicating the task of the decision
makers by requiring some vague quantity such as
a concordance condition does not seem to be
appropriate.

The remaining two types of generating techniques (derivation of functional relationship for the
noninferior set, and the adaptive search) are
dismissed by Cohon and Marks as being computationally infeasible for large or medium sized public
investment problems. Examples of these two methods
are respectively: Reid and Vemuri (1971) and Beeson
(1971).

The Surrogate Worth Trade-off method will be
described in connection with Haimes et a1. (1975)
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In spite of the computational efficiency of
Stem and most of the other interactive methods
they do not appear to be particularly useful for
water resources problems. For example, one
curious result of the step method is the assertion
that a best-compromise solution does not exist if
the decision maker is not satisfied after p
iterations.
The interactive methods also do not explicitly
capture the trade offs between objectives. The
weights in no way reflect a value judgment on the
part of the decision maker. They are artificial
quantities, concocted by the analys~ to reflect
deviations from an ideal solution, which is itself an
artificial quantity. This definition of the weights
serves to obscure rather than capture the
normative nature of the multiobjective problem.

which will be reviewed later. Cohon's and Marks'
evaluation of this concept follows:
The surrogate worth trade-off method provides a great deal more information than the
optimal weight or utility function methods,
although less than the maximum information
associated with the generating methods is supplied. The information supplied is not 'complete' in
that trade off functions are generated between two
objectives, assuming fixed values for all of the
remaining objectives. Thus the variation of trade
offs with the level of objectives is captured in only
a limited sense.
The surrogate worth trade-off method has the
potential for bringing clarity and meaning to a
multiobjective problem. It can be a powerful tool
for decision makers who experience difficulty in
evaluating tr~e offs. Its greatest utility would
appear to be for problems with several objectives
(p>8), since it leads decision makers through a
systematic comparison of objectives, two at a
time. This approach may decrease the confusion
associated with high dimensionality in objective
space when it is administered properly. Unfortunately, the surrogate worth trade-off method is
vulnerable to computational sensitivity to the
number of objectives, a generic characteristie of
multiobjective solution techniques.

The comparison of all MOP methods discussed as
evaluated by the three criteria previously listed are
given in Cohon and Marks in Table 1 below:
The comparison itseH is then treated as an MOP
problem with three objectives (the criteria). The
noninferior subset is given in Table 2:
Cohon and Marks continue the evaluation by
eliminating the optimal weight method from consideration as the "best" technique. Their rationale is that
" ... decision-making in an informational void is to be
avoided, even when there are obvious computational
advantages." The remaining two techniques differ
only in regard to their computational load. This
criterion was evaluated by comparing the number of
solutions required for numbers of objectives. Their
conclusion follows:

Techniques whieh rely on progressive articulation
of preferences. The approach is described by Cohon
and Marks as follows:
The methods which fall into this class can be
characterized by a general algorithmic approach:
(1) find a noninferior solution, (2) get decision
maker's reactions to this solution and modify the
problem accordingly, and (3) repeat steps (1) and
(2) until ~tisfaction is attained or until some other
termination nile is applicable.
Methods which follow this general procedure
have been proposed by Klahr (1958), Savir (1966),
Maiser-Rothe and Stankard (1970), Benayoun et
al. (1971), Belenson and Kapur (1973), and
Monarchi et al. (1973). The step method or Stem,
which was proposed by Benayoun et ale (1971), will
be evaluated here, since it is representative of this
class of techniques.

Table 1.

The weighting and constraint methods are
preferred to the surrogate worth trade-off method
when p>8, i.e., when there are fewer than four
objectives. The surrogate worth method is useful
for problems with four or more objectives. By
limiting the region of analysis with its pair-wise
comparisons of objectives, the surrogate worth
method develops a decreased set of information,
but it decreases computational requirements.

Sum11Ulry of the evaluation of multiobjective solution techniques. (After Cohan and Marks, 1979.)

Are
Trade offs
Explicit?

Information
Supplied for
Decision
Making

yes

maximum

1+
~KP-l
1

>KP-l
> Kp(p-l)

no
yes
yes
no
yes

insufficient
insufficient
insufficient
sufficient
sufficient

~p

no

sufficient

Computational
Efficiency
(Number of
Solutions)
Generating techniques
Weighting and constraint methods
Derivation of functional relationship, adaptive search
Prior articulation of preferences
Coal programming
Assessing utility
Estimation of optimal weights
Electre method
Surrogate worth tradeoff method
Progressive articulation of preferences
Step method, etc.

KP-l
infeasible

Here p is the number of objectives, and K is the number of intervals of each objective considered in parametric analysis of
noninferior set.
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Even for this method, however, computational
burden remains large when p>4.

Goal Programming
The Goal Attainment Method

Table 2. Nomnferior multwbiective solution tech-

Adaptive Search Approach

niques.
Compu tational
Efficiency
(Number of
Solutions)
Weighting and constraint
methods
Estimation of optimal
weights
Surrogate worth tradeoff
method

Interactive Approaches

Information
Supplied for
Decision
Making

Other Approaches
With some minor exceptions, this list includes the
same techniques as the Cohon and Marks list but uses
different language to describe many of them (the same
statement could also be made in regard to Croley's
paper). Haimes et ale make observations that are
similar to Cohon and Marks concerning computation
loads and other problems with many of the techniques.
These will not be repeated here, except in regard to
the two general approaches which Cohon's and Marks'
analysis identified as the "optimal" techniques for
water resource problems.

maximum
1

>Kp (p-l)

insufficient
sufficient

All of the above methods foster the explicit consideration of trade off.

Haimes et al., 1975: Multiobjeetive
Optimization in Water Resources
Systems

Cohon's and Marks' generating techniques included the weighting method and the constraint method.
These were considered to be the best approaches for
problems with three or less objectives. These
techniques appear to be synonomous with the
parametric and the € -constraint approaches respectively of Haimes et al.

This textbook is addressed largely to further
development and example applications of the Surrogate Worth Trade-off technique. The initial chapters,
however, include a summary and discussion of other
techniques.

Haimes et al. criticize the use of the parametric
approach for problems dealing with national policy
issues because of the unacceptable assumption of
known and constant relative importance of objectives.
This criticism, however, refers only to its use in
selecting the "preferred" solution. The authors agree
that the technique is useful in generating the entire
noninferior set of solutions fQr consideration directly
by the decision-makers or for further evaluation with
other optimizing tools (SWT for example). The
authors point out that duality gaps may restrict use of
the parametric approach for nonconvex problems. In
this regard, the € -constraint approach is superior, but
similar criticisms are made about the basic assumptions required for the € -constraint approach (a priori
determination of maximum levels for n-l of the
objectives). One very gOfd aspect of the Haimes text
is that it demonstrates the use of each technique by
application to a simple example problem. This allows
the reader to obtain a feel for the nature of each
approach.

In regard to applying MOP specifically to water
resouree problems the author made the following
observation:
Water resources systems create special
problems which make the application of classical
optimization methodologies quite difficult and,
unless treated with considerable insight, quite
meaningless if not actually misleading. Most of
these difficulties stem from three important
characteristics of these systems. First, there is a
large number of quasi-independent decision makers and/or constituencies, each of which may make
or influence decisions according to their own,
possibly different, versions of the d-esired goals.
Second, even for anyone decision maker, there is a
large number of noncommensurable objectives to
be optimized. Third, there is a very large element
of uncertainty and risk in virtually all water
resources decisions. This element is due to the
high degree of irreversibility of these decisions
coupled with both hydrologic uncertainty and
inability to predict the future with reasonable
accuracy.

Since the SWT method is the subject of the Virgin
River research effort, a brief mathematical description of the concept from Haimes et aI., will be quoted
here. A later section of this chapter will include a less
rigorous synopsis of SWT which will prepare the
reader for the comparison of SWT with a policy
simulation method (PROPDEMM) which was also
applied to the Virgin River Basin.

The categories which Haimes et al. use as a
framework for discussing MOP techniques are:
Utility Functions
Indifference Functions
Lexicographic Approach

The basic concept of the Surrogate Worth
Trade-off method for noncommensurate multiobjective optimization will be explained through a
simplified example of commensurate multiobjective optimization. Consider an unconstrained, two

Parametric Approach
The € -Constraint Approach
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objective, one decision variable optimization
problem in which both objectives are measurable
in the same units, e.g., monetary value.
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Thus df1 Idf2
-1 defines optimality subject
to the usual necessary and sufficient conditions
and tests. It will be noted that df 1 /df 2 is the
trade off ratio between objective one ~d objective
two, hence the trade off ratio at optimality must
equal minus one when f1 and fa are in fully
commensurate units. Note that it is this ratio of
the value of the small increment in f1 to the value
of the resulting increment in f2 that is signifi~nt.
Except to the extent that these incremental values
depend upon the attained level of both objectives,
absolute values of f1 and f2 do not appear in the
optimality equation. The concern is for the relative
value of the increments, given an attained level of
achievement of both objectives (whether or not
they have the same units of measurement).
Next let f1 and f2 be measured in different
units or dimensions, e.g., firm water and firm
energy from a river-reservoir operations. In this
case df Idf defines the trade-off ratio T12 . At
optimality, the commensurated value of T 12 must
equal minus one. Since f1 and f2 are different
units let T 12 be multiplied by W 12 , the ratio of
the true (but unknown) per unit worth of any
, increment IJ. f 1 to the true (but unknown) per
unit worth of any increment !J. f2 at the known
attained levels of satisfaction of objectives f 1 and
f2 . If it could be detennined, this ratio W 12
would be the worth coefficient for the trade off
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Haimes et ale claim the following advantages for SWT:
(i)
(ii)

(iii)

T12 .
By defInition, in a noncommensurate problem
Wi' cannot be determined for all values of either x
(d~ision space) or f1 and f2 (objective space);
otherwise the objectives could be commensurated
and standard optimization techniques applied.
However, consider a "surrogate worth function" W 12 , which possesses the following properties. First, it has a positive value if the decision
maker considers that the true worth of !J. f 1 is
greater than the true worth of IJ. f2 . Second, it
has a negative value if the opposite is true. In
combination these two properties assign the value
of zero to any decision which results in indifference; that is, the decision maker, with the
available information, cannot detennine whether
the incremental gain in one objective is or is not
preferable to the necessary loss in another. Finally
the third property of W 12 is that it is
monotonically consistent in an ordinal sence. That
is, a value of + 5 represents a stronger feeling that
the true worth of IJ. f 1 is greater than !J. f2 than
does a value of + 3.
The surrogate worth function now has all the
properties needed for its construction and implementation in fInding the preferred solution. Using
ordinary slope intercept or curve fitting procedures for successive approximation, the zero of
this particular surrogate worth function can be
quickly found. By defInition of the zero value, such
a solution is equivalent to marginal loss equal to
marginal gain, hence ... a preferred solution is
defined to be any noninferior feasible solution
which belongs to the indifference band.

(iv)

Noncommensurable obj~ive functions
can be handled quantitatively.
The surrogate worth functions, which
relate the decision maker's preferences to
the noninferior solutions through the trade
off functions, can be constructed in the
functional space and only later be transformed into the decision space.
The decision-maker interacts with the
mathematical model at a general and a
very moderate level. He makes decisions
on his subjective preference in the
functional space (more familiar and meaningful to him) rather than in the decision
space. This is particularly important since
the dimensionality of the decision space is
generally much larger than the dimensionality of the functional space.
The SWT method provides the decision
maker with additional quantitative informmation on the noninferior (pareto optimum) space. In particular, the trade off
functions

(

\j

(v)

=

a/'
~ i

1= j, i, j

= 1,2 ... , n~ ,

J

which are the slopes of the noninferior
curves in the functional space, are of
significant importance to the decisionmaker by providing the relative trade offs
at any level of objective achievement
between any two objective functions.
Computational feasibility and tractability
have been demonstrated through the
solution of several example problems.

Haimes et ale (1975) present SWT in the context
of application to situations where the desires of a
single decision-maker prevail. This is not the case for
the large majority of water resource decisions in the
United States. Hall and Haimes have, therefore,
described an extension of the concept to situations
where multiple decision-makers are involved (Multiple
Criteria Decision Making, Kyoto 1975, M. Zeleny,
Editor, Springer-Verlog, New York, 1976). The
extension is discussed in the last section of this
literature review.

The text includes application of SWT to three
water resource problems as follows:
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Uaivenity of South CaroliDa Symposium
on Multiple Criteria Decision-MakIng,
CochraDe and Zeleny, Eds., 1973
This 816 page seminar proceedings contains 58
papers. The papers are all related to MOP but very
little of the material applies specifically -to water
resource problems. Many of the authors are business
administration, finance, or economics specialists; and
most of the papers are addressed to planning problems
in their respective fields. However, many of the
techniques, the philosophical discussions, and the
implications of MOP apply equally well to waterresource problems (and, of course, many do not). The
size of this publication prohibits mentioning more than
a few selected subjects.
Kenneth MaeCrimmon-An Overview of Multiobjective Deeision-maldDg. This paper provides a
broader survey of MOP techniques than the surveys
discussed previously by treating many tools other
than mathematical programming concepts. The mathematical programming technique discussion is very
disappointing in that it includes only three methods,
one of which is linear programming (LP). LP is
certainly not an MOP methodology by itself. It is
included because, despite the paper title, both
multiple objective and "multiple attribute" decisionmaking is discussed. The attribute term refers to
multiple decision variables, so that essentially any
single objective decision methodology is eligible for
consideration in this context. Many of the other tools
discussed fall into this category.
James Dyer-An Empirieal Investiption of a
Man-machine Interaetive Approach to the Solution of
the Multiple Criteria Problem. This paper explains an
interesting application of the interactive approach
developed by Geoffrion (1970), and describes the
experiences of several nonexpert decision-makers in
generating information needed for indifference decisions in an MOP problem.
W.S. Meisel-Trade Off Deeisions in Multiple
Criteria Deeision MakIng. One of the most difficult
aspects of successful use of almost any of the MOP
techniques is enabling the decision-maker to understand the choices implied by the large number of
alternate solutions. This paper is addressed principally to describing methods of displaying noninferior
solution functions and trade offs with 2, 3, and 17
objectives. The information is rather easily displayed
graphically with two or even three objectives. On the
more difficult question of n objectives, Meisel
suggests two approaches. One derives from a theorem
relating noninferior solutions for n criterion furdions
to noninferior solutions for pairs of those functions.
This technique, to some degree, extends visual
representation to higher dimensions.
Another approach suggested is the approximlltion
of the surface of noninferior solutions in criteria space
by a continuous piecewise linear function. Then, in a
particular small region of interest to the decisionmaker, the trade offs are linear and explicit.
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Water ReSOUReS PIanning, SoeiaI Goals, and
Indieators: Methodologieal Development and
Empirieal Test by the Teehniea1 Committee
of the Water Resourees Research Centers
of the Thirteen Western States
(Teeheom, 1975)
This publication represents a pioneering effort
addressed to the very complex problem of quantifying
the connectives between social goals and alternate
action plans. As such, it makes a major contribution
toward developing innovative methodology but is
incomplete in terms of providing a ready to use MOP
tool.
A previous report by this committee (Techcom,
1971) proposed that the domain of social welfare is
defined by the nine goals of (1) environmental
security, (2) collective security, (3) individual security, (4) economic opportunity, (5) cultural and
community opportunity, (6) aesthetic opportunity, (7)
recreational opportunity, (8) individual freedom and
variety, and (9) educational opportunity.
These goals were disaggregated into a hierarchy
of sub goals culminating at lowest level in a group of
measurable properties called social indicators.
A major task which was performed for the final
report (1975) was the derivation of connectives
between the action plans and the social indicators
which were associated with a selected subset of the
prime goals. The social indicators and connectives
were determined in relation to an application of the
methodology in New Mexico using the following five
alternate action plans in the Rio Grande Basin of that
state.
1.

Default Plan: Continuation of present
patterns of water use and economic
development.

2.

Recreation Plan: Development of a major
system of state parks aJong the river.

3.

Industrial Dev "Jlopment: Dramatic increase
in clean export manufacturing in major
urban areas along the river.

4.

Undevelopment Plan: Strict anti-development as a public policy.

5.

Cotton Phase-Out Plan: Transition from
Cotton to other irrigated agriculture.

Derivation of even the partial list of social
indicators constituted a very difficult problem which
was only partially resolved. The authors describe the
importance and the difficulties associated with this
parameter as follows:
Development of good methods for social
indicator projections is a central and important
matter in the application of tht' Techcom methodology, and this would appear to be true for any

other rational comprehensive social planning.
Each indicator is essentially a special case and both
ingenuity and persistence is required to ferret out
the best practical approach. Some additional
comment needs to be made about the social
indicator list itself. In a sense, this is the heart of
the matter for scientific application of social
planning and much work needs to be done on this
problem. Next to relevance to societal goal
perception a defensible rationale for projection is
probably the most important characteristic of an
indicator and basic lists will undoubtedly be
revised in order to give preference to those
indicators having the best scientific projection
rationales.

The Techcom approach is inherently different
from any previous method in that it produces a very
lar~e number of objectives (128 for the incomplete
sUl:)set in the example) but only one decision variable
(the alternative plan selection).

As a specific example of the problems encountered, the following description of the coliform count
indicator is quoted:
131(3) Bacteriological Content of Untreated
Water Supplies (coliforms per mI.)
This is a highly variable indicator and is
somewhat meaningless as a statewide average.
Areas near feedlots may have counts in the
millions per milliliters, whereas, a high country
mountain stream may have none depending on the
grazing use and the large population. This variable
seems more relevant when taken as a micro piece
of data and thus would ideally be a vector of values
by type of location in an enlarged Techcom.
Because of this problem, it is difficult to aggregate
any data that are available. Consequently, we
simply chose an arbitrary value for this indicator,
a value not subject to change under any action
plan.

An interesting question is the feasibility of
modifying both Techcom and some other MOP
optimizing concept such as the SWT method for
conjunctive use in order to take advantage of the
strengths of both. For example, Techcom does an
obviously superior job of explicitly characterizing the
broad range of social goals, while SWT or a generating
method should be able to improve the capability to
locate social indifference between subgoals as the level
of other parameters is varied. A multi-university
research project which will study the integration of
SWT and Techcom was recently funded by NSFRANN.
Because of the great complexity and lack of data
for deriving social indicator connectives to action
plans, it is not likely that Techcom in its present state
of development would be useful in selecting alternatives which involve the same type but different scale
of plan (size of reservoir for instance). The alternatives considered in the example application all
involved very different types of plans and so
distinctions between impact on social indicators,
although very difficult were still much more obvious
than they would have been for plans of the same type.

FEDERAL PRINCIPLES AND STANDARDS

Since the social indicators are mostly site specific,
they will have to be derived for each geographic area
(but not each potential project) in which Techcom is to
be used.

MOP has been discussed and recommended in
academic circles for many years but has been given
only lip service by federal water planning agencies
which all have a long tradition (endorsed by Congress)
of using economic efficiency as the only criterion for
justifying projects. In 1973 the president approved the
Water Resources Council's "Principles and Standards
for Planning Water and Related Land Resources"
(WRC, 1973). This new policy requires that the
"principles and standards" be used for planning all
federal participation in water resources development.

The social indicators in the New Mexico
application (128 each) were coupled with assumed
changes in economic and other types of parameters,
and thereby quantified for each of the alternative
action plans at five planning horizons in five year
intervals. These indicator connectives were not used
to then formally optimize an objective function
because only an example portion of the required
indicators have been derived.

After several years of study, sample applications,
public hearings, and negotiations with the Office of
Management and Budget, the policy approved by the
federal MOP as summarized by Gary Cobb (in
Michalson, et aI., 1974) is as follows:

A logical question appears to be, "Does Techcom
represent another MOP method which should be
considered an alternate to the mathematical programming methods discussed previously, or does it
represent a methodology which needs conjunctive use
with another methodology for the optimizing step?"
Since the only Techcom application published to date
does not include the final (optimizing) step in the MOP
procedure, it is not clear how well it would accomplish
this task. The method proposed in the report is
weighting of the various levels of goals and subgoals
by using results of a public questionnaire. This
amounts to an a priori weighting of social objectives
without regard for type or scale of alternate project
being considered. The disadvantages of this approach
have been discussed in a previous section.

The essence of the Water Resources Council's
Principles and Standards may be summarized as
follows: The Principles and Standards provide for
planning for two objectives with the evaluation of
beneficial and adverse effects in four accounts.
Alternative plans are formulated with different
mixes of contributions to the objectives throughout an iterative planning process. These plans,
when compared, provide the basis for an explicit
statement of the trade offs within and among
objectives and accounts. Finally, in addition to the
selected plan recommended for authorization and
implementation, other significant alternative plans
with different mixes of contributions toward the
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objectives are to be presented in the planning
report and, thus, may be considered in the
decision-making process.

planning approaches, they will be summarized here in
a common format.

The transition to the new standards which is
occurring at the present time is proving to be both
difficult and time consuming. This problem is
described also by Cobb as follows:
The key word in implementing the Principles
and Standards is "flexibility." Each federal agency
has a number of plans nearly completed-which
represent hundreds of thousands of man-hours of
effort, and millions of dollars of planning funds.
Rigid initial application of the Principles and
Standards with no transition period would
drastically increase the costs of those projects,
cause great delay, and substantially negate the
benefits which would accrue from timely approval.
To overcome this difficulty, the council has
developed a procedure for retroactive application.
In the meantime, each agency is preparing
and submitting to the council its implementing
procedures for review for consistency with the
Princples and Standards.

At two recent workshops sponsored by the
Universities Council on Water Resources (UCOWR)
federal agency planners and university researchers
exchanged experiences and recommendations for
future directions for MOP. (Michalson et al., 1974, and
Michalson et al., 1975). Both workshops gave evidence
that agency planners are having difficulty with the
transition from a single objective methodology
(maximum net benefits) to a situation in which one
must not only define environmental quality but must
also estimate the impact on environmental parameters
of each alternative project.
A surprising aspect of the UCOWR workshops
was that with the exception of a paper by David Marks
in the 1975 session, the mathematical programming
methods reviewed previously were almost totally
ignored. The participants generally felt that application of the standards is difficult enough without having
to try to understand and apply a sophisticated
mathematical tool at the same time. Programming
methods, however, may well be the necessary key to
eventually overcoming many of the difficulties
presently being experienced by agency personnel in
their attempts at MOP.
COMPARISON OF OPTIMIZATION AND
SIMULATION APPROACHES
Scope

The MOP techniques which will be applied to the
Virgin River Planning Problem are the Surrogate
Worth Tra\. \-off or SWT method (an optimization
technique) and the PROPDEMM (Programmed Policy
Decision-Making Model or a simulation technique). In
order to provde the reader more information on the
differences and similarities between these two
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Synopsis of the Surropte Worth
Trade-off Method
The Surrogate Worth Trade-off method employs
mathematical optimization methodology to reconcile
noncommensurable conflicts among objectives. The
optimization may use existing linear or nonlinear
algorithms to identify Pareto optimal solutions and to
generate physical trade offs between any two
objectives (Haimes, 1974). Pareto optimal solutions
occur when no one objective can be improved without
causing a degradation in some other objective. The
trade off curves measure the extent of the degradations. The physical trade offs generated between any
two objectives are represented by Lagrangian
multipliers which denote the shadow price or marginal
cost or (benefit) of one objective in terms of another,
i.e., the Lagrangian multipliers yield trade off ratios
relating the loss or degradation in one objective, per
unit gain or improvement in another objective. This
ratio or trade off is a price or cost in real terms. The
process of generating trade off ratios by varying the
levels of constraints and objectives is known as
parameterization. The Surrogate Worth Trade-off
method uses parameterization to develop trade off
curves between the principal objective and each of the
constraining objectives at different levels of analysis.
A family of trade off curves is thus generated
representing alternative courses of action (Keith,
1974).
Once the quantitative physical trade-off curves
and ratios between the noncommensurable objectives
have been determined, decision-makers are asked to
evaluate the relative worth or value of the trade offs;
i.e., of improving anyone objective at the expense of
another. Noncommensurable objectives are weighted
by the decision-makers' value judgments and assessed
relative worth values to produce a commensuration.
Each decision-maker is provided with a trade off ratio
of any two objectives at a given level of attainment of
the other objectives. His value assessment is
represented by the surrogate worth function. It is the
surrogate worth function which provides the interface
between the mathemati~al model and the decisionmaker in establishing the desirability of a trade off.
Decision-makers are asked to give an ordinal rating of
importance to the various objective trade offs. The
relative worth values are then used to weight the
trade offs to generate a commensuration. The value of
the surrogate worth function reflects the values of the
decision-maker. An ordinal scale of -10 to +10 is used
such that the surrogate worth value can be greater
than, equal to, or less than zero. If the surrogate
worth value is greater than zero, then additional
increments of one objective are preferred over an
additional increment of another objective given a level
of attainment for all other objectives. If the surrogate
worth value is zero, then the decision-maker is
indifferent towards marginal adjustments in either
direction. The improvement of one objective is
equivalent to the degradation of the other. If the
surrogate worth value is less than zero, the

decision-maker does not prefer a marginal change in
one objective over an additional increment of the other
objective. Surrogate worth values that are greater
than or less than zero can be combined through linear
interpolation to produce a zero worth value or
indifference solution. If the decision-maker's responses are all positive (negative) then he is always willing
to improve objective one (two) at the expense of the
degradation of objective two (one). This effectively
reduces the multiobjective problem to a single
objective optimization problem (Haimes and Hall,
1975).
Commensuration can be achieved once the
indifference solutions have been determined and the
decisions corresponding to all the indifference solutions over which the majority of decision-makers
agree have been ascertained. Each indifference trade
off solution determined from the surrogate worth
values via the interaction with the decision-makers
will be associated with a decision set providing for that
trade off. Optimal trade offs can be obtained by
solving the optimization problem which correlates
each optimal decision with each optimal trade off; i.e.,
the solution transforms us from function to decision
space. The optimal set of decisions will solve the
multiobjective problem and provide an overall solution
to the system (Haimes, 1974).
Thus, once physical trade offs are determined,
decision-makers are interviewed to evaluate the
relative worth of each trade off. Each decision-maker
is presented with an initial endowment of objectives
and is asked whether he would be willing to trade a
marginal amount of one objective for an additional
amount of the other objective as determined by the
physical trade offs. If he is willing to trade, the
endowment is adjusted for the trade' and he is asked
once again if he would be willing to improve one
objective at the expense of another objective by the
amounts determined by the physical trade offs.
Assuming that the decision-maker does not always
prefer improving one objective at the expense of the
other, i.e., that we do not have a single objective to be
optimized, the decision-maker will eventually indicate
that he is indifferent to some trade off. Trade offs to
which the decision-maker is indifferent are thus
determined. Each decision-maker will be indifferent
over a specific segment of each trade off curve. If the
indifferent solutions of all decision-makers overlap, an
optimal trade off will be established. If there is no
segment over which all decision-makers agree, then a
majority vote may be taken to determine the solution.
If no course of action can command a majority vote,
then it is possible that no optimal set of decisions can
be obtained without shifting constraints and introducing additional independent issues until all decisionmakers' indifference segments overlap (Haimes and
Hall, 1975).
Synopsis of the PROPDEMM
Simulation Method
The PROPDEMM computer model performs a
mathematical simulation designed to reconcile noncommensurables by comparing the political feasibility
of alternative courses of action with multivariate
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consequences. The method combines impact matrices,
representing social-political environmental and
cOllJ"sp-"!-adion components with other inputs to
determine political feasibility and to resolve conflicts
among interest groups (Hoggan et aI., 1974). The
impact matrices reflect the effects of physical and
economic factors on a given set of values given an
environmental state defined by a set of environmental
conditions that have significant effects on one or more
values that underlie planning decisions. A large
number of environmental states may be generated by
taking different combinations of environmental conditions. Each matrix consists of a set of vectors
representing desired or expected impacts on. a set of
defined values. The PROPDEMM simulation assumes
that conflicts among values are the heart of political
controversy and that some measure of commitment to
such values is necessary to compare policy alternatives. A seven-point ordinal scale is -used to estimate
the strength of the impacts. The program enables a
decision-maker to interact with rapid computer
feedback on possible impacts from various decisions
(Mulder, 1974).
PROPDEMM data requirements are considerable
as they must describe the total political, socialeconomic and physical systems. Survey procedures,
ranging from relatively simple interviewing techniques to more sophisticated Delphi methods, and
economic and physical projections can be used to
obtain input data including: A set of values together
with an ordinal utility evaluation of each value for each
interest group; a set of acts or steps in a sequence of
decisions' which form a course of action; a set of
environmental or socioecological conditions defined in
terms of environmental factors, and in turn defining a
possible environmental state; a set of outcomes
resulting from a course of action defined in tenns of
ordinal value impacts; and a probability assessment of
environmental conditions and decision outcomes
(Hoggan et al., 1974).
The PROPDEMM methodology identifies the
objectives and courses of action suggested by different
interest groups; the interest groups affecting or
affected by various plans of action; the values or likes
and dislikes of the respective interest groups; the
degree of significance or salience attached to the
values held by each group; the cost consciousness of
each group as regards respective courses of action; the
power each group possesses to block a plan of action;
the degree of influence, friendship, or hostility that
exists between any two groups; the political rigidity
or dogmatism of each group; the openness to and
potential for change of each group; the level of a
course of action on their respective values; and the
vulnerability or potential of each group to punishment
or reward actions. The PROPDEMM simulation,
having identified the above information, can establish
the political feasibility of each course of action and the
political strategy that will effectively promote a
specific course of action. The procedure of the
PROPDEMM simulation is to first determine the
policy outcome, in terms of value impacts, associated
with each specific course of action for a given state of

social-ecological factors; second, to determine the
course of action which maximizes a given set of
values; third, to determine the political feasibility of a
given course of action; and finally, to identify a
political strategy to promote a particular course of
action by increasing its political feasibility. The
ultimate objective of PROPDEMM is to enable the
decision-maker to determine that policy which can be
implemented to maximize public satisfaction given a
set of values and a set of political, economic, social and
physical objectives and constraints (Mulder, 1974).
SimDaritiel and Differences of
SWT and PROPDEMM

decision-makers to evaluate the relative worth of each
alternative trade off. The decision-maker eventually
will indicate his indifference to some trade off. Each
decision-maker will be indifferent over some specific
segment of each trade-off curve. H the segments
overlap for a majority of the decision-makers, then the
overlap reflects the politically feasible trade offs
(Haimes and Hall, 1975). A basic difference between
the simulation and optimization technique is that all of
the solution values are simultaneously determined by
a specific set of equations in the former, given a set of
behavioral propositions, while the latter technique
minimizes or maximizes an objective function given
the input of the remaining variables (Keith, 1974).
Both methods employ ordinal data in asking
decision-makers to give a rating of the relative worth
or importance of various objectives. However,
whereas the Surrogate Worth Trade-off method first
establishes the quantitative-physical trade off curves
and ratios between noncommensurable objectives
using physical data and then asks the decision-makers
to evaluate the relative worth of the trade offs; i.e., of
improving one objective at the expense of another
(Haimes, 1974); the PROPDEMM simulation utilizes
ordinal data from the onset to establish impact
matrices which reflect the effects of physical and
economic factors on a given set of values given an
environmental state. The course of action outcome
matrix informs the decision-maker of the political
feasibility of alternative courses of action in terms of
value impacts. The relative value of course of action
trade offs can be generated from this matrix (Mulder,
1974). Both methodologies provide an interface
between the decision-maker and the mathematical
model. The surrogate worth function provides the
value judgment assessment of the decision-maker in
the Surrogate Worth Trade-off method, and the value
impact matrices reflect the value judgments of the
decision-maker and the concerned interest groups in
the PROPDEMM simulation. The basic difference
between the methods is that the Surrogate Worth
Trade-off method assumes that the values of the
decision-maker serve as representative values which
reflect the attitudes and values of his constituency;
whereas, the PROPDEMM simulation analysis includes both the values of the decision-maker and the
values of the public interest groups.

Systems analysis techniques aid the decisionmaker in understanding and manipulating the tremendous number of variables and complex interrelationships involved in multiobjective planning of largescale multiproject systems. The two principal systems
approaches are simulation and optimization. The
PROPDEMM simulation model represents the former
and the Surrogate Worth Trade-off method the latter.
The PROPDEMM simulation model utilizes mathematical formulations of relationships between social,
political, economic, and physical variables within a
comprehensive system. For given changes in one or
more variables, changes which occur throughout the
total system can be observed. The Surrogate Worth
Trade-off method is similar in that a system of related
mathematical equations of relationships between
economic and physical variables is developed to
genera~e trade off curves and ratios. Once the physical
trade offs have been determined, social and political
variables are introduced into the Surrogate Worth
Trade-off method, as represented by a function which
provides the interface between the decision-maker
and the mathematical model (Haimes, 1974). The
Surrogate Worth Trade-off method employs parameterization techniques in minimizing (maximizing) the
principal objective subject to each of the constraining
objectives at different levels of analysis to generate
alternative trade offs or courses of action.
The PROPDEMM simulation provides for five
alternative courses of action for each environmental
state representing possible alternative future states of
the social and natural environment. Different environmental states are generated given different sets of
environmental conditions. Alternative environmental
states provide the basis for the development of
alternative plans or courses of action. For each course
of action, given a set of environmental conditions, five
possible outcomes and their possible impacts on a
given set of values are identified. Since PROPDEMM
assumes uncertainty both with respect to the
environmental state and the outcome of a course of
action, several possible outcomes must be defined,
each being associated with a specific probability of
occurrence. The outcomes of a given plan can then be
compared with the outcome desired by different
interest groups to determine the social and political
feasibiity of the plan (Mulder, 1974). Political
feasibility for the Surrogate Worth Trade-off method,
on the other hand, is determined by asking the

Both models require that the functional
relationships be interdependent. Logical linkages
between constraints and objectives must be established in a manner that maintains logical consistency
(Keith, 1974). The data requirements of both models
are substantial. The Surrogate Worth Trade-off
method is particularly suitable for determining
physical trade offs involving economic and physical
data. Specialized analysts develop the quantitativephysical aspects of the evaluation whereas the
decision-maker is given the responsibility for evaluating the relative value of trade offs between various
noncommensurable objectives given the associated
quantitative levels of all objectives (Haimes, 1974).
The PROPDEMM simulation model is especially
suitable for the systematic analysis of social and
political variables for determining the preferences of
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Table 6.

Area devoted to particvJD,r 14M use in the Virgin River Basin in Utah (1970).
Category

Sub-Totals

Total Acres

% of Basin
Land Area

Federal-State Land Management
Total Federal
National Forests
Other
State Parks

1,171,516

68.3

5,398

0.3

10,232
30,081
14,574

0.6
1.8

392,696
778,820

Land Use Types
Urban/Paved Landa
Total Combined Cropland b
Close row field crops
Irrigated
Non-irrigated
Field Cropland c
Irrigated
Non-irrigated
Pasture land
Rangeland
Forested Land
Water Covered (less than 40 acres)
Total Basin Acreage d

14,574

o
15,507

15,429
78
4,729
181,112
124,459
140
1,718,634

0.3
10.5
7.3

aUrban/paved-urban development (built up), paved highways, roads, railroads.
bClose row crops-row and close grown crops requiring large amounts of fertilizer, tillage, and water application, Le.,
vegetables (corn, peas, beets, etc.). Point: Need of tillage, fertilizer, irrigation causes direct irrigation return flow problem.
<Field crops-field crops requiring less fertilizer and less irrigation, i.e., grain crops.
dThis is not a column total as some lands are included in several categories because of multiple use.

Table 7.

Total Employment
Agriculture, Forestry, Fisheries
Manufacturing
Textile Manufacturing (213)
Eating and Drinking Places
Entertainment and Recreation Services
Construction
Education
Gasoline and Service Stations
Public Administration
General Retail

Table 8.

considerably below average for Utah and Nevada.
Approximately 22 percent of the farm families fell
below the 1969 poverty level. About 13 percent of the
available labor force is unemployed.

Employment by sector in Washington
County, Utah (1970).
4280
409
364

Total value of farm products sold for Washington
County in 1969 was $5,147,000, of which about
$650,000 was crop sales. Farm sales were reasonably
evenly split among gross sales classes, as shown in
Table 9, although the n:ajority of farms were in the
lower gross sales categories.

321
66
535
462
266
211
165

Employment by sector in Nevada portion of
the Virgin River Basin (1970).

Total Employment
Agriculture
General Rc tail
Services (including education)
Public Admin istration

While no data are available for the Nevada
portion of the basin, it is likely that individual and
household income is somewhat less than that of
Washington County residents, because the land is
somewhat poorer in quality and the water available is
of considerably poorer quality. However, some
development of commuting between the basin and Las
Vegas is in evidence, and some retirement population
is also developing.

NONAGRICULTURAL ACTIVITY

295
75
115
66
33

Nonagricultural economic activity in the basin
depends primarily on the tourist trade related to Zion
National Park and some light industry which has
developed in the St. George area. Other nonagricul-
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tural activity includes private service industries for
agriculture and the general population, and public
administration, including the school system. Two
categories of nonfarm activities are relevant: rural
nonfarm and urban. Rural nonfarm communities are
numerous in the basin but quite small (less than 1000
population). Basic employment in these communities
is generally in farming or tourist-related service
activities. Employment of rural nonfarm individuals is
listed for Washington County and the Nevada portion
of the basin in Table 10.
Income of rural nonfarm households was slightly
higher than rural farm income, with a mean per capita
income of about $1736. Mean family income was $6765
and median family income was $6170 in 1969. Both are
lower than average for the states of Utah and Nevada
for rural nonfarm families. Approximately 15 percent
of the families, or 22 percent of all persons, fell below
the 1969 poverty level. Unemployment in the rural
nonfarm communities was approximately 6 percent.

URBAN
The only urban area in the basin is the St. George
area, including Bloomington. Population of St. George
City is 7100 or slightly over half the population of the
entire basin. The major employers again indicate the
manufacturing and tourism influences shown in Table
11.
Mean family income in St. George was $7867 for
1969, while the median income was $7710. Both of
these figures are below average for the states of Utah
and Nevada for urban areas of under 10,000
population. Unemployment in St. George was about
5.5 percent in 1970, lower than in the rural nonfarm
and rural farm labor sectors. The urban center is also
clearly better off in terms of the poverty level, in that
only 8.6 percent of the families residing in St. George
have less income than the 1970 poverty level. There
are 327 individuals over 65 which is about three times
the rate for other counties of similar population, so
that either the retirees who reside in St. George are
better off than those of the surrounding area, or total
income is sufficiently greater for those who work to
offset the effect of low retirement income. Probably
both influences are relevant.
The economic profile of the basin can be more
specifically identified from the sectoral statistics.
Clearly, light manufacturing, agriculture, and tourism
play major roles. The urban center of St. George is the
most prosperous and rapidly growing area, while rural
farm and nonfarm residents have significantly lower
incomes, higher poverty rates, and higher unemployment rates. In addition, the development of the basin
as a retirement area may have had significant
influence on aggregate income.

Table' 9. Farm sales by gross sales cUus. in
Washington County for 1969.
Annual
Farm Income
(Gross Sales)

Number
of Farms

$40,000 +
$20,000 - $40,000
$10,000 - $20,000
$5,000 - $10,000
$2;500 - $5,000

20
29
33
36
37

Table 10. Rural and nonfarm employment in 1969 in
the Virgin River Basin.
Activity
Total employment
Agriculture
Manufacturing
Wholesale & retail trade
Personal services

Washington
Co.

Nevada

Total

1714
253
104
429
294

295
75
0
115
99

2009
325
104
544
393

Table 11. Employment by ind1Ultry in St. George for
1970.
Total Employment
Construction
Manufacturing
Textile
Wholesale & retail trade
Transportation
Communications & public service
Financial, insurance, business & repair services
Professional and related services
Educational services
Public administration
Other industries
Agriculture

2500
268
260
198
707
42
69
138
589
339
111
315
102

particularly Zion National Park. Overnight facilities
are available at the parks, but many tourists appear to
prefer the more modem and luxurious motels in St.
George. Consequently a very large service industry,
including motels, restaurants, gasoline stations, and
other retail trade activities has developed compared to
cities of similar size in the surrounding counties.
Agricultural output apears relatively stable, although
some change in cropping, from the livestock fodder
crops to fruit crops for retail consumption, is occuring.
Development of new irrigated cropland has occu~ed
in a few isolated areas, where groundwater pumpmg
was feasible, both from a quality and cost standpoint.
Wheat is the principal crop grown in these areas.

FUTURE ECONONDC DEVELOPMENT

The manufacture of sporting equipment by the
Hawthorne Company and clothing by the Dixie
Apparel Company is responsible for the bulk of the
manufacturing industry. The tourist trade derives
primarily from visitors to the National Parks in Utah,

Local planners anticipate growth in the tourism
industry in the basin and probably increased influx of
residents, both retirees and persons commuting to
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jobs in other areas. Business activity is expected to
expand as a result. Although resident manufacturing
is hoped for, the likelihood of a large growth in the
manufacturing sector is small. A steam-powered
electric generating plant, which will provide power to
Southern California using slurried coal as fuel, is
expected to be constructed near St. George in the
Warner Valley. Both the construction and operation of
such a plant would provide employment, income, and
economic growth to the area. The construction impact
would likely be large but transient, while the
operation of the planned 250 to 500 megawatt plant
would be a smaller impact but would last 20 to 30
years. Some smaller construction efforts, mostly for
water storage, have been proposed for the area,
although the likelihood of increased agricultural
activity is probably small.
The OBERS Series E projections anticipate only
a 7 percent increase in output of agricultu~al products
in the basin to 1985, and most of this increase will be
due to technological advances. The beef production
industry over the entire United States has been
volatile at best, with a long-term trend toward
decreasing growth rates, due to economic and
institutional constraints. Thus, it appears that future
economic growth of the basin depends primarily on
tourism and recreation, energy development, and
possibly some further expansion of light industry.
DECISION-MAKERS

A list of decision-makers with water management
responsibility or otherwise in position to influence
water management decisions was developed as a list of
persons to be interviewed in applying the Surrogate
Worth Trade-off method and other decision-making
models. Key decision-makers include both reputational and positional leaders. Concern with water
management lies within federal, state, and local
government bodies, advisory groups, water companies, utilities, special interest groups and the private
sector. For purposes of the study, "positional leaders"
are those persons occupying positions in formal
management organiz'ations concerned with the administration and allocation of water resources and related
land uses and community development. "Reputational
leaders" are those identified by others as having
significant influence in water management decisions,
whether or not they occupy formal positions in
management organizations.
A number of students of political science and
public administration have, over the years, approached the problem of identifying formal and
informal decision-makers within community power
structures, note ably Bonjean (1963), Aiken and Mott
(1970), Agger et a1. (1964), Clark (1968), Dahl (1961),
Presthus (1964), Hunter (1953), and Miller (1970).
After reviewing the approaches taken by these
various researchers, it was decided to combine the
"positional" and "reputational" leader approaches
using the techniques advocated by Bonjean (1963) and
Miller (1970). Similar approaches are advocated by
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some of the other writers listed above, but those of
Bonjean and Miller appear the most appropriate.
The aim of the approach is to develop a
"consensus-list" of key decision-makers: a "reputational hierarchy" of individuals who have effective and
influential input in community water management
decisions.
Because of the geographic and political division of
the Virgin River Basin into an upper section,
centering on St. George, Utah, and a lower section,
centering on Mesquite, Bunkerville, Riverside, Overton, and Logandale, Nevada, key decision-makers
were identified for both sections with the lower
section being divided into two subsections. There was
essentially no overlap in the reputational hierarchies
of the two areas. Field interviews were conducted
during April and May, 1975.
The selected positional leaders included representatives of the Five Counties Area Council of
Governments in southwestern Utah, county agents
and personnel of federal agencies, such as the
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service,
the Soil Conservation Service, and others. A list was
also compiled of groups, agencies, organizations, and
individuals involved in the Dixie Project. They were
also asked to list other organizations and their
personnel within the basin concerned with water
management, as well as the names of other individuals
whom the respondents felt have an influential voice in
water management decision-making. A preliminary
list of names was then compiled for the Upper Basin
area and for each subsection of the Lower Basin.
The Bonjean method proceeds by the compilation
of an initial list of names, then by interviewing
individuals on the list for additional names. Respondents also are asked to rank the list of names from
"most influential" to "least influential." Bonjean's aim
is to develop a consensus picture of a community
power structure. However, in applying the method to
the Virgin River Basin, respondents were not asked to
rank but simply to identify all local individuals they
felt were "influential" in water management decisions.
The rationale is that control of water resources is
diffuse and is only one aspect of community power
structure.
For the Upper Basin, an initial list of ten names
was compiled and all individuals on the list were
interviewed. The ten respondents listed a collective
total of 22 individuals. Table 12 lists the respondents,
the nominations each received, the number of
nominations each respondent made, and the number of
nominations received by others named. (All respondent's names have been coded for presentation herein.
In line with accepted rules for the protection of
human subjects in social science research, individual's
names and interview data are held in confidence.)
For the Mesquite-Bunkerville-Riverside subsection of the Lower Basin, an initial list of seven
individuals was compiled and all were interviewed.

The seven respondents listed a collective total of
eleven local individuals, as indicated in Table 13. An
initial list of four individuals was compiled for the
Overton-Logandale subsection of the Lower Basin. Of
the four, only two were available for interviews. The
two respondents listed a collective total of six
individuals as indicated in Table 14. The names of all
individuals identified and the reputational hierarchy
data were then available for interviewing to test the
decision-making models under study by the project.
As indicated in Tables 12 and 13, reputational
hierarchies emerged in the Upper Basin area and in
the Mesquite-Bunkerville-Riverside subsection of the
Lower Basin. In each area, one individual emerged as
a consensus leader, with various others also being
considered as influential. No clear hierarchy is
apparent in the Overton-Logandale subsection of the
Lower Basin.
ORGANIZATIONS
Respondents were also asked to list those
organizations they felt "most helpful" in managing
water resources and water development and those
organizations they felt "least helpful." The purpose of
developing the list was to provide information on
formal groups for a future study of institutional
interaction. Again, respondents were not asked to
rank the organizations, but simply to indicate which
organizations, from their personal perspectives, were
"most helpful" and "least helpful." The data are list~
here primarily to indicate the complexity of water
management in a relatively small river basin, i.e. the
number of organizations involved in watermanagement decisions. Clearly the two State Engineer's offices, which have various regulatory powers,
are regarded as very important. The large number of
single votes may reflect the fact that many
respondents are primarily concerned with local
organizations affecting their personal use of water and
do not see more "distant" organizations as being
directly "helpful," or having critical input into
management decisions.

Table 12. ReputatiMwl hierarchy in the Upper
Virgin River Basin.
Respondent
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
1

Nominations
Received

Nominations
Made

7
5
5
5
3
2
2
1
0
0

5
3
7
8
7
6
2
2
9
3

Basin.
Respondent
Al
Bl
C1
Dl
El
Fl
G1
Others Named
HI
11
11

Kl

Nominations
Received

Nominations
Made

4
1
1
1
1
0
0

2
4
6
2
1
2
3

20
5
3
2
2

20

Table 11,. ReputatiMwl hierarchy in the OvertonLogandale subsection of the Virgin River
Basin.
Respondent

Nominations
Received

Nominations
Made

~

0
0

6
3

B2

9

Others Named
C2
D2
E2
F2
G2
H2

Table 15.

2
2
2
1
1
1
9

"Most Helpful" and "Least Helpful" water
management organizations in the Upper
Virgin River Basin.

"Most Helpful"
State Engineer's Office (Utah) (includes District
Office)
State Division of Water Resources
City of St. George Utility Commission
State Farm Bureau
City of St. George
State Fish and Game
Bureau of Reclamation
Utah Water Users Association
Washington-St. George Canal Co.
Washington County Water Users Association
Terracor
Agricultural Stabilization & Conservation Service
Washington County Soil Conservation District

52

Others Named
K
L
M-R
S-V

Table 13. Reputatiofwl hierarchy in the Mesquite,
etc., subsection of the Lower Virgin River

3
3
2 each
1 each

5
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

"Least Helpful"
Environmental Protection Agency
"Environmentalists"

52

28

2

5

Table 16.

"Most Helpfu,l" and "Least Helpful" water
ma1Ulgement organizations 'Ion the Lower
Virgt.n River Basin (subsections comInned).

"Most Helpful"
Soil Conservation Service
State Engineer's Office (Nevada)
University of Nevada (County Extension Service)
Farmer's Home Administration
Clark County Sanitation District
Muddy Valley Irrigation Company
Colorado River Commission
State Fish and Game Department
Corps of Engineers
Desert Research Institute

8
8
4
3
1
1
1
1
1
1

Cordova, R.M., G.W. Sandberg, ana Wilson McConkie. 1972.
Groundwater conditions in the Central Virgin River Basin,
Utah. State of Utah, Department of Natural Resources,
Technical Publication No. 40.
Dahl, Robert A. 1961. Who governs? Democracy and power in an
American city. JI.lew Haven: Yale University Press.
Gupta, Vulli L. 1975. Interim program report on selected
activities related to Virgin River Project. Desert Research
Institute, University of Nevada.
Hunter, Floyd. 1953. Community power structure. A study of
decision makers. Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina
Press.

"Least Helpful"
Environmental Protection Agency
Farmer's Home Administration
"Environmentalists"

Criddle, Wayne D., et al. 1964. Consumptive use of water by
native vegetation and irrigated crops in the Virgin River
area of Utah. Utah Agricultural Experiment Station.

1
1
1

Miller, Delbert C. 1970. International community power
structures. Bloomington: Indiana University Press.
Nevada State Engineer. 1971. Nevada's water resources.
Prepared by the State Engineer's Office. October.
Nevada State Engineer. 1971. Water for Nevada. Reconnaissance Soil Survey Rail Road Valley. Prepared by the St9.te
Engineer's Office, the Agriculture Experiment Station,
University of Nevada, Reno; and Soil Conservation Service,
USDA. May.
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CHAPTER IV
APPLICATION OF HYDRO-QUALITY MODEL TO
THE VIRGIN RIVER BASIN
by
V.A. Narasimhan and Karl ErikBen

quality samples collected during 1974. The results and
their contribution to water quality management in the
basin were previously reported (UWRL, 1974);
however, the effects of the management practices on
influent water quality have to be evaluated external to
the model. The procedure works satisfactorily for
municipal and industrial point source discharges, but
is poorly suited to assessing sediment and agricultural
pollution sources which are more diffuse in origin.
Since these pollutants create the most serious
problems in the Virgin River Basin, it was necessary
to explore the" more elaborate models.

INTRODUCTION

In order to quantify how the various courses of
action to be considered would affect streamflow
quantity and quality in the Vii-gin River Basin, the
physical effects of the action alternatives would have
to be modeled. The model would have to estimate
these effects sufficiently well to define the trade offs
for the SWT and PROPDEMM analyses. More
specifically, the desired capabilities were:
1.
To simulate water quantity and quality at
various locations and over various desired time
intervals.

THE HYDRO-SALINITY MODEL

Development of the hydro-salinity model at the
Utah Water Research Laboratory was based on the
principle of the conservation of mass as described by
Hill et ale (1973). More recently, the model has been
improved by changing representation of the process of
salt pick up by water moving through the soil from one
of assuming a constant volume of salt pick up to one of
assuming a constant eqUilibrium concentration in the
percolating water (Bishop et al., 1975). The modeling
for this study used monthly time increments and four
subbasin spatial units to match the requirements of
the SWT analysis being attempted.

2.
To estimate the immediate effects on these
quantity and quality values of the management
a1ternatives chosen in the allocation model or
otherwise under consideration.
3.
To quantify the long-term impacts of the
management alternatives on the water quantity and
quality.
4.
To generate outputs that provide a proper
interface with other models used in order to develop
objective functions which facilitate generating and
evaluating real trade offs.

APPLICATION OF HYDRO-SALINITY MODEL
TO VIRGIN RIVER BASIN

The initial concept was to find an existing model
meeting these specifications. The models considered
in order of increasing power to provide the desired
information but also increasing complexity of application were (1) the Utah State River Model (UWRL,
1974), (2) the hydro-salinity model described by Hill et
al. (1973) and improved as described in the Colorado
River Regional Assessment Study Part II (UWRL,
1975), and (3) the hydro-salinity and sediment model
(BSAMS) designed to simulate the water, salt (TDS)
and suspended sediment outflows from a river basin.

Subbasin Development
The first step in applying the hydro-salinity
model was to divide the total Virgin River Basin into
subbasins according to the following criteria:
1.
The hydrologic data for modeling the
subbasin must be available.

2.
Outputs of one subbasin can be treated as
inputs to the adjoining subbasin downstream.

APPLICATION OF UTAH STATE RIVER MODEL
(USRM)

3.
The model output must also have input and
output consistent with the requirements of other
phases of the multiple objective planning methodology.

The USRM was applied to the Utah portion of the
Virgin River Basin and calibrated to match water
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Virgin River Basin water qV4lit1l stations.
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4.
The subbasin must be compatible with the
corresponding selections in the allocation model.

chosen because they represent current conditions for
evaluating management proposals.

In accordance with the above guidelines, the
Virgin River Basin was divided into the Hurricane,
Santa Clara, Littlefield, and Lake Mead subbasins. A
description of these subbasins and a discussion of their
compatibility with the allocation model follow.

Stream flow records were obtained from U.S.
Geological Survey reports, while canal diversions
were taken from River Commissioner's reports.
Temperature and precipitation data were adopted
from the annual climatological summary published by
the U.S. Department of Commerce (1971-73). Table 17
summarizes the hydrologic and climatologic data used
for the various subbasins. Crop and phreatophyte
acreages were obtained from the Soil Conservation
Service (1970), and were proportioned to each
subbasin as suggested by Bagley et al. (1959).

Hurrieane subbasin. The Hurricane subbasin
consists of all the 1530 square miles above the USGS
gaging station located near Hurricane, Utah. The
North and East Forks of the Virgin River originate in
this subbasin and provide most of the streamflow of
the Virgin River. Approximately 12,400 acres of this
subbasin are irrigated croplands. The major portion of
the irrigated land is located near the town of
Hurricane, with the remainder being in the narrow
valleys along the Virgin River. Diversions for
irrigation in this subbasin were nearly 30,000 acre feet
in 1972 (Chamberlain, 1972, and Ruesch, 1972).
Municipal and industrial water use is insignificant.
Santa Clara subbasin. This subbasin includes all
the drainage of the Santa Clara River above the USGS
gaging station located near Santa Clara, Utah. This
subbasin covers 410 square miles. Most of the
irrigated land in this subbasin is concentrated in the
Ivins-Santa Clara area with smaller developments at
Gunlock, Veyo, and Pine Valley. The flow of the Santa
Clara River is regulated by several reservoirs,
including Baker, Gunlock, and Ivins.
Littlefield subbasin. The Littlefield subbasin
covers the 3000 square miles of Virgin River drainage
between the USGS gaging stations at Santa Clara and
Hurricane and the one at Littlefield, Arizona. There is
approximately 8000 acres of irrigated cropland in the
Santa Clara-St. George-Washington area of Utah.
Agricultural diversions in 1972 amounted to 30,000
acre feet. Municipal and industrial water for the St.
George area is supplied from groundwater.
Lake Mead subbasin. This subbasin consists of
800 square miles of drainage between Littlefield and
Lake Mead. There is some irrigated cropland around
Bunkerville, Nevada, but the quality of water is
generally unsuitable for municipal and industrial uses
(Nevada State Engineer's Office, 1974). Since only
limited agricultural use is made (no trade offs with
other uses) and hydrologic data were scarce, no
attempt was made to model the Lake Mead subbasin
in this study.
Combined basin. In addition to modeling the three
upstream subbasins, the entire river system above
Littlefield, Arizona, was also modeled as a single
spatial unit. This provided results compatible with the
required inputs to the allocation model.

Water quality data for most of the stations are
very limited. Table 18 lists the available data on TDS,
specific conductance and suspended sediment for the
individual gaging .stations. Regressions between
specific conductivity and the corresponding monthly
stream flow at each station were used to extend the
available record of salinity (TDS). This provided
satisfactory estimates of the TDS for this study.
Cah"bradon of Salinity Model
The hydro-salinity model (UWRL, 1975) was
calibrated to match observed Virgin River Basin data,
and the results were used to develop water
availability and salinity loadings for the allocation
model. Since no meaningful trade offs between water
use and salinity were uncovered, it was decided to
examine possible trade offs with sediment content by
also simulating suspended sediment loading. Studies
were, therefore, undertaken to collect the information
needed to simulate the various phenomena describing
soil erosion from agricultural areas and to represent
resulting changes in sediment load. Since sediment is
a critical problem only on the lower reaches, sediment
modeling was only attempted on the combined basin.
Development of the SecUment Subroutine
Theoretieal Considerations. The goal was to
incorporate within the existing hydro-salinity model a
sediment simulation subroutine based on the continuity equation. The sedimentation processes simulated
by the model are surface erosion from the natural
(nonirrigated area) and the agricultural lands, channel
erosion, reservoir sedimentation, and routing of the
sediment through the system.
Surfaee Erosion. The surface erosion components
of the model utilized a modified form of the Universal
Soil Loss Equation (USLE) proposed by Wischmeir in
1960. The USLE has the general form:
E

nata Collection and Processing

= R*K*L*S*C*P ............. (1)

in which

In order to caJibrate the hydrologic model, stream
flows, canal diversions, and climatological data were
collected for 1971, 1972, and 1973. These years were

E

R
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is the average annual soil loss (tons/acre)
is the erosion potential of the average
annual rainfall in the locality

Table 17.

Hydrologic and climatologic data statimis used in this study.

Component Item
Stream Inflows
(Main Stem)

Hurricane Subbasin

Santa Clara Subbasin

Littlefield Subbasin

Com bined Basin

-East Fork Virgin River
near Glendale
(09404450)a

-San ta Clara River near
Pine Valley
(09408400)

-Virgin River near
Hurricane
(09408150)

East Fork Virgin
River near Glendale

-Santa Clara River
near Santa Clara
(09410400)

North Fork Virgin
River near Springdale

-North Fork Virgin
River near Springdale
(09405500)

Santa Clara River
near Pine Valley
Tributary Inflow

-South Ash Creek below
Mill Creek near Pintura
(09406700)

South Ash Creek near
Pin tur a

-Leeds Creek near
Leeds
(09408000)

Leeds Creek near
Leeds

Stream Outflow

-Virgin River near
Hurricane
(09408150)

-Santa Clara River near
Santa Clara
(09410400)

-Virgin River at
Littlefield, Arizona
(09415000)

Virgin River at
Littlefield

Canal Diversions

-Glendale East
-Glendale West
-Mt. Carmel East
-Mt. Carmel West
-Orderville
-C. W. Brinkerhoff
-Lyle Chamberlain
-Henry Carroll
- Howard Spencer
-G. D. MacDonald
-Merril MacDonald
-Grant Heaton
-Hurricane
-LaVer kin
-Virgin
-Rockville
-Springdale
-Flanigan Ditch
-Zion Ditch

-Gardner & Rencher
-Pine Valley
-Central
-Saucer Five
-Veyo
-Magotsu Creek
-Gunlock
-Windsor-Ivins
-Shivwits Indian Sch.

-New Santa Clara
Field Canal

b

-Alton
-LaVerkin
-New Harmony
-Orderville
-Zion Park

-Gunlock Power House
Veya Power House

Precipitation and
Temperature

Major Reservoir
Storage Considered

-St. George
Field Canal
-San ta Clara
Seep Ditch
-Bloomington
- Washington Field

c

-St. George

b

-Gunlock Dam
-Baker Dam
-Ivins

Imports
Exports

-San ta Clara-Pin to
Diversion near Pin to

aNumbers in parentheses denote the corresponding USGS gaging station.
bIncludes all stations listed for the other subbasins.
Cprecipitation data only.
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Santa Clara-Pinto
Diversion near Pin to

Table 18.

Available water q'IUJ,/Jty data.
Salinity Data

Subbasin

Hurricane

Santa Clara

Littlefield

USGS
Gaging
Station
Number

Suspended Sediment Data

Type of Measurement

09404450
09405400
09405500
09406000
09406700
09408000
09408150
09408400
09408500
09410400
09415000

Period of
Record

Specific
Conductance

8/71-10/73

X

Total
Dissolved
Solids

Total
Number of
Measuremen ts

Period
of
Record

Type of
Measurement

16

X

4

X

19

x

13

X
X

19
10
20

X
X
X

5/62-6/71

a

3/67-9/73

a

10/47-9/68

a

3

17
X

X

b

a Daily concentration in mg/I.
b Daily specific conductance.

K
S
L
C
p

is the soil erodibility factor (tons/acre/unit
of rainfall)
is the slope (percent)
is the length of overland flow (feet)
is the cropping management factor
is the supporting conservation practice
factor

in which

Combining the S, L , C, and P values into
one calibration parameter for the nonirrigated portion
of the basin.
1.

2.
Replacing the S, L, C, and P values by
corresponding weighted values calculated on the basis
of the proportional irrigated area occupied by each
crop or land class. Consequently:
n

SiAi
At

R'
R

RM
MP
AMP

is the monthly rainfall erosion index
is the average annual rainfall erosion
potential
is the proportion of R that occurs each
month
is the actual monthly precipitation
is the average monthly precipitation

4.
Including a precipitation threshold below
which no erosion was simulated from the nonagriculturallands.

............. (2)

n

L

3.
Adjusting the time dimension to yield
values on a monthly basis. This necessitated replacing
R with a monthly potential erosion index as follows:
R' = R °RMoMP/AMP ............. (6)

The modifications necessary to adapt the USLE
included:

S = L
i= 1

S, L, C, and P are as previously defined with
subscripted values being only for the area
indicated by the indexing subscript

= L

Channel Erosion

i= 1

Channel erosion was estimated by the power
equation:
n

P

=L
i=l

P.A.
~I

G
...............

(5)

w

= BQrn ................. (7)

in which

t

in which
i is the index for the crop or land classification
n is the number of classifications
A is the area with At being the total irrigated
area

3S

Gw
B
Q

m

is the monthly washload from the stream
is an erodibility constant
is the monthly stream discharge
is the channel erosion exponent

Equation 7 was used for river, tributary, and
ungaged inflows with different values of Band m for

each source. In addition, a threshold value of flow was
included below which there was no sediment
contribution from the ungaged inflows.
The sediment subroutine routes the sediment
through the system on {L monthly basis and includes
the concentrating effect of the irrigation conveyance
system and the trapping effect of reservoirs within the
system. Consequently, the total sediment production
of the basin is:
SP

in

= EN + EA + RIV + TRB + UNG

.... (8)

whi~h

SP
EN
EA
RIV
TRB
UNG

is total sediment production
is erosion from nonagricultural (natural)
land
is er~sion from agricultural land
is channel erosion by the main stream
is channel erosion by the tributary
streams
is channel erosion by the ungaged flows

The actual basin yield is then equal to:
SS

= SP - SD + SPL + ST - SI + SRL

.... (9)

in which
SS
SD
SPL
ST
SI
SRL

is the total sediment yield from the basin
is the sediment in the canal diversions
is the sediment in the operational spills
is the sediment in the tailwater
is the sediment in the reservoir inflow
is the sediment the reservoir releases
to the stream

The major limitation of the model is that a
monthly time increment shows considerable noise
when modeling an area in which large amounts of
sediment yield may occur within a few hours during a
major storm. A complete program listing of the
subroutine (BSAMS) is provided in Appendix A.
CaIib...,tion

Calibration of the sediment model for the Virgin
River Basin was complicated by the lack of sediment
measurements. Only the USGS gaging station at
Hurricane, Utah, had suspended sediment measurements for the modeling years 1971, 1972, and 1973.
Furthermore, no measurements existed on sediment
contained in the water diverted for irrigation although
the large quantities of sediment in the irrigation
diversions has been recognized as a problem.
The model calibration consisted of adjusting the
various parameters used to define the hydrologic
salirnUty and sediment processes until the computed
outflows of water, salt and sediment were in close
agreement with the gaged outflows. The water years
1971 and 1972 were used for calibration and the water
year 1973 was used for testing the calibrated results.
Since there was no measured sediment data at the
Littlefield gaging site, the sediment parameters were

determined by applying the calibration procedure to
the Hurricane gage data and then assuming that the
., .. 9"~" ~Q.rameter values were representative of the
Littlefield subbasin. The results are shown on Figures
2 though 6.
Results of BSAMS Verifieatio.
Stream flow. The total simulated stream flow for
the calibration period was within 1 percent of the
gaged records. Predicted values during the low flow
months, however, differed by as much as 66 percent.
Inadequate data on the reservoir operation and
storage within the modeling area and also the
reliability of records at the Littlefield gage are
possible explanations for such large differences in the
predicted results.
Salinity. The calibration results of the salinity
model followed the same pat~rn. The total simulated
outflow of salt differed from the gaged outflow by less
than 1 percent for the ~bration years. However, the
calibration did show a large quantity of salt pick up by
the effiuent groundwater. The model predictions were
in close agreement with the observed values until
June, 1973, after which the model over predicts total
salt outflow by 197,000 tons (Figure 5). The over
predictions follow a very high flood flow (Figure 6).
The quantities of deep percolation of water and salt in
1973 were more than twice the values obtained for the
calibration years 1971 and 1972. The model assumptions (UWRL, 1975) that the salt pick up is directly
proportional to the quantity of deep percolation
caused these high salt loadings and therefore merit
further consideration.
Sediment. Figures 7 and 8 respectively represent
the results of calibration of the hydrology and
sediment components for the Virgin River at
Hurricane, Utah. The corresponding results of testing
with the data from the water year 1973 are shown by
Figures 9 and 10. The calibrated results showed that
the computed water yield differed from the gaged
record by 2.5 percent in 1971 and 4 percent in 1972.
The results during t,he model testing showed that the
computed sediment yield was differing only by 1.6
percent. A correlation analysis resulted in a R value of
0.99, 0.97, and 0.68 respectively for the years 1971,
1972, and 1973. The low R value of 0.68 in 1973
suggested that watershed conditions were different in
1973 than they had been in 1971 and 1972. The
predicted sediment yields during high run off months,
April and May, were well below the observed values.
A nonlinear relationship between the available
erodible material in high floods and the actual channel
erosion may be the cause of such large differences.

Interfaeing BSAMS with

~on

Model

Since the attributes of BSAMS were consistent
with the objectives of the SWT approach, proper
interfacing of the two models was important for
information transfer from the results of the hydrosalinity-sediment model to the allocation model in
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Computed and gaged streamflow at Littlefield, 1971 and 1972.
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Computed and gaged streamflow at Littlefiekl, 1978.
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Computed and gaged salt outfWw at Littlefielil, 1978.
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Computed and recorded sediment outflow of Hurricane, Utah.
2.
The effect on water quality of water use by
operation of the Warner Valley Reservoir and the coal
fIred power plant.

order to study the ramifications of different trade offs.
Since time and cost were considered limiting, manual
procedure for interfacing the results of both the
models was developed. The important components of
the model inputs and the outputs requiring adjustment in both the model verification and management
stages are listed in Table 19.

Proeedure

MANAGEMENT STUDIES WITH BSAMS

Objeetives

The objective of the management studies was to
determine the possible impacts of the alternatives on
the water quantity and quality of the Virgin River.
The specific alternatives considered were:
1.
Different acreages of agricultural production in time and space. The annual and late season
(July to September) water availability for the entire
basin and also for the specific subareas used in the
allocation model were considered.
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Model adjustmeDts. In order to facilitate the
management study, a base had to be established from
which the changes in the stream flow quality could be
measured. To achieve this objective, the model
parameters describing soil moisture levels, application
efficiency, and consumptive use required adjustment.
These parameters were varied so that for the
purposes of the management study the computed
values of canal diversions, deep percolation, soil
moisture, and stream flows match closely with the
corresponding values obtained in the calibration. This
was done because the difference in timing between the
recorded and computed canal diversions made it
difficult to compare the outputs in the calibration and
management phases of this study. Since there is a
recurring problem of large quantities of sediment
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Table 19. Parameters for inter/acing BSAMS with allocation modeL
Stage
Model Verification

Description
of Parameter

Input To

Output From

Irrigated Acreage
Water Availability:
(Quantity & Quality)

Same Value
Allocation Model

BSAMS

Annual
Late Season
Consumptive Use
M & I Uses
Management

Com patibility
in Both Models

BSAMS
BSAMS
Allocation Model

BSAMS
Same Value

Irrigated Acreage

BSAMS

Allocation Model

Water Availability:
(Quantity and Quality)

BSAMS

Allocation Model

M & I Uses

BSAMS

Allocation Model

making the stream flow undesirable for irrigation, the
computed canal diversions, in addition to being limited
to available water as defined by the model, were
further restricted in months with sediment loads of
more than 1,050,000 tons.
Renlts of Maugement Study
Water availability. The acreage of irrigated
agriculture depends on water availability. If total
water availability changed, the acreage of each crop
would have to be adjusted. The optimal (profit
maximizing) distribution of various total acreages
among crops as estimated by the allocation model is
shown in Table 20. These distributions of total
acreages among crops became the input to BSAMS to
estimate corresponding changes in the quantity and
quality of water available for irrigation.
As the irrigated acreage was reduced by 50
percent, the decrease in salt outflow, for the two years
studied, was less than 4 percent (Figure 11).
Differences in estimated salinity outflow between the
individual years is attributed to differences in soil
moisture and stream flow. Greater soil moisture in
1971 resulted in greater deep percolation, much of
which reached the stream channel in 1972, because of
the model-verified three-month delay in the groundwater system. As the soil moisture levels increased at
the beginning of 1972, the rate of deep percolation
and corresponding salt pick up increased proportionately. The annual salt pick up in the routed deep
percolation is shown in Figure 12. Only small changes
in the salt outflow concentrations resulted from the
decrease in irrigated acreages. The sediment outflow
showed slight increase with' the corresponding
increase in agricultural acreage.
Effeets of proposed Warner Valley Reservoir.
The proposed Warner Valley Reservoir was not found
to significantly alter stream water quality. The annual
salt outflows at the Littlefield gage are shown in
Figure 13. The system responded the same way as in
the previous management study, with the greater salt
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Table 20.

Optimum acreage distributions /rom the
allocation modeL

Alfalfa

Pasture

Small
Grains

Corn

Orchards

Total

3900
3837
3678
3649
3620
3458
3287
3115
2957
2796
2616
2427
2218

8777
8636
8278
8212
8149
7783
7397
7011
6654
6292
5887
5461
4991

2210
2174
2084
2068
2052
1960
1863
1765
1675
1584
1482
1375
1257

3198
3147
3016
2992
2969
2836
2695
2555
2424
2293
2145
1990
1819

1287
1266
1214
1204
1195
1141
1084
1028
976
923
863
801
732

19372
19060
18269
18127
17984
17178
16326
15474
14686
13888
12993
12053
11016

aOptimum acreage output from allocation model.

loading reductions in 1971 possibly resulting from the
reservoir storage.
CONCLUSIONS

A successful hydro-salinity-sediment simulation
model (BSAMS) was developed, verified with observed data from the Virgin River Basin, and is
suitable for manual interfacing with the allocation
model. Management studies were done to estimate
possible trade oHs for the SWT analysis.
Some of the difficulties encountered in applying
the hydro-salinity -sediment simulation model to the
Virgin River Basin were caused by inadequate
modeling concepts while others were caused by the
lack of sufficient data for proper calibration. The two
major modeling problems were in representing salt
pick up by percolating water and channel erosion
during flood peaks. The major data problems were the
nonavailability of TDS and sediment measurements at
the controlling gaging stations and of data on
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Total salt outflow at LittlefieUl with
Warner Valley Reservoir.
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reservoir storage and operation during the study
period.
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The trade offs between alternative water uses
were generally insufficient for meaningful application
of the SWT method. These results were based on a
very coarse spatial resolution of a large river system,
relatively few years of data, and a model with the
application problems noted above. Use of a more
refined model with additional data might modify some
of the results. Effects on groundwater quality
particularly deserve further study .
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CHAPTER V
THE SWT APPROACH
by

John E. Keith and K.S. Thrna

THE RESEARCH OBJECTIVE AND THE BASIN

Introduction
One objective of this research effort was to test
the applicability of the Surrogate Worth Trade-off
method for multiobjeetive planning in a river basin.
The Virgin River Basin was chosen as a test basin
because planning responsibility is divided among a
number of jurisdictions (setting the stage for political
controversy) and the objectives are limited in number
and rather easily identified (holding the analysis to
manageable proportions). As has been discussed, the
basin is relatively undeveloped economi~y, is
primarily agrarian based, has a reasonably homogeneous population, and its hydrology has been modeled
in past research efforts.
Preliminary Diseussion of the Method
The Surrogate Worth Trade-off method (Haimes
and Hall, 1974) can be divided into two phases: First,
the physical trade offs between objectives are
identified utilizing mathematical or simulation programming techniques; second, these trade offs are
presented to the decision-maker and the public
through survey interviews to find those levels of
achievement of various combinations of objectives to
which individuals are indifferent given the physical
constraints on the system and the rate of exchange
between an increment in one objective and a
decrement in another.
Some economists have been negative about the
use of survey responses on two grounds. First, it is
questionable whether an individual is capable of
determining his choice between alternatives unless he
actually makes that choice. Surveys which inquire
how much an individual would be willing to pay for a
given item or experience have received considerable
criticism on this ground. On the other hand, research
utilizing this approach has also been positively
recognized, particularly in the recreation economics
field. The similarity between nonmarket priced
recreation and nonmonetary objectives of multiobjectives planning is, of course, obvious. Still, the
objections have been raised and must be acknowledged.
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Second, a participant may purposely bias his
reponse to a survey, with whatever motive, and no
test exists for this bias. Only when an individual
makes an actual choice can his true evaluation of
alternatives be known. Planning based on biased
responses might be undesirable. This is especially true
if certain groups or sets of individuals, who have some
control over decision-making, bias their responses in
the same direction. For example, a hunter for group of
hunters may say they are willing to pay a considerable
fee for a given plan to enhance game populations. The
critical question is what they will do if they actually
have to pay for that plan. An iterative approach may
correct this bias, but the investigation has no basis on
which to judge the bias, either direction or magnitude.
Few of the models currently utilized in testing the
surrogate worth approach utilize price responsiveness
(demand functions) in their objective functions or
constraints. The general approach has been to identify
the so-called "Pareto relevant" physical trade offs
associated with physical constraints which become
binding (constraining) on the achievement of the
objective function. The objective function itself is
posed in physical terms, or in terms of supplying
certain levels of output (e.g., irrigation water) at
minimum cost. There appear to be two somewhat
related problems with this approach. First, if price
responsiveness (e.g., of irrigation water use) is
omitted where the demand functions are obtainable,
any reduction in consumption which may occur in
response to higher prices or costs are not analyzed.
As a constraining resource becomes scarce, prices of
that resource rise. Users may respond to the higher
prices by substituting other resources or changing
consumption patterns in such a way that total
"requirements" do not change even though population
or output by users grow. Unless the programming
model accounts for these changes (rather than
estimating use solely from population growth or
output) estimates or trade offs will be misleading.
Secondly, price responsiveness on the part of
users mayor may not be considered by the
decision-maker in his valuation of the various trade
offs. It is possible that a given decision-maker,

especially a nonelected bureaucrat or administrator,
can give one objective a positive weight while market
conditions prevail which indicate that society, particularly in local areas, considers that objective of little
value. In other words, the public response to any price
increase in any given objective may be to reduce
achievement of that objective to the point where it is
nonconstraining. Since market price responses are
rather widely accepted as significant both in and out of
the field of economics, planning models which ignore
those responses appear both naive and misleading.

The Basie Water ADoeatioD Model

The method of analysis used to define the physical
trade offs for the Virgin Basin was developed from one
of the regional submodels of a water allocation
programming model for Utah (Keith et al., 1973). This
model assumes that water is the constraining resource
and maximizes annual net revenue to agriculture from
using the remaining water available after municipal,
industrial, and (wetlands) requirements are satisfied.
The model partitions the agricultural demand for
water and the cost of supplying water as diagramed in
Figure 14. The agricultural demand portion uses
productivity by crop and land class, subject to land
availability and the costs of producing crops excepting
purchase of (or payment for the development of) water
delivery systems. On farm water use is a part of the
cost of production. Also included in farm production
costs are labor, fertilizer, harvest, ground preparation, and herbicide application. The demand portion
"produces" agricultural commodities, given typical
rotation constraints. Crops included are alfalfa, at full
and partial irrigation, barley, either as a nurse crop or
as a cash crop, corn silage, sugar beets, apples, and
peaches. These crops make up more than 95 percent of
the irrigated acreage in the basin. Other crops are
considered inconsequential.

The model allocated water to municipal and
industrial and wetlands uses as fixed requirements.
Municipal and industrial uses included domestic
culinary, yard sprinkling, commercial, and industrial.
These uses were estimated for various future years by
multiplying OBERS and other population projectio~
by a factor relating popUlation to M and I water use.
Wetland requirements were fixed at levels sufficient
to maintain marshland and wildlife areas currently
existing in the basin. The biological relationships
between the wetlands and fish and game production
are not currently known, so that the water
requirements were taken to be those necessary for
habitat maintenance.
Some water is currently being exported to
adjoining river basins. Plans exist for increasing that
transfer in the future. These transfers were also
treated as fixed requirements. The water which
remained after allocation to these requirements was
used to maximize net returns to agriculture for the
basin.
The previously developed water allocation model
(Keith et al., 1973) of the Virgin Basin lacked the
detail required to apply the surrogate worth method
in the Virgin River Basin for several reasons. First,
municipalities were lumped over the entire basin so
that the larger communities, such as St. George,
dominated allocations of water to other users. Second,
various tributaries, the North and East Forks of the
Virgin and the Santa Clara Rivers, each have
significant specialized activities which were not
distinguished in the model. These tributaries produce
most of the water and have special sediment and
salinity problems. Finally, the Nevada portion of the
basin was not included in the original model, and the
allocation of interstate flows is currently being
negotiated between the two states. Thus, legal, if no
other, considerations make separate estimates of
Nevada water use necessary.
Five subbasins, or reaches, of the Virgin River
were identified: The Upper Basin (the North Fork),
the Lower Basin (the East Fork), the Santa Clara, the
St. George (including the Virgin between the
confluence of the North and East Fork and its
confluence with the Santa Clara), and the Nevada
(which includes the river below the narrows of the
Virgin). The Virgin flows through a corner of Arizona;
however, no significant water use occurs in this
portion of the basin. Therefore, an Arizona subbasin
was not included.

Each crop has an assumed annual water
requirement for production so that for given crop
rotation patterns water requirements for each acre of
cropland can be generated. These water requirements
are the connecting link between the demand and
supply models.
The supply portion of the model consists of water
availability, on an annual basis, from surface and
groundwater sources. The costs of water include
development of the source, delivery to the farm or
city, and necessary treatment for each source and use,
depending upon the current stage of development.
Presently developed sources are priced at the
operation and maintenance costs of sources and
delivery systems; the price of undeveloped sources
includes development and construction, as well as
operation and maintenance costs. Development costs
are average costs, consistent with the fact that users
are required to pay an average charge for the
development, in addition to a charge for operation and
maintenance, in most user payments.

An annual water allocation model was developed
for each of these five subbasins, including both the
iThese projections were based on: (1) the Framework
Studies (Pacific Southwest Interagency Committee, Great Basin
Study, Appendix XI, 1971; and Upper Colorado Study, Appendix
XI, 1971); (2) the 1969 Office of Business Economics, Department
of Commerce, and Economic Research Service, Department of
Agriculture 1967 projections (commonly known as the OBERS
projections); (3) Utah Division of Water Resources (1970)
projections; (4) 1972 revision of the OBERS U.S. Water
Resources Council, 1972, and Utah Studies.
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M

use estimates were further increased to included these
households. While only a 5OO-megawatt plant has been
proposed plants ranging from 250 to 1,000 megawatts
were included in the various constructions of the
model, and the M and I demands were increased to
provide both cooling water and estimated population
growth.

supply and demand sub-models. Outflows from each
subbasin were included in the availability equation of
the downstream subbasin. Land productivity by crop
was evaluated for each of the subbasins, and
agricultural activity was adjusted accordingly. Data
were collected from the Soil Conservation Service
with respect to land class, and from publications
concerning land productivity and production costs
available through the Utah Agricultural Experiment
Station (Christensen et aI., 1973). Supplemental crop
data were obtained for the Nevada subbasin from
information available from the University of Nevada
Extension Service.
Municipal and industrial water use were apportioned among Utah subbasins b~ the ratio~ ?f
subbasin population to total populatlOn of ~~e Vll"gm
Basin in Utah. Data on current mumclpal and
industrial use in Nevada were obtained from the
Nevada State Engineer and from records available
through the Extension Service in Bunker, Nevada.
Current sources and the treatment levels of M and I
water for each of the subbasins were included in the
model as presently developed water ~ Wetland water
requirements were apportioned by existing area of
marshland in each subbasin.
The special demands of each subbasin were also
included. In the East Fork (Lower) subbasin, Zion
National Park has a substantial impact on water use.
Apart from the water rights vested in the park, wat~r
use for visitor cabins and other culinary purposes 18
equivalent to a town of approximately 1,000 inhabitants.The park has had about one million visitors
annually for the past four or five years, and t~ese
visitors stay an average of 4 hours each. Overmght
visitors make up about one eighth to one tenth of all
visitors, so that the approximate use rate is consistent
with a 1,000 population town. 2 The ~ and I use rat~s
for the subbasin were expanded to mclude the ·park s
requirements.
In the St. George reach, there is a propose.d
energy development which includes a storage reservoir off the stream channel and a steam-powered
·electric generation plant. The water used for cooling
was added to the M and I requirements for the
subbasin. The plant will employ two to three hundred
construction workers on a temporary basis and
somewhat fewer long-term employees. These workers
were assumed to have the same family size as the
current average in the basin. M and I demand for the
St. George reach was increased in proportion to the
expected increase in households employed by the
plant. In addition, studies by the Bureau of Mines
(1958) indicate that for each household directly
employed in the basic activity an additi%nal 1. 75
households are required to provide services. M and I
2Tbese data were obtained from the National Park Service
Office at Zion National Park, and from the Institute for Outdoor
Recreation and Service, Utah State University.
lrhis study concerned oil shale development, but support
industries for any population should be similar.
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The construction of the off-stream reservoir for
the Warner Valley project would drastjcally change
the habitat for the Spinedace, a small minnow in the
river. This species is currently under consideration for
endangered species classification. E~olo~ts at ~he
University of Nevada, who are studymg th18 speCies,
indicate that diversions of the river sufficient to
provide water for the smallest of .the possible
generation plants would destroy the habitat necessary
for the survival of the Spinedace. If this is true, no
power development can occur without destruction of
the species and a continuous trade off relationship
cannot be g~nerated by the model. The economic loss
from not building the project in order to preserve the
species varies with the size of the plant and can be
estimated from the profit it would accrue. Since this
trade off is an "either/or" situation, the dual variable
associated with preserving the minnow is infinite for
any sized dam construction.
The additional storage facility required was
simulated in the model in two ways. First, the planned
storage of a 40,000 acre-foot reservoir was included as
currently existing; storage was allowed to be
developed to its optimal level by the model based on
operation and maintenance costs alone. S~cond,
cooling requirements were allowed to come dIrectly
from the stream without a storage facility even though
in some months flows would not be sufficient to meet
those requirements. Thus, storage requirements for
the plant alone were developed by the mode!. This was
done to eliminate excess storage developed m the plan
which would be paid for in large part by the
generation plant but utilized by M and I and
agricultural users.
The subbasin allocation models were linked
together through the river outflows of both surface
and groundwater. Outflow from the upstream
subbasins were part of the water available to the
downstream subbasin. Since each subbasin's returns
and costs were included in the objective function, the
water use in the entire basin was optimized.
Model Modification for Price Responsiveness

Finally, the model was altered to include the price
responsiveness of consumers. Higher costs reduce
use. The rationale for including price responses in the
model is that when alternate sources are required to
be developed as a result of the expansion of a specific
activity (constraint), the resultant reduction in other
activities may not be as great as if price responsiveness was not included. For example, if the power
demand is such that new sources of very high cost
waters were required for municipal use, it is entirely
possible that some municipal uses, such as lawn
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sprinkling, would diminish. Thus, the popu!ation
growth is not limited to the degree one would estlDlate
using a "requirements" approach. Current "desert
landscaping" practices in high water cost areas such as
Tucson and Phoenix are evidence that the use of
demand functions is warranted. The analysis applies
equally well to agriculture, power generation, a~d
other activity. Price responsiveness may result m
relatively small changes in the water-using activity
when alternative utilization practices are possible.
Clearly, the elasticity of use with respect to price will
determine what alterations or reductions in activity
might occur.

The initial attempt was to deal with water quality
through the addition of fixed coefficients for quality
parameters (sediment and salinity) in the optimization
model; however, several problems prevented the
development of these coefficients. First, the Soil
Conservation Service sediment models can readily be
adapted to a linear programming format but do not
accurately reflect the conditions in the Virgin River
Basin. Irrigated agriculture may in fact reduce rather
than increase sediment load of the rivers in the basin
in some instances. Natural sources are by far the most
important contributor to both salinity and sediment
loading. To get an accurate picture of the salt and
sediment loading, a hydro-salinity and sediment
simulation model was developed and interfaced with
the allocation model in order to maximize the
information available.

The price responsiveness was included in the
same manner in the M and I sector as in the
agricultural sector; that is, total willingness-to-pay
less cost was maximized. The demand functions for
the various M and I uses were obtained from other
studies. The demand functions were integrated to
obtain a total willingness-to-pay function. The total
functions were, of course, nonlinear; separable
programming was utilized to appr~ximate the nonlinearities. M and I demand was separated into: 1)
municipal culinary, which included all uses of water
for culinary purposes by households; 2) municipal
sprinkling, which was the demand for lawn sprinkling
or garden irrigation water; and 3) industrial and
commercial. The industrial-commerical and culinary
demand functions were taken from Howe and
Linaweaver (1967), and municipal sprinkling demand
was taken from Turnovsky (1969). These demand
functions were adjusted for the population in each of
the subbasins. Since these demand functions are not
specific to the area, the results may be inappropriate
for the basin. No data exist on which to base a
statistical test.

The salinity and sediment simulation model was
developed to predict quality degradation from both
natural and human activity sources. The allocation and
simulation models were then interfaced by relating
activity outputs of the allocations models, for various
levels of constraints and assumptions, with the
corresponding inputs in the quality models. Levels of
acreages of agricultural production and M and I use
were taken from solutions of the allocation models and
used as inputs to the quality model. Changes in quality
parameters due to acreage and crop changes could be
examined in this way.
Several adjustments to the hydro-salinity and
sediment simulation model were required to make the
allocation and simulation models compatible. Coefficients of water availabilities for acreages of irrigated
cropland and water requirements by crop used in the
allocation model were included in the simulation
model. Water availability for each of the subareas in
the allocation model was taken from the simulation
model where differences existed. While the subbasin
identification differed between the models, in that the
Upper and Lower Basins are combined in the
simulation model, results from one model were readily
transferable to the other. Municipal and industrial
requirements (diversions) were also adjusted. An
initial solution was generated for each model and the
results were compared in order that compatibility
with respect to those data common to both models and
to current activities was tested.

The demand for water by thermal electric power
generation has not been estimated for the Southwestern portion of the United States although some
studies of power demand exist (Thompson and Yang,
1973). Therefore, data were collected from the
Federal Power Commission (1975) study of the
utilization of cooling water by steam generation plants
similar to the type planned by the Warner Valley
Project. Use rates varied significantly with the cost of
water. A cost-response curve was estimated for the
plants and used as an approximation to the demand
function. The use of this curve as a willingness-to-pay,
or demand, function requires an assumption of perfect
competition for water in the energy industry. Since
price-responsiveness was significant, use of the curve
in the model appears to be justified.

The optimization model had several objectives: M
and I water demands were met, recreation demands
for water were met, energy development and
concomitant population growth were provided for, and
agricultural returns were maximized. However, water
quality is also an important problem in the basin, and
needed to be considered.
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An additional activity which may change the
salinity of the river is also in the planning stage. The
saline LaVerkin Springs near Hurricane, Utah, have
been selected by the Bureau of Reclamation as a site
for a desalinization plant, similar to the proposed
Colorado River Plant near the Mexican border. The
flow of these springs is relatively small, 5 cfs, but its
salt load is consistently quite high, about 9600 ppm.
Domestic users are subject to high salinity levels
during low flow periods. However, desalinization
would appear to have little positive effect on the water
supply for several reasons. First, it is likely that
significant amounts of the flow would be consumed in

the desalinization Rrocess. Second, during high flows
salinity from these springs is not a critical problem.
Third, considerable salinity may arise from natural
sources other than the springs. Finally, efficiency and
cost of the process are uncertain. As a result, the
des~linization was not considered in the model, and
additional data and time would be required in order to
examine it.

attitude surveys and general discussions with residents during the identificatlon o{ d.ecision-makers and
influential individuals indicated that while annual
water availability was not considered a problem, the
availability of water during the late growing season,
from July through September, was felt to be
inadequate. Thus, late season ava,ilability was thought
more likely to generate trade offs.

Re~

Water quality problelll,s also hecome more severe
at that time of year. It was decided by the research
team that the annual model should be altered in order
to examine late season constraints, rather than
to continue searching fo~ t~ade offs with the annual
model.

of the Ann-.J Model

The results of the annual allocation model (Table
21) indicate that water availability, estimated on an
average annual basis, was not constraining. Available
water is sufficient to satisfy all non-agricultural uses
whether treated as requirements or as demand
functions. Sufficient water was available to provide
for a doubling of recreation in Zion National Park,
maximum population growth based on OBERS
projections, and the development of a 1000 megawatt
steam-Dr~d generation plant. In no case analyzed
could trade offs greater than zero be developed
between any pair of activities. In fact, parameterizations of price of agricultural products, holding costs
constant so that profitability increased, added
agricultural production greater than the OBERS
projections of 7 percent real value increase of output
from 1970 and 1990 (U.S. Water Resources Council,
1972b).4

Late SeasoD Model

Two approaches to the late season modeling were
considered. First, water availabilities and requirements for crops and M and I uses could be estimated
for the 9O-day period from July 1 to September 30.
Spring runoff storage would be exogenously introduced at various levels. Second, a two-season
optimization model could be developed with storage
generated by spring flow net of spring use carrying
over to the late season period. The latter model would
clearly be more complicated. Since annual availabilities are sufficient to meet all demands, it is logical to
conclude that sufficient water would regularly be
available during the wetter spring season. The
exogenous introduction of late season availability
through storage appears justified and consistent with
the hydrology of the basin. The optimal level of
planting of spring crops geneI:'ated by a two-season
model would force the same acreages in the late
season. In the one-season approach, acreage levels in
the late season and/or production reductions due to
water scarcity for irrigation a.re not correlated with
spring plantings. Future modeling efforts of the basin
should clearly include the two-season approach. Given
time and money constraints, the one-season approach
was chosen.

When water quality was examined, sediment
production was increased only slightly by irrigated
agriculture. Salinity increased f-or the average water
year from about 2000 ppm to 2200 ppm, with an
increase of agricultural production and M and I
growth. At these levels of salinity, however, little
added damage occurs to downstream users. Thus, no
significant trade offs involving water quality were
found either.
AssessmeDt of Annual Model Resalta

Given the model's results, the probability that
average ann~al water availability is constraining to
the Basin's development. On the other hand, the

The late season model was generated by altering
the availability constraints for water consistent with
the mean annual flow for the period from July 1 to

-trhis projection was for Water Resource Area 1502 which
includes northwestern Arizona and all of Clark County Nevada.

Table 21.

Activity levels for the annual avail4bility modeL

Agricultural land (acres)
Agricultural diversions
Mandl
Power
250MW
330MW
500MW
750MW
1000 MW
Total M and I
250MW
1000 MW

1970

1975

1980

1985

1990

19,060
108,152
8,800

19,060
108,152
11,500

19,060
108,152
17,500

19,060
108,152
25,000

19,060
108,152
34,600

4,200
4,645
5,110
5,495
6,180

4,200
4,645
5,110

4,200
4,645
5,110

4,200
4,645
5,110

4,200
4,645
5,110

6,180

6,180

6,180

6,180

13,000
14,980

15,700
17,680

21,700
23,680

29,200
31,180

38,800
40,780

so

common will yield trade offs between the other pair. 5
Thus, parameterizations of the model were necessary
only for one or two constraints. Since the objectives of
power, agriculture, and the three M and I demands
were all included in the maximized profit objective,
any parameterization which affected changes in one of
those five, affected changes in the remaining four.

September 30. These data were available from
hydrologic sampling in the basin and from the
hydro-salinity sediment simulation model. In addition,
crop requirements for water were also changed in the
allocation and simulation models to reflect the late
season water requirements of each crop type
estimated using the Blainey-Criddle methodology
(Criddle et al., 1952). The demands for water by
municipal, industrial, and power sectors were also
estimated for the late season. Culinary and commercial water use were reduced to one quarter of the
annual demand, since use rates remain fairly constant
over the year: Sprinkling and recreation demands
were reduced to half, so that lawn sprinkling in the
later season would reflect half of the lawn watering
season and since most of the recreation visits,
particularly to Zion National Park, occur during the
summer months, and about half of the visits occur
during the last half of the summer. The recreation
may have been somewhat overstated since Zion
receives significant numbers of visitors in every
month. Since the demand is small relative to
agriculture and the municipal and industrial users, the
overestimation of recreation should not cause results
to be invalid.

Parameterizations were carried out for recreation
demand, water availability, size of steam powered
generation plant, and prices of agricultural products.
These parameterizations were based on the decision
criteria which would be utilized in public policy:
Enlarging Zion Park's facilities, generating late
season water availability through storage, constructing various sizes of power plants and facilities, and
subsidizing agriculture (if no market incentive for
expansion were forthcoming). In each case, parameterizations were continued beyond the values which
are reported in OBERS or state projections of activity
for the year 1985.

Parameterization of Objeetives
The late season model indicated an average
shortage of water for irrigation of approximately 8,000
to 10,000 acre feet. Irrigated acreage was reduced
from 19,000 to 11,500, and the average consumptive
water use per acre is slightly over one acre foot. The
model results conform to the estimation of water
shortage by local agriculturists and administrators
and to the estimations which the Bureau of
Reclamation made when planning the Dixie Project.
The allocation model reduced acreages to 11,500,
rather than reducing water application on, and
therefore yield from, the 19,000 acres currently
irrigated in the basin, for two reasons. First, as
mentioned, spring planting when water is available
establishes the acreages, but the late season model
was not forced to conform to spring acreages. Second,
the coefficients of the late season model are such that
all crops other than aHalfa require full irrigation
levels. AHaHa at partial water application is not as
profitable as reducing acreages and utilizing available
water for full irrigation levels. M and I demands
generated in the model appear to be consistent with
historical records.
For the late season model, the six water uses
among which trade offs were considered were late
season irrigation of agricultural crops; municipal and
industrial demands; power demands for the proposed
steam generation plant; demands which may result
from the expansion of recreation, particularly with
respect to Zion National Park; and maintaining quality
with respect to total dissolved salts and sediment.
As shown by Haimes and Hall (1974), all trade offs
need not be generated in that trade offs generated for
any two pairs of objectives with one objective in
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Recreation activity was parameterized in visitor
days ranging from the current one-million to
two-million. State projections (Department of Agriculture, 1974) have estimated the increase of about
one million visitor days by the year 2000. The
equivalent demand increase in annual residents in the
model was 1000. Parameterization was carried out by
increasing a recreation requirement, rather than
altering the coefficients of the M and I demand
function. This approach was taken for two reasons:
First, the available computer software does not have
the capability necessary to parameterize several
column coefficients simultaneously. Second, the price
of water to visitors to the park is not differentiable. A
visitor's fee or overnight fee is paid, in which water is
not an itemized and probably not a significant cost.
Increases in fees may generate reduced visitation to
some degree, but the fees on National Parks are not
closely tied to cost changes in services.
Subsidization of agriculture was simulated using
parameterization of the coefficients of commodity
prices. The amount of subsidization would be the
difference between the model's initial prices and costs
and the parameterized price. This parameterization
could, of course, represent a market change in which
price would increase faster than cost by the
parameterization value. In either case, the influence of
expected growth in agricultural water use is
generated in the model's results. The parameterizations resulted in the growth of agricultural sales in
excess of the OBERS projected increase in the real
value of agricultural commodities.
Increases in water availability were simulated by
a parameterization of the amounts of available water,
at the same price of presently developed water. The
implicit assumption is that storage capacity would be
increased at the expense of other users, namely

power, and agricuiture would pay only for operation
and maintenance of delivery systems. The annual
model indicated that development of storage by
agricultural users was economically infeasible, a
conclusion supported by findings of Utah State
University, the Bxreau of Reclamation, the State of
Utah, and others.
Five power generation plant sizes (250, 380, 500,
750, and 1000 megawatts) were examined. Since the
generation plants are modular, and generally increase
in 250 megawatt units, the utilization of continuous
parameterization of generation demands does not
appear realistic. Installing odd sized (nonmodular)
plants is reported to be more expensive than
increasing size to the next larger modular size.
Electrical generation, then, was not a true parameterization, but was a constraint which utilized five
rational plant capacities. Further, parameterization of
the demand function was again prohibited by the
limitations on computer capabilities.
Finally, the values for agricultural production,
power plant size, and M and I uses from the various
parameterizations were entered as data for the
hydro-salinity sediment model for late season periods.
Both sediment and salinity levels for each of the
various parameterized solutions were generated. A
comparison was made between the achievement of
various levels of each of the objectives in the allocation
model and the resultant changes in the two water
quality parameters. The dual variable values associated with the objectives in the allocation model could
then be related to the achievement of various levels of
changes in water quality. Alternative solutions were
accomplished for the simulation model with and
without storage facilities in the basin.

50 percent reduction in M and I use, includin~ total
abstention from lawn sprinkling, would increase
agricultural land by less than 7 percent.
The projected increase in recreation demand,
should it actually occur, would have very lit~le effect
on agricultural production. Less than one percent
reduction in agricultural production would be sufficient to provide enough water for recreation demands
projected to 2000. Given that recent visitation rates
have been relatively stable (growing at less than the
projected rate) the trade offs are even less significant.
In fact, it is likely that the trade offs sacrificing
agricultural acreage generated by the model would
not be statistically differentiable from actual year-toyear acreage fluctuations due to any number of
causes. Thus, the late season model indicates that
there are probably no statistically significant trade
offs between recreation and agriculture.
Interfaces with the quality simulation model
generated similar results. For the low flow year of
1971, salinity increases with increased acreages.
However, for the average flow year of 1972, salinity
increases only for a low level of agricultural activity;
and, in fact, decreases for acreages approaching the
actual irrigated land in the basin (approximately
19,000 acres). Thus, no definite conclusion can be
drawn with respect to the trade offs between
agricultural production and salinity. For sediment, the
results indicate that the loading does increase with
increased irrigated agriculture for both low and
average flow years. Total increase in sediment load is
approximately 4,067 tons annually, which is only .07
percent of the total load for the average water year.
Such a small change is very likely not significantly
different from annual variation due to nonagricultural
and natural phenomena.

Remits from the Late Season Model

The late season models indicated some trade offs
between agricultural use and municipal and industrial
use. Results of various parameterizations are listed in
Tables 22, 23, 24, and 25. It is clear that if no
supplemental water is available from storage in the
late season that water availability is a constraint.
Agriculture is currently short of water, indicated by
the fact that optimal acreages are fewer than are
currently in production. Increase in agricultural
activity will affect municipal and industrial uses and
vice versa. H the profitability of agriculture is
increased, the M and I uses would be reduced to
provide water for increased agricultural production.
However, if the relative changes are considered, it is
also apparent that only small amounts of agricultural
land can be added by reducing M and I demands. That
is, a large reduction is M and I use would be required
for only a slight increase in agriculture production. A

'These studies include, but are not limited to Keith, et al.,
1973, and the final abandonment of the Dixie Project by the
Bureau of Reclamation. Many publications covering the history of
the Bureau of Reclamation point out that water storage
development for agriculture must be subsidized.
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The parameterization of late season availability
indicates that provisions of water through late season
augmentation from storage would increase agricultural acreage, without significant implication for
water quality degradation, as long as the cost of the
supplemental water is not higher than current water
costs. The low shadow price of agricultural water
($2.43 per acre foot) generated in the recreation
parameterization is indicative of the relatively low
value of additional water to agricultural production.
CONCLUSION

A complete test of the Surrogate Worth Trade-off
method would require interviews of decision-makers
with respect to the trade offs generated. Since trade
offs were generated, the interviews could, in fact,
have been undertaken. However, responses of
decision-makers to trade offs which appear to be
inconsequential, unrealistic, or insignificant would not
be meaningful unless controlled conditions, such as a
simulated market, exist. The trade offs produced by
the models are probably not statistically distinguishable from annual variations in the basin water use,
although the data with which to test such a difference
is not available. It was felt by the research team that

Table 22.

Addition
Acre Feet
Available
(Diversions)

Agricultural
Landin
Production

0
2,000
4,000
6,000
8,000
10,000
12,000
14,000
16,000
18,000
28,000

12,054
12)993
13,888
14,686
15,747
16,326
17,178
17,985
18,125
18,270
19,060

Table 24.

Table U.

Changes in agricultural production for
increased avaiJD,bility of late season water.

Trade offs between recreation 'USe and
agricultural production (late season).

Recreation
in Resident
Equivalent
Demand

Amount

Shadow
Price

Present
+ 100
+ 200
+ 300
+400
+ 500
+ 600
+ 700
+ 800
+900

11,106
11,096
11,086
11,076
11,066
11,056
11,046
11,036
11,026
11,016

2.43
2.43
2.43
2.43
2.43
2.43
2.43
2.43
2.43
2.43

Agricultural Land

Trade off between agricul,tura/, production and M and I using price parameterization (late season). a, b

Agricultural
Landin
Production
Acres
12,589
~2,709

13,386
13,403
13,418
13,426
13,434
13,436
13,440
13,445

Upper Reachc
M&I

Lower Reach
M &1

Amount

Shadow
Price

Amount

60
60
60
55
55
50
45
45
45
40

38.58
33.71
13.80
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

105
105
90
75
60
60
55
55
50
40

Shadow
Price
39
39
39
39
33.82
1.44
0
0
0
0

St. George Reach
M &1

San ta Clara Reach
M&I

Amount

Shadow
Price

Amount

Shadow
Price

980
940
920
720
620
560
500
480
460
440

39
39
39
39
39
39
39
39
39
39

110
105
105
80
75
65
65
65
65
60

39
39
39
39
39
39
39
39
39
15

aprice was parameterized from base price to 150 percent of base price, with no addition to input costs.
bNo change was observed in the Nevada reach.
1'he reduction in activity occurred first in the sprinkling demand and then in the commercial demand in each case.

Table 25.

Re81J,lts from the annual average water quality model interface (late season).

Agricultural
Acreage

1971
SaIt Concentration (ppm)
Total

11,017
12,054
12,993
13,888
14,686
15,474
16,326
17,178
17,985
18,125
18,270
19,060

1,619
1,661
1,697
1,730
1,761
1,791
1,824
1,855
1,929
1,885
1,940
1,921

1972
Salt Concentration (ppm)

1972
Sediment Load (fons)

Change

Total

Change

Total

Change

+ 42
+ 36
+ 37
+ 31
+ 30
+ 33
+ 31
+ 29
+ 30
+ 6
+ 31

1,963
2,024
2,080
2,130
2,170
2,191
2,203
2,217
2,295
2,215
2,291
2,200

+ 61
+ 56
+ 50
+40
+ 21
+ 12
+ 14
- 2
- 2
- 2
- 15

5,618,175
5,618,680
5,619,137
5,619,573
5,619,961
5,620,345
5,620,759
5,621,174
5,621,567
5,621,635
5,621,729
5,622,242

+ 505
+ 457
+ 436
+ 388
+ 384
+414
+ 415
+493
+ 68
+ 94
+ 513

S3

interviews would not be warr~nted, given the results
from the models, and that the application of the SWT
method should not be continued further. A more
detailed subdivision of the basin into smaller units
might reveal local areas with significant trade offs.
Others may want to explore these possibilities
further.

Haimes, Y.Y., Warren Hall, and Freedman. 1975. Book used in
Letuahe Review such as reference.
Howe, Charles W. and F.P. Lenaweaver, Jr. 1967. The impact of
price on residential water demand and its relation to system
design and price structure. Water Resources Research.
3(1):13-32.
Keith John E., Jay C. Anderson, and Calvin G. Clyde. 1973. The
economic efficiency of agricultural water inter-basin transfers in Utah: A mathematical programming approach.
Utah Water Research Laboratory PRWG100-3, Utah State
University, Logan, Utah.

Some conclusions can be drawn from the study
with respect to the SWT method. This research, as
well as other studies. indicates that the SWT method
does not always apply to planning problems if trade
offs are not continuous, as in the Warner Valley
Project-endangered species conflict. Further, model
construction can be quite expensive relative to the
value of the output, particularly in river basins or
regions where one water use dominates. There is a
clear indication that future studies should begin with a
rather broad-base and crude, therefore inexpensive,
model construction, and that if trade offs do not
appear to exist given that model's construct, other
approaches or models should be considered.

Pacific Southwest Inter-Agency Committee. 1971j. Municipal
and industrial water supply, Appendix XI. Great Basin
Comprehensive Framework Study, Salt Lake City, Utah, 4s
pages.
Pacific Southwest Inter-Agency Committee. 1971k. Municipal
and industrial water supply, Appendix XI. Upper Colorado
Comprehensive Framework Study, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Thompson, Russel G. and H. Peyton Young. 1973. Forecasting
water use for policy making: A review. Water Resource
Research,9(4)792-799.
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CHAPTER VI
DISCUSSION AND DESCRIPTION OF
PROPDEMM
by
JimMul4er

INTRODUCTION

The last decade has witnessed the development of
increasingly complex procedures, methodologies, and
models to improve comprehensive planning and policy
making. The time, money, and effort expended in land
use, water, urban, and social services planning is
approaching astronomical proportions. While these
improvements are producing better plans in all areas
and at all levels of government, it is not clear whether
improvements in the plJJ/IIlnmg proce8B have had
sufficient impact on p1o,n implementation. It remains
yet to be demonstrated that the results of comprehensive p1o,nning justify the expenditures required. In
fact, a number of scholars including economists and
political scientists argue that comprehensive planning
may not work, and is undesirable in any case as it is
presently attempted (Friedman, 1970; Briggs, 1976;
and Tullock and Buchanan, 1976).
The term comprehensive planning as it is used
here, refers to planning that attempts to take into
account as many major variables as possible in
developing a plan for a large region. The idea of
comprehensive planning is actually very similar to the
concept of policy making. They differ only in that
policy making emphasizes goal-setting, whereas
planning focuses on accomplishing a given set of goals.
However, as a system becomes more complex and
interdependent, the processes involved in the definition of goals and the development of a plan to achieve
those goals become so intertwined that they are
virtually the same. Hence large-scale policy making
and planning presently involve virtually the same
processes.
Probably the two main obstacles to effective
comprehensive planning are information management
and politics. The problem of information management
stems from the many data requirements that need to
be met in large-scale planning efforts. Developing,
organizing, and using an accurate data base for
planning purposes is an extremely complex and
difficult task. Much must be learned about the nature
and ramifications of information management as it
relates to planning. The problem of politics concerns
the resolution of conflicts among values, perceptions,
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and interests of various groups~ The major difficulty
here is to determine what procedure, proc~ss, or
methodology can best .reconcile the values and
influences that are at work as a plan or policy is
developed and implemented.
The constraints imposed by information requirements and political factors on planning and policy
making have long been recognized (Ostrom, 1976;
and Roefs, 1974). Unfortunately, most discussions of
these constraints have been too general to have much
practical value to those actually engaged in planning.
Others have focused on such specialized issues that
their broader relevance is lost. What is presently very
much needed is a systematic afUJ!JyBiB of the
methodological problems and isBUes that affect the
plD,nning process. The purpose of this study is to do
precisely this by investigating the procedures involved in simulating the policy making process to
develop a comprehensive plan for the Virgin River
Basin. Thus the aim of the study was not primarily to
develop a plan, but to conduct a detailed examination
of the rethodological problems encountered in
planning.
THE PROPDEMM n SIMULATION

The specific simulation model used to examine the
methodological issues is expressed in PROPDEMM II.
a programmed policy decision-making model especially developed for 2comphrensive planning or
policy making purposes. PROPDEMM IT interrelates
an explicit' data management system with a political
process model. thereby combining the two main
elements of plan formulation and implementation. It is

Jrrhe term methodology is here used to refer to procedure,
the steps to be followed, as well as philosophical and
mathematical/ statistical issues.

~he description of PROPDEMM n in this section
summarizes more detailed material that can be found in Hoggan
et al. (1974), and Mulder (1974). The designation PROPDEMM n
is used because the programming has changed significantly since
the earlier model described in the cited references, although the
conceptualization has remained the same.

the only model that simulates the interactions among
the major elements of the planning or policy process ...
PROPDEMM II is built on a major theoretical
paradigm advanced by political scientists that politics
concerns the allocation of values among interacting
interests that use the means at their disposal to
pursue the optimization of their values within the
social system (Coplin, 1972, and Dror, 1968). In this
fra~~work, a policy or plan is an expression of a
decISion set that results from interactions among
political groups and decision-makers. PROPDEMM II
simulates the interactive process and how it produces
a policy outcome or plan by interrelating the following
basic data:

in which ui(xi) represents the objective function of a
decision-maker with respect to a set of values x.
This matrix of social-political values forms the
basis for simulating interactions expected to take
place in reaction to a plan or set of alternative plans.
The simulation assumes that a policy or plan elicits
reactions because of the values affected. Because
value commitments are not the only political factors
involved in the planning process, various interactions
are also "weighted" by such other considerations and
group characteristics (each measured along a sevenpoint scale) as:

A set of values together with an ordinal
utility evaluation of each value for selected
influential interest groups, and an estimate
for each interest group of five characteristics affecting its ability to achieve its
values.

1.

2.

A set of envir~nmental or social-ecological
conditions defined in terms of environment-·
al factors and in aggregate defining .&Jl
environmental state.

3.

A set of acts which in sequence define a
course of action.

4.

A set of outcomes resulting from a course
of action defined in terms of value impacts.

5.

A probability assessment of environmental
conditions and decision outcomes.

Figure 15 summarizes the operational flow
aspects relating data inputs of the simulation to
programmed interactions and data outputs.

o

-1
-2
-3

1.

Value salieDee-the importance of significance of a value to an interest group.

2.

Group power-the influence or ability of a
group to obstruct a plan or course of action.

3.

Group affect-a measure of the affective
relationship between two groups, for
example, in terms of traditional opposition
or cooperation.

4.

Group dopnatlaa-a measure of a group's
adherence to its position; the likelihood
that a group would shift its position.

5.

Cost-eoDseiousDesl- the importance a
group is likely to attach to the cost level of
a course of action.

Special care should be taken to use the best
possible procedures to obtain reliable data on the
social-political values and group characteristics.

The fundamental structural elements of PROPDEMM II are three impact matrices, representing the
social-political, environmental, and course-of-action
components of the planning process. Each matrix
consists of a set of vectors with each representing
desired or expected impacts on a set of defined values.
The seven-point scale used to represent each element
is as follows:
+3
+2
+1

That is,

The second impact matrix recognizes that
planners and policy makers must also consider
socio-economic and physical environmental factors and
how the state defined by a given set of these factors
impacts values. An environmental state (ES) consists
of a set of environmental factors (EF's) defined as
aspects of the environment likely to have significant
effect on one or more of the social-political values. For
the Virgin River Basin, the following environmental
factors were identified:

Strong positive impact
Moderate positive impact
Small positive impact
Neutral or no impact
Small negative impact
Moderate negative impact
Strong negative impact

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

For example, Table 26 provides social-political
information, showing value impacts desired by five
interest groups. The matrix in Table 26 is basically a
formulation of a preference function of a type
generally adopted in decision theory (Edwards, 1969).
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Population
Tourism
Regional Coordination
Energy Resource Development
PopUlation Density
Recreational Acreage
Employment Situation
Irrigated Croplands
Water Use Efficiency
Water Allocation and Availability

Inputs

--

Social Data

Physical Data
Environmental
Conditions

Value Concepts
Political Groups
Group Characterisitcs,

-.

etc.

Probability
Assessments,
etc .

-------------- ----~----/-----

Programmed
Interaction

Maximization Calculations, Issue Position
Calculations, Political Feasibility
Calculations, etc.

-

---------------------------------~.

Outputs

Printed Results of
Programmed Interactions

Feedback

"
Figure 15.
Table 26.

Operation flow in PROPDEMM II.
Interest groups and values.
a
Value Concepts

Interest Group
Commercial
Recreational
Environmen tal
Agricultural
Civic Improvement

NEQ

NRP

REC

PEC

REC

AGR

MWfR

CULT

COM

SOC

-1
+1
+3

-1
+1
+3

+3

+3

+2

+1

0

0

-2

-1
+2

-1
+3

+1
+1
+1

0
0
0

+2
+1

+1

0

+2
+3
+1
-1
+1

+1

0

0
0

+2

+3

+3

0

-1

+2

+1

0
0

0

0

+3

0
0

~he group value vector (GVV).
Key:

NEQ
NRP
REC
PEC
REC

-

Natural Environmen tal Quality
Natural Resource Protection
Regional Economy
Personal Economic Situation
Recreational Opportunity

AGR MWfR CULT COM SOC -

In order to reflect inherent projection uncertainties, five possible conditions are specified for each
environmental factor. Table 27 lists the five conditions
for each environmental factor, the impact each
condition would have on the ten values, and the
likelihood of occurrence of each condition in percentage probabilities.

Agricultural Development
Municipal Water Supply
Cultural Stability
Community Service
Societal Health

The information presented in Table 27 can be
used to construct many possible environmental states
from different combinations of environmental conditions selected according to explicitly stated criteria. In
Table 28, E.S. I was selected as the highest
probability environment for the Virgin Basin in 1990.
E.S. II assumes small population increase. Clearly,
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Table 27. Environmental factors and conditions for the Virgin River Basin: Impact Matrix.
Environmental
Factor and Five
Conditions

NEQ

NRP

REC

PEC

REC

AGR

MWTR

CULT

COM

SOC

64,200 People
78,500 People
70,400 People
69,900 People
48,100 People

-2
-3
-2
-2
-1

-2
-3
-2
-2
-1

+1
+2
+1
+1
+1

0
+1
+1
+1
+1

-1
-3
-2
-2
-1

-1
-1
0
0
0

0
-1
-1
-1
-2

0
-2
+1
+1
0

0
-2
-1
-1
-2

0.18
0.30
0.19
0.15
0.22

2,350,200 Visitors - 1
2,225,400 Visitors - 1
2,287,800 Visitors - 1
2,056,100 Visitors 0
1,953,300 Visitors 0

-1
-1
-1
-1
0

+1
0
+1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
-1
-1
0
0

-1
-1
0
0
0

+1
0
0
0
0

-1
0
0
0
0

0.44
0.20
0.23
0.11
,. 0.05

Full Coordinate
Limited Co ord. 2
Limited Coord. 3
Limited Coord. 4
No Coordination

+2
0
0
+1
-2

+1
0
0
0
0

+2
0
0
0
0

+2
0
0
+1
0

-3
+1
0
+1
-2

+1
+1
0
0
-1

0.09
0.15
0.36
0.28
0.12

+1
+2
-1
-3
-3

-1
+1
+1
+2
+2

-1
0
+1
+2
+2

0
0
0
-2
0

0
0
-1
-2
-1

-3
+1
0
+1
-1
+1
0
0
-2
-1

+1
0
0
0
0

Reduced Develop.
New Technology
Anticipated Dev.
Geothermal-Oil
Add PWR Plan ts

+2
+1
0
+1
-2
+1
+2
-2
-3
-2

+1
+1
+1
0
-1
+3
+1
0
0
-1

-1
-2
-2
-2
-1
0
0
0
0
0

-1
+1
-1
-3
-1

0
0
0
-2
-1

0
0
-1
-3
-1

0.22
0.08
0.35
0.19
0.24

Pop.
Pop.
Pop.
Pop.
Pop.

-3
-2
-1
0
0

-2
-2
-1
0
0

+2
+1
+1
+2
0

+1
+2
0
+1
0

-2
-1
0
0
0

-2
-2
0
0

-2
-2
-1
+1
0

-2
-2
-1
0
0

-3
-1
-1
0
0

-1
-2
-1
0
0

0.16
0.23
0.14
0.29
0.18

1,095,000 R Acres 0
1,040,200 R Acres - 1
1,122,300 R Acres 0
1,150,000 R Acres +1
1,204,500 R Acres +1

0
-1
+1
+1
+1

0
0
0
0
+1

0
0
0
0
0

0
-1
+1
0
-1

0
0
0
-1
0

0
0
0
0
+1

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
+1
0

0.35
0.18
0.19
0.20
0.08

Density 1
Density 2
Density 3
Density 4
Density 5

-2

a

P

3.04.5% Unemp.
4.5-6.0% Unemp.
6.0-8.0% Unemp.
8.0-10.0% Unemp.
Above 10% Unemp.

0
0
0
-1
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
-1
-1
-2
-3

0
-1
-1
-2
-2

0
0
0
-1
-1

0
0
-1
-1
-1

0
0
0
-1
-1

0
0
-1
-1
-1

0
0
-1
-1
-2

0
0
-1
-1
-2

0.13
0.23
0.23
0.18
0.18

Pres A Acre-Wtr
Max A Acre-Wtr
50% Pot Wtr/Acr
50% Pot Acr-Wtr
20% Decline Acr

0
-1
0
-1
-1
+1
0
+2
+1
-2

0
+2
+1
+1
-2

0
0
0
0
-1

0
0
0
0
-1

0
0
0
0
-2

0.20
0.24
0.17
0.18
0.21

0
0
+2
+1
-1

0
+2
+1
+2
-3
+3
0
+3
+2
+1

0
+2
0
-1
-2

+1
+1
+3
+2
+1

0
+1
0
+1
-1
+1
+1
+2
+1
+1

0
+1
0
0
0

Irr Wtr Impr
M-I Wtr Impr
hr. M-I WtrImpr
Modified Irr/M-I
No Improvements

0
+1
0
0
-1
0
+1
+2
+1
-1

0
+2
+2
-1

0
+1
+1
0
-1

0
0
+1
0
-1

0.15
0.15
0.24
0.27
0.26

10% Outflow Inc.
M-I Wtr Increase
10% Fed. Increase
20% Deer Drought
15% Inc. in Basin

-1
-1
0
+1
+1

-1
-1
0
+2
+2

-1
+1
-1
+3
+3

-1
+1
-1
+2
+2

-1
-1
+1
+2
+2

-1
-3
-2
+3
+3

-2
+2
-2
+2
+3

0
0
0
+1
+2

0
+1
+2
+1
-1
0
0
0
+1
+1

0
0
0
+1
+1

0.18
0.48
0.09
0.12
0.12

+l

aSince the sum of the probabilities is more than 1.0, there is an assumption that the five conditions for each fact~r are
somehow to some extent independent. Whether this assumption is valid is conceptually difficult to assess. In later data mput
formulations for PROPDEMM II it has been decided to drop the independence assumption.
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Table 28.

Environmental states jor the Virgin River Basin.
NEQ

NRP

REC

PEC

REC

AGR

MWTR

CULT

COM

SOC

P

-1
0
0
0
1
0
0
2
1
2

-1
-1
0
-1
0
0
-1
0
0
0

1
1
0
0
0
0
-1
0
1
0

-2
-1
0
-1
0
0
-1
0
0
0

0.30
0.44
0.36
0.35
0.29
0.35
0.23
0.24
0.27
0.48

0
0
-3
1
-2
0
0
0
0
2

-2
0
1
-1
-2
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
-3
0
-3
0
0
0
0
0

-2
0
1
0
-1
0
0
0
0
0

0.22
0.05
0.09
0.22
0.16
0.18
0.13
0.20
0.15
0.48

Environmental State I
78,500 People
2,350,200 Visitors
Limited Coord 3
Anticipated Dev.
Pop. Density 4
1,095,000 R Acres
6.0 - 8.0% Unemp.
Max. A Acre-Wtr
Modified IRR IM-I
M-I WTR Increase

-3
-1
0
-1
0
0
0
1
1
-1

-3
-1
0
-2
0
0
0
-1
1
-1

2
1
0
1
2
0
-1
2
2
1

48,100 People
1,953,300 Visitors
Full Coordinate
Reduced Develop
Pop Density 1
1,040,200 R Acres
3.0 - 4.5% Unemp.
Pres A Acre-Wtr
Irr Wtr Impr
M-I Wtr Increase

-1
0
2
-1
-3
-1
0
0
0
-1

-1
0
2
-2
-2
-1
0
0
1
-1

1
-1
3
1
2
0
0
0
1
1

1
1
0
1
1
0
-1
1
1
1

-2
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
-1

-3
0
0
-1
0
0
-1
2
2
-3

Environmen tal State 2
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
1

-1
0
2
0
-2
-1
0
0
0
-1

other possible environmental states would need to be
considered in plan formulation.
The environmental impact matrix provides an
excellent tool for evaluating "resource capaNilities and
expected conditions without any plan" and for
developing alternative plans closely tied to public
preferences. One can pinpoint desirable planning
programs by comparing the social-political value
impact matrix with the environmental impact matrix.
For example, if the environmental impact matrix
indicates little recreational opportunity for a given
environmental state -while the social-political value
matrix reflects strong interest in recreation, then
recreation programs are clearly indicated. PROPDEMM II includes formulations that provide the
analyst with indices that provide comparative measures of the value impact vectors for both matrices.
The third major data component of PROPDEMM
II defines alternative courses of action in terms of
activity categories and a sequence of decision steps in
relation to a given environmental state. The data in
Table 29 estimate five possible impacts each on the ten
values from five alternative plans, CA I through V, for
the Virgin River Basin. Since PROPDEMM II allows
for uncertainty both with respect to the environmental state and the outcome of a course of action, the
range of probable outcomes must be defined and each

ly{ ater Resources Council, "Principles and Standards for
Planning Water and Related Land Resources" (Federal Register,
Volume 38, Number 174, Part ITI, September 10, 1973).

-1
0
2
0
-2
0
0
0
3
-3

one must be associated with a specific probability. For
each course of action with a given environmental
state, five outcome vectors can be read into the
simulation program. A comparison of Table 29 with
Table 26 shows how closely the expected outcome of
any given plan fits the outcome desired by different
interest groups and can be used to determine the
social and political feasibility of a plan and aid in
determining what modifications would enhance that
feasibility.
PROPDEMM II can be used to derive several
kinds of information for a number of purposes relating
to plan formulation as well as plan implementation.
Programmed procedures are being developed to make
it possible to evaluate intervention strategies that are
based on stimulating participation and increasing the
information available to the public. Table 30 presents
the results of the calculation procedure to determine
the political feasibility of five alternative courses of
action for the Virgin River Basin. The totals (SPFI)
are relative measures of the political feasibility. It can
be seen that course of action I is more feasible than
course of action II, for example. 4
The indices in Table 30 are computed from
differences between the outcomes of the several plans
and the impacts desired by the different interest
groups and weighted to take into account the

trhe small differences between the indices for CA's 1 and 5,
indicate that the formulas used in the model will need to be
adjusted to increase the sensitivity of PROPDEMM II.
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Table 29.

Course of action outcome (CAO) matrix for the Virgin River Basin.
NEQ

NRP

REC

PEC

REC

AGR

MWTR

CULT

COM

SOC

P

Environmental State I
CA I
CAO
-1-

2
3
4
5

3

1
1
1
2
2

-2
0
1
2
2

-3
-1
2
3
3

-1
0
2
2
2

-1
-1
0
1
1

1
0
0
2
1

-2
-1
0
1
1

0.28
0.19
0.24
0.19
0.10

-2
1
0
1
-1

1
-1
0
2
-1

0
-1
0
1
-1

-1
0
0
1
-1

-1
0
0
2
-1

-1
1
0
1
-2

-1
-1
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
0

0
0
0
0
0

0.18
0.23
0.20
0.27
0.12

-2
1
0
2
1

-2
1
-1
2
2

1
-1
1
3
3

1
-1
1
2
2

-2
0
0
2
2

-2
0
2
3
3

0
1
-1
2
2

-1
-1
0
1
1

1
0
0
2
1

-1
0
0
1
1

0.20
0.23
0.19
0.25
0.13

-2
1
0
1
-1

-2
1
-1
1
-1

1
-1
1
2
-1

1
-1
1
1
-1

-2
0
0
1
-1

-2
0
2
2
-1

0
1
-1
1
-2

-1
-1
0
0
0

1
0
0
1
0

-1
0
0
0
0

0.15
0.22
0.18
0.27
0.18

-3
-1
1
2
1

-3
-2
-1
2
2

2
1
2
3
3

1
1
1
2
2

-2
0
1
2
2

-3
-1
2
3
3

-1
0
2
2
2

-1
-1
0
1
1

1
0
0
2
1

-2
-1
0
1
1

0.24
0.28
0.19
0.19
0.10

-3
1
1
2
1

-3
-2
-1
2
2

2
1
2

-2
1
0
1
-1

j

CA II
CAO
-1-

2
3
4
5
CAllI
CAO
-1-

2
3
4

5
CA IV
CAO
-1-

2
3
4
5
CAY
CAO
-12
3
4
5

social-%olitical factors. The process is summarized
below:
1.

Measure differences between group value
vectors and course of action outcome
vectors.

2.

Weight index by salience.

3.

Weight index by probability.

4.

Weight index by cost function.

5.

Modify index with measure of group
interaction effects.

6.

Calculate the feasibility index by weighting
the index obtained in step 5 with power and
salience.

This description of the data inputs, the PROPDEMM II computational process, and the computed
results is sketchy; however, it indicates the variety of
impacts that must be considered in responsible, largescale policy making or planning. PROPDEMM II is a
rational model that represents an explicit, normative
description of the way policy making or planning
should take place.

BASIC PROBLEMS IN POLICY
FORMULATION IPLANNING METHODOLOGY
Since the purpose of this study is more to exa~e
the methodological problems that must be overcome m
planning than to produce a specific plan for the V?,gin
River Basin, the primary role of PROPDEMM IS to
provide a structure for identifying and discussing
these problems. The problems seem to relate to s~ch
steps of the planning process as: (1) Data collection
and evaluation (2) data categorization and presentation (3) identification of relevant interrelationships, (4) plan formulation, and (5) plan evaluation and
selection.

'For a more detailed description of data collection and
computational processes, see Mulder (1974) or' Hoggan et ale
(1974).
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Table 30.

Systemic political feasibility indices for alternative Virgin River Basin pllLns. a

The larger the index values, the more favorable the course of action
Formulae are: SIP = OC + SNIP
SPFI = SIP '" PWR '" SSN
ENVIRONMENTAL STATE 1
CA# I
CA # II
CA # III
GROUP
SIP
PWR
PWR
SIP
PWR
SSN SIP
(SPFI)
(SPFI)
(SPFI)
Commercial

4.0

Recreational

3.0

Environmental

3.9

Agricultural

2.6

CiviC Improve

3.8

Decision Maker

3.1

Objective Vector

3.2

Total SPFI

1.80
(42.8)
2.78
(50.7)
-0.02
(-0.4)
1.65
(25.7)
2.63
(50.3)
1.14
(21.3)
9.34
(29.5)
(169.1)

6
6
7
6
5
6

2.31
(27.4)
3.31
(20.1)
0.59
(4.6)
2.13
(16.6)
3.28
(37.6)
2.34
(7.3)
3.57
(22.5)

3
2
2
3
3

2

(106.3)

1.90
(37.4)
4.11
(37.4)
0.04
(0.8)
1.79
(23.3)
3.27
(49.9)
1.18
(14.7)
3.28
(31.0)
(148.9)

5
3
5
5
4
4
3

CA# IV
SIP
PWR
(SPFI)

CA #V
PWR
SIP
(SPFI)

1.72
(27.1)
2.56
(38.8)
0.27
(4.2)
1.75
(18.2)
3.97
(45.5)
1.44
(13.5)
7.19
(22.7)

1.91
(45.2)
2.27
(48.2)
-D.12
(-2.8)
2.00
(25.9)
3.40
(51.9)
1.04
(16.3)
2.50
(31.6)

(133.8)

4
5
4
4
3
3
1

6
7
6
5
0
5
4

(168.5)

~he term "CA" refers to a "course of action" or plan. The PROPDEMM model utilizes 15 courses of action for complete
application. Only 5 are presented here for illustrative purposes.

Data CoIleetion and Evaluation

tions on social-political values is taken to be constant
while the positions that interest groups take on
alternative plans vary as more or less information is
taken into account. Social data, particularly attitudinal data, are often quite variable in nature.

In much of the policy and planning literature,
"data collection" is briefly mentioned as an important
step, but the specific details are bypassed. Authors
generally focus on less mundane, broader planning
problems such as goal formulation or public participation, or sometimes examine more sophisticated
statistical difficulties such as sampling. A discussion of
the difficulties in basic data gathering cannot be
found. This is rather disturbing, because the worth of
a policy or plan depends on the accuracy of the data
base used to formulate it. In the writer's experience,
many large-scale planning efforts have been fatally
hampered by a lack of accurate information. Unfortunately, the fact that many practicing planners or
policy makers fail to recognize or overlook the
problems resulting from a poor data base is one of the
causes of waste and error in comprehensive planning.

Another useful distinction is between attribute
and relational data. Attribute data represent specific
characteristics of a singularly defined phenomenon or
unit of analysis, for example, the size of a city, the
value positions of interest groups as used in
PROPDEMM II, or the volume of a body of water.
Relational data describe interactions among phenomena or units of analysis. Relational data in
PROPDEMM IT would include information describing
the relationship between an interest group's position
on a plan and the impact of that plan on the group's
values, or the relationship between the actions
resulting from the implementation of a plan and the
impact of the actions on certain environmental
conditions. Generally relational information is more
abstract and more difficult to obtain.

The analysis of data collection procedures must
begin with identification of the distinct kinds of data to
be collected. One relevant distinction is between
constant data, which is assumed to remain stable
during the planning period, and variable data which
may change within certain constraints. The distinction
is fluid in that it depends much on the way one defines
the problem or situation. For example, geographical
data, such as the size of a region is absolutely
constant, whereas a predator-prey relationship may
be seen as constant from an ecological perspective
even as spedes populations change numerically. In
PROPDEMM II, the effect of environmental condi-

For any type of data, the methodological requirements and problems may be quite dissimilar. The use
and evaluation of attitudinal data, for example,
involves collection procedures totally different from
those for physical environmental information. The
conceptual and methodological difficulties are therefore significantly different.
One basic problem common to all data gathering
for planning concerns identification of sources and
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environmental impact statements have been very
high, even for relatively small projects.

techniques to obtain valid and reliable information. It
is very important to determine the degree of accurac.y
attained for the different types of data and how thIS
effects the planning process. Too many planning
efforts are based on information from uncertain
sources and consequently produce invalid planning
outcomes. Evaluation of the data includes tracing the
original sources of collected information, analyzing ~he
applicability and appropriateness of the data collectIon
techni.ques, and determining the relevant relationships of the data base to planning objectives.
Data Categorization

Even before data collection has begun, it is
necessary to determine how the data are to be used. In
a number of instances, there is little choice about the
format of the data being collected, since that has
already been described by others. For example,
statistics collected by the Bureau of Census are
presented in standardized formats and may need to be
converted or translated to fit planning or research
purposes. This involves the difficult and complex
process of identifying or defining the concepts and
categories that are most useful in developing a policy
or plan.
In the planning or policy process, as exemplified
in PROPDEMM II, the complexities and difficulties
involved in categorizing large amounts of information
emerge immediately when decisions must be made to
determine what data should be collected and how the
data are to be used. The way these decisions are made
depends on the conceptualization and formulation of
the problems to be addressed and on the perceptions
of the problem context. PROPDEMM II assumes that
value concepts are the key linkages among three
major policy components: political interest groups,
physical environmental conditions, and proposed
alternative plans. Determining and justifying what
categories are most appropriate for each of these
policy elements is an extremely difficult task too often
not sufficiently examined by planners or policy
makers.
Identification of Relevant Interrelationship.

Perhaps the central concern, both in terms of
planning research and plan development, is the
determination of the interrelationships among the
different variables representing physical and social
factors. The large number of possible interrelationships among relevant varibles makes policy making
and planning a highly complex endeavor. Any policy
or planning effort should identify the various kinds of
interrelationships and strive to reduce their complexity in the analysis. For example, PROPDEMM
reduces the interactions to those among: values,
interest groups, physical-environmental conditions,
and courses of action, where values are used to link
the other three elements. This represents a useful
advance if one considers the fact that the complexity
of interactions has been a major reason for escalating
costs of planning. As a case in point, the costs of
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It is important to make two types of distinctions
in examining the different kinds of interrelationships
that characterize a planning situation. In a somewhat
analogous manner as the distinction made earlier
between constant and variable data, stable interactions should be distinguished from d'lJ'TUlmic ones,
assuming no planned intervention. A stable interaction would maintain essentially the same relationship among two or more variables; an example would
be the relationship between water and growth of
crops. A dynamic interaction on the other hand would
be much more variable, although one might still be
able to identify the "change rules" that govern. For
instance, urban growth defines a set of dynamic
interrelationships among such variables as industrial
base and population size, price of housing and
settlement patterns, population density and crime,
etc. Most of these interrelationships are extremely
difficult to analyze, especially those involving values,
attitudes and social-political interactions. In PROPDEMM II the determination of the political feasibility
of a course of action depends on several dynamic interactions involving the attitudes of political interest
groups toward one-another, and their commitments to
a set of values.
A second important distinction in a planning
situation is one between relationships that can be
modified or influenced and those that cannot because
this distinction represents the principal defining
element of both policy making and planning, whic3
aim to modify existing or expected states of affairs.
In the development of a plan, one must assume some
situation and/or expected state of affairs that defines
the starting point and identify the variables and
relationships that cannot be changed or can only be
changed at an unacceptable cost. These must be taken
into account as planning constraints and initial
conditions that affect plan definition and implemention. For example, in the PROPDEMM simulation
certain impacts of environmental conditions on a set of
values are taken as given, while attitudes of interest
groups toward courses of action are modified. Making
the determination concerning relationships that are to
be modified or influenced and those that are not is a
necessary but quite difficult part of every planning
effort.
Plan Formulation

The major methodological questions on the
procedures that should be followed in the plan
formulation and plan definition have been examined
by a number of writers (Van Gigch, 1974; Dror, 1968;
Bishop, 1970; and Parsons, 1960) but more precise
analyses are needed. Perhaps one of the most
important points is that the planning process should
be an iterative, "cyclical interaction" process (Bacon,

ern water resources planning the idea of "with" or "without"
a plan as discussed in the "Principles and Standards" expresses
one aspect. of the distinction that is made here.

1968) instead of "linear-sequential." The process
requires continuous re-examination of the planning
effort.
The definition of a plan presents special problems.
Plans have been defined from a series of more or less
related projects located in the same geographical
region to a set of closely integrated activities aimed at
achieving interrelated goals. H a plan is a course of
action that is presumed to bring about some desired
state of affairs, it is reasonable to expect that it be
coherent and coordinated. Unfortunately, in largescale regional or river basin planning a high degree of
coherence or coordination among activities and
projects that affect the planning is difficult to
accomplish. This is a major factor in the argument that
comprehensive, large-scale planning is essentially not
possible. Nevertheless, government and other agencies are involved in planning for large regions, so that
the problem of plan definition remains. Methodologically, the problem consists in identifying the criteria
and procedures for including and interrelating a set of
diverse activities and projects as part of a single plan
or course of action.

work that can be used to study methodological
problems; and in this study, that framework is
provided through the procedural difficulties that occur
in the development of a comprehensive plan for the
Virgin River Basin. The following chapters present a
detailed discussion of the specific problems.
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CHAPTER VII
DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION
OF DATA INPUT PROCEDURES
by

Jim MulJJ,er and Kirk KimbaU

INTRODUCTION

The first phase of the policy or plan formulation
process includes data collection, evaluation, categorization, and presentation. These data input procedures
are concerned with the question "What is the
informational basis for a policy or pIan?" This question
is important because its answer determines the
validity and consequent effectiveness of a plan.
Information that is more accurate or ,ed more
appropriately makes a plan more effective.
One problem that must be settled in the early
phases of every planning/policy formulation process,
but which is frequently given insufficient attention,
may be termed the "iteration paradox." This paradox
arises at the start of the planning/policy formulation
process, when the following two questions are asked:
1.
What model (theory) or framework should
be used to determined what data to collect in plan
formulation?

2.
What data must be collected to determine
what model (theory) or framework should be used in
plan formulation?
Which question has the higher priority? Scientists
have often debated the issue in terms of theoretical
versus empirical orientation, or deductive versus
inductive preferences.
The iterative paradox is so termed because the
priority conflict is in part a false one. It can only be
resolved through an iterative, correcting, feedback
process that resembles the general process of
knowledge accumulation2 and in which both questions
must be answered concurrently. Planning and policy
formulation in the initial stages should alternate
~e same information can be used in various ways with
differing results. Determining how information should }x, best
used is a deceptively difficult and crucial part of the plam,ing
process.

2J{nowledge obtained through repeated experimentation and
re-evaluation.
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between conceptualization and examination of data
inputs. This iteration usually takes place on an
informal basis; however, it should be more explicit
even though this is difficult to accomplish because
human analytical thinking is habitually linear rather
than iterative in nature. Figure 16 depicts the
iterative steps that should characterize the interaction
between model or theory and data inputs in plan
development.
In addition to the iterative paradox, the
distinction between methodology as research procedure and methodology as quantitative or mathematical technique should be considered. Some of the
quantitative/mathematical issues are highly specialized and technical in nature. Although these issues
will be identified, the discussion here will primarily
focus on the non-mathematical problems, issues, and
constraints likely to arise in implementing data input
procedures. This chapter deals with three major
procedural elements of the data input process: (1)
identification of data requirements, (2) choice of data
collection procedures, and (3) evaluation of data
inputs. The three elements will be examined in
relation to the information requirements of the
PROPDEMM II simulation as applied to plan
formulation for the Virgin River Basin.
IDENTD1CATION OF DATA REQUIREMENTS

The information required to develop a proper and
feasible plan should be identified at the very beginning
of a study in both general terms and in detail. For
example, the decision that the PROPDEMM II
simulation would be used to study the Virgin River
Basin implied that data would need to be collected on
interest groups and their values. environmental
factors, and proposed or in-program activities. and in
Lhe form of the three data matrices listed in Tables 26.
27, and 29 of Chapter VI. Additional decisions must be
made specifying how the different types of data are to
be defined and operationalized.
Two basic factors that determine information
requirements are the pIaL ning goals or objectives and
the expected implementation mechanism. For exam-

St t
General Background
and Experience

Initial Theoretical Conceptions
and Assumptions

Clarified and Refined Conceptions
and Assumptions

Initial Empirical Information

Clarified and Specified Data
Requirements

Figure 16.

Iterative process to form:uliLte pliLnning policy model and establish data requirements.

pIe, a participative, free enterprise approach to
planning will result in different information needs
than a hierarchical, centralized method of planning.
Similarly, a planning goal emphasizing social welfare
requires different data compared wit~ a go~ of economical efficiency. 3 A number of philos~phlca" and
political problems or conflicts can develop m trymg to
determine how planning approaches and goals relate
to data requirements. Planners must become aware of
the nature of these problems and how they affect the
plan formulation process and outcome, and document
how they were handled in every planning effort.
Beside the conceptual and philosphical issues that
determine information requirements, several more
practical considerations include resource, legal, political, and social factors. Resource factors include
existing information, time, and money. Literature
reviews and personal or mail interviews indicate what
prior knowledge is available and suggest additional
data that should be collected. Time and money
resources may be a deciding factor in determining
what and how much data can be collected. Laws both
mandate and prevent the collection of specified kinds
of information. Political considerations may result in
the emphasis of some data and suppression of other
data. Finally, social conditions may lead some
individuals to reveal or hide particular information.
All of these factors can influence the determination of
data requirements for the plan formulation process.
3A goal of social welfare requires that data be collected about
the satisfaction and well-being of people. while a goal of efficiency
emphasizes the need for economic and financial information.
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DATACOLLECDONPROCEDURES
Three interrelated steps involved in data collection are to 1) choose appropriate data sources, 2)
decide on the appropriate data collection techniques,
and 3) implement the data collection techniques.
Various methodological problems and issues emerge
at each step.
The data on the Virgin River Basin for PROPDEMM II were primarily derived from six sources. (1)
Information derived from previous studies and
research; the main sources of this type were
pUblications of the Utah Water Research Laboratory,
Bureau of Land Management, U.S. Forest Service,
National Park Service, and Utah state and county
governments. (2) Interviews with government administrators, local officials, and technical experts. The
primary objective of the interviews was to gain special
and particular types of knowledge about activities and
issues relevant to planning for the Virgin River Basin
that might otherwise not emerge. (3) A commissioned
survey conducted by Opinion Sampling Research
Institute. This survey was instituted to obtain
demographic information about the general population
and specialized data about the values of different
population groups. A description of the survey
questionnaire is provided in Appendix D. (4) A study
conducted by the Desert Research Institute at the
University of Nevada-Reno, which attempted to
determine the social and political leadership structure
in the region. (5) A Delphi survey (two rounds of mail
questionnaires) of selected experts and decision-

makers involved in planning activities in the Virgin
River Basin. A description of the Delphi process and
copies of the questionnaire instruments are included
as Appendix B. (6) Other sources of information
including the hydrologic and economic data and the
analysis performed for the Surrogate Worth Trade-off
method.
The main methodological issue is the trade off
between the resources available for data collection and
the validity and reliability of the data obtained. The
population survey was the most accurate and least
expensive method available to obtain demographic
and values information about the population in the
region, while the Delphi process represented a less
accurate, but also less expensive way to obtain
specialized information. Alternative, special research
studies were not feasible with the available monetary
and time resources. Thus the choice of data sources
and collection techniques are to some extent
interrelated. The major methodological difficulty is in
predetermining what measure of accuracy can be
obtained with given resources and techniques.
Considerable methodological sophistication may be
necessary to decide whether a specific data collection
method is useful.
Once a decision has been made to use certain data
resources and information gathering techniques,
various implementation problems may occur. Available personnel may not be qualified to conduct
interviews or evaluate Delphi results. Interview
respondents may not cooperate. Costs may exceed an
allowable range. These factors are frequently not
sufficiently considered and in some cases result in the
failure of a plan or policy. Planners and policy makers
should clearly identify the criteria and potential
obstacles that affect the choice and implementation of
data collection methods. In doing so they should rely
more on expert knowledge than has been done in the
past.

EVALUATION OF DATA INPUTS

In addition to overcoming the problems in
identifying data requirements and choosing data
collection procedures, the planner also needs to
establish the validity of the informational base used in
plan formulation. Two particular difficulties that
affect the data inputs used in PROPDEMM II are 1)
validity and reliability of data sources and 2) validity
and reliability of techniques.

information cannot be accurately judged. Lack of
knowledge about the accuracy of data sources is a
major obstacle to successful planning. Standard
reporting procedures for information gathering projects are, therefore, urgently needed.
One major problem encountered in the study
concerned the lack of consistency or compatibility
among basic data reported in different sources or
collected by the same or different organizations. This
was perhaps best illustrated in the search of census
documents for the population and economic statistics
necessary to derme the environmental states used in
PROPDEMM II. Basic data units for cenSus information changed when unincorporated areas became
incorporated or small cities were annexed to larger
areas. Changes in the way categories were defined
and data were aggregated between census year
created significant problems. This occurred in both
the general population census and the census of
agriculture and proved a great difficulty in making
accurate projections and establishing trends. It is felt
that even though format changes may be necessary,
all data should be presented in a form which would
allow selective disaggregation by the researcher.
Also, the same categorization methods were not used
by two census agencies during the same census period
(the census of agriculture generally proceeds the
general population census by one or two years). This
often prevented comparisons from being made
between the two collections of data and thus
jeopardized both the accuracy and validity of the
PROPDEMM II simulation.
VaHdity and ReIiabDity of Data
Colleetion Techniques

In large scale planning and policy formulation
projects, a large amount of information must be
interrelated. Much of the important information is
usually evaluated in the minds of the planners and
decision-makers without explicit delineation of the
reasoning used to make decisions. Simulation models
encourage a more open analytical procedure and
stimulate the use of judgmental techniques whose
validity is not as difficult to establish. Much of the
information used as data inputs for PROPDEMM II
has been obtained through judgmental techniques
such as the Delphi method, and content analysis. The
use of these methods represents a systematization of
judgments that have in the past been made in less
~ormal, more intuitive ways.

DATA COLLECTION TECHNIQUES USED
FOR PROPDEMM n

Validity and Reliability of Data Sources

The generally accepted scientific standard for
establishing data source accuracy is to describe the
procedures used so that these can be replicatec..; or a
judgment of validity and reliability made. Many data
collection efforts do not provide sufficiently clear
descriptions of the methodological procedures used.
As a result, the validity and reliability of much
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PROPDEMM II required the collection of three
types of data. Social-political data described the basic
values of interest groups important to planning for the
region. The significant factors in the planning
environment or context were defined. Current and
proposed project activities or courses of action were
identified. These three types of information as shown

in Table 31 were collected through a combination of
methods.

Given the effort and expense involved, relative to
expected benefit, of using an objectively more
sophisticated technique to select basic values, the
following procedures are recommended: 4

Perhaps the first data input is that necessary to
answer the question, "What are the most basic values
that should guide plan development?" The values
determine the goals and objectives of the planning
process. They are quite difficult to identify or define.
Values are entirely conceptual in nature, and at the
same time very basic to any planning effort.

Methodology for SeleetioD of
Value CODeepts

1.
Review the relevant literature and interview knowledgeable and experienced individuals to
develop a preliminary list of value concepts pertaining
to the planning situation.

Ten value concepts were selected for the Virgin
River Basin study (Table 26) through a process that
included the analysis of publications dealing with
resource values, the study of documents describing
the issues in the Virgin River Basin, and a large
number of interviews with expert consultants and
people in the region. The initial survey generated 18
value concepts for the population survey (see
Appendix D). The results of the survey were then
used to select the final ten values for the PROPDEMM
II simulation.

2.
Employ a Delphi-like process with several
interview rounds with a panel of individuals to arrive
at a shorter list of values.
3.
When helpful for the level of planning that
is being done, aggregate concepts to obtain more
general values or disaggregate concepts to derive
more specific values.
4.
If feasible, conduct a sample survey of the
population affected by the planning process to
determine relative value commitments.

The conceptual and subjective nature of values
made it extremely difficult to decide on a methodological approach for their selection. In the end mostly
subjective methods were used. Objectively, there is
considerable question about the validity and reliability
of the "significance," "relevance," or "fundamental
importance" of the selected value concepts to planning
for the Virgin River Basin. While some legitimate
questions can be raised in this respect, it is doubtful
that a much better set of value concepts could be found
with any other more objective method. There seemed
to be general agreement among all individuals
concerned with the values that were eventually
chosen, notwithstanding certain definitional problems.

5.
Use survey results and a last round of panel
interviews to decide on a final set of value concepts.
After the basic planning values have been
identified, one can then identify affected interest
groups. Useful techni,ques for identifying such groups
have been developed by sociologists and political
scientists who have conducted community power
studies and carried out research on the nature of
voluntary associations (Appendix D). The method that
was used for the present study involved a comprehensive, subjective analysis of newspapers published in
the planning area during a one-year period. A list of
numerous groups and organizations was compiled
from references made in the newspapers. Then these
groups were aggregated in relation to some basic,
defined commonalities, finally resulting in the five
major interest groups shown in Table 26.

Table 31. Data input procedures.
Social - Political

1. Selection of basic value concepts.
2. Identification of major interest
groups.
3. Determination of interest group commitment and levels of values.
4. Specification of relevant interest
group characteristics (Ch. II).

Once the interest groups had been defined, the
characteristics of each one needed to be defined too.
The necessary judgments were based on a fairly
subjective analysis of newspaper articles and on
consultations with knowledgeable individuals. The
results are presented in Tables 32 to 36.

a. "Salience" of values for in terest
groups.
b. Power.
c. Affect among groups.
d. Dogmatism.
e. Cost-consciousness.
f. Punishment-reward potential for
influencing groups.
g. Level of information possessed by
groups.

Table 32 shows the commitment and salience
values, respectively, held by interest groups with
respect to each of the ten value concepts previously
identified. The commercial group is mainly concerned
with economic values, the civic improvement group
emphasizes community-related values, while the
agricultural group expresses preferences for personal
economic situation and agricultural development. The

5. Selection of environmen tal factors.
Environmental
(physical and social 6. Determination of impacts of environdata)
men tal factors, on value s.
Planning
7. Defmition of alternative courses of
Activities Data
action.
8. Determination of impacts of courses
of action on values.

4A more objective technique for sel~ing values would
contain rigidly controlled development of slll"Vey instruments
using large lists of values, concepts, together with several
questionnaire rounds and a large number of respondents.
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Table 82.

Group values matrix and group sa1ience.
NEQ

NRP

REC

PEC

REC

AGR

MWfR

CULT

COM

SOC

+2
+1

+1

0
0

+2

+3

+3

+3

2
2
2
2

4

3
2
1

3
2
2
1

5

6

5

Group Values Matrix
Commercial
Recreational
Environmen tal
Agricultural
Civic Improvement
Commercial
Recreational
Environmen tal
Agricultural
Civic Improvement

-1
+1
+3
0

+2

-1
+1
+3
-1
+1

+3

+3

0
-2
0
0

0

3

3

7

4
7
4

4
6

3

3

4

3

-1
+2
0
6
4

+2
+3
+1
-1
+1

+1

+2

+1

0

0
+l

0
0
0

-1
+3

0
Group Salience
4
5
5

2
1
3

+1
+1
4

4

3

3
2

4

2

4

2
3
2

2

4

2

4

recreation group expressed concern exclusively for
recreational opportunities, perhaps because most
members of this group are not full-time residents. The
environmentalists express strong commitments to
environmental quality and resource protection and
tend to be opposed to economic development.
The power that an interest group has to influence
the planning process and plan implementation is
another important factor. The PROPDEMM II
simulation structure allows for power to differ with
respect to alternative courses of action. Power is most
easily and effectively measured in terms of a group's
ability to obstruct a plan. While power can be used to
advance a cause, power is generally more easily
evaluated when used in opposing an action.
Table 33 presents estimates of each group's
ability to obstruct 15 alternative possible course of
action for the Virgin River Basin. These estimates
have been made by examining the extent of activities.
If a group tended to be more active in opposing a given
course of action, that group's power rating was usually
increased, cete"" paribus. For example, environmentalist power ratings were increased because of
their activism and degree of organization and because
of the enactment of strong environmental legislation.
The group affect relationships are listed in Table
34. The rows indicate the effects a group has on other
groups while the columns indicate the effects other
groups have on the reference group.
The only intense conflict in the basin is between
the commercial group and the environmental group;
the commercial group is composed of many realtors
and land developers whose land use priorities appear
to be diametrically opposed to those held by the
environmental group.
Measures of group dogmatism (Table 35) are
estimated from an analysis of newspaper accounts of
activities in the basin and consultation with decisionmaKers involved with these activities. The environmentalists were deemed to be most dogmatic and the
agricultural interest the second most dogmatic group.

0
0

A final social-political data input necessary for the
PROPDEMM II simulation is a measure of the cost
consciousne88 of each group in relation to planning
projects. This factor is used by the model to evaluate
group reaction to the cost level of each course of
action. It is introduced because the cost of a plan can
become a major factor in the political acceptability of
its implementation.
The information described in Tables 32 through
36 is used in the simulation program to estimate the
political feasibility of defined course of action. This
political feasibility estimate thus depends on the
validity and meaning of the data and of the scaling
techniques used. The use of the simulation is predicted
on the belief that the introduction of quantified
measures in the plan formulation process is an
improvement over the nonquantified, more intuitive,
less analytical, judgments that have been used by
planners and policy makers in the past. The major
methodological issue raised by the use of numerical
measures is the extent and affect of measurement
error. Another methodological issue pertains to the
application of mathematical operations to essentially
ordinal measures.
Certainly, significant error is possible in the
numerical estimates of the social-political variables.
Such errors will be larger as estimation procedures
are less rigorous. Research on psychometric procedures indicates that judgmental techniques can be
fairly accurate if sufficient precautions are taken.
Quantification of judgmental data is justified if the
limitations of the data inputs are recognized. For
planning purposes it is recommended that any
judgmental quantification method adopt the following
procedures.
Methodology for Developing Quantified
Judgments of Social-poUtieaI Data

1.
Define the concept that is to be quantified
as clearly and as concretely as possible.
2.
On the basis of the definition, identify
alternative procedures for ope rationalizing the con-
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Table 38.

Group power. a
CAl

Commercial
Recreational
Environmental
Agricultural
Civic Improvement

6
6

CA II

CA III

CAIV

CAY

CAVI

CA VII

CA VIII

3

5
3
5
5
4

4
5
4
4
3
CAXI
5
4
6
5
4

6

6
5
6
5
5
CA XIII
5
4
5
4
4

4
3
3
4
3
CAXIV
3

5
5
5
5
3
CAXV
5
3
5
4
3

2
2

7
6
5

3
3
CAlX
5
5
5
3
4

Commercial
Recreational
Environmental
Agricuitural
Civic Improvement

CAX
5
5
5
5

2

7
6
5
4
CAXII
4
3
3
4
4

4
4
5

2

aSee Table 40 for course of action definitioris.
'Table 84.

Comm. Rec.
Commercial
Recreational
Environmental
Agricultural
Civic Improvement

Table 35.

0
2
-3
0
3

Environ.

I
0
1
0
1

-3
1
0
-1
0

Agric. Civic
Imp.
1
0
-1
0
0

3
0
1
1
0

The environmental factors were defined by
expert advisement, content analysis, and literature
reviews. The conceptualization process used in
defining the environmental factors and five levels or
conditions associated with each of them will be
discussed below.

Group dogmatism.

Commercial
Recreational
Environmen tal
Agricultural
Civic Improvement

Table 36.

The Delphi technique was used to measure the
impacts of environmental factors (Table 37) on the ten
values defined for the planning problem (Tables 27 and
28). PROPDEMM II requires the identification of ten
factors that are significant in the planning environment. These factors are presumed to be in effect
whether planning takes plac~ or not and can be
physical or social in nature.

Group affect.

3
3
5
4

A two-round Delp'hi surVey of key decisionmakers in the Virgin River Basin was instituted to
obtain the factor-value impact matrix (Table 38 and
Appendix B). The Delphi technique is a useful method
for quantifying likely impacts on the basis of expert
judgments. In constructing and administering the
survey instruments, the first :problem that arose
concerned the complexity of the questionnaire. To
pinpoint factor-value relationships and obtain impact
estimates, an extremely detailed questionnaire would
severely tax the knowledge and patience of the
respondents. A less complex qUestionnaire would be
correspondingly less accurate. The Delphi s,urvey
instrument that was adopted compromised some
accuracy to reduce complexity.

2

Group cost ccmscioume88.

Commercial
Recreational
Environmental
Agricultural
Civic Improvement

3
2
I
2
I

cept (e.g. counting of newspaper references or other
documents).
3.
MeaSure the concept by using at least two
different techniques, such as content analysis or direct
judgments by a panel of individuals.
4.
Compare the measures resulting from the
different estimation techniques.
5.
Develop reliability measlires for each
estimating procedure that is used.
6.
Use the measures in the planning process if
they fall within a specified error range.
Methodological research indicates that these
procedures are feasibile in most planning studies.
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A second methodological problem occurred in the
use of ordinal rankings of estimated impacts. In some
cases the Delphi process involves statistical procedures that assume the availability of interval measures.
The application of these procedures to ordinal
measures is presently detailed by statisticians. To
resolve the issue, measures of the mean and standard
deviation were employed in some cases to evaluate
questionnaire results.
The third major group of data inputs pertain to
alternative plans or courses of action. These were
obtained by analytical and judgmental methods using
the following steps.

Table 87.

Environmental factors.

1.

Population
1.1
64,200 people
1.2
78,500 people
1.3
70,400 people
1.4
69,900 people
1.5
48,100 people

2.

Tourism
2.1
2,350,200 visitors
2.2
2,225,400 visitors
2.3
2,287,800 visitors
2.4
2,056,100 visitors
2.5
1,953,300 visitors

3.

Regional Coordination
3.1
Regional coordinating body consists of a fully staffed office plus part-time representatives from federal, state, and
local agencies, has significant ability to commit funds, enjoys quasi-legislative and administrative powers, meets
bi-weekly.
3.2
Same as 3.1 except coordinating body has no legislative power and limited ability to commit funds.
3.3
Same as 3.2 except federal or state agencies must approve fund allocations and meetings are less frequent.
3.4
Limited coordination occurs in sub-units of the basin with agencies such as the Five County Assn. of Governments.
3.5
Coordination is reduced to a "crisis only" situation.

4.

Energy Resource Development
4.1
Existing and planned development is significantly reduced due to economic or environmental considerations.
4.2
New technology reduces need for mining activity; solar collectors are placed in Arizona and Nevada deserts.
4.3
Development of coal resources and the Allen-Warner system continued as planned.
4.4
All coal resources are fully developed; geothermal and oil reserves are tapped.
4.5
Same as 4.3 and electrical generation systems are constructed in addition to the Allen-Warner system.

5.

Population Density
5.1
Large popUlation, low concentration. Extensive urban sprawl and second home development.
5.2
Large population, high concentration. Cities and towns experience large growth, mostly laborers.
5.3
Moderate population, low concentration. Principal growth due to second homes.
5.4
Moderate population, high concentration. Cities and towns grow moderately from small industrial growth.
5.5
Small population, moderate concentration. Roughly the present condition with some second home development,
.
but most residences are closely located in towns and cities.

6.

Recreational Acreage
6.1
1,095,000 Acres
6.2
1,040,200 Acres
6.3
1,122,300 Acres
6.4
1,150,000 Acres
6.5
1,204,500 Acres

7.

Employment Situation
7.1
3.0% to 4.5% Unemployed
7.2
4.5% to 6.0% Unemployed
7.3
6.0% to 8.0% Unemployed
7.4
8.0% to 10.0% Unemployed
7.5
Above 10.0% Unemployed

8.

Irrigated Croplands
8.1
Present acreage (33,100 ac.) and water supplies (79,200 ac. ft.).
8.2
Estimated maximum potential acreage (41,200 ac.) and water supplies (119,200 ac. ft.).
8.3
Present acreage (33,100 ac.) with development of 50% of estimated potential water supplies (99,200 ac. ft.).
8.4
Development of 50% of estimated potential acres (37,100 acres) and water supplies (99,200 ac. ft.).
8.5
A 20% decline in acreage (to 26,500 acres) is due to extended drought cycle, water reallocations, or alternative
uses of land.

9.

Water Use Efficiency
9.1
Significant improvements are made in diversion delivery, and irrigation methods used in agriculture, but only
minimal changes occur in municipal and industrial systems.
9.2
Municipal nnd industrial water use efficiency is significan tly improved through treatment facilities, metering systems, and general maintenance, but improvements in agricultural water use are minimal.
9.3
Agricultural, municipal, and industrial improvements are suggested in 9.1 and 9.2 are both implemented.
9.4
Same as 9.3, except only moderate improvements are made.
9.5
No changes are made beyond those associated with the Allen-Warner system.

10.

Water
10.1
10.2
10.3

Allocations and Availability
Required outflow from the upper basin (Utah) to the lower basin (Arizona and Nevada) is increased by 10%.
Municipal and industrial users purchase agricultural water allocations proportional to popUlation increases.
Use requirements on federal lands increase by 10%, thereby reducing total surface flow and groundwater in the
basin.
10.4 Drought cycle reduces all basin water supplies by 20%.
10.5 Basin water supplies increase 15% due to wet cycle, reservoir development, spring desalinization and use efficiency.
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Table 38.

EC

Factor-value impact matrix.
NEQ

NRP

REC

PEC

REC

AGR

MWTR

CULT

COM

SOC

PROB.

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5

-2
-3
-2
-2
-1

-2
-3
-2
-2
-1

+1
+2
+1
+1
+1

0
+1
+1
+1
+1

-1
-2
-2
-2
-1

-1
-3
-2
-2
-1

-1
-1
0
0
0

0
-1
-1
-1
-2

0
-2
+1
+1
0

0
-2
-1
-1
-2

0.18
0.30
0.19
0.15
0.22

2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5

-1
-1
-1
0
0

+1
+1
+1
0
-1

+1
0
+1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
-1
-1
0
0

-1
-1
0
0
0

+1
0
0
0
0

-1
0
0
0
0

0.44
0.20
0.23
0.11
0.05

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5

+2
0
0
+1
-2

+3
+1
0
0
-1

+1
0
0
0
0

+2
0
0
0
0

+2
0
0
+1
0

-3
+1
0
+1
-2

+1
+1
0
0
-1

0.09
0.15
0.36
0.28
0.12

-1
+1
+1
+2
+2

-1
0
+1
+2
+2

0
0
0
-2
0

0
0
-1
-2
-1

0
0
-1
-3
-1

0.22
0.08
0.35
0.19
0.24

-2
-2
-1
0
0

+2
+1
+1
+2
0

+1
+2
0
+1
0

-2
-1
0
0
0

-2
-2
-2
0
0

-2
-2
-1
+1
0

-1
+1
-1
-3
-1
-2
-2
-1
0
0

0
0
0
-2
-1

5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5

+1
+2
-1
-3
-3
-3
-2
-1
0
0

-3
+1
0
+1
-1
+1
0
0
-2
-1

+1
0
0
0
0

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5

-1
-1
-1
-1
0
+2
+1
0
+1
-2
+1
+2
-2
-3
-2

-3
-1
-1
0
0

-1
-2
-1
0
0

0.16
0.23
0.14
0.29
0.18

6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5

0
-1
0
+1
+1

0
-1
+1
+1
+1

0
0
0
0
+1

0
0
0
0
0

0
-1
+1
0
-1

0
0
0
-1
0

0
0
0
0
+1

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
+1
0

0.35
0.18
0.19
0.20
0.08

7.1
7.2
7.3
7.4
7.5

0
0
0
-1
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
-1
-1
-2
-3

0
-1
-1
-2
-2

0
0
0
-1
-1

0
0
-1
-1
-1

0
0
0
-1
-1

0
0
-1
-1
-1

0
0
-1
-1
-2

0
0
-1
-1
-2

0.13
0.23
0.23
0.18
0.18

8.1
8.2
8.3
8.4
8.5

0
+1
0
0
-1

0
+2
+1
+1
-2

0
+1
0
+1
-1

0
+1
0
0
0

0
+2
+1
+2
-3

0
+2
0
-1
-2

0
0
0
0
-1

0
0
0
0
-1

0
0
0
0
-2

0.20
0.24
0.17
0.18
0.21

9.1
9.2
9.3
9.4
9.5

0
+1
+2
+1
-1

0
-1
0
-1
-1
+1
0
+2
+1
-2

+1
+1
+3
+2
+1

+1
+1
+2
+1
+1

0
0
+2
+1
-1

+3
0
+3
+2
+1

0
+2
+2
+1
-1

0
+1
+1
0
-1

0
+1
+2
-1

0
0
+1
0
-1

0.15
0.15
0.24
0.27
0.26

10.1
10.2
10.3
10.4
10.5

-1
-1
0
+1
+1

-1
-1
0
+2
+2

-1
+1
-1
+3
+3

-1

-1
-1
+1
+2
+2

-1
-3
-2
+3
+3

-2
+2
-2
+2
+3

0
0
0
+1
+2

0
0
0
+1
+1

0
0
0
+1
+1

0.18
0.48
0.09
0.12
0.12

+l

-1
+2
+2

+l

3.
For each course of action define five
possible outcomes in terms of likely impacts on the
social-political values (see Table 41).

1.
Compile a list of current and proposed
projects in the region that relate to water resources
planning (Table 39).

4.

2.
Define alternative courses of action in
terms of planned projects varied in relation to
previously defined possible environmental states (see
Tables 34 and 40).

Estimate the probability of each outcome.

5.
Estimate cost level for each course of action
(Table 42).
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Table 89.

Master list of activities for course of action selection.
---

A. PROJECTS
1. Energy Resource Development
a. The Allen-Warner Energy System is completed as
planned in the Virgin River Basin. Total bond cost
for the City of St. George: $80.0 million.
1. Construction of a 500 MW coal fired generating
plant in Warner Valley.
2. Construction of a 3600 gal./min. coal slurry line
from Alton to the Arrow Canyon (170 miles).
3. Construction of main transmission line in the
presently used Navajo transmission corridor.
b. Complete development of the Alton coal field using
60% surface techniques and 40% deep mine
techniques.
2. Water Resource Development
a. Desalinization plans
1. Construction of LaVerkin Springs Desalinization
Plant at Hurricane. Bureau of Reclamation investment cost: $20.3 million.
2. Construction of Littlefield Springs desalting
ditch. Bureau of Reclamation investment cost:
NA.
b. Ten municipal water systems completed as planned.
Approximate investment cost: $2,270,000.

PROPOSED PROJECTS AFFECTING
WATER USE EFFICIENCY,
ALLOCATION AND AVAILABILITY
From the Resource Conservation and Development
Project of the Five County AOG the following municipalities
and irrjgation companies have proposed the listed development projects:
MUNICIPAL WATER SUPPLY
Glendale-Orderville
Purpose: (CF) Installing sewage treatment facilities and sanitary sewer lines within and between the communities of
Glendale and Orderville
Sponsor: Glendale-Orderville Sewer Improvement District
Estimated Cost and Starting Date: $600,000 (LR)
Benefits Expected: Eliminate health hazard and pollution to
Virgin River System
Assistance Needed: EPA and Local
Hurricane Sewage System
Purpose: (CF) Install approximately 10,500 feet of sanitary
sewer lines and seal and rip-rap 7.5 acres of oxidation
lagoons
Sponsor: Hurricane City Corporation
Estimated Cost and Starting Date: $150,000
Benefits Expected: Reduce health hazard and maintenance
costs
Assistance Needed: EPA, Four Corners, Local

----- -

----

New Harmony Water System
Purpose: (CF) Drill 1 well, construct storage tank, replace
3/4-inch and other small lines with a new 6-inch water
main, place fire hydrants throughout the town for adequate fire protection
Sponsor: New Harmony town
Estimated Cost and Starting Date: $100,000
Benefits Expected: Better fire protection
Assistance Needed: FHA, local
Pine Valley Culinary Water
Purpose: (CF) Construct a culinary water system for Pine
Valley to replace shallow wells
Sponsor: Pine Valley Town Committee
Estimated Cost and Starting Date: $120,000
Benefits Expected: Develop sanitary water system to eliminate health and fire hazard
Assistance Needed: Technical and fmancial
So. New Harmony Culinary Water
Purpose: (CF) To construct a culinary water supply pipeline
Sponsor: New Harmony Town
Estimated Cost and Starting Date: $570,000 (ST) 1975
Benefits Expected: Adequate sanitary water supply for community growth and fire protection
Assistance Needed: EPA, Four Corners, and FHA
St. George Sewage Treatment Plant
Purpose: (CF) Addition of sewage treatment plant consisting
of a 50' dia. primary clarifier, 60' dia. secondary clarifier
and 100' dia. filter
Sponsor: City of St. George
Estimated Cost and Starting Date: $230,000 - 1975 (ST)
Benefits Expected: To protect citizens of health hazard and
increase capacity for connections with other areas
Assistance Needed: EPA and local
Toquerville Water System
Purpose: (CF) Replacement and enlargement of the present
system
Sponsor: Toquerville Town
Estimated Cost and Starting Date: $30,000 - 1975 (ST)
Benefits Expected: Develop adequate pressure for fire and
sprinkler systems; reduce health hazard
Assistance Needed: Federal Grant, Four Corners, local
Mesquite Storage Tank
Purpose: (CF) to increase capacity of city lines
Sponsor: Not yet decided
Estimated Cost and Starting Data: BenefitsExpected: 500,000 gal. storage capacity fire hydrants
and planned; city wells to supplement water supply

c. Eleven agricultural water efficiency systems completed as planned. Approximate investment cost:
$3,595,000.
AGRICULTURAL WATER SUPPLY
Glendale Irrigation
Purpose: (FI) Irrigation system improvement, erosion control,
water salvage, etc.; approximately 3 to 6 miles of irrigation pipeline is needed
Sponsor: Glendale Irrigation Company
Estimated Cost and Starting Date: $200,000
Benefits Expected: Provide stable irrigation water supply to
meet the community needs
Assistance Needed: Technical and financial

Kanarraville Culinary System
Purpose: (CF) Construct a storage and distribution system
Sponsor: Kanarraville Town
Estimated Cost and Starting Date: $ Unknown - (LR)
Benefits Expected: Stable sanitary culinary waste supply
Assistance Needed: Grant fund and loan
La Verkin Water System
Purpose: (CF) Install approximately 40,000 feet of sanitary
sewer collection lines and construct 10.6 acres of total
retention sewage oxidation lagoons
Sponsor: Town of LaVerkin
Estimated Cost and Starting Date: $470,000
Benefits Expected: Improve water sanitation and reduce
heal th hazard
Assistance Needed: EPA, Four Corners, FHA, and local

Hall-Grafton
Purpose: (FI) Canal Lining 10,000 L.F.
Sponsor: Hall and Grafton Irrigation Company
Estimated Cost and Starting Date: $30,000 -1976 (ST)
Benefits Expected: More efficient use of irrigation water
Assistancp. Needed: RC&D - UWR Ra
d UWRB refers to the Division of Water Resources,
Department of Natural Resources, State of Utah.
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Hurricane Canal
Purpose: (FI) Pipeline to carry irrigation water above town of
Hurricane 16,000 L.F.
Sponsor: Hurricane City and Hurricane Canal Company
Estimated Cost and Starting Date: $300,000
Benefits Expected: Deliver irrigation water with limited loss
and elimination safety hazard
Assistance Needed: Technical and financial
Kanarraville Diversion and Pipe
Purpose: (FI) Diversion and pipeline distribution system
Sponsor: Kanarraville Irrigation Company
Estimated Cost and Starting Date: $45,000 - 1975 (ST)
Benefits Expected: Desilting of water, reduction in water loss,
and continuous use of water
Assistance Needed: RC&D - UWRB
Kanarraville Flood Control
Purpose: (PP) Construct flood by-pass for summer flash
storms and reduce irrigation system damage
Sponsor: Kanarraville Town and Kanarraville Irrigation Co.
Estimated Cost and Starting Date: $ Unknown - (LR)
Benefits Expected: Reduce irrigation systems maintenance
costs and flood damage to cropland
Assistance Needed: RC&D grant fund and loan
Muddy Creek
Purpose: (PI) Irrigation system improvement, group sprinkler
mainline
Sponsor: Muddy Creek Irrigation Company
Estimated Cost and Starting Date: $60,000 (LR)
Benefits Expected: Water salvage, erosion control, increase
crop production
Assistance Needed: Technical and fmancial
Rockville Town Ditch
Purpose: (PI) Irrigation pipeline, concrete canal lining 17,500
L.F. - 452 water control structures
SponsOl;: Rockville Town Ditch Company
Estimated Cost and Starting Date: $30,000 - 1976 (ST)
Benefits Expected: More efficient use of irrigation water
Assistance Needed: RC&D - UWRB
Leeds Water Company
Purpose: (PI) Storage reservoir and pipeline 6,500 L.F.
Sponsor: Leeds Water Company
Estimated Cost and Starting Date: $65,000
Benefits Expected: Store and deliver water for summer
irrigation
Assistance Needed: Technical and financial
Seth Creek
Purpose: (PI) (WBFR) This project consists of an earth fill
dam and open storage reservoir to provide irrigation water
for the Hurricane area
Sponsor: Cedar City Corp., Iron Co., Hurricane Canal Co.,
Washington Co.
Estimated Cost and Starting Date: $2,500,000 - 1977 (ST)
Benefits Expected: Supplemental irrigation water - recreation
Assistance Needed: RC&D - (UWRB)

d. A 45,000 acre ft. dam is constructed in conjunction
with the Allen-Warner Energy System. Investment
cost: $15.0 million.
e. A 14,900 acre ft. dam is constructed on the North
Fork of the Virgin River at Bullock for regulation
and flood control. Investment cost, $1,154,000.
B. MANAGEMENT PLANS
1. Range management techniques adopted by the Bureau
of Land Management to increase available grazing by
10,000 AUM on the Zion Planning Unit.
2. The U.S. Forest Service adopts one of four management programs for its Enterprise Planning Unit.
C. PROPOSED LAND USE PLAN
The land use plan provides guidelines for allocation of
National Forest land within the planning unit to specific
uses. Also, direction is given on the coordination of these
uses. In developing the plan, it was assumed that necessary
budgets and personnel would be available to carry out the
programs. If these requirements are not met, priority will
be given to those management practices that protect the
environment.
The major purposes of the plan are:
Resolve the future status of 16 inventoried roadless
areas.
Resolve conflicts between competing uses.
Provide protection for sensitive environmental systems.
Maintain acceptable levels of air and water quality.
Provide a continuing diversity of resource uses to
maintain desirable social-economic relationships.
The following reSource uses, developments and activities
were evaluated:
1. Water

In the arid west, the mountain-valley water relationships are important. Without water from the mountains, populations in the valley could not exist. The
planning unit produces approximately 41,000 acre feet
of water annually.
The current water yields will be maintained or improved if the plan is properly implemented.
The critical watersheds will be protected to help improve water quality. All future resource uses and
activities will protect or enhance water values.
2. Recreation
There are three developed recreational areas in the
planning uni t. Pine Valley is the largest and most
significant. It contains three campgrounds, one picnic
site, a summer home area, and one of the trail heads
for the Pine Valley Mountains. Honeycomb Rocks
Campground is next in importance with Pine Park
currently being the least significant.
During 1973, there were 54, 700 visitor days use in
developed campKrounds and picnic areas, and 70,900
visitor days use in dispersed areas.

Mt. Carmel Irrigation
Purpose: (PI) Construct 5,400 L.F. of 15" - 18" irrigation
pipe in the Mt Carmel irrigation system
Sponsor: Mt. Carmel Irrigation Company
Estimated Cost and Starting Date: $35,000 (LR)
Benefits Expected: Would reduce water loss, erosion and
maintenance costs
Assistance Needed: Technical and financial

The existing recreation facilities will be maintained for
continued use.
3. Inventoried Undeveloped Areas
Of the 16 "inventoried roadless areas," all but numbers
4 and 16 are being managed for a variety of uses and
activities. None of the areas are being recommended
for further study as wilderness. Number 4 (pine Park)
is being recommended for classification as a special
interest geologic area while number 16 (Santa Clara
Gorge) will be protected through special forest management. Roadless area numbers cross reference in
appendix.

So. New Harmony Canal
Purpose: (FI) Diversion structure on Ash Creek; sluice structure and 5700 L.F. canal lining
Sponsor: So. New Harmony Canal Co.
Estimated Cost and Starting Date: $60,000 - 1975 (ST)
Benefits Expected: Better irrigation -more water to farm land
Assistance Needed: RC&D - UWRB
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4. Timber Management
There are 2,030 acres of ponderosa pine in the planning unit. None is classified as commercial sawtimber.
Timber harvest will be restricted to juniper posts,
pinyon Christmas trees and fire wood.

ological sites are located, appropriate protection measures will be taken.
A brief surface reconnaissance was made to assess the
significance of the cultural resources. Additional archaeological work will be required prior to any action
that is determined to have potential impact.

5. Livestock Grazing
Approximately 21,000 cow months of forage is obligated each year for use by 4,778 cattle in 11 cattle
allotments. These cattle are owned by 57 permittees.
This use will continue at about the current level. Water
improvements, fence construction and revegetation
will continue. The forage available without these improvements is approximately 9,800 cow months.

The most recent listing of the National Register of
Historic Places has been consulted. The Pine Valley
Chapel Tithing Office and Iron Town are both listed.
11. Land Ownership
The planning unit contains three areas of private lands
which are presently developing or are being planned
for residential concentration. These are: Pine Valley,
Mountain Meadows, and Pinto. There are other areas
within the planning unit currently in the process of
being subdivided although the market for these lots
has not been strong.

A total of 21,500 acres will be chained and revegetated. Management will be intensified to assure
more effective use of the range resource.
The grazing allotments cover the entire planning unit.
6. Wild Horses
This planning unit provides part of the range for a
herd of about 58 wild horses and mules. This is the
largest wild horse herd on National Forest land in the
State of Utah.

All areas of private land could conceivably be subdivided for use as recreational residence.

7. Wildlife Management
Mule deer, turkeys and trout are the game and fish
species of major importance. The size of the deer herd
has fluctuated over the years, as has the harvest. The
peak kill for the unit was in 1958 when 4,625 deer
were taken by 5,497 hunters for an 80 percent success
ratio. Total kill has declined since that time with 2,105
deer being taken in 1970.

A. ALTERNATIVE A
This alternative emphasizes mmmmm resource development and assumes that roadless areas will be classified and
managed as wilderness.
1. Land Uses
a. Timber
No posts or Christmas trees will be cut.
b. Range Management
Livestock use would have to be reduced by about
50 percent immediately. Further reductions will
be necessary as the invasion of pinion-juniper continues to reduce forage production.
c. Wildlife
Some species of wildlife, especially deer, would be
adversely affected because planned habitat improvements would not be completed.
d. Soil and Water
No special treatment to improve soil and water
conditions would be authorized in wilderness area
or undertaken elsewhere.
e. Transportation
Roads within wilderness areas will be closed and
allowed to restore themselves to near natural conditions. Outside of wilderness areas roads and trails
will be limited to those that exist.
f. Recreation
Developed recreation use would not change significantly. Use in wilderness areas would be curtailed
because vehicle access would be eliminated. No new
recreation developments would be constructed.
Quality of wilderness type recreation experiences
would improve due to solitude provided by lack of
vehicle access.
g. Scenic Values
The scenic quality of the area would not change.
There would be no opportunities for opening vistas
or changing landscape chLt racteristics.
h. Historic and Archaeological Values
Several historic sites, i.e., trails, town sites, etc., are
scattered throughout the planning unit. Under this
alternative no improvements for identification and
protection or interpre tation would be provided.
There would be no change in archaeological values.
i. Mining
Mining activities would be at abou t the current
level outside of wilderness. Wilderness would be
withdrawn from entry in 1985 subjecl to valid
existing rights. Leases would not be issued.

Deer summer range conditions will be improved
through a cooperative effort with Utah State Division
of Wildlife Resources. All ponderosa pine stands are
being protected as turkey habitat.
Cougar as a game animal and various species of trou t
are of major importance; Blue grouse are present on
the Pine Valley Mountains; and many varied species of
nongame mammals, birds, fish, reptiles and amphibians
are also present throughout the planning unit. The
"woundfin," an endangered fish species, is not present
on the unit but is found in the adjacent Virgin River
drainage.
8. Roads and Trails
There are 232 miles of system roads, an undetermined
length of jeep roads and 123 miles of trail. These roads
and trails provide adequate access to the planning unit,
but require annual maintenance and upgrading. The
transportation system will be maintained or improved
to handle current and projected traffic, and prevent
resource damage.
9. Minerals Area Management
An open pit iron mine exists adjacen t to National
Forest land. This industry could expand its operation
to include iron deposits within the planning unit as
several claims exist. However, annual assessment work
is the only work currently being done. Activity under
leases for coal, oil and gas, and geo-thermal steam is
likely to increase. These leases arc issued by the
Department of the Interior with coordination from the
Forest Service concerning surface resources.
Mineral exploration and development will continue.
10. Scenic, Historical, and Archeological Values
Areas where scenic values have special importance are
identified in the plan. Some constraints on resource
uses have been provided to protect these values.
Protection will be provided for known historical or
natural history sites. If additional historical or archae-
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Table 39.

Continued.

B. ALTERNATIVE B - Maximum Production
This alternative emphasizes maximum production of tangible goods, recreation development, maximum revegetation of livestock range, increased exploration and development of minerals, and maximum accessibility by
the public would typify this kind of management.
1. Land Uses Under This Alternative
a. Timber Management
The small amoun t of ponderosa pine that exists
would not be made available for commercial sales.
Posts and Christmas tree sales would be encouraged.
b. Range Management
Range vegetation and improvements for production
of forage for livestock would increase about 1/3
over the proposal.
c. Wildlife
Wildlife and habitat would be less protected than
in the proposed plan. Livestock would receive perference over game animals for available forage.
d. Soil and Water
Water production would remain about the same as
currently exists. The quality could be degraded by
increased road construction and livestock use of
areas adjacent to streams and reservoirs. Increased
people use could have an adverse effect on water
quality. Soil stability would be improved on revegetated areas.
e. Transportation
There would be fewer restrictions on the amount
of roads and trail construction. Roads needed to
meet the other objectives of the alternatives would
be built.
f. Recreation
Increased use would be encouraged in both developed and undeveloped recreation sites. Pine
Valley Recreation Area, Honeycomb Rocks and
Pine Park Campgrounds would be developed to a
density of 6-8 family units per acre compared to
the present 3 family units per acre density.
g. Scenic Values
The scenic quality of the unit could be altered. The
natural appearance would give way through the
activities of man, Le., road construction, revegetation projects, power transmission lines, etc.
h. Historical and Archaeological Values
Historic and archaeologic sites would be identified
and interpreted to a higher degree than in the proposal. They would be protected but the setting
could be altered because of development activity
adjacent to them.
i. Mining
Due to fewer environmental restrictions, mining
activity would most likely intensify.
C. ALTERNATIVE C - Existing Level of Management
This alternative considers the continued mix of uses and
activities under current management. This alternative is
very close to the proposed plan.
1. Management Direction Under this Alternative
a. Timber
Juniper posts, Christmas trees and firewood will be

available in about the same quantity. No ponderosa
pine will be harvested.
b. Range Management
Approximately 16,000 animal unit months of
grazing will be available under the existing level.
The proposed plan provides for an increase to abou t
21,000 animal use months resulting from improved
management and additional range facilities. Coordination of livestock grazing with other uses and
activities would be essentially the same.
c. Wildlife
Wildlife habitat will be maintained or enhanced
where possible under this plan. The proposed plan
plans additional emphasis on habitat improvement
for non-game as well as game animals.
d. Soil and Water
Continue to monitor water quality at a low level
compared to an intense monitoring system for the
proposal. Improve watershed conditions where possible in conjunction with other activities such as
range revegetation, road construction, etc. No
special watershed improvements are proposed. This
compares with doing special watershed improvement projects and revegetating 30 percent more
acres in the proposed plan.
e. Transportation
Develop no new roads. Only arterial roads will be
adequately maintained. Secondary roads and trails
receive little maintenance, if any. The proposed
plan differs from the above in that some roads will
be reconstructed and/or more adequately maintained to correct resource damage and to better accommodate traffic needs. Also, increased effort will
be given to assuring needed access to National
Forest lands.
f. Recreation
Maintain recreation facilities at Pine Valley, Enterprise Reservoir and Pine Park to keep their high
quality. Eliminate all pollution problems associated
with developed and dispersed recreation. Monitor
and determine recreation needs of Pine Valley town
as it develops into a second home community.
This is essentially the same as the proposal.
g. Scenic Values
Some pinyon-juniper stands will be opened up
exposing views that are not presently seen. However, the scenic characteristic of the unit will essentially be unchanged under the existing and proposed levels of management.
h. Historic and Archaeological Values
As under the proposal, detailed archaeological investigation will be conducted before any resource
activities are approved. Recommendations to protect historic and archaeological values will be
followed.
L Mining
Mining activity will be about the same as the current level with a possibility of increased interest in
oil and gas exploration.

capable of reducing the total set of combinations to 15
courses of action have been analyzed in light of their
potential contribution to the research effort:

Correspondence with positional leaders provided
.a list of the relevant projects planned for the area.
From this master list came the 15 courses of action.
One important problem that must be overcome
prior to the definition of any course of action in the
PROPDEMM II simulation is how to deal with the
very large set of possible futures. Four methodologies
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1.
tions.

Most probable to least probable combina-

2.
Greatest possible impact to least probable
impact combinations.

Table 39.

Continued.

Activity

SUMMARY OF COSTS-ENTERPRISE PLANNING UNIT
Alternative B
Alternative C
Alternative A

Campground Maintenance
Trail Maintenance
Road Maintenance
Reconstruction
Historical and Archaeological Survey
Timber Production Administration
Grazing Development
Grazing Administration & Maintenance
Wildlife Habitat Improvement
Water Quality Monitoring
Fire Management
Pollution Abatement
Watershed Improvement & Erosion Con.
Campground Development
Trail Construction
Road Development

1,100
119,300
6,800
133,600
119,500

654,400

Total

3.

111,000
12,100
75,500
75,500

Mutually exclusive categorization of activi-

ties.
4.
Incremental variations of a most probable
combination of activities based on increasing levels of
activity.
The methodology selected was a combination of
the second and fourth approaches. Interaction with
positional leaders in the area provided a most probable
set of activities for Course of Action I. This course of
action was not identified as most probable, but the
individual component activities were each identified as
most probable. For the purpose of this study, activity
combinations were chosen to illustrate trade offs in
the basin and to fulfill the need for a sensitivity test of
the PROPDEMM II simulation. Fifteen separate
courses of action were derived including a most
probable combination, five levels of an important
activity within the basin, and trade off variations for
testing of the model.
The methodological issues relating to the collection of information of alternative courses of action are
similar to those discussed with respect to the other
data. The information used in PROPDEMM II is
indicative of the kind of data that ought to be collected
in every planning effort. Plans developed and
implemented using procedures that are methodologically weak cannot have much validity or reliability
from a scientific perspective. Of course, the development of more rigorous planning procedures will
require a significant effort.
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

Granted that planning methodology is presently
in a rather undeveloped stage, and granted also that
the methodological procedures that have been
described here are not as mathematically or scientifically rigorous as is desirable, procedure selection
should depend on the sensitivity of the plan
formulation to additional data inputs. The concept of
sensitivity basically refers to increments of change in

Land Use Plan

192,600
11,300
166,100
662,700
64,200
5,300
609,700
194,800
12,800
88,800
222,700
449,700
142,300
371,800
2,500
4,400

111,000
6,300
75,500
83,000
47,000
1,900
395,100
119,300
9,400
6,800
178,100
122,900

111,000
11,300
161,500
271,400
49,700
3,600
404,900
194,800
47,500
48,100
200,400
122,900
54,300

900
4,400

900
4,400

3,006,900

1,161,600

1,686,700

outcome caused by increments in change of inputs to a
system. For example, with respect to a car one might
speak of sensitivity of the timing of the ignition to
changes in the fuel mixture. For a computer program,
the term sensitivity is often used to characterize the
relationship of outputs to inputs.
The concept of sensitivity can also be used in a
broader sense, which is particularly relevant to plan
formulation and policy making. The major justification
for using data inputs derived through less rigorous
methodological procedures is that these data inputs
may improve the planning process significantly, even
if their methodological soundness is 70 percent rather
than 90 percent. The point is that less rigorously
defined data may produce a better plan.
MANIPULATION AND TRANSLATION OF DATA

All the data inputs for the PROPDEMM II
simulation have now been presented, and the
procedures used to collect the data were summarized.
The discussion has focused on the major, practical
methodological difficulties that are likely to arise in
plan formulation.
One remaining important issue should be examined. The data inputs thus far presented are based on
one specific model and/or conceptualization of the plan
formulation process. Most methodological problems, if
not all, revolve around the two processes of concept
translation as well as quantification. How can one be
sure that something important is not lost as data are
manipulated, translated, and quantified? These processes must always take place in plan formulation,
whether in the mind of a decision-maker or in the
operation of a computer. In all cases human judgments
must be made. The use of a model or theory makes
those judgments more explicit.
The methodological problems involved in data
manipulation and translation for PROPDEMM II are
best demonstrated by considering the procedures
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Table 1,0.

CQ'Ur8e of action defined for the Virgin
River Basin.

CA VIII

250 megawatt plant
2300 gal. slurry
25,000 ac. ft. dam
7 municipal-II agricultural water project
No desalinization plant
Alternative B on Enterprise Planning Unit
10,000 AUM a increase at Zion Planning Unit

CA I

500 megawatt plan t
3600 gal/min. slurry
45,000 ac. ft. dam
10 municipal-II agricultural water project
Desalinization plant at LaVerkin
Land Use plan on Enterprise Planning Unit
10,000 AUMa increase at Zion Planning Unit

CA IX

100 megawatt plant
1500 gal. slurry
15,000 ac. ft. dam
6 municipal-3 agricultural water project
No desalinization plant
Alternative B on Enterprise Planning Unit
5000 AUM a increase at Zion Planning Unit

CA II
No Plant
No Slurry
No Dam
5 municipal-5 water project
No desalinization plant
Alternative A on Enterprise Planning Unit
No AUMa increase at Zion Planning Unit

CA X

350 megawatt plant
3000 gal. slurry
25,000 ac. ft. dam
4 municipal-9 agricultural water project
Desalinization plant at LaVerkin
Alternative C on Enterprise Planning Unit
10,000 AUM a increase at Zion Planning Unit

CA III

250 megawatt plant
2300 gal./min . slurry
25,000 ac.ft. dam
10 municipal-II agricultural water project
Desalinization plant at LaVerkin
Alternative A on Enterprise Planning Unit
10,000 AUMa increase at Zion Planning Unit

CA XI

500 megawatt plant
3600 gal. slurry
45,000 ac. ft. dam
5 municipal-7 agricultural water project
Desalinization plant at LaVerkin
Alternative B on Enterprise Planning Unit
10,000 AUMa increase at Zion Planning Unit

CA IV

100 megawatt plan t
1500 gal./min. slurry
15,000 ac. ft. dam
5 municipal-5 agricultural water project
No desalinization plant
Modified B on Enterprise Planning Unit
5000 AUMa increase at Zion Planning Unit
CA

CA XII
No Plant
No Slurry
Dam at Bullock
7 municipal-5 agricultural water project
No desalinization plant
Land Use Plan on Enterprise Planning Unit
10,000 AUM a increase at Zion Planning Unit

V

350 megawatt plant
3000 gal./min. slurry
45,000 ac. ft. dam
10 municipal-II agricultural water project
Desalinization plant at LaVerkin
Alternative B on Enterprise Planning Unit
10,000 AUMa increase at Zion Planning Unit

CA XIII

250 megawatt plant
2300 gal. slurry
25,000 ac. ft. dam
10 municipal-7 agricultural water project
Desalinization plant at LaVerkin
Alternative C on Enterprise Planning Unit
10,000 AUM a increase at Zion Planning Unit

CA VI

500 megawatt plant
3600 gal. slurry
45,000 ac. ft. dam
10 municipal-7 agricultural water project
Desalinization plant at LaVerkin
Alternative C on Enterprise Planning Unit
5000 AUM a increase at Zion Planning Unit

CA XIV

100 megawatt plant
1500 gal. slurry
15,000 ac. ft. dam
2 municipal-9 agricultural water project
No desalinization plant
Modified Land Use Plan on Enterprise Planning Unit
10,000 AUMa increase at Zion Planning Unit

CA VII
No Plant
No Slurry
Dam at Bullock
5 municipal-7 agricultural water project
No desalinization plant
Alternative C on Enterprise Planning Unit
5000 AUMa increase at Zion Planning Unit

CA XV

350 megawatt plant
3000 gal. slurry
10,000 ac. ft. dam
10 municipal-3 agricultural water project
No desalinization plant at LaVerkin
Land Use Plan on Enterprise Planning Unit
5000 AUMa increase at Zion Planning Unit

aAUM - Animal-unit-month.
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Table .1,1.

Course of action outcome matrix. a
ENVIRONMENT AL V ALVES
NEQ NRP REC PEC

REC AGRMWfRCVLT COM SOC

PROB.

CA
CA
CA
CA
CA

I
I
I
I
I

Outcome:
Outcome:
Outcome:
Outcome:
Outcome:

1
2
3
4
5

-3
+1
+1
+2
+1

-3
-2
-1
+2
+2

+2
+1
+1
+3
+3

+1
+1
+1
+2
+2

-2
0
+1
+2
+2

-3
-1
+2
+3
+3

-1
0
+2
+2
+2

-1
-1
0
+1
+1

+1
0
0
+2
+1

-2
-1
0
+1
+1

0.28
0.19
0.24
0.19
0.10

CA
CA
CA
CA
CA

II
II
II
II
II

Outcome:
Outcome:
Outcome:
Outcome:
Outcome:

1
2
3
4
5

-2
+1
0
+1
-1

-2
+1
0
+1
-1

+1
-1
0
+2
-1

0
-1
0
+1
-1

-1
0
0
+1
-1

-1
0
0
+2
-1

-1
+1
0
+1
-2

-1
-1
0
0
0

0
0
0
+1
0

0
0
0
0
0

0.18
0.23
0.20
0.27
0.12

CAllI
CAllI
CAllI
CA III
CA III

Outcome:
Outcome:
Outcome:
Outcome:
Outcome:

1
2
3
4
5

-2
+1
0
+2
+1

-2
+1
-1
+2
+2

+1
-1
+1
+3
+3

+1
-1
+1
+2
+2

-2
0
0
+2
+2

-2
0
+2
+3
+3

0
+1
-1
+2
+2

-1
-1
0
+1
+1

+1
0
0
+2
+1

-1
0
0
+1
+1

0.20
0.23
0.19
0.25
0.13

CAIV
CAIV
CAIV
CAIV
CAIV

Outcome:
Outcome:
Outcome:
Outcome:
Outcome:

1
2
3
4
5

-2
+1
0
+1
-1

-2
+1
-1
+1
-1

+1
-1
+1
+2
-1

+1
-1
+1
+1
-1

-2
0
0
+1
-1

-2
0
+2
+2
-1

0
-1
+1
-2

-1
-1
0
0
0

+1
0
0
+1
0

-1
0
0
0
0

0.15
0.22
0.18
0.27
0.18

CAY
CAY
CAY
CAY
CAY

Outcome:
Outcome:
Outcome:
Outcome:
Outcome:

1
2
3
4
5

-3
-1
+1
+2
+1

-3
-2
-1
+2
+2

+2
+1
+2
+3
+3

+1
+1
+1
+2
+2

-2
0
+1
+2
+2

-3
-1
+2
+3
+3

-1
0
+2
+2
+2

-1
-1
0
+1
+1

+1
0
0
+2
+1

-2
-1
0
+1
+1

0.24
0.28
0.19
0.19
0.10

CAVI
CAVI
CAVI
CAVI
CAVI

Outcome:
Outcome:
Outcome:
Outcome:
Outcome:

1
2
3
4
5

-3
+1
0
+2
+1

-3
-2
-1
+2
+2

+2
+1
+1
+3
+3

+1
+1
+1
+2
+2

-2
0
0
+2
+2

-3
-1
+2
+3
+3

-1
0
-1
+2
+2

-1
-1
0
+1
+1

+1
0
0
+2
+1

-2
-1
0
+1
+1

0.25
0.29
0.15
0.21
0.10

CA VII
CA VII
CA VII
CA VII
CA VII

Outcome:
Outcome:
Outcome:
Outcome:
Outcome:

1
2
3
4
5

-2
+1
0
+1
0

-2
+1
0
+1
0

+1
-1
+1
+2
-1

+1
-1
0
+1
-1

-2
0
0
+1
+1

-2
0
+1
+2
-2

0
+1
0
+1
-2

-1
-1
0
0
0

+1
0
0
+1
0

-1
0
0
0
0

0.20
0.23
0.18
0.29
0.10

CA VIII
CA VIII
CA VIII
CA VIII
CA VIII

Outcome:
Outcome:
Outcome:
Outcome:
Outcome:

1
2
3
4
5

-2
+1
0
+1
-3

-2
+1
-1
+1
-3

+1
-1
+1
+2
-3

+1
-1
+1
+1
-3

-2
0
0
+1
-3

-2
0
+2
+2
-3

0
+1
-1
+1
-2

-1
-1
0
0
-1

+1
0
0
+1
-1

-1
0
0
0
-1

0.16
0.23
0.19
0.28
0.14

CAlX
CAlX
CAlX
CAlX
CAlX

Outcome:
Outcome:
Outcome:
Outcome:
Outcome:

1
2
3
4
5

-2
+1
0
+1
-1

-2
+1
0
0
-1

+1
-1
0
+1
-1

0
-1
0
+1
-1

-1
0
0
0
-1

-1
0
0
0
-1

-1
+1
0
+2
-2

-1
-1
0
+1
0

0
0
0
+1
0

0
0
0
0
0

0.19
0.24
0.22
0.16
0.19

CAX
CAX
CAX
CAX
CAX

Outcome:
Outcome:
Outcome:
Outcome:
Outcome:

1
2
3
4
5

-2
-1
0
0
+1

-2
-2
-1
+1
+2

+1
+1
+1
+1
+3

+1
+1
+1
+1
+2

-2
0
0
0
+2

-2
-1
+2
+3
+3

0
0
-1
0
+2

-1
-1
0
0
+1

+1
0
0
0
+1

-1
-1
0
0
+1

0.18
0.32
0.17
0.22
0.11

CAXI
CAXI
CA XI
CAXI
CAXI

Outcome:
Outcome:
Outcome:
Outcome:
Outcome:

1
2
3
4
5

-3
+1
0
+1
+1

-3
-2
0
+1
+2

+2
+1
+1
+2
+3

+1
+1
0
+1
+2

-2
0
0
+1
+2

-3
-1
+1
+2
+3

-1
0
0
+1
+2

-1
-1
0
0
+1

+1

-2
-1
0
0
+1

0.25
0.29
0.44
0.22
0.10

+1

0
0
+1
+1

<lrable 41 lists the five possible outcomes of each course of action as each outcome impacts the ten environmental
values of the Virgin Basin. For example, the impact of CA I on Natural Environmental Quality (NEQ) could vary from -3 to +2
based on a given outcome and the probability of that outcome occurring.
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Table 1,1.

Continued.
ENVIRONMENT AL VALUES

NEQ NRP REC PEC REC AGR MWfR CULT COM SOC PROB.
CAXII
CAXII
CA XII
CAXII
CAXII

Outcome:
Outcome:
Outcome:
Outcome:
Outcome:

1
2
3
4
5

-1
+1
-1
+1
-3

-.1
+1
-1
+1
-3

+1
-1
-2
+2
-3

+1
-1
-1
+1
-3

-1
0
0
+1
-3

-1
0
-3
+2
-3

0
+1
-2
+1
-2

-2
-1
-1
0
-1

0
0
-1
+1
-1

-2
0
-2
0
-1

0.21
0.21
0.20
0.26
0.12

CA XIII
CA XIII
CA XIII
CA XIII
CA XIII

Outcome:
Outcome:
Outcome:
Outcome:
Outcome:

1
2
3
4
5

-2
+1
0
+3
-1

-2
+1
-1
+2
-1

+1
-1
+1
+3
-1

0
-1
+1
+2
-1

-1
0
0
+2
-1

-1
0
+2
+3
-1

-1
+1
-1
+2
-2

-1
-1
0
+1
0

0
0
0
+2
0

0
0
0
+1
0

0.18
0.22
0.18
0.24
0.18

CAXIV
CAXIV
CAXIV
CAXIV
CAXIV

Outcome:
Outcome:
Outcome:
Outcome:
Outcome:

1
2
3
4
5

-1
+1
0
0
0

-1
+1
-1
+1
0

+1
-1
+1
+1
-1

-1
0
0
0
+1

-1
0
+2
+3
-2

0
+1
-1
0
-2

-2
-1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

-2
0
0
0
0

0.26
0.26
0.21
0.17
0.10

CAXV
CAXV
CAXV
CAXV
CAXV

Outcome:
Outcome:
Outcome:
Outcome:
Outcome:

1
2
3
4
5

-2
+2
0
+1
+1

-2
+2
0
0
+2

+1
+1
+1
+1
+3

+1
-1
+1
+1
-1
+1
0
0
+1
+2

-2
0
0
0
+2

-2
0
+1
0
+3

0
0
0
+2
+2

-1
+1
0
+1
+1

+1
0
0
+1
+1

-1
0
0
0
+1

0.22
0.12
0.26
0.22
0.18

Table 1,2.

CA
CA
CA
CA
CA

I
II
III
IV
V

SUMMARY

Course of action cost levels (CL).
CL
5
3
5
4
5

CA
CA
CA
CA
CA

VI
VII
VIII
IX
X

CL
5
3
4
4
5

CA XI
CA XII
CA XIII
CAXIV
CA XV

CL
5
3
5
4
4

What are the major methodological issues that
should be considered in obtaining data inputs for plan
formulation? What procedures should be followed to
avoid methodological weaknesses? These two questions have been underlying the discussion in this
chapter which has described how the PROPDEMM II
data inputs for the Virgin River Basin planning study
were obtained. The discussion has centered primarily
on the procedural aspects of developing the PROPDEMM II data inputs. That is the sequence of
activities or steps followed in collecting various kinds
of data have been described. A detailed, technical
analysis of the philosophical and/or mathematicalstatistical problems affecting each of the steps has not
been presented, although the major methodological
difficulties have been identified. With respect to data
inputs, these essentially concern methodological
problems related to 1) conceptualization, theorizing,
or modeling, and 2) accuracy of information.

used to collect, manipulate, and translate data to fill
the three basic data matrices. How accurate is the
raw data? How much and what information is lost as
the data are transformed to fit the model requirements?
The accuracy of much published data is highly
questionable. The only recourse that planners have is
to engage in their own evaluation of available data
and/or collect additional data. In the future,
hopefully, some standardized system of reporting on
data gathering procedures will be developed and
instituted. In any case, spot checks of available data
are advisable.

In the majority of plan development and policy
formulation efforts, the relationships between the
conceptual/theoretical assumptions and the data that
is collected are not clearly stated. As a result, it is
virtually impossible to decide whether certain data
inputs are appropriate or not for certain planning
goals. Documentation standards that clearly state the
conceptual/theoretical underpinnings for specific
kinds of data would make plan/policy evaluation
considerably more effective.

Any plan formulation or policy process must
involve the manipulation and translation of data. Loss
of information and an increase in ambiguity is
unavoidable in this process. It is important, therefore,
that the process be as open and as explicit as possible
so that every concerned individual can draw his own
conclusions. This statement applies to the whole of
planning and policy making as constituting perhaps
the most effective way to improve these processes.

With respect to accuracy of information, the
fundamental methodological issues involve validity
and reliability or the minimization of error and
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sensitivity.5 Validity and reliability are measured in
terms of a more or less absolute scale, while
sensitivity is more relative in nature, depending on
the state of the art and the level of goal attainment
that is desired. The demand for accuracy can range
from allowing no margin of error to total uncertainty.
Here a pragmatic approach is advocated, since little
choice is available when plans have to be developed
and policies have to be made. To develop the best
possible plan or policy, data inputs should be as
accurate as possible. Allowable error should be
determined on the basis of an analysis of planning
purposes.
The following procedures are recommended for
obtaining the data inputs to formulate a plan or policy
that is methodologically as sound as possible:

relate to the conceptual and theoretical framework
and assumptions that underlie the planning effort.
2.
Collect the needed data, showing precisely
what the basis for the data is in terms of sources and
data collection techniques.
a.
The raw data sources should be
identified and their degree of validity
ascertained.
b.
The relationships between raw data
and data input categories that are finally
used in the plan formulation process should
be clearly described.

1.
Identify the data requirements that are
necessary for the plan formulation process describing
clearly and explicitly how these data requirements

c.
The limitations of the data collection
techniques that are used should be known,
and, where feasible, a second set of data
collection techniques should be employed to
check validity and reliability.

'VaIidity asks whether the information actually represents
what is claimed to be represented. Reliability asks whether the
information would remain the same with a different data
collection procedure. Sensitivity asks the extent to which the
utility of the information justifies its application.

3.
Describe the conceptual and practical
limitations, as well as advantages, of the data input
categories that are used, relating these to the goals of
the plan formulation process.
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CHAPTERVIll
ANALYSIS OF DATA OUTPUTS IN THE
POLICY FORMULATION AND
PLANNING PROCESS
by
Jim Mulder

5.

INTRODUCTION

In most planning efforts, there is no clear
demarcation between inputs and outputs. Generally
plan formulation involves a series of activities
beginning with collection of data followed by analysis
of data, definition of alternative plans, and selection of
a J?lan. in accordanc~ ~~h more or less clearly specified
cnterla. These actIvItIes do not necessarily follow a
carefully prescribed order. Rather, they resemble an
evolutionary process involving reversals and deadends, but also an emerging pattern. To gain a better
understanding of the methodological problems that
occur as a plan or policy is formulated and selected it
is, therefore, useful to distinguish between data input
proced.ures, as described in the previous chapter, and
analYSIS of data inputs as related to plan formulation.

. From. a methodological and also philosophical
pomt of VIew, the selection and justification of the
criteria that are used in developing a plan are the main
concern. How valid are these criteria and how well are
they justified? How well does the emergent plan or
policy conform to the criteria? The answers depend on
the empirical and theoretical elements that form the
basis for all applied knowledge: the accuracy of data
inputs and assumed theoretical relationships. While
the previous chapter emphasized data inputs, this
chapter will emphasize the interrelationships among
theoretical assumptions, data, and plan formulation.
Specifically, the focus will be on discussing the
interrelationships among major planning elements,
and the theoretical assumptions and criteria, that
form the basis for plan formulation and selection
procedures. This is based on the critical recognition
that policy formulation planning is fundamentally a
conceptual and analytical endeavor subject to methodological rules.

The methodological issues involved in the
formulation and selection of a plan have not been
syste~atica~y. discusse~ in the literature, although
certam speCIalized questIons such as those concerning
the advantages and shortcomings of cost-benefit
analysis have been covered extensively. In this
chapter the broader methodological considerations
that affect the plan formulation process once the basic
data have been collected, will be discussed. To do so, it
is helpful to briefly summarize the way large-scale
plans or policies are presently formulated. 1
1.

Initial or preliminary planning goals are
defined, often by involving political pressure and interest groups.

2.

Data are collected and planning goals are
firmed up.

3.

Data are analyzed on the basis of criteria
that have been previously defined, or have
been left relatively defined.

4.

Planlling alternatives are defined.

A plan is selected in accordance with
certain implicit or explicit criteria, including political factors and parameters.

VALUES, ENVIRONMENT, AND COURSE OF
ACTION IN A POLmCAL CONTEXT

The rationale for adopting the particular types of
data used by PROPDEMM is summarized in Chapter
VI and analyzed in more detail in other writings
(Hoggan, 1974 and Mulder, 1974). The focus of this
section will be on the methodological problems that
occur when data must be interrelated in the plan
formulation process. What, for example, are the
difficulties in examining and evaluating the linkages
'lmong values, environmental conditions, course of
action outcomes and other social-political factors?
It is important to reiterate that the PROPDEMM
II simulation represents a conceptualization or model
of the planning/policy formulation process. It examines the question, "What plan or policy, consisting of a
se~es of related activities or projects, is most
deSirable or feasible in terms of a specified set of

lFor a detailed description of plan formulation procedures
followed in reeionai, Level B, water resources planning studies,
see Dan Hoggan et ai., A Study of the Effectiveness of Water
Resources Planning Groups.
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criteria (values), or political acceptability, or both."
There are three closely related, methodologically
relevant questions that must be considered. These
are:
1.

2.

a.

Are the concepts and variables employed in
the theoretical framework or planning
model useful, appropriate, and valid?
Are the interrelationships or interactions
among the concepts and variables expressed accurately?

Whether or not numbers should be used should be
determined by pragmatic criteria. If the use of
numbers leads to useful and effective results, then
they should be employed. In PROPDEMM II the use
of numbers is based on the following assumptions:
1.

criteria and benchmarks that are used in
the planning process.
2.

Numbers are a useful way to express the
benchmarks that are in any case part of
the mental operations of decision-makers
and planners as they formulate a plan.

a.

Numbers can be interrelated through
formulas with reasonable results.

4.

Formulas may be descriptive or normative.

5.

Formulas mayor may not represent the
mental operations of decision-makers and
planners as they formulate a plan.

6.

Numbers and formulas when used to
complement conceptual and other forms of
analysis provide useful additional information.

What is the correct interpretation of the
results derived from the planning model?

The first question, as regards PROPDEMM II has
been discussed in Chapter VI and in other writings
(Hogga~, .1974). Of course, validity also depends on
the validity of the other two questions, which are
examined in this chapter.
Assuming that, in fact, values, environmental
conditions, courses of action, and political factors are
the key variables that must be employed in the
planning process, how should they be interrelated?
There must be some common denomination or
language that can be used to express interrelationships. The PROPDEMM II simulation uses the
concept of value impacts and certain political
para~eters measured in terms of ordinal quantities.
The linkages among the model's variables are based on
the assumptions that a course of action results in a set
of value impacts, conditioned by impacts from the
natural or social environment and that the preferred
course of action produces a set of desired value
impacts as conditioned by various social and political
interests.
The language used to ope rationalize this definition of planning combines ordinal numbers and certain
formulas. Two central methodological issues that
affect the interpretation of results are, therefore: (1)
The validity of using ordinal numbers, and (2) the
validity of the specific formulas employed. These two
issues are interrelated because the validity of using
ordinal numbers depends in part on the nature of the
formulas. 2 There are several stances that can be
adopted in resolving the methodological problems that
art:ect the use of ordinal numbers. These range from
usmg no numbers at all to using only cardinal
numbers. a The stance that is chosen depends on the
intery!~tation that is given to the meaning and
sens~tlvlty of. numbers. What is the meaning of a
particular ordmal number in a specific situation? What
are the characteristics of ordinal numbers in general?
What rules should be followed in interrelating ordinal
numbers? These questions are far from settled. 4
2A formula that includes mathematical operations such as
multiplication poses certain problems of interpretation if ordinal
numbers are used.

3In the s~ial sciences, these could amount to the same thing
.
m that eardmal measures are virtually impossible to obtain
according to present standards.
'

It is better to be more explicit about the

The above assumptions are based on the idea that the
pla?ning and decision processes reSUlting in a plan or
policy should be made as clear and explicit as possible.
Any method that helps accomplish this represents an
advance.
By ~s~g ordin~ numbers to represent impacts on
values, It IS possible to develop explicit linkages
am?ng values, environmental factors, and courses of
actIOn, and thereby analyze what takes place or should
take place in the plan formulation process. The way
basic variables are interrelated in effect represents an
operational definition of planning. The operationalizing propositions that underlie PROPDEMM II's
definition of planning or policy formulation are
essentially as follows (see also, Mulder, 1974):
1.

Planning involves an intervention process
aimed at changing an existing or projected
situation or "state" to bring about or
maintain a set of desired value impacts.

2.

Any existing or projected state can be
described in terms of a set of environmental factors that are associated with given
value impacts.

a.

The planning process culminates in a plan
or course of action consisting of a set of
interrelated activities that will result in
certain value impacts.

+rhe relevant literature in the area is extensive. Some
useful writings are by May (1954), Coleman (1973), Taylor (1971),
Rescher (1969), and Kemeny and Snell (1962).
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4.

A plan is more or less successful depending
on how closely its resulting value impacts
approximate desired value impacts.

5.

A plan or course of action should be
determined by comparing value impacts
that will occur without intervention with
desired value impacts.

6.

personal economic situation and recreational opportunity. These impacts and their difference can be
expressed as number vectors (Table 43). The
difference vector provides the information that can be
used to formulate a course of action favored by the
commercial interest group.
The difference vector for this example shows that
the commercial interest group would favor a course of
action or plan to intervene so that the expected state
of affairs would be changed to create more positive
impacts than would otherwise occur. If the difference
vector is large, then more intervention is necessary.
The vectors in Table 43 present a concise way to
identify the kinds of changes which should be brought
about by a course of action. Thus a course of action
that will result in value impacts in the directions
indicated by the difference vector will be most favored
by the commercial interest group. To the extent that
it does not, the commercial group would be less
supportive of the course of action. For example, in
Table 44 the large difference vector suggests that the
commercial group would be very opposed to the
course of action.

Social and political interest groups differ
with respect to their positions and influences on desired value impacts.

These six propositions interrelate values, environmental factors, alternative courses of action, and
political factors. The methodological aspects of the
programmed interactions in the PROPDEMM II
simulation will be discussed in the next section.

THE PLAN FORMULATION PROCESS:
IDENTIFICATION OF ALTERNATIVE
COURSES OF ACTION

One of the major methodological difficulties
affecting planning and policy formulation is the
identification of appropriate starting points. The real
world changes continuously. Planners must analyze
dynamic systems with models that require identification of an initial state. 5 How is this initial state to be
defined, and how is a course of action to be derived
from this initial state? PROPDEMM II is perhaps the
first planning/policy model that shows explicitly how
this question can be answered.

PLAN ACCEPTABll..ITY AND FEASmll..ITY

Among the more difficult tasks in the planning
process is that of determining the acceptability and
feasibility of alternative plans. Until recently no
methodology existed for estimating the social and
political feasibility of alternative plans or policies.
Most estimates of such feasibility were no more than
educated guesses by planners and policy makers. As a
result, incorrect guesses created presumably excellent plans that could not be translated into action. The
value impact analysis method of PROPDEMM II
offers perhaps the most advanced technique for
determining the political feasibility of a plan or policy.

The first step is to identify and define the set of
values deemed important by people in the planning
region and the decision-makers or planners. Once this
set of values is known, the initial state can be defined
as a set of environmental factors that without
intervention will result in a certain set of value
impacts. (See Chapter VII.)

What makes a plan acceptable or desirable to a
social or political interest group? What makes a plan
politically feasible? The answers to these two
questions define the processes that must be examined
and evaluated to determine if a plan or policy is
feasible. PROPDEMM II simulates a difference vector
(Table 44) that provides an initial indication of the
acceptability or desirability of a certain plan or policy
for a given interest group. At this point other political
factors must enter the picture. The methodological
problem is how these political factors should be taken
into account in the planning process. What are the
most important factors and how do they affect the
planning process?

Once the values and environmental factors have
been defined, alternative courses of action can be
defined by comparing sets of value impacts. For
example, assume that the commercial interest group
in the Virgin River Basin prefers a plan or policy that
causes a small negative impact on natural environmental quality and resource protection, a strong
positive impact on the regional economy and on
personal economic situations, and a moderate positive
impact on recreational opportunity. Assume also that
if there is no planning intervention, the environmental
state over a given period will result in moderate
negative impacts on natural environmental quality
and resource protection, moderate positive impact on
regional economy, and small positive impact.s on

A large proportion of the programmed interactions in the PROPDEMM II simulation are concerned
with determining the political feasibility of alternative
courses of action. The results are extremely important
to planners and policy makers and have significant,
normative, and ethical implications for the planning/
policy process. This makes it even more imperative
that the methodological requirements of planning and
policy making be well considered. PROPDEMM II can

'Note the discussion in Chapter VII on the iterative
paradox.
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Table 43.

Comparison of desired value vector with environmental state value vector.

Commercial Interest
Environmental State I
/Difference/

Table #.

Natural
Environm en tal
Quality

Natural
Resource
Protection

Regional
Economy

Personal
Economic
Situation

Recreational
Opp ortu ni ty

-1
-2

-1
-2

+3
+2

+3
+1

+2
+1

/+1/

/+1/

/+1/

/+2/

/+1/

Comparison of desired value vector with environmental state value vector.
Natural
Environmental
Quality

Natural
Resource
Protection

Regional
Economy

Personal
Economic
Situation

Recrea tional
Opportunity

Commercial Interest
Course of Action IX
Outcome 2

-1

-1

+3

+3

+2

+1

+1

-1

-1

0

/Difference/

/- 2/

/-2/

/+4/

/+4/

/+2/

have beneficial as well as harmful applications because
of its political focus.
As explained in Chapter VI, one of the major
outputs of PROPDEMM II is a set of indices (SPFI's)
shown in Table 29. Table 45 presents the SPFI's for
five courses of action for three possible environmental
states identified in the study. The figures indicate that
for environmental state I, which according to current
projections appears to be most likely for the next
15-20 years. plan NI is politically most feasible (least
likely to be prevented by strong political opposition)
with an SPFI of 169.16 . However, plan NV is
extremely close (SPFI of 168.5), indicating that these
plans are about equally feasible. What do the numbers
mean? How accurate or valid are they? How are they
derived? These are methodologically relevant questions. To answer these questions it is necessary to
trace how the SPFI's are formulated.
A series of formulas are used in the PROPDEMM
II simulation using the difference vector in Table 44 as
a starting point (Appendix C).

OVV

=

GRPV AL

= Value impacts desired by a political
interest group.

SAL

=

PWR

= Power,

PROB

= Probability that a given course of

CA,

GP

= f (OVV, GRPVAL, SAL, PWR, PROB,
CL,CC,AFF,D

OG SL)
,

the capacity of a political
interest group to prevent or stop a
given course of action.

CL

= Cost Level ofa given course of action.

CC

=

AFF

= Affect,

DOG

=

SL

= Salience Level, the degree of salience

....... (1)

=

Systematic Political Feasibility Index
of a course of action for a political
interest group.

'Not necessarily most desirable, depending on one's point of
view or values.
"Many of the concepts described here have been used in
PRINCE (Coplin and O'Leary, 1972).
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Cost Consciousness of a political
interest group, reluctance to expend
resources on public projects.
the degree of friendship or
hostility of one political interest
group for another.

in which
SPFICA GP
,

Salience, a measure of the intensity
of desire for certain value impacts on
the part of a political interest group.

action will have certain value impacts.

The derivation of the SPFI's in general form is as
follows: 7
SPFI

Outcome Value Vector, the predicted
value impacts of a given course of
action.

Dogmatism, a measure of the reluctance of a political interest group to
modify its position on an issue or
course of action.

where a political interest group is
likely to become involved in the
planning process.

Table 1,5.

Systemic political feasibiUty indices for alternative Virgin River Basin plans.

The larger the index values, the more favorable the course of action
Formulae are: SIP = OC + SNIP
SPFI = SIP'" PWR * SSN
GROUP

SSN

Commercial

4.0

Recreational

3.0

Environmental

3.9

Agricultural

2.6

Civic Improve

3.8

Decision Maker

3.1

Objective Vector

3.2

CA # I
SIP
PWR
(SPFI)

CA #11
SIP
PWR
(SPFI)

CA# III
SIP
PWR
(SPFI)

CA# IV
SIP
PWR
(SPFI)

CA#V
SIP
PWR
(SPFI)

ENVIRONMENTAL STATE 1
1.80
(42.8)
2.78
(50.7)
-0.02
(-0.4)
1.65
(25.7)
2.63
(50.3)
1.14
(21.3)
9.34
(29.5)

6
6
7
6
5
6

(169.1)

Total SPFI

2.31
(27.4)
3.31
(20.1)
0.59
(4.6)
2.13
(16.6)
3.28
(37.6)
2.34
(7.3)
3.57
(22.5)

3
2
2
3
3

2

(106.3)

1.90
(37.4)
4.11
(37.4)
0.04
(0.8)
1. 79
(23.3)
3.27
(49.9)
1.18
(14.7)
3.28
(31.0)

5
3
5
5
4
4
3

(148.9)

1.72
(27.1)
2.56
(38.8)
0.27
(4.2)
1.75
(18.2)
3.97
(45.5)
1.44
(13.5)
7.19
(22.7)

4
5
4
4
3
3

(133.8)

1.91
(45.2)
2.27
(48.2)
-0.12
(-2.8)
2.00
(25.9)
3.40
(51.9)
1.04
(16.3)
2.50
(31.6)

6
7
6
5
0
5
4

(168.5)

ENVIRONMENTAL STATE 2
Commercial

4.0

Recreational

3.0

Environmen tal

3.9

Agricultural

2.6

Civil Improve

3.8

Decision Maker

3.1

Objective Vector

3.2

2.04
(48.3)
3.15
(47.8)
-0.18
(-4.2)
2.37
(30.7)
2.89
(55.3)
0.95
(17.9)
2.25
(35.4)

6
5
6
5
5
6
5

(178.0)

Total SPFI

2.17
(34.2)
3.39
(30.8)
0.37
(4.3)
2;07
(21.6)
4.16
(47.6)
1.81
(11.3)
4.30
(27.1)

4
3
3
4
3
2
2

(138.6)

1.24
(24.5)
2.60
(39.4)
0.09
(1. 7)
1.44
(18.7)
4.37
(50.1)
1.26
(11.8)
8.92
(28.1)

5
5
5
5
3
3

1.36
(26.8)
2.51
(38.1)
0.54
(10.4)
1.70
(13.2)
3.39
(51.8)
1.52
(9.5)
4.46
(28.1)

5
5
5
3
4
2
2

(140.3)

(134.5)

1.69
(33.4)
2.79
(42.3)
-0.13
(-2.6)
1. 76
(22.9)
5.28
(40.4)
1.00
(12.5)
2.79
(26.4)

5
5
5
5
2
4
3

(136.4)

ENVIRONMENTAL STATE 3
Commercial

4.0

Recreational

3.0

Environmental

3.9

Agricultural

2.6

Civic Improve

3.8

Decision Maker

3.1

Objective Vector

3.2

Total SPFI

2.08
(41.1)
3.72
(45.2)
-0.13
(-3.0)
2.33
(30.2)
3.33
(50.9)
0.83
(15.6)
2.19
(34.5)
(164.5)

5
4
6
5
4
6
5

2.21
(35.0)
2.93
(26.7)
0.24
(2.8)
1.99
(20.7)
3.12
(47.7)
1.42
(8.9)
2.59
(32.7)

4
3
3
4
4
2
4

(132.8)

1.73
(34.1)
3.35
(40.7)
0.05
(1.0)
2.00
(20.8)
3.51
(53.7)
1.09
(13.7)
2.96
(28.0)
(150.3)
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5
4
5
4
4
4
3

1.41
(16.7)
2.51
(30.5)
0.37
(5.7)
1.56
(20.3)
4.25
(32.5)
1.25
(1.9)
3.94
(24.8)
(105.7)

3
4
4
5
2
2
2

2.06
(40.7)
4.04
(36.8)
0.20
(4.0)
2.23
(23.2)
4.35
(49.9)
1.19
(11.2)
2.31
(36.4)
(154.5)

5
3
5
4
3

5

The intermediate formulations that are used to
develop the SPFI are: 8
SPFI

= g(SIP,PWR,SSM) ........................

(2)

SIP = h(OC, NSIP) ............................. (3)

SSN = j(SAL, SL) .............................. (4)
OC = k(AFF, PWR, SSN, DOG, NSIP)" ............ (5)
NSIP

= l(pIP, XCL) ............................. (6)

XCL = m(CL, CC) ............................. (7)

PIP

= n(OVV, GRPVAL, SAL, PROB)

............. (8)

The methodological evaluation of the formulas in
the PROPDEMM II simulation must focus on at least
two aspects of the theory what underlies the model.
What are the assumptions or propositions9 that are
expressed by the model, and do the formulas that are
used best express these assumptions? Both the
validity of the assumption and the appropriateness of
the formulas must be tested through experimental
research. Equations (1) through (8) are expressions of
the following statements respectively:
(1)
The political feasibility of a course of
action depends on the degree of support or opposition
expressed by influential political interest groups. The
degree of support or opposition (SPFI) is a functio~ of
the expected value impacts of the course of action
(OVV), the value impacts desired by political interest
groups (GRPVAL), the salience of the values affected
by the course of action for active political interest
groups (SAL), the power of the political interest
groups to stop the course of action (PWR), the
probability that certain value impacts will result from
the course of action (PROB), the cost level of the
course of action (CL), the cost-consciousness of active
political interest groups .(CC), the degr~ of hos~~ty
or friendship that eX18ts among active politI~al
interest groups (AFF), the reluctance of an active
political interest group to modify its. position (DOG~.
and the degree of salience where an mterest group 18
likely to form and become politically active (SL).

(2)
The systemic political feasibility index of a
course of action can be expressed as a function of the
systemic issue position of a political interest group
with respect to the course of action (SIP), the power

'For an explanation of the formulas see Appendix C and the
following pages.
9An assumption rests on less empirical evidence than a
proposition.
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possessed by the interest group (PWR) , and an
aggregate measure of the salience of values affected
the course of action for the interest group weighted by
the salience level where the group becomes politically
active (SSN).
(3)
The systemic issue position (SIP) is a
function of the degree an interest group will modify its
position as a result of its interaction with other groups
(OC) and the position it would take without such
interaction (NSIP).
(4)
The selected salience number (SSN), is a
function of the salience of the values affected by a
course of action for a political interest group (SAL),
and the salience level where the group becomes
politically involved (SL).
(5)
The openness to change (OC), a measure of
the degree of willingness to modify an issue position
by a political interest group is a function of its
affective relationships with other active interest
groups (AFF), its power and the power of the other
groups (PWR), the saliences of the values affected by
the course of action (SSN), its reluctance to modify its
position (DOG), and the position it ~ould take if no
other political interest groups were mvolved (NSIP).
(6)
The nonsystemic issue position of a group
with respect to a course of action (NSIP), is a function
of the partial issue position and the cost factor related
to the course of action.
(7)
The cost factor relevant for a course of
action and a political interest group (XCL), is a
function of the cost level of the course of action (CL)
and the cost-consciousness of the political interest
group (CC).
(8)
The partial issue position of a group with
respect to a course of action (PIP), t.he posllti0!l a
group would take if no cost factor 18 t~en mto
account is a function of the expected value unpacts of
the cou~se of action (OVV), the value impacts desired
by the political interest group (GRPVAL) the
saliences of the values for the interest group (SAL),
and the probability that expected value impacts will
occur (PROB).
The PROPDEMM II formulas and the statements
they represent have not been explicitly te~te?. Such
testing would require the efforts of many mdlvlduals
over a considerable period of time. However, some
initial measure of the validity of the formulas can be
obtained through an analysis of PROPDEMM II
outputs. Are the results provided by . th~ m?rlel
consistent with our knowledge of the VIrgID River
Basin? The results have indeed been fairly consistent
at the level of planning with which we are concerned.
A sensitivity analysis of the data outputs accomplished by varying the values of the different variables
that have been used in the simulation has demonstrated that a useful degree of confidence will incre~se
when the model is further refined and methodolOgIcal
procedures are improved.

Goodman, L.A., and Harry Markovitz. 1952. Social welfare
functions based on individual rankings. American Journal of
Sociology, vol. 58, pp. 257-262.
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CHAPTER IX
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
by
J1,m Mulder, Lance R. Rovig, Kirk Kimball,
and Spence lJalkJrd

Most large-scale planning efforts involving the
use of models seem to suffer from serious methodological short-comings. There appears little doubt that
the poor methodological procedures used in largescale planning result in waste costing American
society millions of dollars annually. Many methodological difficulties cannot be resolved easily or at all at
the present time; however, many plans and policies
are being formulated without available methodological safeguards. A number of individuals have
bemoaned this state of affairs for several years
(Hoggan, 1974, Rosenbaum, 1976, Haimes, 1975, Lee,
1974). Not much has been accomplished, although the
publication of the Water Resources Council's Prindpies and Standards represents a step forward. There
is a great and rapidly increasing need to formulate
methodological standards that will apply to all major
planning efforts.
The aim of this study has been to examine the
types of methodological problems and issues that arise
when a comprehensive model is used for regional
planning purposes. Our general conclusion is that a
methodologically sound planning process is extremely
difficult to implement because of four basic problems:
(1) comprehensive planning models tend to be
primitive; (2) the data necessary for sound planning is
often not available, incompatible with model requirements, and not clear with respect to meaning and
validity; (3) the individuals and organizations participating in planning do not have the methodological
background and experience necessary to use the
models; and (4) planning projects and activities are not
well-coordinated.

MODELS AND COMPREHENSWEPLANMNG
The term medel has become so widely and
variously used that it has become difficult to evaluate
its meaning in the different contexts that the word is
used. For example, conceptual, mathematical, ecological, and hydrologic "models" often depict the same or
overlapping phenomena. The terminological diversity
of the word model becomes particubrly apparent
w hen several kinds of models may be used in the same
planning effort. The diverse kinds of models pose
special methodological problems, because it is not
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clear how different models should be evaluated. For
instance, rules of evidence and validation differ
between conceptual and mathematical models. There
is obviously a significant lack of understanding of the
methodological considerations important to the definition and selection of appropriate models.
Many individuals involved in large-scale water
resources planning have a relatively narrow view of
comprehensive planning models. They tend to
perceive such models in terms of one or two
techniques combined with certain planning procedures
that are usually not well-defined. The problem is that
it is difficult to conceptualize and determine exactly
what should constitute a comprehensive planning
model. For example, it can be argued that the
Principles and Standards in effect define such a model,
although the relationships are not explicitly described. l
The PROPDEMM II simulation is an example of a
comprehensive planning model that uses an explicit
set of mathematical relationships to encompass all
planning activities in a region. However, the relative
validity of such qualitative models as the Prindples
and Standards and the mathematically explicit models
such as PROPDEMM II has not been established.
The methodologicd parameters and limits or
boundaries of different types of models are not well
understood by many researchers that use them.
Kaplan (1964) identifies six common errors of
model building:

1.
Overemphasis on symbols-Frequently,
models include symbol and symbolic notations without
sufficient content representation. That is, the symbols
do not really mean much, or their meanings cannot be
wade operational. Such an error would occur if
PROPDEMM were taken literally rather than
heuristically because many of the symbolic expressions are not well operationalized.
IIrhe Principles and Standards are perhaps best referred to
as an "approach," although a "model" could be abstracted from
them. A model differs from an approach in that it is more specific
in defining an exhaustive set of variables and rules of application.

Conclusion 5. Planners and researchers are often
not accessing available data, partially because the
data are difficult to obtain but also because individuals
are not making a sufficient effort to keep themselves
informed.
Recommendation 5. Efforts to disseminate information must be improved and continued. At the same
time, organizations should institute better procedures
to provid~ incentives to their personnel to be well
informed.
MEmODOLOGICAL EVALUATION

Poor methodological procedures inevitably decrease the value of a planning effort. Planners and
policy analysts need to become dramatically more
aware about the methodological requirements and
ramifications involved in their activities. Presently
there are few means for effectively evaluating the
methodological soundness of planning or policy
analysis efforts. Not withstanding the large-scale
failures due to faulty use of data and analyses,
government so far has not succeeded in keeping up
with the need to improve the methodological
evaluation of projects.
What can be done to improve methodological
procedures? An earlier study (Hoggan et al., 1974)
suggested that flexible, standardized checklists be
used for complex planning tasks. The use of such
checklists have long been recognized as being critical
in accomplishing complex tasks such as flying
airplanes. Ironically, procedural checklists have not
been developed for the even more complex planning
tasks. Checklists are useful in that they reduce the
demand for comprehensive, in-depth expertise on the
part of one individual. They allow a holistic approach
to problem solving while at the same time utilize
specialized knowledge. For example, the pilot who
uses a checklist is monitoring and relying on the work
of mechanics and engineers.
The methodological background of a large number
of planners and policy analysts is seriously deficient.
The world of real problems has passed many of these
individuals by. Their experience is almost solely
concentrated on the political and institutional aspects
of their activities, so that they tend to neglect the
significance of methodological parameters. Many
planners and policy analysts were educated and
trained in an environment where little methodological
knowledge was available. There is a critical need to
develop materials and then use these materials to
train agency personnel and researchers. The savings
that would result from such a program through better
planning will far outweigh the costs.
Considering the large expenditures and major
consequences involved in planning and policy making,

one would expect careful monitoring and auditing of
policy /planning activities. In fact, very little evaluation takes place. When an evaluation is done, major
errors are frequently uncovered. Methodological
evaluation is especially important because it concerns
the validity of an entire program. It is also important
for cumulative work, where later efforts build upon
the results of earlier activities.
Conclusion 6. The methodological basis of many
studies and analyses is virtually impossible to
determine. At the same time, the methodological
complications affecting most planning and policy
making efforts make it difficult to institute procedural
safeguards that provide some guarantee for the
validity and reliability of results.
Recommendation 6. A flexible, standardized
"checklist" of methodological procedures should be
formulated to be used in all major planning and policy
making studies.
Conclusion 7. Planning and policy personnel,
especially including top management individuals, do
not have enough experience and sufficient awareness
concerning the significance of methodological issues
relating to their activities.
Recommendation 7. Intensive programs should be
established to use carefully designed materials to
provide decision-makers with the relevant information
that will enable them to make judgments concerning
the validity of planning/policy studies.
Conclusion 8. Methodological monitoring, auditing, and evaluation of planning and policy analyses is
presently inadequate to make even minimally reliable
judgments about the large majority of programs.
Recommendation 8. Government and research
organizations should institute evaluative procedures
to insure that their studies and analyses conform to
basic methodological requirements.
In summary, not enough is known about the
practical concerns that are involved in the complex
methodological issues affecting planning and policy
making. The present study, as well as earlier studies,
indicate that existing methodological procedures and
safeguards are almost totally inadequate to judge the
worth of most planning/policy studies. A major effort
to provide a more solid methodological basis for
planning and policy making activities is indicated. The
cost-effectiveness of such an effort makes it a high
priority.
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GE~EJlAL

I

HY['\JlO-SAL.I"-IITY·Hr;r"1E,~T '1DOEL"
8'SAMS
CALTBIIATI"'" **CAUlqT**
REAL "IC,"1ES,~S,'1CS
DOUBLE PRECISIOfJ LAElL
cc~ .. a" IBLK I/CONV, CNV, CO~pv, SPAC, SCU, S~L, SKF, SCAC, ~ YII, OSH, DBS,
I OBJ , 0 AH,0 AS, SE D , 6 ASID C5) , I ~ , C5 V, ~ H , 10/5, ~15 S , 51<. G ( 1 2) , XI< G, I D TA ,
2~MAV,AIlF~1 ,U"II')L.NI),Ic\vS
3/BL.~ 21~O (3, 12, 14) , SD C~, 12,9) , ED C3, 12, 4) , PR ( 12(11) , "II' R , ~WH, ~ HI,
4"-1DS,NAS,IST
:5/BLO I POL (12) , CI< C02) , I'~ C ( 12) , CPI( C C25, 12) , IV R"i, IV Il 8, NS 8, HOG Cl5)
II I ElL. I< 4/01.1 T Cll "', 13) , L. A~L C110) , IRE S, I 'U N, I C~L, I SE I') , 5 T , P SL T , Tw T R, 51' I L\'
COMMON I BL.I( 51 5 S I , AGo C2 4) , AGS C2 4) ,01' , NCJI PH,S "L V C12) , SCO NF , OSC F
VBLI< , I JlE 5 ( 14) , K~ N, KMX, J MN, JM X, SM AX, Sfo1 IN, PI! T , RE L , RAI N
3, RAV, ARO, RSR ,IlIV, TRf' ,UNG,F1PSfo1, SMI, CNL., wIR, SR IV, STREl, SU~G, SCNL., SIR,
45 ARO, 5 RSR, ssw AD, 5E I( , CMF , E C" , RM( 12) , R l ' (3, 12) , UL. S , 5 SREL., 5SR IN, SS ARC

J

.1

i

.2
.1

J

COMMON IBLK 81 MANG, T OL , T01.- F , TMC, CONV V, CONV I , CONU~ , CONiJ"', CM 5 C12) ,
1 t QGO, I (lSPR , SCHGIol , MC S , ME S, MI C, MS, E fo1 52, PI( CMI ( 12)
2, 10TM(12) ,RFS,5U~GW,PKSMI (12) ,STGW,uRGw,PHGIoI,GwCN,SCU,
3STOI>JS, SM10IV, (lPUM, Gw I ~l, OIN, QUlV, acv, lOAD, STI<, (;lSPR, URSF, SWAO
oI ME NS I O~ )( I N (:;, 12111) , XM~ C120) , X1'''1 C120) , OF C12tlJ) , DB I (:5) , NOP (<I)
I, PL Cl20) , PH (120) , NL (121'11
CARD READER ASSIGNI"E"IT DEVICE FOLL.O'~S
KR-e
I REAO(IOI,10I1!lITY,IPL,IPRT,ISL
100 FORMAT (leH!)
IFtITY.LE.Il.OR.ITY.GT.:5) GO TO 99
GO TO (4,~,B,II,el,ITY
ITY_I REAC DATA .nTH OATPR
IPL.-I BASIC ONLY
IPRh0 PRINT 80T~
-2 READ INITIAL. SETUP
-2 5U8ASIN ONL.Y
-I PRINT WATER
OPERATE ANC PRINT
-3 SEDI ONLY
-2 P~INT SAL.T
-3 REPEAT IOITH SAME DATA
_4 RES DATA
-3 NO PRINT
_4 CALIBRATlON MODE -:5 ACREAGE DATA ONL.Y
SS~ 0 ON ~OR INTERACTIvE MODE
_5 READ PARAMEHRS ONLY ANC OP - PRINT
I~ lTV N"T -I T~EN IPL IS SET AS "lANG
I~ ISL. d
THEN CAN SIMULATE SALT
CAL.L CATPR (lpL.l
GO TO 1
RElOCteR, 112lNpR, IST,MANG, IRES, IQGO, IQSPR, 18, I~EO, IMAN, IOVS
REAO CI(R, IIlll TOL, TOLAF, T,",C, STO~5, WH, WS, lOSS
112 ~ORMATC2Iax3)
TOL.F_TOL.AF
READ ,",ONTHL Y E'F I CIENC IES FOR MANAGEMl!toIT
AEAOCKII,113)CSKGCI),I-I,12)
I ill ~ORMATCUX12F5.3l
RfAOCI<II,I1!) CIOTM(I) ,1-1,121
l1e II'ORMATCUlC12U)
REAOCKR,113)(CI1SCI),I-I,12l
e REAOCteR,UIlCpR(l.l,L-I,NplIl
11111 II'ORMATCUFB.3)
IF ssw C ON 00 NOT WR ITE
OCT 23UIl
J
.7
J
.s
., WRUEce, U4)NpR, IST,MANG, IRES, IQGO, IQSPR, IB, UED,
1 TOL., TOL.AF, TMC, STONI, WH, WS, WSS
114 I'ORMAT C1 x, 13, "U, 4EI:5. 7/18l1, 4EI5."
WRl't!(e,IU) CpRCt) ,I-I,NplI)
115 I'ORMATCllClIIIFS.3)
WRUEce,U1lCSKGCl),I-l,12)
117 I'ORMATCU121'e.3)
WRU! ce, 118) ClOTI1CI), 1-1,12)
118 II'ORMATCIIX12111)
WRlTUs, U") CCM!(I), I-I, 12)
DO II I-I,NPR
"IN CI, I)-I'll CO
II CONTINUE
III CAL.L. HYD!11 (IpRT)
GO TO I
IF SSW 0 ON CALIBRATE INTERACTIVELY
11 I1ANG-IpL
IShll
I~CISL.EQ.Il) Uhl
OCT 23420

J

J
.11
SID STOP
END
INT!RACTIVE CAL.IBRATION SUBROUTINE
SUBROUTINE INTACT (NPR, NL, IpRT, pR, OBJ, OBH, CiBS, OAH, OAS, SEDl
DIMENSION NL Ol, PR CI'
NPRI-NPR
IL-0
II' SSw E ON SUPPRESS PRINT
OCT 234U

~,RIN,SRIN,5REL.

~

.12

CAL.L. INTACT CNItR, NL., IpRT, pR, OBJ, OBH, OBS, OAH, OAS, SED)
IF SSw 0 ON CONTINUE INTERACTIVE
OCT 2U2I1l

•

2 WRITECS,III)
III II'ORMATCIlCU'I's.3)
wRITEce,llllCPRCIl,I_I,NPR)
wRITE ce, 112) OBJ, DBH, OBS, OAH, OAS, SEC
112 'ORMAT (5101 OBJ-~7.1, 2X4HOBH_"7.1, 2X4HOBhF7.1, 2lC4HOA~_F7.1,
12)(4 H0 AS- II' 7 • I , 2 X4 HSED - F7 • 1)
I TYPE 111!0
101l 'OI(MAT (2BH~NTER pUAMETER NO ANO VAL.UEI)
ACCEPT 1I1!1,L,O
101 II'OWI"AT (I!,"I!.!)
I'(L.L.E.0.0R.L..GT.NPRllGO TO 1:5
IF SSw E ON SUPPRESS PRINT
OCT 23440
J
.:5
J
.11'1
5IORITE(e,1Il7)L,PR(L.l,D
107 ~ORMATCIIH CHANGE P~RI3,~", ~ROMFI:5.:5,3H TOFI:5.:51
lQi TYPE 1I1!2,L,PR(L.),0
102 'ORMATC10HCHANGE PARI3,5H FII0,",FI!.5,JH TOFI5.5)
PRCLl-D
1L-IL.+I
NL (ILl-I.
GO TO 1
15 IF(I..EO.21"0I) GO T'o 61"
IF(L.NE.30~lGfl TO;,l"
CAL.L fo<YDSM (IPRT)
IF L - 300 P~INT ALI. HoLES "HEN RU>;NING HYDS'1
GO TO 91"
20 I"(IL.LE.I"l 1;0 TO I
IF SS~ E ON SUPPRESS PRINT
OCT 2J4111!
J
.2!'5
J
.3:5
25 wRIH (e, Ill'll (NI. (I), I-I,lL)
IICIJ FOR'1AT(IXBHPAR CHNG24131
35 TYPE 112,OBJ,OBH,OBS,OAio~,OAS,SEO
45 CALL HYC5M(41
IL-'1I
41'i TYPE 112,Of'J,OBH,OBs,OAI",OAS,SEO
IF ss~ E O~ SUPRES~ PRI~TING
"CT 23410
J
.50
J
.1
50 i/R ITE (15 ,112) flt!J, OSH, OBS, OAH, OAS, SED
GO TO 1
C**
IT~RATION ~OQE
e0 TYPE 103
11"3 FOII~AT(47HENTER i>AR, NO STEPS, INIT VAL.UE AND FINAL VALUE/l
ACCE"T 104,L,N,PI,i>2
104 FO~~AT (2I5,2FI~.5l
1F(L.LE.0.0R.L.GT.NPRll GO TO e0
I~(N.LE.l'!l GO TO 1
EN_N
NF_N"I
OU(P2-PI)/EN
IF SS," E ON SUPPRESS PRINT
OCT 23410
J
.65
J
.70

e!! WRITE(e,1lIl!!)
10!5 f'ORfoiAT (SOH PAR 5TEP5x 3HV AL7 X3HOBJ7 X 3HOBH7X3H08S7 X3HOAH7 X3HOAS
17X3HSED)
713 TYPE Il'1!!
DO 813 I-I,NF
!I 1-1-1
PI! CLl-PI.EtI*OX
CALL HVDS" (4)
IF 5S," E ON SUPPRESS PRlt.lT
rlCT 23410
J
.74
J
,75
74 WRITE(8,1I2I8)L,I,PRCL),DBJ,DBH,OBS,OAH,0,U,SED
75 TYPE 108,L,I,PR(L),OBJ,DBH,OBS,OAH,OAS,SEO
1\'15 I'ORMAT(2I4,FIl.3,6Fle,1l
IF(N.LE.1l GO TO I
~0 CONTINUE
GO TO I
110 RnuRN
END
SUBROUTINE FOR 1'1.1 CU
SUBROUTINE URBEMI(WAD,DIV,CF,CU,RF,SDIV,SCF,SCU,Rf'S)
IF (DIV.GT .WAD) DIV-WAD
C:U-D I v.Cf'
SCU-SOIV*SCF
CHECK FOR SALT PICI<UP
RF_DIV_CU
WAD_WAO-CU
If'(SCF-I.) 5,5dlll
113 RFS-SCU
GO TO 20
5 RFhSDIV-SCU
213 RETURN
ENO
GROUND WATER ROUTING SUBROUTINE
SUBROUTI ~E GWROUT (Q02, QO I, XKG,!U)

':S

II"'XKG.L.E .. 012) GO TO I
Q02-QI. (QO I-QI) .ExP (-1.1 XKG)
GO TO 2
Q02-QI
RETURN
END
. . . . SUBROUTINE DATPR ••••
SUBROUTI NE DATPR (IPL.)
REAL. MIC,MES,MS,MCS
OOUBL.E PREC ISI ON LABL
COMMON I !!L. I< I/CONV, CNV, CO"lpV, SpAC, SCL I, SKL, SKI', SCAC, NVR, OBH, OBS,
10BJ, I)AH, OAS, SED, BASIO (!5) ,IB, CSV, WH, illS, WSS, SIIG (12) ,XKG, IOU,
2SMAV ,ARFSI ,UNDLND, IDVS
3/BL.K 21HO (3, 12, 14) , SO (:... 12,9) , ED (3, 12,4) , pR Cl20) , NPR, "10M, NAH,
4"10S,"IAS, IST
!5/BL.1( 3/PDl Cl2) , CI< C Cl2) , PI< C (12) , CPI< C C25, 12) , IVRN, lYR!!, NSB, HO(l (5)
S/BL.K 4/0U T (110, 13) , l ABl (1 Ul) , I RES, I ';AN, 1 CNL., UEO, S T , RSL. T , TirlTR, SP I L.L
COMMON IBL.K5/S! 1, AGW (2') , AGS (24) , DP, NCRPH, SML. V(12) , aCONI", OSCI"
VBL.1I7 IRES (1'), KMN, KMX, JMN, JMX, SMU, SMIN, PET, REL., RAIN
3, RAV, UO ,RSR, RIV, TRB ,UNG, RpSM, 31'11, CNL., iljIR, SRI V, STRB, SUNG, SC~L., SIR,
.SARD, SRSR, SSWAD, SEI<, CMF, Ec:F, RM C12) , RII' (3,12) , UL.S, SSFIEL., URIN, SURD
5,RIN,SRIN,SREL.
COMMON/BL.K8/MANG, TOL., TOL.!", T"'C, CONVV, CON V1, CONUR, CONUN, CMS (12) ,
lIQGO, IQSPR, SCHGW, MCS, MES, MIC, '13, EMU, PKCMI (12)
2, IDTM (12) , RFS, 3URGW, pKSMI (12), STGW, URGW, PHGw, G~CN, scu,
3STONS, SMIDIV, QpUM, GWIN, IlIN, QDIV, QCV, WAD, STR, QSPR, URSF, SWAD
I) 1 MENU 0"1 N
CAC (25) , 11 (25) , DC A (25) , PCAP (25) , FMT ( 10) , DO (3, 12) ,
10DC (3, 12), IX (3) ,DOE (3,12), lEX (3)
. . IPL.-l BASIC OAU ONL.Y
IPL.-2 SUBSASI"I DATA ONL.Y
I"L._;' SEDIMENT DATA ONL.Y
IPL.-' RESERVOIR DATA ONLY
IPL.-!5 ACREAGE AND PARAMETERS ONL.Y
CARD READER ASSIGNMENT DEVICE FOL.L.O,",S
I<R-e
1 GDTD(1I!I,2e,3I1lPl,.1I0,20) ,IPL.
lIl' READ(KR,1el1l)NC ROP,NPHRT
10111 FORMAT ClSI!5)

CI., ,

NCRpH-NCROP.NP~PT

IF(NCRPH.L.!.I'I,OR,NCI1PH.GT.2!5) GO TO 12

GO TCl 14
12 TYPE 105, NCROP, NPHRT, NCRP~
IA!! FORMAT (34~ERROR IN NO CROPS OR P~Re:ATOPHVTES3151
121HCORPECT CARD TMEN RSP/)
OCT 251111313
GO TO 10
14 READ(KR,I"'ll (MDG(I) ,1-1,15)
101 !"ORMA TC20A4)
REAO(KR,81111) (L.ASL.CI),I-l,IU)
1101 FClRMAT (UAS)
READ (KR, 1132) (PKCMI (ll, 1-1,12)
READ (KR, 102) (PIISM1 (I), 1-1,12)
C. . . . . RUO IN PROPORTION OAYL.IGHT HOURS AND USE COEFFICIENTS
READ(KR,102)(PDL.(I),I-l,12)
1132 FORMATCII1lX.12f'5.3)
DO 11 l-I,NCRPH
11 REAO(KR,II112)(CPKC(L.,l),hl,12)
C ••• WRITE INITIAL. OATA
C"
IF SSW C ON SKIP PRINTING
OCT 23U0
J
.115
J
.19
I!! WRITE(S,103)
10J "O~"AT (I H1 ,5A4, 1215)
~PITE(I'j,I(''')''JCI/('Ip,NPHRT,'JC~PH

WR I TE (fli , 11 C' ) (HOG (I) , I. I , 15)
WRITE(I5,i5I<1I) (LASLO) ,101,110)

110 "0 tot ~ AT r I X, 2.' A4)
IoIR ITF (~ , 112) (P KCMI ( Jl , 10\ , 12)
112 FOHMAT (9XI2F~.3)
WRITE (15,112) (PKSMI (ll ,rold2)
lOR I TE ((II, ! \ ~) r POL (I) , I ' ! , 12)
DO PI Lol,IIICRPM
IoIRITE(6,112)rCPKC(l,I),I.I,12)
18 CONTINUE
19 RETURt-!
READ SIJRwBASIN DATA
2111 RE AD (I< R, I ~ 4) (e ASID (Il , 1 0 1 , 5) , Nse , I YRB , NY R , ~S T , NSD
10. FOH'1AT (5A" 1215)
'lEAn CROP ANI) PHPEATOp,"VTE ACREAGES
DO 21 1 0 1,25
21 CACCI).kI.iI
SpAc·e.1e
!lCAC.II. ill
RE AD (IC R , till5l CI 1 CI) , nc A CI) , 1.1, NC RPH)
108 FORMAT «(l0lt7 (13,"7 .0»)
no 215 I_I,NCRpH
L.-Il Cl)
IF(L125,25,22
22 CAe (ll-DCA (I)
IFCL.GT.NCROP) GO TO 2'
23 SCAC.SCAC.CAC (L)
GO TO 25
2' SPAC.SPAC.CAC(L.)
215 CONTINUE
READ UR!AN lANO AREA AND UNOEVELOPED L,ANO AREA
READ ellR, 350) URL.NO, UNDlNI)
TOT I. -URL. NO.UNOL. NO+SC AC. SPAC
CONVV_TOTA/12.
CONV 1- (TOTA-SPAC )/12.
351!1 FOHMAT (11111'8.111)
COMPUTE PROPORTIONS
00 2B I -1, NCRPH
IF(I.GT.NCROP) GO TO 27
28 PCAP (1) -CAC CI )/SCAC
GO TO 28
27 PCAP (I) .CAC (Il/SPAC
28 CONTINUE
COMPUTE SCAL.E FACTORS
CSV-I.I1I/SCAC
CONV-SCAC/12.0
CONPV.SPAC/12.1ZJ
CNV_12.e/SCAC
SCONF-l.0173!5. B
OSCF-735.8
CONUR_URL.NO/12 •

C·.

CONUNIUNDLND/12.
COHPUTe: W!IGHT~O US~ COEF.
00 35 I-l,U
SPKC I 0.0
SCKCIf1I.f
00 3' 1.0I,Nr:~PH
SCPoCPKC (L, I) .PC AP (L)
II' (I. .GT .NCROP) GO TO 33
32 SCKeoscICC+!CP
GOTO ;S.
(p
SPKCoSPkC+SCP
3. CONTlNU~
CKC (I) oSCKC
;)5 PKC (I) oSPkC
. . . WRU! OUT DATA UP TO THIS POINT
IVRN - IYRB +~IVR-l
C..
II' ssw C ON SKIP PRINTING
OCT 2;S440
J
.18
J
.17
18 WRIT! [8,103) (8 ASIO (I) , 1-1,5) , NSB, lY~8, NYR, NST, "SO
WRIT! [8,802)
WRIT! [8,107) CSY, CONY, CONPY, CNY, SCO~F
107 I'ORHATCI~5FU!.7)
8U I"ORHAT C1 X1151041" ACTR CSY 01/5CAC4X 12HCONYoSC AC/123x 13HCONpy .SpAC 112,
II HCNY.12/SCAC3X 13HSCONF .11735.8)
8e;) I'ORM AT C7 X10HOSCF. 735.8 2X 14HCONURoU RI.NO 1121 X15HCONUN .UNOLNO 112;' XI JH
lCONYY.TOTA/125 Xl1HTOTAI. ACRES)
WRIT! C8,ee;S)
WRIT! (8,107' oSCI", CONUR, COJliUN, CONYY, TOTA
lj'UT!C8,107)
WRIT! (8, U8) CCAC Cll , 1.1, NCROp), SCAC
hNCROp+l
IoIR IT! C8, 208) CC AC [I) , 1.1< , NC RPH) , SpAC
208 I"ORMAT (10F8.1!!)
WRITE[8,108) (pCAp(I),I.l,NCRpH)
11'18 I'0IiMATClXI0F8.')
WRIT!(8,112)[CKCCI),I.I,12)
WRIT!C8,112)[pKC(I),I·l,12)
IoIRIT!(8,108)
17 liI'(lPI..EQ.5)RETURN
. . . INPUT HVDROLOGIC AND SAL. T DATA
. . . STREAM FLOW WATER MUST BE FOI.L.OWEO STATIOJli BY
STATION WITH SAL. T CONCENTIUTION DATA HI
. . . EXCEPT F"R REa'e RESERVOIR RELEASES ...
.1
SEDIMENT DATA MUST FOL.L.OW RIY,T"lB,GAG,RIN .1 ••••
C"

n

ux

IC
00

o..

38
39
31
37
38

READ[kR,II2I~)["'(I],I.I,14)

00 ;seI.I,NvR
DO 371. 0 1,12
00 J8 1<.1,14
HO CI ,L.,K] -0.",
no 391<.I,g
SD(I,I.,K).0.t:l
00 JI Ko l,4
EO (I ,1.,1<]
CONTIN'JE
CONTI NUE
00 7Q1 1.1,14
NN.N C1)

."'.Pi

IF(N~.I.E.I1I)GOTO

7121
IF(I.GT.2)(:nT'J 5J
INt'UT re:"'p A~lfJ PPT
XC.NN
COL..I.III/XC
READCKR,II1II)CFMT(L],L. o l,It:l)
00 49 L. 1 , 'I N
00 4~ J.I,I-IYR
qE AD CK 1/ , F "'Tl CO 0 (J , K 1 , K • 1 , 121
;)0471<01,12
47 HOlJ,K,I)oHOCJ.I<,Il.ODCJ,K]ICDL.
48 CONTI'lUE
49 CONTINUE
GOTC1 71i1
C... INPUT ~TREA"1FL.OW DATA
5\'1 .... 1-2

REA'" (I(R, II!!Il [F"1T(u ,1..1,10)

00 59 I..I,NN
DO 51 J.l,NYR
51 READCKR,""1T)IX(J), CDO(J,I<) ,1<.1, 12)
IF (NST .I.E.~) GO TO 54
IF (I .EQ,I:2)GOTO 55
DO 53 J.I,NYR
RE AD (I<R , FMT) I P xn, (DO C (J , j() , K.\ , 12)
on !!I2 l(a1,12
IXP.IX CJ]
5 2 SO (J, I< , "1) • SO (J , I< , 1'1 ) + DOC J , n .00 C [J , II. ) • s CON F • 1121 ... I x P
~3 CONTINUE
54 IF (NSD.I.E.V.)GC1 TO !I!I
IFCI.EO.J.OP. I ,EQ.4.0R. I .EO.8.0R. I ,EQ.ll)GO TO 60
GO Tn 152
el2l IF(I.EO.J)MI(.l
IF(l.EO.4)"11C02
IF(I.E(l.I!)MI<03
IF(I.EO.I1)"11<04
00 152 J.l,NYR
RE AO CI< R , I'MT) I E X CJ) , (ODE (J , ~) , I( ai, 12)
00 151 1(.1.12
61 ED (J,K ,MI<) .ED CJ ,1<, MK) +OOE (J ,K) .1121. "lEX (J)
152 CONTINUE
55 on 57 Jal,"IYR
00 !Ie 1<.1,12
TXpaIX CJl
515 '10(J,K,I).'10CJ,I<,I)+00(J,K).1I2I,"IXP
!l7 CONTINUE
!I!iI CONTINUE
7121 CONTINUE
WRITE DATA BY TYPE AND YEAR
C
C' ••
HYDRnl.OGlC
II" SSw C ON SI<IP PRINTING
C·*
OCT 2344'"
J
,75
J
.99
715 DO 80 101,14
DO 79 J.I,NYR
I. YRP. I YRB+J-I
79 'IR ITE ce , 10!i1' I , I. v RP , ('10 (J , K , I) , K.I , 12)
11119 FORMAT C2X, 13, I', 8 F ll.2112X,8Fll.21)
!l0 CONT r NUE
SAL T ••
II" (NST .I.E.I1I) GO TO 951
DO !ill!! 1.1,9
DO 89 J.l,NYR
I.YWP·IVR8+J-l
89 WRITE(8,10!i1)I,I.YRP, (SO(J,I<,I),I(.I,12)
9121 CONTINUE
SED.IMENT
II" (NSO.I.E.QI)GO TO !il9
OCT 2344121
J
,305
J
.99
J05 "0 91 1.1,4
0.0 92 J.I,NVR
I. YRP. IYA8+J-l
92 WRIT! (8 , 109) I , I. YAP, ( EO (J , I< , I ) , I( • 1 ,12)
SIl CONTINUE
119 R!TU.RN
30121 CALL USL.! (5£1(, CM" ECF ,RI'!, AIF, UI.S, PR, pCAp, NCROP, NYR, HO)
RfTUIt.N
.121111 REAO(I<R,3111) (RESOl,I •. 1,14)
31211 ~OWMAT CI~X, 71" 111.0)
II' SSIO C ON SI<IP PRINTING
OC T 2344121
J
.8l1
J
.951
88 WRITE [8,JU)
JI!!4 FORMATCI'IQI,IQlX,!iIHRESEIIVOIR II)
... RITE (15,1Q17) (RES(I), I~I,14l
RETURN
END
SUSPENDEO
SED I MENT SUBROUTI NE
C "*
SUBRtlUTINE SEDI(J,K,ISS,ETF,IPRT,GEF)
REAL MIC,MES,"1S,MCS
DOU~I.E pRECISION I.ABI.

C·.

COMMON /BLK I/CONV, C'JV, CONPV, SPAC, SCL 1, SKL, SI<F, SCAC, NYR, OBH, OSS,
1 08J , 0 AH, OA S, SE 0, BAS I D (5) , I B, CS V, WH, oj S, IoISS, SK G ( 12) , XKG, 10 fA,
2SMAV, ARF! 1, UNOLNO, IOVS
3/BL.I<2/HO (3,12,14), SO (3,12, In, EO (3,12,4), PR (120) , NPR, NOH, NAH,
4NOS,NAS, IST
!SIBI.l< 3/ P DL (12) , CK C (12) , PK C (12) • CPK C (25, 12) , IV RN, IV RB, NSB, HOG (15)
6/BL K4/0UT (110, 13) , L ASL (110) , I RES. I MAN, I CNL, I SED,S T , RSL T • TWTR, SP I 1.1.
COMMON 18LK5/S S 1,AGW(24) .AGS(24) ,OP,NCRPH,SMLV(12) ,SCONF,OSCF
21BLK 7 IRE 15 (14) , KMN, I< MX, JfoIN, J MX, SM AX, SM IN, PET, REL, RAl N
:', RAV, ARO, R!R , R I V• TR B, LING, RPSM, SM I, CIIjL, WI R, SR I V, S TRB, SUNG, SC NL., SIR,
4SARO, S~SR, SSWAD, SEK, CMF, ECF. RM (12) , RIF (3,12) , UL5, 5SREL, SSRIN, SSARO
5,RIN,SRIN,5REL.
COMMON/eLK!! IMAIljG, TOL, TOLF, TMC. CONVV, CON V I, eONUR, CONUN, CMS (12) ,
I IQGO, IQSPR, SC:HGW. MC:5, MES, "'IC, M5, EM52, PKCMI (12)
2, I OTM (12) , RF S, SURGW, PK 15M I ( 12) , STGW , URGW, PHGW , GWC N, 5CU.
3STON5, SMIDIV, QF'UM, GWIN, ClI". QOIV, ClCV, WAD, STR, QSF'Il, URSF, 5101AO
KK_K
IF (ISS,ECI,2)r;u TO 4"
CALL ESP(SSRIV.J,K.!l
CAL.L ESP (SSTR", J, K, 2)
CALL fSP(SSGAG.J,K,3)
OR-PR (103)
SSARO_0,1'I
SS~El_~,11I

C ••

e
10

IC
IC
22
30

SSRIN_I1I,0
COMPUTE EROSIC'N DUE TO pRECI!'
ENAT-",.(/t
EAGL-0,0
IF(K,GE,9) GO TO !S
E'NAT-UNOLNO.RM (K).RIF (J, K) .SEK.PR (t02)
IF (HO CJ, K, 2) • LE., PR (II II) ) ENATUJ, 0
GO TO 15
ENAT-UNOLN[l.~M CK).R I F (J, K) .SEK .pR (113)
IF(HOCJ,K.2).LE,PR(119»ENAT-I2I,12I
EAGL-SCAC.RM(K).RIF (J ,K)*SEI(.UL.S*CMF.ECF.OR
5ERO-ENAT+fAGL
'1AIN STIlEAM SE.DII'IENT
IF(SSRIV,GT.I",I)GO TO 2'"
SSR I V_pR (11114).1l I V. . pR (105)
IF(SSTRB,GT,0.IlGO TO :30
SSTRB_pR (II e) .TRS .. pR (117)
UNGSS-UNG-pR (11111)
IF (U"IG5S, LE ,111,111) UNGSS-0 ,121
SSUNG_PFI CI I'Ie).UNGss . . pR (1 en
SED IN- SSR I V+5 S TR S+SSUNG
SS~A"_SEIlO+SEDIN

RETURN
COMPUTE CUIAL SEDIMENT
411 CCluSSWADI (ioIAD+GEr.PR (ll~»
SSD-CC'hCNL
IF CIRES,L!,0)GO TO 50
CAL~

R~SRV(J,K,4,I!:TF.IPFlT)

5111 CCQ- eSSO+SSAllD) I (QCV+SpILL)
SSLL -CCQ .PR (108) .SP I L~
DEP-CCCI*pR CII 5) .QCV
SSDEL -aSO+SSA RD-SSLL -DE I'
SSTWhTwTR. (CCQ+PR CUll»
SUP-SSOEL-SSTwT
AP5S-SSApl (ClCV+,I)
OSD I L _55 AP-E AG~
ass_ ssw .lO+SSL L +SS TW T +SSREL -SSO-SSR I ...
ou.aSS-SSGAG
C"'LL OOUT (WI<, 9:1,
ENATd)
CAL.L OOUT (KI<, 1115,
EAGL, I)
CALL DOUT (J(I(, 117, &SRIV,I)
CALL DOUTCI(J(, 98, SSTRB, Il
CAL.l DOUTCKJ<, 99, SSUNG.!)
CALL OOUT (I<K, 11110, SSWAO, I)
CALL OOUT el<K, 1liiI,
SSO, 1)
CALL DOUT (1(1(, 11212, SSLLd)
CAL.[' OOUTCK K,10:3,
DEI', Il
CALL OOUT(KK,II214, SSTWT,I)
CALL OOUT(KK,1I21:1,
SUP,1l
CALL DOUT (KK, t21e,
A"SS,2)
CALL OOUT (KK, 107, DSOIL, I)
CALL 00UT(KK,108,
OSS.t )

CALL OOUTCKI(,IIi!lIl, SSGAG,ll
CAL.L OOUT(KIt,110,
OSSd)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE USL.E . . . . . .
SU8ROUTINE USL.E (SEI(, CMF, ECF, R~, RIF, UL.S, PR, PCAP, NCRO,P, NYR, HO)
DIMENSION CMF! e 1121) , ECFI (to), AVMP (12), RMP (12) , SL. (14), SL. ... (14),
1 pcs Cl4) , PCSA (14) , RM (1) , FlIF (5,1) , HO (5,12,1) , "R (1) , PCAP (1)
KR_e
READ(KR,302) (CMFI (I), I-l,NCROP)
REAO (KR, :302) (ECFI (I) , I -1, NCRDP)
REAO(KR,31212)(AVM"CI),hl,12)
READ (KR, 302) (RMP (I), hi, 12)
RE ... O (KR, 30:3) NSL, NPC
REAO(KR,3121!1) (SL.(Il,I-I,NSL)
RE"'OCI<R,:31215) (SLA(I),I-I,NSL.)
REAOCKR,3I21:1) CPCSCI),I-I,NPC)
RE"'0(I<R,30:1) CPCUCI) ,I81,N"C)
RE"'D (I<R, 305) SEI<, R, wSC
31212 FORMAT(1l21Xd41"5,3)
31213 I'DRMAT(1I21X,1.15)
30:1 FORMAT(10X,7FII21,3)
CMF-I2I,12I
ECF-I2I,12I
00 310 I-l,NCROp
"CMF-CMFt (n .PCAP (Il
CMF.CMF+"CMF
"ECI"-ECFI (I).PCA"CI)
310 ECF.ECF+"!CF
DO 320 I-I,12
320 RM(I)d.RMp(I)
SLA18121,0
DO 52! I-l,NSL.
325 SLU-SLAT+SLA(I)
"'VSL-0,1!I
DO 330 1 8 1,NSL
"SL.-SL CI).SL. ... (I)/SLAT
330 AVSL8AVSL+PSL
AVS80,0
pCU180,"
00 33!5 I-I,NPC
33:1 "CSA.r.pCSAT+pCSA eIl
00 3'121 I-l,NPC
"C _PCS (I )."CSA e I )/pCSA T
3U AVS_AVS+"C
00 370 J-l,NYR
00 3151'1 1-1.12
38121 RIF(J,Il-H[leJ,I,2)IAVMp(I)
370 CONTINUE
ULs-e, :12. ((AVSLI72 ,15)""'SC). CI!I,1!I12I76+Ii!l, 012153. AVS+", ,12101'1715.
IAVS··2,l
WRITE (1!,39Sl)
399 FORMAT (tHill, 1I2IX,8HSEDIMENT/1l
WRIT!(e,3g0) (CMF! (I), I-I ,NCROP) ,CMF
WRITE (15,390) (ECn CI) , I -I, NCROP), ECF
WRITE (15,381/1) (SL (I) , I -I, NSL) , AVSL
WRITE (e,38121) (SLA (I), I-I,NSL) ,SloAT
IoIR I TE (15, 391!1) (pCS (I) , I -I , NPC) , AV 5
WRITE(!!,380) (pCU(I) ,I-I,NPC:) ,"CUT
WRITE (8,391/1) SEK, R, ULS
38121 FORMATe10F7,1)
3l1li FORMATe3X,10F7,.)
ioIRITE(I5,410) (RMCl),I-l,12)
00 40121 JJ_I,NYR
'0111 WRITP!(e,410)(RIF(JJ,I),hl,12)
'10 FORMAT (12F6,4)
RETURN
END
C. . . . . SUBROUTINE HSP
SUBROUTINE HSPCO,J,J<,I)
COMMON IBlK l/CDNV, CNV, C:ONpV, SpAC, SCL I, SI<L, SI<F, SCAC, NYR, OBH, 08S,
10BJ, OAH, OAS, SED, 8ASIO (:I) , IS, CSV, w'", 1015, WSS, 51(10 (12), XKG, IOTA,
2SMAV, AIlFSI ,UNDLNO, IOVS
3/BLK 21 HO CJ, 12, 14) , SD (3, 12. II 1 , ED (3, 12,4) , PR (120) , NPR, NOr-!, 'iAH,
4NOS,NAS,IST
O-HD(J,K,()

~ETURN

END
C*** . . 5UIi~OUTINE SSP .****
SU8ROUTI"IE SSPCO,J,K,I)
COMMO"l 18L.1< l/CO"lY, C"IV, CO"lPY, SPAC, SCL.l, SKI" SKF, SCAe, NYR, 08H, 085,
10BJ, OAH, OAS, SED, BASIO (5) , IB, C:Sv, WH, lOIS, WSS, SKG (12) , XKG, IOTA,
2!1MAY, UFS 1, UNOL.NO, IOVS
:5/BL.K 21HO C:5, 12, 14) , SO C:5, 12, g) , ED C:5, 12,4) , PR C12111) , "IPR , NO H, "AH,
4NOS,NAS, rST
O-SOCJ,I<,I)
~ETURN

I-'

8

END
C**.**SUIiROUTINE ESP •• ****
SUBROUTINE ESPCO,J,K,I)
COMMON IBL.I< l/CONY, CNY, CONPV, SPAC, 5Cl.l, SKL., SIIF, SCAC, NY~, OBH, 085,
I OBJ , OAH, OAS, SE 0, BAS I 0 (S) , I B, C5 V, WH, \1/ S, W55, 5K G.C 12) , XK G, IOTA,
2SMAV, APFS 1, UNOL.NO, IOV5
3/BI.K2IHO(3, 12, 14) ,SO(3, 12,g) ,EOC3, 12,4) ,PR(12") ,NPIl,Nl,)rI,'HH,
'''IOS, "lAS, 1ST
O-EO(J,K.I)
PET URN
END
C••••• SUtlPOUTpIE PI1NT •• *.*.
C
5UtlROUTINE FOil wllITING OUT DATA . . . PIlo;r.u
SUtlROUTINE PRNT (IPRT,J)
ilEAl. "IC, "ES ,I1S, '4CS
OOUBI.E PRECISION L.AElI.
COMHON IBL.K I/CONY, CNV, CONPV, SPAC, SCI.I, SKI., SKF, SCAC, "'YR, OBH, OBS,
I OBJ , OAH, I" S,!IE 0, BAS I 0 (!II) , I B, CS V, WH, Ws, \; 5 S, 5K G ( 12l , ~ KG, IOTA,
2S"'AY, ARFSI ,UNOI.NO, ICVS
3 IBL.K 21HO (3, 12, 14) , SO (3, 12, g) , EO (3, 12,4) , PR ( 120) , NPR , NO H, N AH,
'NOS,NAS,IST
•
5/BL.1< 3/1'1'1. (12) , CK C (12) , PK C ( 12) , CPK C (25, 12) , I YRN, I YFIB, NS~ , HOG C1 5)
15/81.K '/OUT (11 PI, 13) , I. ABI. C1 10) , HIE 5, I HA"I, I CNI., I SED, S T , R51. T , Tw TR, SP I 1.1.
COMMON IBL.I< 51 SS 1, AGIO C2 4) , AGS (24) ,01', "C RPH, 51'11. V ( 12 J , SCO "IF, OSC F
VBL.K7/QE! (I') ,K"'N,K"'X, JM"I, JHX ,SMAX, SHIN, PET, REI., RAIN
3, RAV, APO, RSR, RI v, TRB, UNG, RPSH, SMI, C"IL., WIR, SOlIV, STRB, SU"G, SCNI., SIR,
4 SA R0 , 5 RS R , SSW AD, S EK , C1'1 F , EC F , RM( 12 J , RI , ( 3 , 12) , UI. S ,5 S REI. , SSRI "I , SS AR0
5,RIN,SRIN,SREI.
DATA IPXl01
L.Y~P-IYRB·J-I
IP~T'-I

C**

1IIl0
31!11

31!12

31'13
10
J04
!I

7

IIIhl
"ITt_?
NT2-8
"ITJ.-42
IF SSw C ON SKIP PRINTI"G
OCT 23440
J
.15
J
.II!
roo TO(2,3,4,10),IPRT'
IF(IPRT.EQ.2) GO TO 5
WR I TE (15, 100) CB AS lOCI J , I -I , 5 J , I. YRP
FORMAT ClH 1//20X, S44, 10X, 15)
WRITE (15,31!11l
'ORMAT(/4~Xr!'HWATER )
GOTO !!
IFtIPRT,EQ.l) GO TO 5
WRlTE(e,10I!1) (BASIO(I),I-I,S),L.YAP
WRITEce,302)
FORMAT (/4U, !I ",SA L. T
GOTO !!
,
IIRIT! (",100) (BASID (l) , 1-1,5) , L. YRP
WAITE(S,31!1;')
'ORMAT(/40X,g~R!SERYOIR )
GO TO 5
WRITE(!,II!1") C8ASID(I),I-1,5),I.YRP
wRITEce,3U)
FORMAT (/41'1)(, I!HSEOIMENT)
1.1-1
L.2-15
L.3-1
1.4-7
DO 15 L.L.-l,2
GO TO C7,1l,8,U),IPRT'
IF(lPRT,EQ.2) GO TO IB

II WRITE (15, 11!11) (HOGCl), I-L.;',L.4)
101 FORMAT( lI!lx,A4,7(ex, . .
DO II I_NT,Nfl
102 'ORMATCllC,n,AII,I'0,;',III'II11.3)
o WRITE (15, 102) I, L.ABL. (IJ, (OUT CI, L.) , L. lIi l.l, 1,2)
GO TO 12
II IFCIPRT,EQ.I) GO TO 111
1111 WRITE(II,lU) (HOG(IJ,hL.3,L.4)
12 DO 14 I.NT2,NTJ
IF (NSB, EQ ,I!I,-ANO, CI, EQ ,·41. DR, I. EQ,42 ,DR. I .EQ, 77, OR,~ ,EQ. 71.0A,
II.EQ.Be») GO TO 14
WRITE (II ,11!13) I, L.ABL. (I) , (OUTeI ,L.) ,L.-1.1, L.2)
14 CONTINUE
103 FORMATClX,n,AII,'0,1!I,.I5F1I!I,1'I)
L.1-7
L.2-13
L.3-11
L.Ul!!
I" (1.L.,!Q.2) GO TO 18
WRITE (e,51!11'1)
51!111l FORMAT (1~1/111)
15 CONTINUE
SETUP TO OUTPUT SAL. T DATA
III IF lNT ,GE.1S1)GOTO Sl9
IF(IST.NE,I)GOTO 90

»

IP~TF_2

"IT"3
"IT2-43
NTJ_III!!
IFlIPRT,"IE.1J GO TO 1
Cgg
IF CIRES.L.E,I!I)GOTO 111
SISI II'(IRfS.L.E.0)GO TO !l1!I5
SET UP TO OUTPUT RESERVOIR
IF (NT .GE.44)GOTD 81
I' (NT .GE,44)GO TO 505
IPRT'_3
NhBI
"ITt-ill
NT2_82
NTJ_g4
GOTO 1
SET UP TO OUTPUT SEDIMENT
51!1S IF(ISEO.L.E.0)GO TO ggg
IF(NT.GT.82)GO TO g;g
IP~TF_4

"IhSl!l
NT2_95
"113-110
GO TO 1
C**. PI.UT IIIISERT
C· ••• SSw A O~' PLOT DATA .* •• *
ggg OC T "'23S0~
J
• B1
IF CIPX .EQ.ll 1;0 TO 21
51gB CAI.1. QSHYIN CIEPR,.!!B0)
CAI..L QSC (I, IERR)
C**
SET ALI. ')AC'S TO ZERO "'-,0 RAISE PEN
CALL QWI.BB C' J:!! t'lI'I
IE J
DO 21'1 I-l,e
I(K"I-l
CAI. I. rl WJD APC·" • , KI( ,I E 1
2111 CONTINUE
IPX"1
21 TYPE 2~1
2P!1 FO~i'1AT (3:?HSET 11 IlN ·0 IIEAD PLOT PARAMETERS/29HTURN B OFF TO GO TO
1NEXT YEAIII)
** IF SS~ B IS or. READ PLOT PARMETEIlS
IF 55\; B IS OFF GO TO "EXT YEAR . .
OCT '"2~001?
OC r 1l23!'i1'!\'
J
.IlQl
RAISE PEIII
CAI.1. Q~I.BBC'''30''''''.IE)
C**
KX AND 1\ Y ARI'" THE DAe r~AfI;NEI.5 FOR PI.OTTI"'G
IIEAO(/i,2t113) IPI.T,IDA5H,H,NXpYR,In,I.D,II.F,II.",I(~,~v
203 FOR"ATCI3,Y;I,FU.e, \015)

°,

*.

IPL. T I~ VAf'1 "0 TO BF PLC~TTED, IDASH IS ",,0 I)F uASH~S TO rlE DRAwN
PEt; TyME I'ERIOO, SC IS SCAL.E FACTOR IN UNITS/VOL.T, taPYR IS NO.
OF TIME I'ERI.,tlS PER VEAI1, ID AND LI) AQE DELAY TIMES TO ALLOw FO~
C..
U51~JG DIFFERE"JT ANALOG PLOTTERS, ILF IS D~LAY TIME FOR RAISI"G
C**
THE PE"I AND 1L.I<I IS I'JEUY TI'lE FOR LOwERING THE PE,<.
TYPE 21'12, IPL T
202 FORI'AT(12HPLOT VAR r-;O.I31l
SC-SC·lr..
XXC-"IYR
XX!)-J-l
XOI--(XXD/XXC)
XNYR_NXPVI<
XO_l./0XCHNVR)
XO--XO
POX1-1il.0
XP-xOI
CALL (lWJDAR(XP,KX,IE)
CALL IlWJDAR(POX1,KV,IE)
l.AO-ID+LD
CALL QSOLv (LAD)
l.OWER PEt.
CALl. QWLBB('1!21il1!1!I0,IE)
CALL QSOLV (ILW)
IF (lDASH.LE.1l GOT023
ISPAC_IOASH-I
IDS_ISPAC+IOASH
l.OO-l.O/IOS
XOASH-3·IOASH.I
XOASH_XOASH/2.11I
Xl.UO/xOAaH
xS.Xl.I2.0
23 00 30 Y-I,NXPVR
pox-OUT (IPL T, IlISC
POX.·POX
CALl. QWJDAR (pOX, KY, IE)
CA~L QSOl.V (10)
IFCIOUH.LE.!) GO TO 215
2' XPUp+xL
CA~L. QWJOAR(xp,Kx,l!!:)
CA~L QSDl.V Cl.OO)
OASH UN!!: l.OOP
00 25 l..I,tsPAC
CAl.L QWLBB ('0301!1U, IE)
CAl.~ QaDl.V (Il.F)
xP.xP+U
CAl.l. QWJOAR(XP,Kx,IE)
CAI.L QSD~ YCl.OD)
CAL.l. QWL.IIB ('1!2001!1Il, IE)
CAL.L. QSDL.VCII.W)
xP.xP+Xl.
IFCxP.~E •• I.) xP- •• g!l~Slgg
CAL.~ ClWJOAR(Xlt,Kx,IE)
C**
C**

C"

""""
=
""""

CAl.~

QSO~YC~DO)

25 CONTINUE
J
.28
211 Xlt-Xlt+XO
IFC)(lt.l.E.·l.) Xlt ... Ugggg
CA~~ QWJOARCXP,ICX,IE)
CA~L. QSOL.YCl.D)
28 CONTINUE
31 CONTINUE
RETURN PEN TO INITIAL. LOCATION
CA~L. QWJOARC"O)(I,KV,IE)
CAl.l. QSO~YCIO)
CAL.L. ClWL."B (l13001!1Il, IE)
CA~l. QaOl. I' CI l.F)
CALl. QWJDAR (XOI, KX, IE)
CAL.~

J

ClSO~I'CIO)

.21

51 IFCJ.NE.NYR) (lOTOI1
CA~L. ClWJOARCPOX1,KX,IE)
END OF Pl.OT INSERT
C**
81 IFCJ.NE.NVR)(lOT085
IFCIRES.l.E.I!)(lOTO 85
WRITE RESERYOIR EXTREMES
II(P1N-l

IK")I-l
IFCKMN.GT .8lIKMN-2
IF tlCMx .(IT. 8) IK"X.2
C"
I' SSw C ON SKIP PRINTING
OCT nUll
J
• !Ill
J
.115
!l0 WRIT!(8,400)
FORMAT C//3IlX,18HREaERYOIR EXTREMES
ICI-KMX+IKM)I
WRITECII,'0!) SMAX,HDG(KI) ,JMX
KI_KMN+IKMN
WRITE(15,4I!1) SMI!II,HDG(KI) ,JMN
'Ill FORMATC//3!!X,FI0.Il,15H .CFT ,A4,I15)
85 RETURN
END
C.· . . . SUBROUTINE DOUT . . *.*
SUBROUTINE DOUT(I(,l.,XO,KTYPE)
COMMON /BL.K l/CONY, CNY, CONPV, SPAC, SCl.I, SKL, SKF, SCAC, NVIi, OBH, OBS,
10BJ, OAH, OAS, SED, BASIO (5) , IB, CSV, iojH, ~S, WSS, SKG (12) , XKG, IOTA,
2SMAV, ARFS 1, UNOI.NO, IOVS
3/Bl.K 2/HD (3, 12, 14) , SO (3, 12, g) , EO (3, 12,4) , PR ( 12121) , IIIPR , NOH, NAH,
4!110S,NAS,IST
!5/Bl.K3/ POL (12) , CKC Cl2) , PK C (12) , CPK C (2!5, 12) , I vR"I, !VRB, IIISB, HOG ( U5)
15/BI.K 4/ OUT (11121, 13) , l. ABl. Cl1I!I) , I RES, I MAN, I CNl., I SED, ST , RSl. T , Toj TR, SP I L.l.
KTYPE _Iil RETURN
KTVPE -I SUM
KTYPE -3 LAST MONTH
KTY'"E -2 AVE
IFtKTVPE.LE.Iil.OR.KTVPE.GT.3) GO TO 99
OUTCL,K) -XO
GO TO (elil,IIS,SIil) ,KTypE
811l OUT(L,t3)-OUT(l.,t3)+XO
IF(L.EO.41)GOTO 91
GO TO Cl9
85 "UT(L,t3)-OUTCl,13)+XDI12.0
GO TO 9\1
911 OUT(l.,13)-OUTCL,K)
GO TO 99
91 CAL.L CONCT(D,OUT(76,K) ,OUT(4"',K))

'"l!

OlJT(79,~1-0·735.8

CAL.L CClNCT(D,OUT(n,K)
OUT(8~,K)-0·735.8
IF(K.~E.12) GO TO

c··

,OUT(41,~ll

99
CALL CONCTCO,OUT(76,13),OUT(40,13»)
OUT (79,13)-0.735.8
CALL CONCT(O,OUT(n,13),OUT(41,13))
OUT(AI1!,13)_0.7JS.8
99 RE TURN
END
RE~E~V"IR !III"ULATION •• RESRV"**
SUtlROUTINE IIESRY(J,K,IOP,ETF,IPRTl
REAL MIC,MES,I'iS,MCS
!)OUAl.E PRECISION LABL
COMMON /BlK l/CONV, CNV, CONPV, SpAC, SCLl, SKl, SICF, SCAC, NVR, OBM, OBS,
IOBJ, OAM, OAS, SED, BASID (5), IB, CSV, WM, loiS, wSS, SKG (12), XKG, IOTA,
?SMAV,ARFSI ,UNDL"IO, IOYS
3/BL.I<2/110 (3, 12,14) ,SO (3, 12,9) ,EO(3, 12,4) ,PR (120) ,NPR, NOH,NAH,
4NDS,IIIA!,IST
!5/BL.K 3/ POI. Cl2) , CK C (t 2) , PI< C (12) , CPI< C (2:5, 12) , IYIIN, IV RB, NSB, HOG (15)
Ii/BL.K./ OUT Cl10; 13) , LA BL. (t Ul , IRES, 1M AN, I CNl., I SE 0, S T , Ii SL T, Tw TR, SP I LL
COMMO~J /eLK!!/!!S I, AGW (24l , AGS (24) ,01', NCR PH, SMl.V (12) , SCONF, OSCF
2/Bl.1(7/RES (\4) ,KMN, KMX, JMN, JMX, SMAll, SMIN, PET ,REL, RAIN
J, RAV, UO , R SR , RI V, TR~ , UNG, III' SM, SM 1, CNL , 101 I R, SR I V, S TRB , SU NG, sc NL., SIR,
'SARO, SPSR, SSWAD, SEK, CMF, ECF ,RM (12), RIff (3,12l,Ul.S, SSREL, S8RIN, SSARO
5,RIN,SRIN,SREl.
COMMON/Bl.K8/MANG, TOl, TOLl', T~C, CONVY, CONy I, CO!llUR, CONUN, CMS (12),
1 IQGO, IOSpR, SCHGW, MCS, MES, MIC, 1'15, E'1S2, PKCMI (12)
2, IDTM(12) ,RFS,SURGW,PKSMI (12) ,STGitI,'JRGW,PHGW,GWCN,SCU,
35TON!, SMIDI v, QPUM, GWIN, QI"', ODIV, QCV, ~AO, STR, QSPR, URSF, SWAO
JaYR. ,K.MNTH,ETF.MOD BC TEMP FACTOR
RAV_RES WATER AVAl.. FOR CANAl. DIV.
ARO_ACTUAl. CANAL. REL.EASE (~ATER OR SAl. T)
RSR_TOTAl. REl.EASES (WATER OR SAl.T)
REXP-RES EXPORT
GO TO (1I!I,3I'1,10,10I!), lOP

1111 JK-J+I<
IF(JK.NE.2)GOTO I~
INITIAL.IZE FIRST MNTM, FIRST VEU
STI.RES(1)
-RES (2)
SMAX-51I
SJo11N·STI
JMN_IVRB-I
JMhJMN
I(MN_12
I(Mh12
SET UP MONTML.Y OAU
CAL.L. MSP(PPT.J,K.2)
I~ CAL.L. MSP(RI"'.J,I<,l1)
CAL.L. MSP(R[L..J.K.12)
CAL.L. MSP(ARD.J,K.13)
CAL.L. MSP(REXP.J,K,14)
RAV.0.0
EVP.CPKC (NCRPM. K) *ETF
DSEP.PPT-EVP
CAL.L. AREA(ST1.AI.RES)
OPEIUTE RESERVOIR
30 EXRS.II.0
RSR.REL.+UO+REXP
ST • ST!
CAL.L. ARfA(ST.A!.RES)
AV. (AIHE) 12.0
DShRIN-RShOSEP*AV 112.111
ShSTl+OST
II'lIOP.NE.llGOTO ~2
COMPUTE WATER AVAIL.ABL.E FOR IRRIGATION
RAV.ST-RES (3) +ARO
IF (RAV .L.E. '" .0) RAV.0.0
RETURN
CMECK EO'" STORAGE AGAINST MAX AND MIN
32 II'C51.GT.RE8(4»GO TO 33
II'CST.L.T.RES(3»
GO TO 34
GO TO .PI
3~ EXRS-ST-RES (A)
R5IhR5R.EXRS
REL.oREL.+!)(PS
SToRES C,)
GOTO .Pi
34 STCK.ShRSR-RES(3)
IFCSTCK)35.3!5.37
3!1 ST.51+RSR
RSR.II.11
RfL..0.0
ARO.0.111
REXP.0.111
IF(ST .LT.I'I.0) Sh0.0
GO TO 40
37 RSlhSTCK
ST.RES (3)
II'CSTCK.GT.REL.)GO TO 38
REL..STCI(
ARD_0.11I
REXP.0.0
GD TO .0
311 RSRX.STCK-REL.
IF (RSRX .GT. ARO) GO TO 31)
UD.RSRX
RfXP·".1I
GO TO o4ll
3g REXPUSRX-ARD
INITIALIZE NEXT MONTHS STORAGE
.111 OSaST-STI
STToSTI
SU-ST
'1 CAL.L. OOUT(I<,81. EVP.t)
CAL.l DOUT (1<.112,
OS,1 )
CALL DOUT(IC,83,
ST,3)
CALL. DOUT(K,84, REL.,1)
CAL.L OOUT(K.BS. ~SR.1l
CALL DOUT CK. lie. ARO.t)
CAL.L DOUT (K. 87, REXP.1)

enr

""'"
S

CMfCK !XTRfMES
!III EMX-ST-SM.\X
IF(EMX.L.E.0.0)GOTO !II
SMU.ST
JMX-rvRB+J-l
KMX_K
GOTO !l2
51 EMN.SMIN-ST
IF(E<MN.L..E.0.0)GO TO!5>2
SMIN·ST
JMN_ I VRB+J-I
KMN_K
5'- RE TURN
IOP.3 1:\0 RESRV SAL. T
'" RSL. ThSThCSTII73!1.8
CAL.L. SSP(SR1N.J.K.g)
fF(R!N)80.U.81
CRU.PI.Pi
ARMF.0.0
GOTO 8!1
81 CRSI.SRIN*735.8/RIN
RMF.PR (8P1) MUST BE GREATER THAN ZERO
RMF.PR (80)
AIIMFoRMF*RIN/RSR
IF (ARMF .GT .RMF) UMF.RMF
85 CROoARMF*CRSI+ (1. ~-ARMF) .CS TI
CCRO .CR(l173!1. 8
RSSR·CCRO*RSFI
SREL..CCRO*REL.
SARD·CCRO*ARO
SREXFI·CCRO*REXP
RSL. hRSL. TI+SR I N-RSSR
CRSoRSL. T*73!1.8/ST
IF (ST .LE.i'I.0)CRS."'.0
71 CAL.L. OOUT(K,88. CRO.2)
CAL.L. 00UTCK,8g, CRS.2)
INITIAL.IZE FOR NEXT MONTH
75 CSTI.CRS
5RSR.RSSR
RETURN
10P.4 COMPUTE RESRV SEDIMENT
100 CAL.L ESPCSSRIN.J,K,4)
TE.PII(I11)
SSARO.II!.11i
SSRSR.".0
SSREL.U.0
SSREXP.0.0
II'tRSR.L.E.P.III)GO TO 110
SEDShSSRIN*TE
SSRSh (SSRIN-SEOST) IRSR
55REL..SSRSR*REL.
SSUO.SSRSR*ARD
SSRExP.SSRSIhREXP
GO T'O 121!1
110 SEDSToSSRIN
120 55TAF.SEDShPR (112)
CAL.L. DOUT( .... g0,SEOST.1)
CAL.L. DOUTCIC,gl,SSTAF.1)
CAL.L. E>OUT (I( ,112 ,.UREL..1)
CAL.L. DOUT(K,1)3,SSARD,1)
CAL.L OOUT(It,!I.,SSREXP,1)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE 'REACS.A,R!!S)
DIMENSION RESO.)
IFtS.L.T.I.P) GO TO II
II'CS.L.T.RES(II)) GO TO 1
C•• RES (II)
A.RES (g) +RFS (10) *SuC.
GOTD 12
C2.RI!S(71
A.RES (5) +RES (8) *S**C2
GOTO 12
10 hRES(5)
12 R!TURN
END

'iii'

CU* . . SUBROUTINE SAL.SM . . . . *
SUBROUTINE SAlSM (J ,I<, IPT, IPRT, PSUNG, ARF, COR, WAGS, AfT, GG~, QGO, RF,
lPl,PO,SEEP)
R!AL. "'IC:''''fS,MS,MCS
OOUBlE PRECISION lABl
COMMON l15ll< l/CONV, CNV, CONPV, SPAC, SCll, Sl(l, 5KF, SCAC, NYR, DB"!, OBS,
10BJ, OAH, OAS, SED, BASIO (!5) ,IB, CSV, 101101, 1015, WSS, SkG (12) ,XI<G, IOTA,
2SMAV, ARFS I, UNOi.NO, IoVS
:5/BlI(2/Ho (:5,12,14) ,SO (:5,12,9) ,EO(:5,12,4) ,PR(12") ,NPR,No"!,NAH,
4NOS,NAS,IST
!5/BlK:51 POL (12) , CI< C (12) , PI< C (12l , CPI( C (2!5, 12) , lYRN, lYRB, N58, MOG C1!5)
eIBll( 4/0UT C1 II! , 1:5) ,l ABl (110) , I RES, I I'll. N, I CNl, UEo, S T ,R Sl T , T WTR, SP I II
COMMON IBll<!l1 SS 1, AGw (2') , AGS (2') ,OP, NCR P"!, SML. V( 12l , SCO NF ,OSCF
2/BL.K7/RES (1') ,I(MN, KMX, JMN, JMX, SMU, SMIN, PET, REL., RAIN
:5, RAV, ARo, RSR ,RIV, TRB, UNG ,RPSM' SMI, CNL., WIR, SRI v, STRB, SUNIi, SCNL., SIR,
'SARo, SRSR, SSW A0, SEK , CMF , !CF ,RM (12) , RI I" (:5, 12) ,Ul S, SSREl , SSR IN, S S ARo
!5,RIN,SRIN,SREL.
COM"'ON/BLKII/"'ANG, TOL, TOLl", TMC, CONVV, CON VI, CONUR, CONUN, CMS (12) ,
I IQGO, IQSPR ,SCMGW ,MCS, MI!:S ,MIC, MS ,EMU, PKCMI (12)
2, IOTM (12) ,RFS, SURGW, PKSMI (12), STGw, URIiW, PMG", GWCN, SCU,
:5STONS, SMIoIV, QPUM, GWIN, QIN, QOIV, QCV, WAD, STR, Q!lPR, URSF, SWAo
OIMENSION ODS (2') ,0051 C24)
CALCULATE SALT CI(NCENTIHTION ASSOCIATED WITH THE CORRESI'ONDING
HyoROL.OGIC COMI'ONENTS.
SAL. T QUANTITIES ARE NOT ROUTED AS IN THE MYOIlOLOGY
ROUTINE. CAL.cuLATEO CONCENTRATIONS ARE ASSIGNED TO ROUTED QUANTITIES.
QUANTITY 01" SALT
lcn OF WATER - CONC 01" SAL. T (TOS)
TONS 01' WATER
"CFT 01" WATER
TONS/ACFT OF SAL. T
CONVERT TSS FROM PPM Ttl TONSIAC-IN IF THIS IS FIRST CAL.l
1111 II"CJ,EQ.l,ANO,K.EQ.1l GO TO 17

SHSF'~,

8HGW_" •
ST~TII.".

I(IoK+IDTA
KL-KI+I
IFCK.GT.1l GO TO 6"
1"11 C7~) SMOULO BE VHY SI'ALL.
SPUGW_I'R C7t'i).SCAC
SAVE INITIAL ARF CONC FOR DELAY
00 20 1-1,24
DDSCIldGS(I1·AGWCIl
20

8

I'-i~

C*"
2~

2e
30

CCNMP

SAFIO-"." II
SR~XP_"',

1:5
Ie

CBSAM
19

SRSR-0,'"
RSL.T-0.
IFCIRES.L.E."'GOTO 1:5
CAll RESRV(J,I(,:5,ETF,IP~T1
CALL. CONCT(CSCOR,SCOR,COII)
SNG-CSCOR·UNG
SUNG-SNG+PII Ce7) .PSUNG
SRSF_URSF.PR (721
CALL CONCTCCIIV,SRIv,~IV1
CALL CONCTCCTB, STRB, T~B)
CAL.L. CONCT(CUN,SUNG,UNG)
CALL. CONCT (CIlPUM, SQPUM, QPUM)
CALL CONCT (CUllSI', SRSF, URSF1
SURGlhURGlhPR (72)
COMPUTE INFLUENT SALT
SQRIV_SRIV+STRB
RIVTRS_RIV+TRB
CALL CONCT(CSTGW,SQRIV,IIIVTRB)
SNAhP~ (87) -SCAC
SNAhPIl (R71 -rlIN
~Q I ",. 5 AL T I "'+SQPUI1+S~SF -SSTGW-5URG,,+SNA T
I)Al-ODIv/CONV
SPT.I7I.
~PT I'''.I?
SSOIL·Q'.
SSSI'SSI

(II"

CONTINU~

SAVE DOS FOR ITERATION OF SPRING FL.OW

GO TO 18
COMPUTE COMPoSITE CONC OF QXN
SET UP SAL T
A VAL.UES
CAL.L. SSP CSRIV, J, K, 1)
CAll SSPCSTRB,J,I(,2)
CAL.l SSPCSCOR,J,I(,:5)
CALL. SSP CSCNL, J, K, 4)
CALL. SSPCSQGI,J,KI<,!5)
CALL SSPCSGAG,J,KK,Ii)
CALL SSP(SQPUM,J,KI<,7)
CALL HSPCQCAN,J,KK,e1
CAL.L. CONCT (cr,>lIN, SQGI, GWIN1
SGwIN_SQGI
SRIN-"."
SREL.-"'.I'I

OF

e0 00 1i!5 101,24

17 CAL.L INITCTSSC,SSI,CSI' R l,CARFI,CGWI,PR,CG"CNI,COP)
18 I<I(_K
jooool

QOUTI~E

:5!5

OOSI (I).OOSCIl
CONTIIIoUE
BEGIN ITERATION '"O~ SALT IN SPRING FL.OIII BETWEEN .:50 AND .!5!5
CSP!-CSP RI
1(1-"
CGWCN-CGWCNI
TCL-GWCN+S!'EP
5 TCL - TeL *CG WC N+T CL. PR C8S)
IFCTCL,L.E.I'I.00IlGO TO 215
CALL CONCTCCGWCN,STCL,TCL)
CALl- GWROUT (CGWCN,CGWCN1,PRC78),CGWCf'.l)
SG wc N_ CG WCN *GW CN
SSEEP_ CG wCN*SEEP
SQSPR_CSPI-QSPR
SWAO - SQ I N+RFs+SQSPR+SSHP
IF(IDVS.L.E,")GO TO !I
CAL.L CONCTCCQIN,SCNL,QCAN)
GO TO e
CAL.L CONCT(CQIN,SWAO,WA01
SC NL - CNL.C QI N+HRO
QCNL.-CNL+AIIO
CAL.l CONCTCCCNL.,SCNL.,QCNL)
SQOIV-QOIV*CCNL.
SIR-SQOl V
SSPlL..SPIL.L*CCNL
SCV-CCNL* (QoIV+TWTII)
IF (TIo/TIl. lOT. 0.) STWTR_TWThCCNL.+PR cee) *SCAC
II' (TIo/TR .GT .0.) STWTR_TWTR. CCCNL+IIR (lie»)
SIIlCoSIR·CSV
SAL T I NSe:RT
UNITS IN INCHES
'OP SMAV OAL PV DIL.l" WAGS AET
UNITS IN PPM
CSS
UNITS IN TON lAC SSI PR(IIB)
PRC78) SliT
UNITS IN TON/AC'IN
TOS CUR
UNITS IN TON/ACFT CSS
IF (OAL.LE. ,ell GO TO 35
CCSIR.SIRC
GO TO ~"
CCSIhll,

REFER TO cnMMON FOil
40 SSG-CCSIII+SSI
SM2-SHI

5"1

SSt

SM3-S"'~+OP

CALL CONCT CCSS, SSG. 5M3)
OPS-OP-CSS
CSSI-CSS
SSG - SSG-OPS
CALL CONCTCCSS,5SG,5M21
IFCCSS-TSSC)I,I,2
I SSI-SSG
SSOIL.-~ ,
5PT-0.
GO Tn ~
SSI-TS5C+S"2
CAL.CULATE SALT PRECIPITATED WITHIN TillE ROOT ZONE
SPTo (SSG-SS I 1 .PR (74)
SSO I L - 5 SG-SS 1- SPT
CAL.CULATE SALT PRECIPITATED BELOw ROOT ZO",E
DPS.OPS+SSClIL
CAL.L CONCTCCSS,OPS,Ol')
IFCC5S.LE.CflP)GO TO 4
OPOS-CDP-DF'

4

4S

42

41

43

SPU-OpS-CPOS
ops_opos
CSS-COP
005(1(1)-OPSoPO-00SO<I)
ODS (I(L. 1 -OpS*P I-ODS (~L.)
CAL.L. CONCT(AGS(KI1,f\I)~Cql,AGWCKI1)
CAL.L CO~CT (AGS(KL) ,OOS(KL,l, AGW (KL)
S$AV- C$SSI*SSl1 o .15
CSS_SSAV 08829 .151 SMAV
SSALhSSI
pAIUMETERS 82 IN SAL. T ANO ~1 IN OIVOROL.OGV A~E I"lTERr'EPE~OE"T
CAL.L. GWROUT (CARF ,CARFI ,PR (82), AGS (Kl)
ARFS-AFlF·CAIIFoI2.
IF(ARF.L.E.~.)GO TO 41
ARFS-ARFS_pR C88lURF
CAL.L. CONCTCCAQF, ARFS, AI'F.12.)
SSOII._SSOII..SCAC
SOUM tiP _ SGwC N_ ARFS*S 5 TGW -SUR G\'j
"'IUOjG OF GROUNOdTER SALT
~GG'" - Sr,1i I N.SOU MSp-SQpUM- SQSpR .. SI'UG W
CALCUI.ATE CO"'PO~ITE CONCENTRATION OF GROU"IO.A TE~ SALT
IF (ClGO .I.E. 1'1.1 SGGw -SGGw-SPUGw
CAL.1. CONCT (CGGw, SGGW, GGwl
CAL.L GWROUT(CGIO,CGlll,pRC8'),CGG,o/l
IF (laspR.L.E .iI) GO Tn ~~
CQSp-CG~

44 CALL GWROUT (C'lSpR, CSPR1, FIR (7!i11, CQSFI)

IF(IlSpR.Ea.I'!.) GO TO

~~

K I-K 1.1

~

i

IF(Kl.GT.IMAN) GO TO 50
IF (A8S (CIlSI'R-CSpl).LE.STO"5l (10 TO 55
CSPI-CCIlSPR·C51'1) •• 15
SSI-SSSI
RESTtlRE I)OS TO VAL.UES IoIELO BEFORE ITERATION
DO .15 I-q ,KL
00SCI)-0051 (Il
415 CONTINUE
liO Ttl 30
15'" TVPE 111I0,CSPI, CQSPR
II'!I1I FOR"'AT (5Io1ITMAX2FS.2)
END IT!RATION FOR SPRING FI.Ow Cr'!"lCE"TIIATIO~
C**
~~ 5IlGO-QGO·C;G'"
SCMGW_SGGW_SIlGO
CSPR I_C;QSPR.pR (59)
CARF I_CARF
CGWI-CGW
Co.
OOSI CKLl-OD5 (KL.l
C 0" END SAl. T INSERT
GWS_SQGO.PR (~7)
GEFS-SQGO-G W5
GEF-QGO* (I.-PR (27»
TREATMENT OPTIONS FOR RETURN FLOWS
501 CALI. TREAT(SSPII.,P R C8Q) ,SPILLl
CAL.L. TREAT(STwTR,PR(90),TIoITRl
CAL.1. TREATCGEFS,pR(91) ,GfF)
CALL. TREATCRFS,PR(921,RF)
!511l0 CONTINUE
55 TR. SWAO-SC NL. .551' I L. +5 n. TR.S ARO
PROPORtION OF GAGED SURF ACE RU"lOFF
SSRF _ SSTR .GEF S-SR I N+!HI EL
SEXp_SSRF*PR (21)
SSO_SSRF-SrxP
OU'FS.SSO-SGAG
OBS- 085+0 I FF S *0 I FF 5 * W5
SSAI. hSSAI. T*SCAC
OPS-OPS.SCAC
CGEF-CGW *735. e
CAL.1. CONCT(COPS, ARF 5, ARF)
COphCOPS*73i5. 8
SPT-SphSCAC
SPT (-SPT I.SCAC
Coo CAI.CUL.ArE THE NATUIUL PICKUP AND THE AG PICKUP
CBSAM IF(QIN.L.E.I1I.l SNAT-lil.
SAG- OP SoSSp I L.5SEEP-! CNL
24 CALL OClUT(ItK,43,
CSS,2)
CAL.L. OOUT(KI(,44,SAL.TIN,!)

CAL.L O(\UTCKK,4~,
SNAld)
CAL.L DOUT(KK,4!i,
SAG,1)
CAL.L OOUT(KI(,47,
SREL.,11
CAL.L. 00UT(III(,'8,
RSLT,~1
CALL COUT (KI<,'9,
SIISF, 1)
CAL.L. OOUT(I(I<,15R1, SQPUM,1)
CAL.L. OOUTCItI(,51, SQSpR,1)
CALL DOUT (KK, 52, SSTGIiI,1)
CAL.L OOUT(KK,53,
SWAO,1)
CALL. 00UT(ItK,5 4 ,SMIOIV, I)
CAL.L 00U.T(KK,55,
RFS,!)
CAL.L. DOUT (KI(, 55,
SCNL, I)
CAI.L. OOUT (KK, 58, SSEEp, 11
CALL. OOUT (KK, 57, SGWCN,l)
CAI.I. OOUTCKK,!5I1, SSPIL.1)
CALL DOUTCI(K,S0,
SCV.1)
CALI. OClUT[KK,51, STWTR.1)
CAL.1. 00UTCKI(,52,SSAI.T ,~)
CAI.L 00UT(KK,S3,
SPT, 1)
CAL.L OOUT(KI(,S4,
SpTI,1)
CAL.L. OOUTCKK,S~,
OPS,!)
CAL.1. OOUT (KK,!lS,
ARFS, I)
CALI. DOUT (KI(, 57,
COPS, 2)
CAI.L 00UT(KK,S8,
SQGI.1)
CAL.L. DOUT[KK,SII, SURGW.1)
CAL.L OOUT CIIK,7R1,GEFS, I)
CALL OOUT'(KI<, 7 I, CGEF, 2)
CALL. OOUT(I(lC,12,
GWS,1l
CAL,L, 00UT(KK,7~, SCMG\II.1)
CALL OOUT(KK,74,
SSRF.1)
CAI.L 00UT(I<K,75,
SEXP.!)
CALL. OOUT(KK,75,
SSO.1)
CAI.L. OOUT (KI<, 77,
SGAGd)
CALL OOUT(I(K,78, OIFFS'!1
119 RETURN
END
CONCENTRATION SUBROUTINE o. CONCT ••
SUBROUTINE CONCT(CZ,SZ,ClZ)
CZ-0,
IF(tlZ.GT.0.) ChSZ/QZ
liE TURN
I!NO
SUBROUTINE TREAT
SUt!ROUTINE TREAT(S,ppM,Q)
I!"(PPM.L,E.III,l GO TO !l1Il
CAL.L CONCT(CQ,S,Q)
PTQ-PPMI7~5. 8
I'(CQ.LT.PTQ) GO TO 25
hPTQ*Q
GO TO 80
25 S·.CQ*tl
60 RETURN
END
INITIALIZATION FOR S'AL.SM
SU8ROUTINE INIT(T,SS,CS,CA,CG,PR,CN,COP)
OIMENSION PRO)
hPR C7~) 188~9.5
SS-pR(!!4')
CUpR (1I1)/882!i1.S
CG-PR(!\·~)1735.8

CN-PR(77)173!!.8
CS-CG·PR(59)
COp-PII(75)1 8829./5
RETURN
END
C· •• • IoIVOROL.OGIC 5IMUL.ATION . . . HVOSM . . .
SUt!ROUTINE HVOSMCIPRT)
REAL. MIC,MES,MS,MCS
DOUBLE PRECISION LABL.
COMMO,N IBL,K I/CONV, CNV, CONPV, SPAC, SCL.I, SKI., SKF, SCAC, NVR, 08101, 085,
I tl8J , OAIoI, 0 AS, SE 0, BAS I 0 C5) , 18, csv , WIoI, Ws, \oj 55, SI( G C12) , ~K G, Ii) T "
:2SMAV ,APFSI ,UNOLNO, IOVS
3/!1LI< 2/1010 (3, 1:2,14) , SO (3, 12, Q) , ED (:3, 12,4) , PR (121'1) , "lPR , NI'l ~ , "j AI-!,
4NOS,NAS,IST
51 BL. K31 POI. C12) , CKC (2) , PI( C ( 12) , CPt( C (:2 5, 1:2) ,Iv RN, lYRB , ,"56 , 1010 G CIS)
/5 IBLK 41 OUT 01111, 13) , L A8L CllR1) , I RES, I Mol N, Ie NL, I SED, S T , II SL T , h TR , SP 1 L L
COMMON IBL.1I5/SS1 ,AGW (24), AGS (24),01', NCRpH, SMI.V Cl2), SCQNF, OSCF

21BLK' IRE II C1" 1 , KPiN, KHX , JMN, J MX, SHU, SM I III, F'E T , RE b, , RAI N
3,IUV I ARD,RSR ,I:IIV, TRB,IING,RF'SM, SM1, C~l., ~IR, SRlv, STRS, SUNG, SC"IL, SIQ,
4 SARO , 5115R , SSW AD, SE~ , CMF , EC F , 10/ 1>1 C121 , I! I F (:3, 12) , UL S, 5SR EL , ss~ IN,S 5AR D
5,I<IN,SRIN,SRfL.
COMMON I BLK e1M ANG, TOL , TOI.F , THe, CONV V, Ca NV I, CONUf1 , CO~UN, eMS ( 12) ,
! I (lIi>O, I (lSF'R , SCHGw , He 5, ME S, ~ I C , 1'15 , E 'I 5 2 , p~ CM I ( 121
2, lOT MC12l ,!IF S, SURGW , PK S ~ I ( ! 2) ,5 TG ~ , 'JR"W • P HG w , GwC~. SU'.
:3 5 Yatil 5, Ii ~ I DI v , Q P UM, G;I IN, (l It, , Q D I v , Q C V, WAD,S T R , Q 5 P R , URSF, S ~ A0

[APIIF'R (all)
!NS~;H a. .. .t<t"''''''~'''''
29 CAL.L HSPC', ,J,i<,!l
CALL H3P(PP'T,J,K,:n
C~L!. HS" (11%\1, J,K, J)

CAl.L 1<4(IP(Trla,J,K,iI)
CALL l4apCC:O~,J,K,S)
CAI.(' HSP((;NI.,J,K,S)
CA!"L MSPCQGI,J,K,7)

DIMENSION DO!' (24)

Ceo

IF IP1IT m0 F'III'lT 8C1TH WATER A'ID SALT

Cwo
CH

-2 PRINT SALT ONLY
.3 SuPPRESS AI.L PI'I1l-:T

ewe

Cl

PRINT WATER

INITULlZE
08 A. 0.

OBJECTIvE

FIJ~CTIIJ"S

SCNRaEl.W

C~G~S.(lO.

IFCCNL..!.E,I'I.)GO TO 12

IJIlHa!l!. (>
Oi:l5.:;I. '"

12

rJBJ "111. ('!

~I!!"~~ ,0
~1H4~2J,0
3~~ADa;l.~

SC~r,w.lil.

::lSFl@IO, ~
S'j'al1l ,

TOLAFa'!'OLF
'~CSaPR (2'5)

~.\V~\l, ~

~ES.I'R (2~1

r.lillV"I'IIVo.l~!l
'i'tU1P~'1

MICaPR (1'
"1SoHIC
F.~52·MIC
~~5i'RC. ("C5~MES)

C;~IN3QGI~rR (16)
C:NI.Del-:I."p~ C9~)

/'1CS

INITIALIZE SNOW,

GROU~JD

Epl I DY'I.E ~1! n I 'I '.' ~R n4)
eel::>\? ~iJKClq tv.) oPIl (35)
31'10 7 V~3'1Li.ll 1j.f'R (7! J

WAHR, SALT IC'S

SP"qoPR «12)

""1·PR(52)

CF5Hr.:'KsMY 00 "PR (It'll

S~l""RC!)

CO"'f'U'i'I': I"OHN?!AL

hRf'loPI'1(5n
1
(46)

C~C;PPR(5:3)

ETP.P\,:'i'

(3Q)
ECV1"FCV
ECv."~

p~Er"p~c (K)<>EYF
En'f.I.F'~~ T

PTlj.PR (4'"

IF(IqfS.EQ,~'GOTC

PSpuPR(41)
ClnPR(22)
C2~PR (23)
GWCN!C.PR (Hl
DO 9 L"ld2
!qgL"1
1<2-L"54

·C

\4 11 A I" or. ~
SNMT o li1,r
IF (ToPS (1
!~

sL+ 12
AG>I(I<).PR(n)

16
17

IF(F'R(.s9).GE.12.)

l~

17

I'iAI~.PPT

IF(ToPR(!4lltQo19,j"

IF (S'l1<1 ,LE

.~.'I)Gr)T(,

19

~~TK.P~(43)·(TQP~(I·'1

PI1(4!i1lmll.~!HI99

If

IDTHPR (A9l

(X"T<.GT.iI~.)

GO

TC1

8~

<;".<.5~.,"! .E~'" (~X~TK)

RIDThYDTA

r.O

t~CIDTA.LE.I1I) GO 1'0 81
PI oAMOD (F'R (49), FlIOTA)

(;0 TO 82

Tr"

~6

06

~"i\j2G~.

R8

~""'T.s~,~!QS·HI2

IF (,S'lWI.LY ,5>.1"T) S""T'SN~ 1
19 '1f>:;"oRAINoS""Y

81 1'1 oF''' (49)
82 "081,-"'1

SN~1'5"'wl~SN"T

XI<G.I'1I (51)

RP"T.~"SM

00 FOR EACM VEAII
00 200 Jlll,NVR
ANNUAL

DO 10 L81,1Ul
10 OUT(L.,Ullal1l.t:l
DO 11 L.sl.12

I'lMF'H~IIPWi'~"'R

VAL.UES

(29l.CONPV
If" HANGoal I.I~I1' QCN!. 10 WAD aUr UES GAGEI') RECORDS

C"""

C

Il USE QCf'L AS R:!:COFIDED
1 CALC (leN!. AND LISE wITHnUT L!~lIT TO SATISFv PET
2 CALC OCNL BlIT UMIr TO WAD
3 pur LEAI\o1ENG IoIA'fEfl Tn ZEIlO AND LIMIT 70 \'I,\D
A PiJT L,!':AC"'ING WATE~ TO ZERO Ar.D LIMIT TO IoAr ySPR
"!<lEN SPRl':r; FLOW IS ~JOT AVAILABLE FOR DIVERSION
I.E. "JEA:;I E>.JI,' OF 8ASIN

AGW(Ll·.GW(I.+12)
A(;WCI.->121elll.e
'GSCL.l sAGS (1.+12l
11 4G5(L"12l=0,0
00 FOR EACH MONTH
00 19111 KKa l,12
l<aKI<
I<C 1 a I!!

~lll ~.1e5.16

5'JW!=S"J~I"PI>T

';OT(1

AG3(K)aPR(K2)
9 COtHINUE

I~

CALL ~E5I'1V(J.Kr1.ETF,lPRT)
ClETEI'IMTNE RA!".SNG~ A~O SNOrlMEL,Y

l(

I~IUALIZE

r

,e.3)EKT~i1'.3
ErI'De~'j''''T''~OL (KJ
PET_ewe C~) ~EH'Pi'l (3~1

U' (1::1(1.6

QG2IC.GWI
S"~ICgPR

EVAPTfUlN§

fr. T00.')! 73*T~".~ 14

QG1IC.A~F

F'"

SC~H!~Ai!OI CCN!".;.ARI)
II"U3C:Wfl.LE.0.)3C·j~9i'~(Hl(ul

RE~"00.11I

'lAH.~. "

DA S. (lO, ('I
SED-". t:l

~

M3~(GAG,J,KK,B)

CAbl.

CALL MSP(Qf'UM,J,i'i,~)
i:Ab,1. MSI'C[MIOiV,J,K,10l
eAI.L I4SP(ARD,J,K,13l
CALL BtlI' (i\MIOIV, J, 1(, tl)
PPhPPHPR C17l

ONLY

Q

!~ (~A~·.G)

"

11,5,4

~:~L=r.>·L
'~r

10

~

~ANAr;E"E"T

"lIT

STUDy CANAl. DIVERSIO"lS
LF 4Cf.lINr, WATE~ REQO IN (HOeJ,K"ll

4

EH'I~ETP

IF lMU'G,GE.31 CNL.aPl.
31

35
36
37

38

IF ('1ANr"GE,31 AROa0,~
IF(IDTM(K)l 3~,3!1,3/j
F.n,jatll,
GO T(I 38
ETNonF'l- CRPP<T+CMS-CMS CKl»
!FCET"J,L.T,I!,) ETllla0,
APPLlCATYO'" EFFICIElliCY IS PR (381aEAP
CANAL CONVEVA"ICE EFFICIE'lCV IS PR (31l) aECY
IF lEAP,LE,SKG (II) 1 EAP-SKG (Kl
CCNL oCNL. + (ET"I*CONV11 C EAP. (1, -PhI) • (ECv-PSP» +ARO
AROaQOJL. .SC~jR
C:lliLaQCNL.-A~D

111
113
C."
1115
111

I-'

i

C".
C

III!

18!!
188

181l
2ge

8!5
C.*.
119

711

CALCULATE lJNGAGEO FLO~S
PNt:Ta (PHET-RPSM).CONPy
IF (PNET ,L T .0.0) pNEh0.0
PWNGaPIl (2r111. (PPT-PR (115»
IF(IS.GT .0)pWNGaPR (20). (RAIN-pR (Ul»
IF (pWNG,L. T .".\l)'pWNG a 0,I'I
pSUNG-pR (1 g) *SNMT+PIoING
UNGaCOIl.PR (18) +~SUNG
aUNG-UNG
MANAGEMENT STUOy RESERVOIR OPERATION
IFCIRES,tQ,01GOTO 111
CALL. IlESIlV(J,K,2,ETF,IPRT)
QCNL.aCNL.+ARO
IFtISEO,EQ.<llGO TO 113
CALL SEOI(J,K,I,ETF,IpRT,GWIl
CONTINUE
CAL.CULATE IIIiFL.UEIIIT GW
IF (QRIV) 1115,1115,117
STGWall,
GO TO 118
STGW- (Cl-C2.AI.,OG10CQIlIV» .aRlv
GIFaSTGW
CAL.CUL.ATE RUNO"F ANO CONSUMPTIVE US! "ROM LANO AREA OF URBAN ANO
UNOEVEL.OPED L.AND AND PROPORTION TO Gw
pCpURU-RpMh CCONUR*CONUNl
URUNCUaRPMh (CONUR.pR (31) +CONUN.pR (32»
URSF .pCpURU-URUNCU
URGW.UIlS,,*pR (33)
URSFaUIlSF-URGW
a I No RI V+TRB*aUNG*OPIJM*UR SF-S T Gw
CAL.CUL.ATE pHRe:ATOpHYTE USE
pHSF aE TpH*CONPV-RMpH
IFtpHSF.GT.0.) GO TO 1815
OIN.OIN-pHSF
pHGw·0.
"HS".e.
GO TO 2911
PHGW.PR (30) *"HSF
IFtOIN.GE.PHSF) GO TO 181l
IFCOIN,L.E.I!.) GO TO 18!!
DIF.PHSF-PHGW
IP'tOIN.GE.DIF) GO TO lell
PHS"aOIN
GO TO 290
PHSF.pHSI'-PHGW
OIN.OIN-PHSF
OSI.CIN
aSpR.SPRIC*pR ('8)
EMSpRaMS
SAVE INITIAL. 01' FOR ROUTING IN 001'
00 ell Ial,I2'
OOpCI)aAGW(I)
CONTINUE
CAL.CUL.ATE SpR.ING FL.OW BY ITERATING HERE TO 3111
CSpRl.QSpR
MSaEMSPR
KC2a0
SEEP I.GWCN I C*pR (1l3)
SEEP.SEEP 1
CNL.l-CNL.
ITERATE HERE TO ABOUT !!015 FOR SEEP4GE IN MANAGEMENT MOOE
I'IAO.OIN*OSPR.SEEp
I"(W40.LT,"'.' 'lAo.e,

CAL.L. URBEHt (WAD, EMIO I V, CFEMI, EMICU, EMIRF, SMIO I V, CFSHI, SCU, RFS)
II' HANG .0 OR 1 DO NOT L.II'IIT aCNL. TO WAO
IF(MANG.EO,IlI.0R.MANG.EQ,I) GO TO 87
II"t MANG.EQ.2.0 R.M4NG.EO,3) GO TO 8~
IF'CMANG.GT .3.AND.CNL..GT. (WAO-.QSpRll C~lL..WAD-QS·PR
GO TO 87
e~ IF tC'NL.GT .... AO) CNL-WAO
'0111 IF CSSWAO.L.!:,.PR (11'l).GO TO 87
'01 CNL.aCNL*PRC114)/SSWAO
87 CONTINUE
OCNL.aCNL. •• RO
GWCN.aCNL* (1.-ECV)
GWCNSVaGWCN
ROUTE SE!pAGE IUTER F'ROM CANAL.S
CAL.L. GWROUT (GWCN, GWCNI C, pR C4!!l , GWCN)
SEEPaGWCN.pR (Sl3)
H' tABS (SEEP-SEEP I) • LE. TOLAF) GO TO 7~
CNL·CNLI
I(C2·KC2*1
SEEpl.SEEp
IF (KC2.L.E.IMAN) GOTO 71'1
TYPE ~1lI15,SEEP1,SEEp
!le8 !"ORMAT( 17HSEEP RETURN ITMAlC 2F 10 .1)
7~ SPIL.L.aCNL.*psp
'lCV aOCNL -GWC: "IS V-SP I LL
GWCN·GWCN-SEEP
TWTR·OCY·PTW
CCIVaQCY-TWTR
01 GS.RPMT*QO I YtCONV
OApS.QOIY
STR. WAO-CNL. *TwTR.Sp IL.L
tOllpUTE SOIL MOISTURE LEVEL
WAGS.DIGS
oll'o.e.
SII1W·SH1*WAGS
tF(5H\W,GT.I>~(241J CPr>0(St<IW-PR(24»).PR(941
St-<I"'OP.S"\1I-0PO

C...

5"'" 5,,\ .. 010-1'1' T

IF (S" 2 • LT. ~' ,15M 2 _ i" ,
DP_S"~_PR (~~J

!F(Op.LT,".l GO TO 41
S"20 1O R (25)
G~

41

T:'1

49

I)P or"
tF (5M2.GE,PR (24)) GO TO 49
ET IS LESS THAlli POTENTIAL
ETToS"'I~OP-PI>(24)

4!:i

C.·.55
e:a
62

c·.·
31'13

50~

IFtETT,LT.P!.l ETT-Ill.
ETS_PET_ETT
ETI! IS AMT OF PET T~AT "UST COME FROM BELOW CRITICAL
AE hE TT.E Tp. SMS T~C
S~2a~M\ 1oI1)"-AO:T
IF t5"l2.GT .1'.1 GO TO 55
5M2." •
AEToSt< 1 1,lDp
GO HI !5~
AETaPET
OP.CP.OPO
C:ROpL.AND OP RI)UTEO TO ; ..
KIOThK.IOTA
AGW (KtOTA).DIO.PO.AG~ (~IDTA)
AGIO (K tOT A+ l)aAGW (KIOTA.l) *01'.1' 1
C:AL.L. GWROUT (AR F 2. AIIF1, XKG, AGW (K»
ARFaARF2·COIliV
r,WIRaARF
CALCUL.ATION OF SPRING FLOW AND RETURIII FLOW DIVERTED TO CANALS
OUMSp .GWCtl*GW I R. 5 TGW.URG W
OPT! ON TO ALLOW OSPFI Tel BE 111
IF (lQSPRl 303.302.31113
SPINapR(37).G~IN.OUHSP

CAL.L GWIlOUT [SPROUT, SpR IC, pR ('7) , SPIN)
GSpll.pR (4S) .!lIOROUT
I(C: l a lCC 1*1
IFtKC1.GT.IMAIII) TYPE 505, CSPRl,OSPR
FORMAT (2FI0,PI'
IF t .laS (QSpR-QSplll)-TOLAF) 31111,301,83
RESTOIlE AGW FOR NEXT ITERATION

8~

00 84 1-1,24

AGW (!' eDDP ex)
8<1 CONT! NUE
GO TO 119
SPRIC.SPROUT
GO TO 30.
302 aSPlu0.
~1Il1

3214 ARF1.~1l"2

SMAVe (8M 1 +51'12) *0.!5
SM1151'42
MSISMI
GWCN IC eGWCN+S!EP
C.** ROUTING OF lOW TH'IOUGI'4 BASIN
lOG WIG'" I N+0 UMSP-OPUM -aSI'R_pHG W
CALI.. GWROUT(Q02,aG2IC,CKG1,GGW'
C*** L.IMIT a02 TO 8E GE 0
IF (IaGO) 38r ,315:1, 380
315:1 IF (002' 370,380,380
370 a021Q1.
380 aGOIQ02
OG2IC.002

I-l

~

CHG,"'GGW-OGO
GWOIPR (27) *aGO
GHIQGO-GwO
itROPORTION OF GAGED SURFACE 'IUNOFF SRI'
SRfISTIl+GEI'
W!XPeSR'*PIH21 )
QO,eSIlF-WEXP
QSOaQOF.RIN+REL
01""1 Qsa.GAG
OBHIOBH+O I FIf.O I "II' *WH
"F·EMIRF
II'(IPRT.Ea.ll GO TO 22
I'(IST.NE.l)GO TO 22
CALL. SALSM(J,K,I,IPIlT,PSUNG, ARF,COIl,WAGS,AET,GGIIj,QGO,RF,I'l,PO
l,SEEP)
22 II'(ISED.NE.l)GO TO 23
CAI-L SEDI (J,K,2,ETF, IPRT ,GEF)
23 [MID-EIIIDIv
AETTUET*CONV
CALCUL.ATE ACTUAL MONTHLY APPLICATION !I"I"ICIEfIICV
!i"(I'4ANG) 1.1,2
IF(aDIv.LE.II,) GO TO 2
SI<lO (K) UETT IODIV
CONTI NUE
URUC eURUNC"
EMICeEMlCu
WAIOSIWAGS*CONV
XSMeMS*CONV
DP·DP*CONV
CALL DOUT
21 CALL. DOUT( K, 1,
T,2)
CALL ~OUTt K, 2,
PPT,I)
CALL ~OUTt K, J, SNWI,3)
CALL ~OUTt K, 4, PHET,!)
CALL OOllT( K,:I,
PET,!)
!5315 CALL DOUT(ItK, 15,
AET,!)
CALL OOUT(KIC, 7,
~S,2)
CALL ['I(lUT(KK, B,RIV,1)

CAL.L. DOLlT(KK, 9,TR8,1)
CALL DOUT (ICK,! 0, UNG,!)
CALL (,)OUT(I<K,II,
REL.1)
CALL 00UT(ItI<,!2,
ST,~)
CALL DOUT(KK,13,
UIlSF,1l
CALL 00UTCKK,14,
(l"U~,!)
CALL DOUT (KK, 1~,
(lSI'R,1)
CAL.L OOUT(n,1i5,
STG~,!)
CALL OOUT CICK, 17,
PHSI', I)
CALL O(')UTC~K,18,
~'AD,I)
CALL DOUT(KK,19,
EMID.1)
CALL DOU'l'CKK,20, EI'4IRI',1)
CALL 00UT(KK,21,
CNL,!)
CALL. DCI;TCKK,22,
G"'Ct.,!)
CALL DOLIT (KK, '-J,
SEEP, I)
CALL DnUT(KK,2 4 , SPILL,!)
CALL ('nUT(~K,2:1,
aCV,I)
CALL rOll T (KK,26,
TIoITFI,l)
CALL DnUT(~~,27,
WAGS,1)
CALL OCUT(KK,28,
AETT,I)
CALL OOUT(K~,29,
xSM,3l
CALL OOUT(H,'tll,
01',1)
CALL DCUT(KIC,31,
A~F,!)
CALL DOUT(~~,32,
QGI,1l
CAL.L DOUT(~.,3J,
UIlG-,1)
CALL DOUTCKK,34,
"HGw,!)
CALL DOUT (KIC ,315,
GEF, 1)
CALL 0"UT(ICK,3i5,
Gwn,l)
CALL DOUT (ItK, 3 7 ,
CHGIo, 1)
CALL DnUTCKK, JII,
SRF, 1)
CALL DnUT(KK,3i/,
WEICP,!)
CALL DOUT(KIt,40,
(lSD, I)
CALL onUT(KK,41,
GAG,!)
CALL DOUT(KK,42,
DIFF,1)
CCMI-'UTf OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
IF (lIORT .fa. U GO TO 190
OXaOUT (79, K) _OUT (80, K)
OeJ a 08J+D)(+0 v+WS
SED e 5ED+OUT ClI"', K)
190 CONTINUE
CBAa06UOUT (42, I J)
CHGWSaCHGIoS.OU T (J7, IJ)
OASeIHS.OUT (78, I~)
C"
SUPP~ESS lOR INTI NG I F I FlRT GE :5
IF(IFlIIT.GE.3) GO TO 201'1
195 CALL PRNTCIPRT,J)
IFCMANG.GT.~) GO TO 200
EAPUOUT (28, 13) I (OUT (2~, 13) -OUT(26',13»
~RITE(I5,2~"')
(SKG(K),K.I,12),EAPA
2!111 F'(H''''AT(l/4H EAp,2Xr12F!5.3,~f.t AfoiNe,F5.Jl
21/10 CONTINUE
I)xeCHGJlS-,,1I (28)
CAHI (r1fIA*UPhDX+OX) *~.,
OBHaOe.,+OA,"
.,BS.OIIS. (OAS"OAS) *W5
IF(IpRT.Ea.l) OBJeOBH
29 DAti.OBhDx
IlETURN

END
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COLLEGE OF EI\lGINEERING

As you are probably aware, a research project designed to formulate
and apply a multi-objective approach to the planning of water and related
resources is being conducted by the Desert Research Institute, University
of Nevada, and the Utah Water Research Laboratory, Utah State University.
The test area for the project is the Virgin River Basin in Utah, Arizona,
and Nevada.
Physical, economic, political, and social environments of the basin
are to be integrated in a political decision making model, PROPDE~ill, as
one phase of the project.
In part PROPDEMM will take information from
these environments which represents: 1. present environmental conditions,
2. desired environmental conditions as expressed by politically effective
groups, and 3. predicted environmental conditions resulting from alternative courses of action.
Discrepancies between present and desired conditions are then determined and compared with the courses of action to see
how the differences might be reduced.
The attached questionnaire represents an attempt to determine interrelationships between various environmental factors and a set of evaluative criteria labeled as values. Many judgmental decisions are required
to determine this data, so a Delphi procedure will be used to refine
responses.
The Delphi is a survey technique which requires that several
rounds of questions be asked of the same expert panel. Results from the
analysis of first round answers are subsequently returned to all respondents for their re-evaluations.
In this second round, respondents who
answer significantly different from other respondents will be asked to
note their reasons, so facts which cause their deviation may be brought
to the attention of others.
This iterative process continues until
acceptable levels of agreement are reached.
Not more than three rounds
will be used in this instance.
Your participation in this process will be greatly appreciated.
Directions and explanatory notes found in the questionnaire should help
limit the perspectives of the questions, but please do not exclude your
professional inclinations and special knowledge from affecting your
responses.
Thank you for your assistance.
Sincerely yours,

Jim Mulder
Assistant Professor
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR FIRST ROUND QUESTIONNAIRE
During a planning effort the impacts of alternative conditions
of various social and physical environmental factors on a set of
evaluative criteria--values--must be identified.
The values used here were chosen on
guidelines and recommendations, concerns
use within planning literature. Because
planning lead to a wide variety of value
brief value definitions as applicable to

the basis of governmental
expressed by area residents, and
multi-objective approaches to
considerations and implications,
this project are included below.

Natural environmental quality: environmental conditions as
affected by air, water, and noise pollution.
Natural resource protection:
animal resources.

preservation of aesthetic, plant, and

Regional economy: overall economic growth within the Virgin River
Basin and associated impacts in contiguous areas (including Las Vegas,
Cedar City, and Kanab).
Personal economic situation: costs of living, income distribution,
job availability, and opportunity to improve conditions.
Recreational opportunity: variety, quantity, and quality of
outdoor recreational opportunities.
Agricultural development:
production.

quantity or quality of agricultural

Municipal water supply: available and predictable quality and
quantity of water for household and municipal uses.
Cultural stability:
the basin culture.

protection of norms, values, and more of

Community services: effects on education, safety, sanitation,
health, and other "caretaker" functions.
Societal health: incidence of mental health, alcoholism, drug
abuse, suicide and delinquency.
The environmental factors refer to social or physical variables
which were thought to have significant influences on the above values,
given consideration of the Virgin River Basin. Environmental factors
and conditions will be mentioned in more detail prior to particular
questions.
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Questionning is limited to completion of ten matrices which
have five conditions of an environmental factor (EF) and ten
values named along the sides. Using the scale shown in figure 1,
would you complete the matrices to show the probable impact of
+3
+2
+1

o
-1
-2
-3

Strong positive impact
Moderate positive impact
Weak positive impact
No impact
Weak negative impact
Moderate negative impact
Strong negative impact

Figure 1
each condition on each value and the probability of that condition
occurring, as in Figure 2? If for some reason you would prefer not
to complete any given matrix please do not feel burdened to do so.
Clean
Environment
f+-5% Pop. Change
0% Pop. Change
-2% Pop_ Change

Resource
Protection

Ag.
Development

- -,

P

-2

-3

-j

· ,.

·55

+1

-I

0

·.-

·30

+3

+1

-j

·..

·06

···

···

.

.

Figure 2
Finally, would you mark the position along the scale below each
matrix which represents your confidence in completing the matrix?
Remember, your best estimates are very possibly the best information
source available.
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Environmental Factor 1:

Population

Conditions represent recently forecast populations for the entire Vir-gin River Basin in the year 1990 based on the following variables,
Based on declining fertility,

EC 1. 1:

64,200 PeoEle

EC 1.2:

78,500 PeoEle

Based on constant fertility,

Ec 1. 3:

70,400 PeoEle

Same as E C I. 2,

declining mortality,
declining mortality,

and constant migration.
and constant migration.

except with a n1inimum development factor added.

EC 1.4:

69,900 PeoEle

San1e as EC 1.3,

exc ept with de clining fe rtili ty.

EC 1.5:

48,100 People

Same as E C 1. 1,

except with a negative economic factor added.

0:atural
Environmental
Quality
EC
EC

1.1
1.2

EC

1.3

EC

1.4

EC

~atural

Resource
Protection

Regional
Econol11i:

Personal
ECOn0111ic
Situation

I

Recreational
Opportunity

Agricultural
Development

Municipal
Cultural
Water
Stability
Supply

.

Community Socletal
Service
Health

II
Probability

I

I
I
I

1.5
Very Confident

Not Confident

~
~

W

Environmental Factor 2:

Tourism

Estimates of the number of people who will visit Gryce and Ziun l'\atiollal Parks in 19')0.
EC 2.1:

2,350,200 Visitors

EC 2.2:

2,225,400 Visitors

Trend established using 1961 through 1974 data,

EC 2.3:

2,287,800 Visitors

An average of EC 2.1 and EC 2.2.

EC 2.4:

2,056,100 Visitors

EC 2. I figure is reduced by same percentage drop as noted between 1973 and 1974 figures.

EC 2.5:

1,953,300 Visitors

A long-tern, economic downturn is r("prcsl:lltcd I)" a

Natural
Environmental
Quality
EC

Trend established using 1961 through 1973 data.

Natural
Resource
Protection

Personal
Economic
Situation

Regional
Economy

Recreational
Opportunity

shows effect of energy crisis on trend line.

5{~o

decrease in EC 2.4

Agricultural
Development

Municipal
Cultural
Water
Stability
Supply

Community Societal I
Health Probability
Service

2.1

EC

2.2

EC

2. 3

EC

2.4

EC

2. :;

!I
1

- - -

Very Confident

i

I

I

I

1 Not

Confident

Environmental Factor 3:

Regional Coordination

Possible 1990 levels of coordination are defined.
EC 3.1:

Regional coordinating body consists of a fully staffed office plus part-time r_epresentatives from Federal, state, and local
agencies, has significant ability to commit funds, enjoys quaSi-legislative and administrative powers, and meets bi-weekly.

EC 3.2:

Same as EC 3.1, except that coordinating body has no legislative authority and limited ability to corrunit funds.

EC 3.3:

Same as EC 3.2, except Federal or state agencies must approve fund allocations and meetings are less frequent.

EC 3.4:

Limited coordination occurs in sub-units of the basin as with the Five County Association of Governments in Utah.

EC 3.5:

Coordination is reduced to a 'crisis only'situation.

I

Natural
Environlnental
Quality

I

Natural
Resource
Protection

I Personal
Regional
Economic
Economy! Situation

Recreational
Onportunity

Agricultural
Development

Municipal I
Water
Cultural
Supply 'Stability

Community SOcictall
Service
Health Probability

!

EC

3. 1

EC

3.2

!

!

EC

3.3

!,

i

EC

3_ 4

EC

3.5

,
i

!
!L

I

-

-

-

-

-

Very Confident

"""'*
"""'
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Environmental Factor 4:

, :\'ot Confident

Energy Resource Development

Potential levels of development through 1990 are suggested for Basin and contiguous areas.
EC 4.1:

Existing and planned development is significantly reduced due to econon1ic or environmental considerations.

EC 4.2:

New technology reduces need for mining activity; solar collectors are placed in Arizona and l'\evada deserts.

EC 4.3:

Development of coal resources and the Allen- W-~rner systen1 continues as planned.

EC 4.4:

All coal resources are fully developed; geothern1al and oil

EC 4.5:

Same as EC 4.3 and electrical generation systems are constructed in addition to the Allen-Werner system.

Natural
Environmental
Quality

Natural
Resource
Protection

reS"'1"'--('5

are tapped.

I

I Personal
Regional I Economic
Economy Situation

Recreational
Opportunity

Agricultural
Development

Municipal
Water
Cultural
Stahility
SUEPly

Corrununity I Societal I
Service
I Health I Probabili::y
I

EC

4.1

EC

4.2

EC

4.3

EC

4.4

l:..C

4. :;

I

I
:

!
I

I

I

I

I

Very Confident

I

I Not Confident

I

-

- -

Enviromnental Factor 5:

Population Density

Al te rnative conditions are suggested for 1990.
EC 5.1:

Large population,

EC 5.2:

Large population, high concentration.

low concentration*.

EC 5.3:

Moderate population,

Extensive urban sprawl and second horne development.
Cities and towns experience large growth, mostly laborers.

low concentration.

Principal growth due to second homes.

EC 5.4:

Moderate population, high concentration.

EC 5.5:

Small population, moderate concentration. Roughly the present condition with some second horne developments, but most
residences are closely located in towns and cities.
Natural
Environmental
Quality

EC

5.1

EC

5.2

EC

S.3

EC

5.4

EC

5.5

Natural
Resource
Protection

Cities and towns grow rnoderately from small industrial growth.

Personal
Economic
Situation

Regional
Economy

Recreational
Opportunity

Agricultural
Development

Municipal
Cultural
Water
Stability
Supply

Community Societal I
Service
Health Probabilitv

I

1
I

I
I

'---

~

-

Very Confident

I

I

-

Not Confident

I-'
I-'
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Environmental Factor 6:

Recreational Acreage

EC 6.3 and EC 6.4 reflect proposed additions to wilderness,

scenic, historic, and other protective reserve lands.

EC 6.1:

t, 095, 000 acres.

Present amount of recreational lands in basin is not changed.

EC 6.2:

1,040,200 acres.

Recreational acreage is reduced by 50/0 due to alternate land uses.

EC 6.3:

1,122,300 acres.

One half of currently proposed additions to rec reational lands are implemented (2.5% increase).

EC 6.4:

1,150,000 acres.

All currently proposed additions to recreatlOnal lands are implemented (5.0% increase).

EC 6.5:

1,204,500 acres.

10% increase in total current lands (EC 6.1) reserved for recreational use.

Natural
Environmental
Quality
EC

Natural
Resource
Protection

Regional
Economy

Personal
Economic
Situation

Recreational
Opportunity

Agricultural
Development

Municipal
Wate"r
Cultural
Stability
Supply

Community S::>eietall
Service
Health Probabilitv

6.1

EC

).2

EC

0.3

EC

'].4

EC

o. :;

1

~

i
Very Confident

'""C'!1l'C't:l":lli,w

cmplies number of persons per unit of urbanized area.

, Not Confident

Environmental Factor 7:

Employment Situation

Alternative rates of unemployment are suggested.
Based on the population forecast you marked with the highest probability (EF 1),
how will the gross numb~r of unemployed persons affect the ·""alues?
Table l (on the last page) lists all possible combinations
for the population forecasts.
EC 7.1:

3. 0% to 4. 5% Unemployed

EC 7. Z:

4.5% to 6.0% Unemployed

EC 7.3:

6.0% to 8.0% Unemployed

EC 7.4:

8.0% to 10.0% Unemployed

EC 7.5:

Above 10.0% Unemployed
Natural
Environmental
Quality

EC

7.1

EC

7. Z

EC

7.3

EC

7.4

EC

( • .5

Natural
Resource
Protection

Regional
Ecopomy

I

Pe"onal
Economic
Situation

Recreational
Opportunity

I

Ag'icultu,al
Development

Municipal
Cultural
Water
Stability
Supply

Corrununity Societal
Service
Health Probability

!

i
i

-

JooooI
JooooI

Very Confident

I

Not Confident
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Environmental Factor 8:

Irrigated Croplands

Figures represent approximations and/or estimates of alternative conditions.
EC 8.1:

Present acreage (33,100 acres) and water supplies (79, ZOO acre feet).

EC 8.2:

Estimated maximum potential acreage (41,200 ac res) and water supplies (119,200 acre feet).

EC 8.3:

Present acreage (33,100 acres) with development of 30(r,o of estimated potential water supplies (99,200 acre feet).

EC 8.4:

Development of 50% of estimated potential acres (37,100 acres) and water supplies (99,200 acre feet).

EC 8.5:

A 20% decline in acreage (to 26,500 acres) is due to extended drought cycle, water reallocations, or alternative uses of
land.
Natural
Environmental
Quality

EC

8.1

EC

8.Z

EC

8.3

EC

8.4

EC

8.5

Natural
Resource
Protection

Personal
Economic
Situation

Regional
Economy

Recreational
Opportunity

Agricultural
Development

Municipal
Cultural
Water
Supply Stability

I

Community Societal I
Service
Health Probabilitv

I

'.

I

I

,

i

I
I
iI

!
:

I

i

!
Very Confident

I

Not Confident

.t:nvironmental Factor 9:

Water Use Efficiency

Alternative levels of improvements are suggested for water use in the basin.
EC 9.1:

Significant improvements are made in diversion deliver";', and irrigation methods used in agriculture, but only minimal
changes occur in _nunicipal and industrial systems.

EC 9.2:

Municipal and industrial water use efficiency is significantly improved through treatment facilities, metering systems,
and general maintenance, but improvements in agriculturc:..l water use are minimal.

EC 9.3:

Agricultural, municipal, and industrial improvements as suggested in EC 9.1 and 9.2

EC 9.4:

Same as EC 9.3, except only moderate improvements are made.

EC 9.5:

No changes are made beyond those associated with the All en-Warner system..
Natural
Environmental

Natural
Resource
Protection

Qualit~

EC

9.1

EC

9.2

EC

9.3

EC

9.4

EC

9.S

Personal
Economic
Situation

Regional
Economy

Recreational
Opportunity

-

-

-

-

-

Agricultural
Development

-

- - - -

Very Confident

"""
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Environmental Factor I 0:

are both implemented.

Municipal
Cultural
Water
Supply Stability

-

-

- -

- -

Community Societal
Service
Health Probability

-

I Not Confident

Water Allocations and Availability

Changes in available water supplies are indicated.
EC 10. I:

Required outflow from the upper basin (Utah) to the lower basin (Arizona and Nevada) is increased by 10%.

EC 10.2:

Municipal and industrial users purchase agricultu'ral water allocations proportional to population increases.

EC 10.3:

Use requirements on Federal lands (i. e. parks and forests) increase by 10%, thereby reducing total surface flow and
groundwater in the basin.

EC 10.4:

Drought cycle reduces all basin water supplies by 200/0.

EC 10.5:

Basin water supplies increase 15% due to wet cycle,

-

reservoir development,

spring desalinization,ruse efficiency ..

-.e-.

-

Natural
Environmental
Quality
EC

10. I

EC

10.2

EC

10.3

EC

10.4

EC

10.5

Natural
Resource
Protection

-

Personal
Economic Recreational
. Opportuniry
Situation

Regional
EconomL

Agricultural
Develo~ment

Municipal
Cultural
Water
Stability
Sup~l~

Very Confident

Probability

1

I

-

Community Societal
Service
Health

I

Not Confident

Table 1:

Number of Unemployed

Total Population

Persons::~

64,200(EC 1.1)

78 , 500 (E C 1. 2)

TO, 40 0 (E C 1. 3)

69,900(EC 1.4)

48, 100 (E C 1. 5

23,600

28,900

25,900

25,700

17,700

3.0% to 4.5% (EC 7.1)

710-1060

870-1300

780-1170

770-1160

530·800

4.5% to 6.0% (EC 7.2)

1060-1420

1300-1730

1170-1550

1160-1540

800-1060

6.0% to 8.0% (EC 7.3)

1420-1890

1730-2310

1550-2070

1540-2060

1060-1420

8.0% to 10.0% (EC 7.4)

1890-2360

2310-2890

2070-2590

2060-2570

1420-1770

Total Labor Force
Uncnlployrnent Rate

Above

10. 0% (E C 7. 5)

"""
OlD
"""

2360+

2890+

2590+

2570+

1770+

_,,

',-

Calculations are based on a total labor force equal to 36.8% of the total population.

PLEASE RETURN YOUR RESPONSES IN THE ENCLOSED ENVELOPE

AT YOUR EARLIEST CONVENIENCE

INSTRUCTIONS FOR SECOND ROUND QUESTIONNAIRE

The format of the second round questionnaire is essentially the
same as the first round, hovvever, sorne nl.odifications have been Inade.
The primary modification occurs in the response range \vithin each cell.
The range given in this round represents the area \vherein approximately
950/0 of the first round responses occured.
_A.fter you mark each response, check and see if your response falls ·within the range given.
If your response does not fall within the range, please note the reasons for this in the explanation space provided at the bottom of each
page.
Some of the cells in the factor-value matrix contain the lllean (}J.)
and standard deviation (() ) of responses from the first round of questions.
For our purposes, the mean is defined as the simple arithrnatic average
of the responses and the standard deviation as the dispersion a round that
lllean.
In these cells the :r;ange of responses \vas less than or equal to
th~ee and the standard deviation \vas less than. 70.
\Vhere these criterion have been rnet, no responses are necessary.
The numerical index us ed in the scale remains the same as in the
first round (figure 1).
Use that scale to com.plete the matrices as sho\vn
in figurE! 2, giving special attention to the ne\v range limits imposed.
+3
+2
+1

a
-1
-2
-3

Strong positive impact
Moderate positive inl.pact
vVeak positive iDl.pact
No impact
Weak negative irrlpact
Moderate negative impact
Strong negative impact
Figure 1.

Due to errors on our part, \ve must again ask for probability
estimates..
Please indicate the probability of each Environm.ental Condition (EC) being the actual EC \vhich \vould exist in 1990.
The sum of
the probabilities for any given nl.atrix should total less than 01 equal to
1• 0
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2

Finally, would you mark the position along the scale below each
rna trix which repre s ents your confidence in completing the rnatrL""':?
RerneTIlber, your best estimates are very possibly the best information
source available.
:

Natural
Resource
Prote.ction

Natural
Env irorun~n tal

by 1990

FV
-' ~ 3

EV 2

EV l-

Env. Factor A: Gro·wth
of Plastics Industries
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.,

~
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EC A. 1
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~
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a
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I
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-
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-2
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0

I
-2
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I

EC A.4

50
Plastics
Indu.$.t:;: ie s

0
EC A.5

Plastics
Industries

;

-

T

I

1

\

-7.
+2

-I

I
I

~

:

1-1= -2
;

?

(I::

:
I

+2
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~

-2

-

/

-1-/

..

. -.-
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1-1= -3

-.~-()-

;

,

0

_~1Q__

I

n

\,'

.-

.7

"I""X"

Not Confident

Very Confident

Explanations: __C:C__
~~

11,3/£11

I

,

~~~;~~~~L-_

--!!ln~-.!L-P-==~~-~~/en~)\1-=:....;::..C~e..zl-"_7j..J:...
....c:l1J.u....'E..

ReLeASE C;:

Figure 2.
In "\vay of revie·w, the values (EV) used here \vere chosen on the
basis of governmental guidelines and recommendations, concerns
expressed by area residents, and use "\vithin planning literature.
Because
multi-objective approaches to planning lead to a \vide variety of value
considera.tions and implications, brief value definitions as applicable to
this project are included below.
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Natural environmental quality:
(EV 1):
affected by air, \vater, and noise pollution.
Natural resource protection:
plant, and aniITlal resources.

(EV Z):

environmental conditio11.s as

pre~:;erv3.tion

of aesthetic,

Regional economy:
(EV 3): Overall economic gro"\vth \vithin the
Virgin River Basin and associated impacts in contiguous areas (including
Las Vegas, Cedar City, and Kanab).
Personal economic situation:
(EV 4): costs of living, income distribution .. job availability, and opportunity to improve conditions.
Recreational opportunity:
(EV 5):
outdoor recreational opportunities ..
Agricultural development:
production.

(EV 6):

variety .. quantity,

and quality of

quantity or quality of agricultural

Munici pal \vater supply:
(EV 7): available and predictable quality
and quantity of "\vater for household and municipal us es ..
Cultural stability:
of the basin culture.

(EV 8):

protection of norms, values,

Community services: (EV 9):
effects on education,
health, and other "caretaker" functions.

and n"lorcs

safety,

Societal health: (EV 10): incidence of mental health,
drug abus e, suicide, and delinquency ..

sanitation,

alcoholism,

The environmental factors refer to social or physical variables
vlhich are thought to have significant influences on the above values, given
consideration of the Virgin River Basin.
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Environmental Factor 1: Population
Conditions represent recently forecast populations for the entire Virgin River Basin in the year 1990 based on the following variables,
Based on declining fertility, declining mortality, and constant migration.

EC 1. 1: 64 1 200 PeoEle
78,500 PeoEle

EC 1.3:

70,400 PeoEle Same as EC 1. 2, except with a minimum development factor added.

EC 1.4:

69,900 PeoEle Same as EC 1. 3, except with declining fertility.

EC 1. 5:

48, 100 People Same as EC 1. 1, except with a negative economic factor added.

l
I

EC 1. 1

I

""""

W
W

Based on constant fertility, declining mortality, and constant migration.

EC 1. 2:

EV l
Natural
nvironmental
Quality

EV 2
Natural
Resource
Protection

EV 3

EV 4
Personal
Economic
Situation

Regional
Economy

EV 5

Recreational Agricultural
Opportunity Development

o

0

-3

___
-3

-1

-L

-3

-3

o

o

- 1

- 1

+2

+2

___

+3

'

___
J

EV 6

+2

+2 '.1_

___

EV 7
Hunicipal
I-later
Supply

+3

___

EV 8

I Cultural
Stability

+2
___

EV 9

EV 10

Community
Service

Societal
Health

+2 ___

+2
___

I Pr9bability j
+2

I

___

0

0

-1

-2

0

6

I

+L

U

+L

+L

I

-3

-3

-3

-2

-2

-3

+1

o

o

+1

+1

o

-2

-2

----3

--2
+1
----2

-1

-1

0

+j

-tj

+L

i

_

__

EC 1.2

EC 1. 3

-3
-1
EC 1. 4

---3

EC 1. ')

t = : : 3 _L~1 - 1
+2

I

o

- - - -2

+1

+1

+2

-3

- - - -3

---3

----1

+1

+1

----2

- - - -2

Very Confident

- 1 1 - -2 , - - 3 1 - -21
+1
0
0
0
- - - -3

- - - -2

0

0

----7.

o

+1

+1

+1

o

-2

- - - - -2

----2

-2

-3

Not Confident

Explanations: ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Environmental Factor 2: Tourism
Estimates of the ?um.ber of people who will visit Bryce and Zion National Parks in 1990.
EC 2.1:

2,350,200 Visitors

EC 2.2:

2,225,400 Visitors Trend established using 1961 through 1974 data, shows effect of energy crisis on trend line.

EC 2.3:

2,287,800 Visitors An average of EC 2. 1 and EC 2.2.

EC 2.4:

2,056,100 Visitors EC 2.1 figure is reduced by same percentage drop as noted between 1973 and 1974 figures.

EC 2.5:

1,953,300 Visitors A long-term economic downturn is represented by a 5% decrease in EC 2.4.
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Environmental Factor 3: Regional Coordination
Pos sible 1990 levels of coordination are defined.
EC 3.1: Regional coordinating body consists of a fully staffed office plus part-time representatives from Federal, state, and local agencies, has significant
ability to commit funds, enjoys quasi-legislative and administrative powers, and meets bi-weekly.
EC 3.2: Same as EC 3. 1, except that coordinating body has no legislative authority and limited ability to commit funds.
EC 3.3: Same as EC 3.2, except Federal or state agencies must approve fund allocations and meetings are less frequent.
EC 3.4: Limited coordination occurs in sub-units of the basin as with the Five County Association of Governments in Utah.
EC 3. S: Coordination is reduced to a "crisis only" situation.
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Envirorunental Factor 4:

Energy Resource Development

Potential levels of development through 1990 are suggested for Basin and contiguous areas.
EC 4. 1: Existing and planned development is significantly reduced due to economic or environmental considerations.
EC 4.2: New technology reduces need for mining activity; solar collectors are placed in Arizona and Nevada deserts.
EC 4.3:

Development of coal resources and the Allen- Warner system continues as planned.

EC 4.4: All coal resources are fully developed; geothermal and oil reserves are tapped.
EC 4.5: Same as EC 4. 3 and electrical generation systems are constructed in addition to the Allen- Warner system.
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Environmental Factor 5: Population Density
Alternative conditions are suggested for 1990.
EC 5. 1: Large population, low concentration*.

Extensive urban sprawl and second home development.

EC 5.2: Large population, high concentration.

Cities and towns experience large growth, mostly laborers.

EC 5.3: Moderate population, low concentration.

Principal growth due to second homes.

EC 5.4: Moderate population, high concentration.

Cities and towns grow moderately from small industrial growth.

EC 5.5: Small population, moderate concentration.

Roughly the present condition with some second home development, but most residences are closely

located 4n towns and cities.
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Environmental Factor 6: Recreational Acreage
EC 6.3 and EC 6.4 reflect proposed additions to wilderness, scenic, historic, and other protective reserve lands.
EC 6. 1:

1,095,000 acres.

Present amount of recreational lands in basin is not changed.

EC 6. Z:

1,040, ZOO acres.

Recreational acreage is reduced by 5% due to alternate land uses.

EC 6.3:

1, 1ZZ, 300 acres.

One half of currently proposed additions to recreational lands are implemented (Z. 5% increase).

EC 6.4:

1,150,000 acres.

All currently proposed additions to recreational lands are implemented (5.0% increase).

EC 6.5:

1. Z04, 500 acres.

10% increase in total current lands (EC 6.1) reserved for recreational use.
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Environmental Factor 7:

Employment Situation

Alternative rates of unemployment are suggested. Based on the population forecast you marked with the highest probability (EF 1), how will the gross number
of unemployed persons affect the values? Table 1 (on the last page) lists all possible combinations for the population forecasts.
EC 7.1: 3.0% to 4.5% Unemployed
EC 7.2: 4.5% to 6.0% Unemployed
EC 7.3:

6.0% to 8.0% Unemployed

£C 7.4:

8.0% to 10.0% Unemployed

EC 7.5:

Above 10.0% UneTIlployed
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Environrrlental Factor 8:

Irrigated Croplands

Figures represent approxirrlations and/or estirrlates of alternative conditions.
EC 8.1:

Present acreage (33,100 acres) and water supplies (79, ZOO acre feet).

EC 8. Z:

Estirrlated rrlaxirrlurrl potential acreage (41, ZOO acres) and water supplies (119, ZOO acre feet).

EC 8.3:

Present acreage (33,100 acres) with developrrlent of 50% of estirrlated potential water supplies (99, ZOO acre feet).

EC 8.4:

Developrrlent of 500/0 of estirrlated potential acres (37,100 acres) and water supplies (99, ZOO acre feet).

EC 8.5: A ZO% decline in acreage (to Z6, 500 acres) is due to extended drought cycle, water reallocations, or alternative uses of land
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Environmental Factor 9: Water Use Efficiency
Alternative levels of improvements are suggested for water use in the basin.
EC 9.1: Significant improvements are made in diversion delivery, and irrigation methods used in agriculture, but only minimal changes occur in municipal
and industrial systems.
EC 9.2: Municipal and industrial water use efficiency is significantly improved through treatment facilities, metering systems, and general maintenance,
but improvements in agricultural water use are minimal.
EC 9.3: Agricultural, municipal, and industrial improvements as suggested in EC 9. land 9.2 are both implemented.
EC 9.4: Same as EC 9.3, except only moderate improvements are made.
EC 9.5: No changes are made beyond those associated with the Allen-Warner system.
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Environmental Factor lO: Water Allocations and Availability
Changes in available water supplies are indicated.
EC 10.1: Required outflow from the upper basin (Utah) to the lower basin (Arizona and Nevada) is increas ed by 10%.
EC 10.2: Municipal and industrial users purchase agricultural water allocations proportional to population increases.
EC 10.3:

Use requirements on Federal lands (i. e. parks and forests) increase by 10%, thereby reducing total surface flow and groundwater in the basin.

EC 10.4: Drought cycle reduces all basin water supplies by 20%.
EC 10.5:

Basin water supplies increase 15% due to wet cycle, reservoir development, spring desalinization and use efficiency.
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----

-2

----

J

~
""""
""""

EC 10.2

EC 10.3

EC 10.4

I

0

0

- - - -2

- - - -2

+l

+1

- - - -2

---- -2

- - - -2

---

-2
-1

- - - -3

-2

---

+3

EC 10.5

- - - +l

,

---

-3
+2
0

.

---

+2

+2

-1

- - - -1

+l

+1

-1

-1

- - - -3

- - - -3

+3

+3

- - - +l

Very Confident

r - - - +1

-2

Q

-----

-2
+1

-i

-----

-: ~

---

---

-3
+3
0

-----

-3
0
-2
-2
-3
+3
+2

+3
---

+2

---

+l

0
---

---

---

-2
-1
-3
+3
+1

f -

-1
+1,
-1

-----

0
f---

t-

-2
+2
-1

+2

+l

-1

---1

+l

+l

-1
0

f--_2
f.l=

+1

0"=

.7

----c

- - - -1

----

0

- - - -2

----

+2

---

0

Not Confident

Explanations: ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

----

l

TJ.olc 1:

Number of Uncrnployed

Persons::~

64,200(EC 1.1)

Total Population

78 / 500(EC 1.2)

70,400(EC 1.3)

69,900(EC 1.4)

48,lOO(EC 1.5)

23,600

28,900

25,900

25,700

17,700

3.0% to 4.5% (EC 7.1)

710-1060

870-1300

780-1170

770-1160

530~800

4.5% to 6.0% (EC 7,2)

1060-1420

1300-1730

1170-1550

1160-1540

800-10GO

6,0% to 8.0% (EC 7.3)

1420-1890

1730-2310

1550-2070

1540-2060

1060-1420

8.0% to 10.0% (EC 7.4)

1890-2360

2310-2890

2070-2590

2060-2570

Above
1 O. 0 % (E C 7. 5)

2360+

Total Labor Force
Uncnlplovment Rate

2890+

2570+

2590+

.~

1420-1770

1770+

-'

~
~

::;

Calculations are based on a total labor force equal to 36.8% of the total population.

PLEASE

RETURN YOUR

RESPONSES IN THE ENCLOSED ENVELOPE

AT YOUR EARLIEST

NA~lli

____•____~______

(Optional)

CONVENIENCE

ORGANIZATION

(Optional)

APPENDIXC
PROPDEMM II COMPUTER PROGRAM
DOCUMENTATION
Program PROPDEMM II is a revision of
PROPDEMM written in FORTRAN IV and is
compatible with either an IBM system 360 configuration or Burroughs 6700. The documented listing is set
up to be used on a Burroughs 6700.
Compilation time is approximately 28 seconds.
Approximate storage required is 7650 words (48
bit words).
Execution time is approximately 7 seconds.
Since the Burroughs 6700 is a virtual memory
computer storage requirements are hard to estimate.
However, array storage is approximately 4862 words,
total program code of 2502 words, 11 program
segments, and 155 disc segments.
Printed lines of execution output is 1877 lines for
the current execution of the programs the numbers of
lines printed for the program listing and compilation is
(500).
The number of cards in the program deck is 500.
The number of cards in the data deck is 77.
The program deck is punched in EBCDIC code
using an IBM 029 keypunch. A utility program
available at the Utah State University Computer
Center will convert EBCDIC or 029 keypunch code to
BCD or 026 keypunch code, thus permitting compilation and execution on a UNIV AC 1180 computer.
The following deck setup is for a Burroughs B6700
computer. All words written in capital letters must be
punched literally as they appear. To compile the
PROPDEMM II program card deck, the following
control cards must be used:
Beginning in card column 11:
2 USER necessary accounting information (this
will vary from computer center to computer
center. The user will need to contact the
lA "2" represents an invalid character or a 1 and 2
overpunched.
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computer center in question for correct
accounting information).
2 PASSWORD "password" (this card may also vary
depending on the computer center) where
password may be any character combination
known only to the user.
2 COMPILE PROPDEMM FORTRAN LIBRARY
where LIBRARY is an optional item. If the
user desires to store the compiled PROPDEMM program deck permanently on a system
program library disk, he need only punch the
word LIBRARY in the card as shown. The
advantage of such an action permits the user
to execute the program as many times as
desired without needing to recompile the
program deck each time. If LIBRARY is not
used, SYNTAX may be punched in its place.
This indicates that the program will be
compiled only and not executed. It either case,
the program will be compiled only.
2 DATA
PROPDEMM program deck is placed here.
2 END

This completes the compilation procedure.
To compile and execute PROPDEMM in one
operation, arrange control cards as follows:
2 USER accounting information
2 PASSWORD "password"
2 COMPILE PROPDEMM FORTRAN GO where
GO mayor may not be punched, indicating
execution. If GO is left out, execution is
automatically assumed.
2 DATA
Program deck.
2 DATA CARD/DECK
PROPDEMM data cards.
2 END
The user should be aware that the decision maker
and objective vectors are treated in the same manner
as the other five groups in all computations. At the
present development of PROPDEMM these vectors

do affect the other groups and are affected by the
other groups.
No program-generated error messages will
appear in PROPDEMM.

place field. No (+) sign is necessary for
positive integers.

5.

PROPDEMM n DATA PREPARATION

column

All data input to PROPDEMM II must be
prepared in order as follows. Format specifications
included are written in FORTRAN IV for use on a
Burroughs 6700 computer.
1.

----pr-

SWITCH CARDS: Format (2011). Four values
are entered on this card to represent the
variables SWSEL, SWESG, SWOVVG, and
SWID. All values are '1' or '0'. A '0' in any
column will suppress program execution of that
item.

6.

3 SWOVVG switch prints outcome value
vectors modified by groups.

15-28 Group 2 values
29-42 Group 3 values
43-56 Group 4 values
(next card)
1-14 Group 5 values
15-28 Group 6 or decision maker
29-42 Selected vector
The values are entered in two digit fields using
values from -3 to+ 3. Where using '0' as a
positive integer right justify entry. The (-) sign
will occupy the first digit position in negative
entires.

INDICATED SALIENCE LEVEL: Format
(512). A single number is placed on this card as
follows:
column
--2- any integer value between 0 and 7. The
remainder of the card is not used.

3.

GROUP DOGMATISM
(7F1.0). Input as shown:

VECTOR:

Format

column
1-7 Seven dogmatism values, one for each
group, single spaced. The group information must be in the same order as
the groups will be analyzed. The
seventh group is the selected vector
group which may be used as a
hypothetical group. A positive integer
must occupy each column.

4.

PUNISHMENT-REWARD POTENTIAL VECTOR: Format (512). Five values are entered as
shown:
column
~ Any integer value between -3 and+3. If
a negative value is entered then a (-)
sign and the integer value occupy the
two place field. If a positive integer is
entered, then the integer alone will
occupy the second place in the two
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GROUP AFFECT VECTOR: Format (28F2.0/
21F2.0). The affect values require two data
cards and are input thusly:

mmn..
1-14 Group 1 values

4 SWID switch prints issue differences.

2.

Seven single digit integer values each
associated with the cost consciousness
of a group including both the decision
maker's value and an objective value
which may represent a hypothetical
group. Range of possible values: 1-7.

9-37 The cost levels of all 15 courses of
action are punched as single digit
numbers within a range of -3 to+3.
When the value is positive, right justify
the digit in the given field as no (+) sign
is necessary.

~
1 SWSEL switch prints selected vectors
only when SWESG and/or SWOVVG
are turned on.

2 SWESG switch prints environmental
state vectors modified by groups.

COST CONSCIOUSNESS/COST LEVEL
VECTORS: Format (711, 1512). Values are
punched on the card as follows:

7.

GROUP VALUES VECTORS: Format (3(5A4,
1012, 5A4, 1012/) 5A4, 1012, 5A4, 1012). The
group value vectors require four data cards and
are prepared as follows:
column

1-2if Group name
21-40 Group values (10)
41-61 Group name
62-80 Group values (10)
This format allows the use of seven groups. The
first three data cards will input two groups per
card and the fourth card will input the
remaining group. The group values are entered
in two digit fields using a -3 to+3 scale. Entries
must be right justified with the (-) sign
occupying the first digit position for negative
entires.

8.

GROUP VALUE NAMES: Format (2(4(5A4)/),
4(5A4)). The value names require three data

46-60 Group 4 power for courses of action #1
through #15
61-75 Group 5 power for courses of action #1
through #15
(next card)
1-15 Decision maker power for courses of
action #1 through #15
16-30 Objective vector power for courses of
action #1 through #15
Each group power vector is contained in a 15
digit field representing the 15 courses of action.
Groups must be entered in the order listed. A
1-7 scale is used to rank group power.

cards as shown below:
column

--r-r- Abbreviation of value #1 name
5-20 Value #1 name
21-24 Abbreviation of value #2 name
25-40 Value #2 name
41-44 Abbreviation of value #3 name
54-60 Value #3 name
61-64 Abbreviation of value #4 name
65-80 Value #4 name

This pattern is followed on the second data card
for values 5,6,7, and 8. The third card follows
the same format for the input of values 9 and 10.
9.

12.

COURSE OF ACTION NAMES: Format (3
(20Af/), 20A4). Four data cards are prepared
thusly:

column

110

Group 1 positive information salience
11-20 Group 2 positive information salience
21-30 Group 3 positive information salience
31-40 Group 4 positive information salience
41-50 Group 5 positive information salience
51-60 Decision maker positive information
salience
Each groups positive information salience is
entered in a 10 digit field corresponding to the
10 environmental values. Salience rankings are
performed on a 1-7 scale and the 7th group-the
objective vector is omitted from input. At the
current time this data is not used in the
PROPDEMM II program but must be input to
fulfill format requirements.

column

---r-2o

Course
21-40 Course
41-60 Course
61-80 Course

of action
of action
of action
of action

name
name
name
name

Each of the first three cards will input the
names of four courses of action. The fourth card
will input the names of three courses of action.
It is not necessary to fill all of the spaces within
a field.
10.

GROUP SALIENCE VECTORS: Format (70 I
1). Salience vectors for all seven groups are
entered on one data card.
column

13.

SALIENCE OF NEGATIVE INFORMATION
VECTOR: Format (6011). All input requirements are the same as presented in SALIENCE
OF POSITIVE INFORMATION vector above.
vector above.

14.

POSITIVE INFORMATION VECTOR: Format
(75 I 1/15 I 1). Two data cards are needed for
this vector.

--r-ro Group 1 salience vector

11-20 Group 2 salience vector
21-30 Group 3 salience vector
31-40 Group 4 salience vector
41-50 Group 5 salience vector
51-60 Decision maker salience vector
61-70 Objective vector salience vector

Salience is ranked on a 1-7 scale and input
through single digit fields.
11.

GROUP POWER VECTORS: Format (751 1/30
11). Two data cards are required to input the
group power vectors.
column

ITs

Group 1 power for
through #15
16-30 Group 2 power for
through #15
31-45 Group 3 power for
through #15
46-60 Group 4 power for
through #15

courses of action #1
courses of action #1

SALIENCE OF POSITIVE INFORMATION
VECTOR: Format (6011). One data card is
needed to input this vector.

column
-. 1-15 Group 1 access to positive information
16-30 Group 2 access to positive information
31-45 Group 3 access to positive information
46-60 Group 4 access to positive information
61-75 Group 5 access to positive information
(next card)
1-15 Decision maker access to positive
information
Each group is ranked for access to positive
information for each source of action. This
ranking is performed on a 1-7 scale with 1
representing perfect information. The decision

courses of action #1
courses of action #1
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maker vector will always be equal to a series of
"1's" in a fifteen digit field. At the current time
this data is not used in the PROPDEMM II
program but must be input to fulfill format
requirements.
15.

16.

NEGATIVE INFORMATION VECTOR: Format (75 I 1/15 I 1). All input requirements are
the same as presented in POSITIVE INFORMATION VECTOR above.

Dogmatism vector

4th card:

Punishment-reward potential vector

5th card:

Cost factor vectors

6th-7th cards:

Group affect vectors

8th-11th cards:

Group values vectors

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT VALUE VECTORS: Format (24(2(4A4, 1112, 11)/), 2(4A4,
1112, 11)). Twenty-five data cards are used to
input the EIVV. They are prepared as follows:
follows:

12th-14th cards:

Group values names

15th-18th cards:

Course of Action names

19th card:

Group salience vectors

column

20th-21st cards:

Group power vectors

22nd card:

Salience of positive information
vector

23rd card:

Salience of negative information
vector

24th-25th cards:

Positive information vectors

26th-27th cards:

Negative information vectors

28th-52nd cards:

Environmental impact value vectors
-

53rd-77th cards:

Outcome value vectors

1'16 Name of environmental factor (up to 16
characters)
17-36 Ten integer impact values-right justified in a set of ten two-digit fields. A -3
to+3 scale is used.
37 -38 Probability value
39 Intensity of impact ranking between
the five levels of each environmental
factor. A scale of 1 to 5 is used with "1"
representing the most intense.
40-55 Name of environmental factor
56-75 Impact values
76-77 Probability
78 Impact ranking

Repeat as above on the next 24 cards. Column
79-80 may be used for any useful data
identifying information.
17.

3rd card:

OUTCOME VALUE VECTORS: Format (24
(3312/), 3312). Twenty-five cards are required
to input these vectors. So there are 5 possible
outcomes per course of action, they should all be
grouped in proper sequence.
column

-no Ten integer values ranging from -3 to
+3 right justified in a set of ten
two-digit fields. Positive values do not
require an indicating sign, but negative
values must be preceeded by a minus (-)
sign always.
21-22 Probability value
23-42 Ten impact values
43-44 Probability value
45-64 Ten impact values
65-66 Probability values

Repeat as above on next 24 cards. Columns
67 -80 on each card may be punched with any
information.

PROPDEMM ERRATA LEGEND

Subscripts:
j

k
s
I

m
r
z

= impact values
= groups
= environmental states
= courses of action

= conditions

= outcomes
= reference group

= the No. of GRPSAL's > SL

Variables:
EMVj,k,s

= environmental

ESVVi,j,s

= impact

GRPVALi,k

= the values on likes and dislikes

value modifica-

tion vector

values resulting from
specific environmental conditions.

of a specific group.
A summary of required data to be punched
follows:

GRPSALi,k

= the degree of significance of a
value to a group

1st card:

Program switches

2nd card:

Indicated salience level

XEMVj,k,s
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= environmental

value modification vector index

OMVm,k,l,s

=

outcome value modification vector

OVVi,l,m,s

=

the impact values resulting
from specific course of action
outcomes

XOMV m k I s = outcome value modification vector index
, "
GPi,k,l,m,s

PROPDEMM

1. EMV"J, k ,s

10

IESVVI" J"

~

"

i =1

EMVj,k,s

=

POVV m,k,l,s = the position outcome value vector

=

NSIPI,k,s

= the nonsystematic issue position

the partial issue position

7
~

k=1

=

I,

environmental value modification vector. There is a EMV for
each of the 10 conditions per
environmental state for each of
the·7 groups and 3 environmental states given the 10 values
per condition. There will be 210
EMV's; 3 ES x 10 ESVV's x 7
groups.
The SVV (selected value vector) and SSV (selected salience
vector) are included as objective vectors as groups 7. Group
6 is the decision maker.

(CL1,x x CC k )

the cost level of a course of
action.

j =condition, there are 10 conditions per environmental
state (ES).
i = impact value, there are 10
impact values per condition.

= the cost consciousness of a
group k as regards a course of
action.

=

GRPVAL" kl

GRPSALi,k

= the group position

PIPI,k,s

S-

the selected salience number
for group k.

k = groups, there are 7 groups.
SL

= the salience level number representing the level of salience
considered significant by group

s

k.
NSPFII,k,s

= the nonsystematic political feasibility index.

PWRk,l,s

= the power group k possessess

OCr,l,s

= the openness to change index.

AFFr,k

= the degree of friendship or
hostility between group rand k.

ESVVi,j,s

to block a course of action.

= the dogmatism of group r-its
political rigidity.
= (NSIPr - NSIPk)' the issue
difference between the groups.
= the systematic issue p~sition.

SPF1k,l,s

= the systematic political feasibility index.

PCIr,l,s

= the potential for change index.

XGVD r

= the group value difference index.

= The impact values resulting
from specific (j) environmental
conditions j = 1. •. 10 for each
environmental state(s). The
ESVV's are given on a -3 to 3
scale.

=

the degree of significance of a
value to a group-a measure of
intensity of feelings regarding
each of the 10 values. GRPSAL's are given on a 1 to 7
scale.

Thus as GRPSAL and
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states,
there are 3 ES's ESI =
most probable, ESII =
most desirable, ESIII =
least desirable.

GRPVALi k = the values or likes and dislikes
,
of a specific group (k), k =
1. .. 7, regarding each of the 10
values; e.g., water quality,
economic growth, etc. The
GRPVAL's are given on a -3 to
3 scale.
GRPSALi,k

SIPk,l,s

= environmental

expected desired
ESVV ~ GRPVAL the EMV

and the more desirable the
environmental condition.

IESVV (S,J ,K) BRPV AL (I,K) I
2. XEMVj,k,s

=

POVVm,k,l,s = the position ?utcome value
vector. There IS a POVV for
each group for each course of
action for each outcome for
each environmental state. 5
OVV's x 5 CA's x 3 ES x 7
groups = 525 POVV's. POVV +
if GP t or GRPSAL + . The
larger the POVV the more
favorable the outcome.

GRPSAL('I)

XEMVj,k,s = environmental value modification vector index. There is an
XEMV for each EMV.
The smaller the index the more desired the
environmental condition; i.e., the closer the fit
between expected and desired values.
10

L

3.0MV

m,k,l,s

5

lovvi m I s - GPRVAL. kl
' "

~ (POVV m k 1 s x OVV S I

1,

i=l

7. PIP1,k,s

OMV m k I s = outcome value modification
vector. There is a OMV for
, "
each of the 5 outcomes per each
of the 5 courses of action for
each of the 7 groups and 3
environmental states. There
will be 525 OMV's; 5 OVV's x 5
CA's x 3 ES's x 7 groups.

=

m=l

PIPI,k,s

The SVV and SSV are included
as group 7 and the decision
maker as group 6.

kI

m,

=

"S

NSIPI,k,s

desired
GRPVAL

I(OVV(S,L,M,K) - GRPV AL (K,I) I
GRPSAL(K,I)

XOMVm,k,l,s=Outcome value modification index. There is an XOMV for each
OMV.

5. PXOMV m,k,l,s

PXOMVm k I s=probability outcome value
modification vector index.
, "
There is a PXOMV for each
OMV.

10
6. POVV

~

7

in which XCL

I,s

~

k=l

(CL

I,s

x CC )
k

= the nonsystematic issue position. It is non systematic since
political interactions with other
groups is not considered at this
point in the calculations. There
is a NSIP for each group for
each course of action for each
ES; 5 CA's x 7 groups x 3 ES =
105 NSIP's. As CC t and CL t
NSIP •.
CCk = the cost consciousness
of group k and is measured on a
scale of 1 to 7. A low CC of say
1 or 2 means the group does not
consider the CL of a CA
relevant or significant.

OMV m ,k,1,s
PROB
OVV m

The smaller the index the more desired the
course of action outcome.

)

= the POVV weighted with the
probability of the outcomes for
each course of action. PIP +as
POVV t or PROB t . The larger
the PIP the more favorable the
course of action. There is PIP
for each course of action for
each ES for each group. 5 CA's
x 3 ES's x 7 groups = 105
PIPS.

PIP
1,k,s
8. NSIP 1,k,s = XCI-l,s

the OMV • and the more desirable the course of
action outcome.
4. XOMV

"m

The PIP is the partial issue
position.

OVVi,l,m,s = the impact values resulting
from specific (m) course of
action outcomes m = 1. .. 5 for
each course of action. The
OVV's are given on a -3 to+3
scale.
Thus as GRPSAL • and expected OVV _

' "
5

CLI s = the cost level of a CA
and'is measured on a scale of 1
to 7.
*Note: this is a change-the scale used to be -3 to
3 but for reasons of difficulties dividing by zero or
trying to get NSIP's that were not negative numbers,
the scale had to changed to 1 to 7.

m,k,1,s i= 1

A low CL means the group
feels that the cost of a CA is not
high.

(3-I(OVV(S,L,M,I)-(GRPVAL(K,I)I x GRPSAL(K,I)

10
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Thus NSIP • as CC t or CL t
the higher the CL and degree
of CC the less support a group
will give to a CA.

7

11.

z
L

OC

= L
r,l,s k=l

OCr,l,s

(GRPSALi,k)

i=l

9. SSN k = 10

L GRPSAL. k - L (GRPSALi k - ISLk )
i=1

1,

'

10
~ GRPSALi k

+

i=l

10

'

r

= the

selected salience number
for group k. This number is the
aggregate or "average" salience value for the GRPSAL
vector. Instead of GRPSAL
vector of saliences we now
have one salience number the
selected salience number. The
SSN is computed using GRPSAL's and the SL. There are 7
SSN's-one for each group.

AFFr,k

= the issue difference between
the r group and k group. IDr k
to prevent division by zero, and
the r group and k group. IDr k
= l(NSIPr - NSIPk)l; since ill
can be zero on negative we
divide AFF r Ii by(l + ID r k)to
prevent diVISIOn by zero,' and
we need the absolute value to
prevent OC from being a
negative number. The less the
ID the greater OC.

= the number of GRPSAL's >ISL

NSPFI1,k,s = (SSN k x PWR k ,1,s x NSIP I ,k ,s)

NSPFII,k,s

PWRk,l,s

= the degree of friendship or

*Note, for math reasons the
scale has been changed from -3
to 3 to 1 to 7. 1 = strong
negative affect or much hostility, 7 = strong friendship. The
more friendly the groups the
more OC the reference group.

The SL is that salience number
representing the degree of
salience considered significant.
Saliences < ISL are not used in
the "averaging" computation of
the SSN. There is only one
ISL.

10.

= the reference group.

hostility between r and any
group k.

= the indicated salience level.

z

index.

It represents the measure of

influence of each group k on a
reference group r to determine
the OC of the reference group
r. As the Dogr ..! ' PWRr t ,
ss~t , ID t , Alt'Ft , SSNr +
PWHki , the OCr •. There is an
OC for each grop for each CA
for each ES. 7 groups x 5 CA's
x 3 ES's = 105 OC's.

Z

i=l

= the openness to change

=the

dogmatism of r. This is
given on a 1 to 7 scale. 7 =
very rigid politically or very
dogmatic. The more dogmatic r
is the less OCr is.

= the nonsystematic political feasibility index. It is nonsystematic since external political
interactions are not considered. It measures the support a
group will give to a CA without
external political interaction
effects. NSPFI t if NSIP t
PWR t , and SSN t. The
political feasibility of a CA' as
NSPFI t. There is an NSPFI
for each group for each CA for
each ES. 7 groups x 3 E ss x 5
CA's = 105 NSPFI's.

= the power a group possesses to
block a course of action. It is
given on a scale of 1 to 7. A
PWR of 7 means the group can
block a CA.
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12.

SIPk,l,s = (OCk,l,s x NSIPk,l,s)

SIPk,l,s

= the systematic issue position.
It is systematic because it
takes into consideration the
political interactions of one
group on another (the OCr,k)'
There is a SIP for each group
for each course of action for
each environmental state. 7
groups x 5 CA's x 3 ES = 105
SIP's.

SIP t as OC t and NSIP t , it
measures the support a group
will give a course of action
given that they are interacting
politically.
13.

direction wanted by the decision maker. PCI + if DOGk.
SIPk t SSNk+and the PWRr t '
SSNr •. Remember that group
6 is our decision maker. There
is a PCI for each group for each
CA for each ES. 7 groups x 5
CA's x 3 ES's = 105 PCl's.

SPFl k ,1,s = (SIP k ,1,s x PWR k ,1, s x SSN k)

= the

systematic political feasibility index. It is systematic
because external political interactions are considered
(SIP). It measures the support
a group will give a CA given
that they interact. There is a
SPFI for each group for each
CA for each ES; 7 groups x 5
CA's x 3 ES's = 105 SPFl's.

SPFlk,l,s

15.

XGVD

7

L

k=l

~

k

~

~)

. 1 GRPSAL.I,r X (3-IGRPVALI• ,k-GRPVAL.I, k ,r
I_=____________~---------------

10

= the group value difference in7

14.

PCI

k,l,s

PClr,l,s

dex. It measures the differences in value positions of the
various group. The larger the
index the more similar the
values of the reference group r
and any other group. As
GRPV AL - GRPV ALk' the
XGVD t. ~here is an XGVD for
each group.

= k=l
L

= the potential for change index.
The PCI represents the extent
to which a group can be
influenced to change in the
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APPENDIXD
GENERAL POPULATION SURVEY OF THE
VIRGIN RIVER BASIN
Opinion Sampling Research Institute was commissioned by Utah Water Research Laboratory at
Utah State University and by the Desert Research
Institute at University of Nevada to conduct a public
opinion survey concerning personal-psychological
values, environmental values, voluntary association
participation, and demographic characteristics. The
population sampled consisted of persons at least 18
years old throughout Cedar City, Utah, and the Virgin
River Basin of Utah, Arizona, and Nevada.

The sample was designed in this manner in order that
percentage figures for each of the four areas would
have a sampling error of not more than nin~
percentage points at the 95 percent confidence level.
The results from the four areas were weighted by the
following weighting factors. 3

A questionnaire prepared by the UWRL was
revised by OSRI, pretested in Logan, and administered to the population. These interviews were
conducted from January 28 to February 10, 1975.

Cedar City
St.George
Eastern Zone
Western Zone

The sample of 603 people was disproportionately
stratified1 by area with the following interview
distribution:
Area

Number of Interviews
Total

Cedar City
St. George
Eastern Zone
Hurricane
LaVerkin
Leeds
New Harmony
Rockville
Hilldale
Springdale
Toquerville
Virgin
Kanarraville
Orderville
Glendale
Mt. Carmel
Alton
Western Zone
Central
Gunlock
Pine Valley
Santa Clara
Veyo
Li ttlefield
Mesquite
Bunkerville
Ivins
Shivwitz

185
188
113
38
12
4
3
3
12
5
6
3
6
11
5
2
3

Area

Population

Sample
Size

Weighting
Factor

8,946
7,847
4,686
2,258

185
188
113
117

1.2284
1.0603
1.0535
0.4903

The results were weighted in order that total
percentages for the sample demographics could be
computed and then compared with the latest available
census data (1970). These total percentages had a
maximum sampling error of not more than four
percentage points at the 95 percent confidence level.
It is important to note, however, that sampling error
computations do not take into account other sources of
error such as failure of respondents to recall correctly
or failure to give honest and frank opinions to the
interviewers.
The sample drawing procedure was designed to
approximate a random selection of persons at least
eighteen years of age from the Virgin River drainage
area and the Cedar City area. This procedure
consisted of randomly drawing addresses from the
1973 Southern Utah telephone directory. The interviewer was then instructed to interview one person in
each of the first two homes in a clockwise direction
from the indicated address. If no one was at home in
the desired domiciles, the interviewer was to select a
respondent from the next home, again moving in a
clockwise direction. As street addresses were not

117
2
6
5
18
7
7
44
16
9
3

2A sampling error of 9 percentage points at the 95 percent
confidence level means that for an estimate such as 47 percent.
there is a 95 percent chance that the true population pe~entage
will fall between 38 percent and 56 percent (47 percent - 9 percent
38 percent; 47 percent + 9 percent
56 percent).

=

=

3 Weighting

lJlandom samples without replacement were taken in each of
the four areas, however, the proportion of people interviewed
differed for each town.

fonnula is:

Area Population / Area Sample Size = Weight
Total Population Total Sample Size
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available for some of the smaller cities, the third home
on the right hand side of the road entering the city was
designated as the starting point. Every other
household after that house was then sampled until the
desired number of interviews were obtained. The
youngest person over the age of 18 at the household
when the interviewer arrived was selected as the
respondent.
The demographic characteristics resulting from
applying the weighting factors to the sample
population can be found in the following table.

Characteristics

Percent
of
Sample
Population

Sex:
Male
Female
Age:
18-29
30-39
40-54
55 and over
Marital Status:
Married
Single
Annual Family Income:
Under $8,000
$8,000 - $12,000
$12,000 - $16,000
Over $16,000
Education:
Less than High School
High School Gradua te
Some College or Trade School
College Graduate
Religious Preference:
L.D.S.
Non-L.D.S.
Length of Time at Presen t Residence:
Less than 2 years
2-10 years
Over 10 years
Occupation of Head of Household:
Business and Professional
White Collar
Blue Collar
Agricul ture
Student
~tired

Percent
of 1970
Utah
Census

45
55

49
51

37
18
20
24

33
15
24
28

78
22

65
35

36
32
20
12

55
27
9
9

8
23

33
30
24
13

46
24

87
13

a

23
33
44

a

23
13
31
7
10
16

a

As is apparent in the table, the discrepancies
between the sample values and the census values for
sex and age do not exceed the four percentage points
allowed by the sample design.

A larger proportion of the sample population than
the census population was married. However, the
census data were for persons age fourteen and older
while the sample data resulted from interviews of
persons at least eighteen years of age. As a result, an
accurate comparison cannot be made.

The respondents appeared to inflate their annual
family income as a higher proportion claim to earn
more than the census indicates. Another possible
contribution to this discrepancy is that people often
confuse gross income with net income which is
reported in the census. Also it has been five years
since the census was taken, and the U.S. has
experienced a high rate of inflation since that time
causing a rise in annual family income.

A higher level of education was also reported by
the respondents than was indicated by the 1970
census. This data cannot be strictly compared as the
survey combined those who had attended trade school
and some college into one category while trade
school graduates are not reported in the census.
Another factor that may have influenced education is
the fact that the census included persons fourteen and
older which would lower the education level further
than the sample interview of persons eighteen and
older. However, it seems that the respondents did
tend to exaggerate their level of education.

Since the respondent selection procedure did not
control for either sex or age (demographic characteristics which are quite easily verified by the
interviewer), and these characteristics compare
favorably with those in the census data; it appears
that the results are accurate within the confidence
limits given. Perhaps the level of income and
education are somewhat exaggerated.

aNot available.
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Opinion Sampling
Research Institute

155 South 100 East

Logan, Utah 84.321

Phone (801) 753-5828

Questionnaire Number
Pollster's Initi8ls~-·_____________
Cedar City
1
st. George and Vic.
2
Eastern 7.one
3
Western 20ne
4

INSTRUCTIONS: The following is a list of 18 values. On the right hand side is
a scale of 1 to 7 with 1 representing the least important and 7 representing the
most important, please circle the number between 1 and 7 which represents how
important each value is to ~.
Example:

A new house

--

123456)7

The please rank the same 18 values in order of their importance to you
in the blank on the left.
Example:

~

A new car
A new House
A german shephard dog

COMFORTABLE LIrE (a prosperous life)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

_ _ _ AN EXCITING LIFE (a stimulating, acti VB life)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

- - - A SENSE

OF ACCOMPLISHmENT (lastinq contribution)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

--- A WORLD

AT PEACE (free of war and conflict)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

- - - A WORLD

OF BEAUTY (beauty of nature and the arts) 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

______ EQUALITY (brotherhood, equal opportunity for all) 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

.......-_ _ FAMILY SECURITY (taking care of loved ones)

123

4

567

--- FREEDOM

1

3

4

5

123

4

567

1

2

3

4

567

_ _ _ MATURE LOVE (sexual and spritual intimacy)

1

2

3

4

5

______ NATIONAL SECURITY (protection from attack)

1

234

_ _ _ PLEASURE (an enjoyable, leisurely life)

123

4

56?

SALVATION (saved, eternal life)

123

4

5

SELF-RESPECT (self-esteem)

I

4

567

SOCIAL RECOGNITION (respect, admiration)

1234567

(independence, free choice)

______ HAPPINESS (contentedness)
INNER HARMONY (freedom from inner conflict)

- - - TRUE

FRIENDSHIP (close campanionship)

_ _ _ IAIISDOM

(a mature understanding of life)
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2

2

3

G

6

7

7·

567

n

7

123

4

567

1

4

567

2

3

INSTRUCTIONS:

Same as on Page 1 -- Scale from 1 to 7 and rank from 1 to 18.

---- AMBITIOUS (hard-working,

aspiring)

1234567

BROADMINDED (open-minded)

1234567

______ CAPABLE (competent, effective)

1

_ _ _ CHEERFUL (lighthearted, joyful)

1234567

_ _ _ CLEAN (neat, tidy)

1234567

COURAGEOUS (standing up for your beliefs)

2

3

4

5

fi

7

l23

4

5

67

____ FORGIVING (willing to pardon others)

1

4

5

fj

---- HELPFUL (working
----- HONEST (sincere,

for the welfare of others)

l2

truthful),

123456

2

3

7

34567
'7

IMAGINATIVE (daring, creative)

1234567

INDEPENDENT (self-reliant, self-sufficient)

1

2

3

4

INTELLECTUAL (intelligent, reflective)

l2

3

4567

-------

LOGICAL (consistent, rational)

1234567

----

LOVING (affectionate, tender)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

----

OBEDIENT (dutiful, respectful)

1

2

3

4

5

f

7

1234

5

~

7

---- POLITE

(courteous, well-mannered)

_____ RESPONSIBLE (dependalbe, reliable)

567

1234567
1234567

SELF-CONTROLLED (restrained, self-disciplined)

I[\!STRlJCTIONS: Please rate the following on a scale of -3 to +3 with -3 being
very unimportant and +3 being very important. Circle the number that best
represents how important each item is to ~
Example:

Earthquake insurance

Life support of fish and wildlife

-3

@

-1

0

+ 1 +2

+3

-3

-2

-1

0

+2

+3

-3

-2

-1

a + 1 +2

+3

+1

Water related recreation
A stable community government
Flood control
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Natural aesthetic quality

-3

-2

-1

a +1

+2

+3

Energy availability

-3

-2

-1

0

+1

+2

+3

Industrial development

-3

-2

-1

a

+1

+2

+3

Air and water quality

-3

-2

-1

0

+1

+2

+3

Agricultural development

-3

-2

-1

0

+1

+2

+3

Ava ilable and predictable sLpp1y of water

-3

-2

-1

0

+1

+2

+3

Stable population size

-3

-2

-1

0

+1

+2

+3

Land development protection

-3

-2

-1

0

+1

+2

+3

Job opportunities

-3

-2

-1

0

+1

+2

.,..3

Increased social service

-3

-2

-1

0

+1

+2

+3

Increased tourism

-3

-2

-1

0

+1

+2

+3

Preservation of historic sites

-3

-2

-1

0

+1

+2

+3

Private investment opportunities

-3

-2

-1

0

+1

+7

+3

Erosion control

-3

-2

-1

0

+1

+2

+3

Are there any other uses or characteristics of water which are very important
to you?

( ~ 1ea s 8

\AI

r i t e in)

The following questions are designed to determine whether or not this
sample survey is representative of the entire population. All responses are
of course completely confidential. (Circle thp. numbp.r corresponding to the
correct response.)
1.

2.

3.

Age Category:

18-29______________________________
30-39
40-55
Over 55

Annual Family Income:

Education:
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1
2
3

4

Under $8,000 a year __________________
$8,000 - $12,000
$12,000 - $16,000
Over $16,000

--------------------------------------

1
2
3
4

Less than high school________________
High School graduate
Some college or trade school
College graduate

1
2
3
4

4.

Sex I

Male
Female

5.

Religions

Catholic
Protestant
LOS
Other
None

6.

Ma rita 1 s ta t us:

1
2
1

2
3

4
5

Married
Single

2

Less than 2 years
2 to 10 years
OVer 10 years

1
2
3

I

7.

How long have you lived here:

8.

Occupation of Head of Household:

9.

What clubs, groups, or organizations do you belong to and how often do you
attend their meetings?
Percentage of Regular
Name of Organization
Meetings Attended

10.

0

1/4

1/2

3/4

All

0

1/4

1/2

:!II~

All

0

1/4

1/2

3/4

All

In what, if any, CIVIC activities have you participated in the past
several years? ( Such activities as workinq for consumer protection,
in a political campaign, or in support of a local issue.)
Type of Activity

Type of Involvement
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PROPDEMM II

Compute
environmt!n tal
conditions fllr
each
environmental

Compute ES
modified by
selected
vectors

Compute ES
modified by
group values
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0 )i - - - - : / t
( 1;
..

Compute
environmental
alue modification
indicies

Write OVV
modified by
group values

Compute OVV
closeness to
fit indicies

Compute POW
and

PIP

Compute OVV
modified by
selected vectors

Comput~

elected sJIic'nce
numbers
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Compute
cost
indicies

Compute

NSIP

Compute

NSPFI)

TPFI

Compute
openness to
ch~Ulge

indicies

Compute group
issue
differences
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Compute

SIP and
SPFI

Compute
pel

Compute

XGVD
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